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Abstract
The Ngkolmpu language of southern New Guinea is notable for the remarkable ex-
tent towhich grammatical values are distributed acrossmultiplemorphosyntactic sys-
tems in the language. This is most apparent in the extremely complex inϐlectional
morphology of verbs, where the exponence of morphosyntactic feature values is dis-
tributed over a number of inϐlectional sites, such that determining the exact value of
any given feature requires uniϐication at multiple structural locations. Moreover, this
phenomenon is not restricted to the inϐlectional morphology, and permeates the mor-
phology, syntax and semantics of the language.
This thesis provides the ϐirst comprehensive description of the phonology, mor-
phology and nominal and clausal syntax of Ngkolmpu. There is a particularly strong
focus on the complex verbal inϐlectional morphology. In addition to the core descrip-
tion, it contains an exploration of the phenomenon of distributed exponence and re-
lated structures in the syntax and semantics. The goal is to chart the extent of this
apparently non-optimal approach to exponence and provide a discussion of the conse-
quences of such a structure informed by current thinking in morphological theory.
Chapters 2-7 comprise the descriptive part of the thesis, the primary goal of which
is to give explicit empirical coverage of the main structural features of the language.
As such, it is written from a framework-free approach in which all categories, classes
and constructions are explicitly deϐined on a language particular basis. Chapter 2 sets
out the phonemic inventory, their phonetic realisations and the phonotactics. Chap-
ter 3 is a description of the nominal morphology, including word structure and a list
of cases, their forms and functions. Chapter 4 is an account of the nominal syntax; it
establishes the various classes of nominals and sets out the phrase level constituency.
Chapter 5 lists the various valency-related constructions of the language. It establishes
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a set of valence alternation classes and describes the syntax and semantics of valence
alternation processes. Chapter 6 is a description of the inϐlectional and derivational
sites of verbs, focusing on the complex paradigmatic structure of these sites. Chapter
7 describes the system of stem alternation and establishes verbal number, aspect and
nominal number as distinct but interacting categories.
The last two chapters change gear and aim at situating the workings of Ngkolmpu
distributed exponence typologically, informed by advances in realisational approaches
to morphology. Chapter 8 deϐines the concept of distributed exponence and charts
the extent that features may be distributed in the systems of verbal inϐlection. It ex-
tends this discussion to draw parallels in structure across morphological domains of
agreement, in the system of grammatical relations and the semantic interactions be-
tween verbal number and nominal number. Chapter 9 provides an explicit description
of the inϐlectional sites of verbs in the light of distributed exponence. The descrip-
tion is presented in natural language but is ϐirmly within the realisational tradition,
drawing heavily from Paradigm Function Morphology. Its goal is to explore the conse-
quences of distributed exponence on realisational approaches tomorphological theory
and uniquely proposes a level of morphological autonomy localised to each particular
inϐlectional site.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Ngkolmpu language is characterised by the remarkable extent to which grammat-
ical values are distributed across the systems and sub-systems of the language. This
is most apparent in the extremely complex inϐlectional system of its verbs, in which
morphosyntactic feature values can only be determined after uniϐication of multiple
structural positions. This distribution of feature values at the level of the word we can
call distributed exponence. However, this tendency toward distributed information is
not restricted to the inϐlectional morphology but extends throughout the grammar in-
cluding across inϐlectional domains and at the levels of syntax and semantics.
The goals of this thesis are both descriptive and theoretical. The language has not
been previously described and so the primary goal of the thesis is to provide a descrip-
tion of the core aspects of the grammar, including phonology, morphology and syntax
up to the clause level. This description is intended to stand alone but also serves as
the foundation for the second goal of the thesis: to provide an exploration of the ex-
tent and consequences of distributed feature values in the grammar. This second goal
comprises two distinct aspects, one exploring the extent to which features may be dis-
tributed, the second providing an explicit account of how such a distributed system
would be modelled in contemporary morphological theory.
The approach taken for the ϐirst section is purely descriptive with a focus on ex-
plicit empirical coverage. As such it is presented in a framework work-free approach
(Haspelmath, 2009) in which all grammatical constructions and categories are listed
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and are established on language internal grounds. The second part of this thesis, whilst
not presented in any formal theory, involves a discussion of the nature of structural
correlations and as such is fundamentally theoretical in nature. I argue that the data
is most compatible with a realisational conception of morphology and many of the as-
sumptions in these theories are assumed in this work. However, no previous under-
standing of the various implementations of these theories will be assumed and all the-
oretical constructs are introduced in the body of the thesis.
The phenomenon of distributed exponence is an extreme example of morpholog-
ical complexity, yet it is not unique to Ngkolmpu. What is unique about Ngkolmpu,
along with other Yam family languages, is the extent to which distributed exponence
plays in the organisation of the language. Thus, one of the contributions of this aspect
of the thesis is the explicit charting of this rather extreme case in the design space of
language. The thesis places these phenomena within their theoretical and typological
contexts so that the language and the description proves relevant to our understanding
of the nature of human language and language diversity. It is my hope that discussing
what are theoretical concerns from a wide theoretical perspective, and one that is not
wedded to any particular formalism, will help make the data and the discussion rele-
vant for a wider audience. An overview of these approaches with speciϐic reference to
elements used in the grammar are discussed in Section 1.3 of this chapter.
1.1 The language and its speakers
The Ngkolmpu people live in the extreme south east of the Indonesian province of
Papua in the border area between Indonesia and Papua New Guinea in southern New
Guinea. Ngkolmpu refers both to the name of the people and by extension the name of
the language they speak, i.e. the Ngkolmpu Language. There are two varieties of Ngkol-
mpu, Ngkontar and Baedi, which correspond to the two villages Yanggandur and Ong-
gaya. The majority of speakers live in these two villages and the entire population live
within Wasur National Park, a national park in the area east of Merauke. The variety
described in this thesis is Ngkontar Ngkolmpuwhich is spoken by around 150 adults in
the village of Yanggandur. All data was collected from speakers living in Yanggandur.
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The other variety, Baedi, is reportedly only spoken by a handful of elderly speakers
who no longer use it as a language of communication.
The full name of the language is Ngkontar Ngkolmpu Kiki, the word kiki meaning
‘speak’, ‘talk’, ‘word’ or ‘language’. Ngkontar refers to the Ngkolmpu people living in
Yanggandur and the variety of the language they speak. The language is also known
by a number of other names. As this is a traditionally multilingual environment with
a large number of closely related languages spoken over a relatively small area, people
commonly need to make reference to the different languages of the area. In these in-
stances, a shibboleth term is used consisting of the wordmeaning ‘this type’ optionally
along with the word for ‘speak’ or ‘language’ in that language. Such terms are primar-
ily used when one is comparing the languages, in which case Ngkontar Ngkolmpu is
known as Ngkntra Kiki, [ŋkə̆ˈntra]. These terms are discussed in more detail in the fol-
lowing section.
Much previously published work has referred to the language as ‘Kanum’. This
was the term used in Boelaars (1950) and in the works published by Mark Donohue,
discussed in Section 1.4. The variety described in these two sources is the same as
that described in this thesis, although naturally due to the time the ϐieldwork was con-
ducted there are many differences between the three sources. Donohue also uses the
name Ngkolmpu in his work along side the name Kanum, although in the orthography
adopted in those papers Ngkolmpu is written as Ngkâlmpw. More details on the or-
thography used in this thesis can be found in Section 2.6. Outside of these sources, the
term ‘Kanum’ is used to refer to all the Tonda subgroup family speakers living within
Indonesia. This term is used self-identifyingly in the form [kə̆ˈnumɛ]. This same term,
in the formof [ˈkanum], is theword typically givenwhen non-Kanumpeople ask for the
name of the people or the languages spoken in the villages in the region. The term has
also been used by ethnographers, namely Nevermann (1939) and van Baal (1966), to
refer to the people living in this area. Boelaars (1950) suggests the term comes from
Marind referring to people living east of the Maro river although he provides no evi-
dence to support the claim.
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Figure 1.1: Map of the Yam family languages
1.1.1 Genetic and areal afϐiliation
Ngkolmpu belongs to the Tonda subgroup of the Yam family of languages. The Yam
familywas previously known asMorehead-Maro (Ross, 2005) based on two prominent
rivers in the region. Following current usage in Evans (2012) and Evans et al. (2017),
themore concise name of Yam is used here. The term itself is derived from the cognate
forms of the 3rd person forms in the ‘be’ paradigm; in Ngkolmpu this is yə but in many
of the languages of the family this is yəm or yam. In addition, Evans et al. (2017) note
the widespread use of the word yam for ‘custom, tradition, law’ and the central role of
yams as a dietary staple in this region. The most detailed discussion of the historical
relationships of the family can be found in these Evans et al. (2017). The family com-
prise around15-20 languages spoken across the southernNewGuinea area. Ngkolmpu
is the westernmost variety, traditionally spoken as far west as the Maro river, and the
language family stretches eastward to theMaeKussa river in PapuaNewGuinea. Amap
of the language family is presented in Figure 1.1.
Underour current understandingof the family there are three subgroupsof theYam
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Figure 1.2: Map of villages and languages spoken in the Wasur region
languages: Tonda, Nambu and Yei, each comprising a number of distinct languages.
The subgroup Tonda, of which Ngkolmpu is a part, is the largest and most diverse of
the three groups and crosses both sides of the border.
As stated, Ngkolmpu is often referred to asKanum, however there are actually three
distinct languages which are known generally as Kanum. These are Ngkolmpu, Ngarna
and Smerky; further, Ngkolmpu and Smerky each contain a number of dialects or sub-
varieties. A map of the Wasur National Park region with the villages indicated and the
languages spoken in those villages is presented in Figure 1.2.
Ngkolmpu consists of two varieties, Ngkontar and Baedi. As stated, Baedi is no
longer a spoken language and people report that it is only remembered by a handful of
older people. In my time in the ϐield I never visited Onggaya, however I met a number
of people, mostly men in their 50s, who identiϐied as Baedi people and who lived in
Onggaya. All of these people stated they could not speak nor understand the language.
It was also clear from observation that they could not speak or understand Ngkontar
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Ngkolmpu either.
Smerky consists of three varieties known as Smerky, Taemer and Barkari. It seems
confusing that the dialect Smerky shares the name of the broader language Smerky.
To clarify, all three of these languages are generally known as Smerky by the Kanum
communities, yet the speciϐic variety of Smerky, as spoken in Rawa Biru, Tomer and
Tomerau, is not known by any other name. The varieties of Taemer and Barkari, whilst
also known as Smerky, have speciϐic names, i.e. Taemer and Barkari. Döhler (2016) re-
ports the term smärki being used by the eastern Tonda speakers to refer to other Tonda
speakers living to thewest, so the term is in common use for a number of distinct refer-
ents. The three varieties essentially form a dialect chain. The Taemer people, of which
there are about 120 people, live in Yanggandur alongside the Ngkolmpu people. The
Barkari people live between Rawa Biru and a new settlement along the border known
as Yakiw1, indicated on the map in Figure 1.2. The Barkari people originally inhabited
villages along the border, however due to the Indonesian government’s increased pres-
ence along the border many of these people were forced to live either in Rawa Biru or
in the village ofWeam in Papua New Guinea. During the early 2000s when the borders
were relaxed and local people could cross more freely many Barkari people living in
Weam returned to Indonesia and started the village of Yakiw. These languages are by
far themost vital of the Kanum languages, with children in Rawa Biru and Yakiw learn-
ing these languages as their ϐirst language. Wayan Arka (personal communication) re-
ports that the status of local languages in the coastal towns of Tomer and Tomerau are
much less vital.
Ngarna is spoken by around 80 people in the town of Sota. Traditionally, this was
a smaller village as found in the area, however it has since became a border post and
the site of a transmigration village. There are currently around 3000 people, predom-
inately ethnic Javanese, living at Sota. These are people arriving as the result of a
government-sponsored transmigration scheme.
A table of the Kanum languages, their varieties, the locations and speaker popula-
tions is presented in Table 1.1. This table also includes the alternate (shibboleth) name
for the language used locally to refer to different varieties. As stated, this is based on
1This village has been designated RT3 by the local government and is often referred to by that name.
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Language Variety Shibboleth Name Village Est. No. Speakers
Ngkolmpu Ngkontar Ngkntra Kiki Yanggandur 150
Baedi Ngkanter Kiki Onggaya ~10
Smerky Smerky Nggernca Tunai Rawa Biru 150
Tomerau unknown
Tomer unknown
Taemr Nggontia Kiki Yanggandur 100
Barkari unknown Rawa Biru/Yakiw unknown ~50
Ngarna Ngarna Ngarna Kiki Sota 80
Table 1.1: The Kanum languages
the word for ‘this type’ and the word for ‘speak’, ‘word’ or ‘language’. The Ngarna vari-
ety is only known by its shibboleth form, although it is also referred to as Sota Kanum,
after the village name. I did not collect data regarding the Barkari shibboleth name.
The speaker estimates are based on conversations with village administrators, for the
villages of Yanggandur and Rawa Biru. The numbers marked with a tilde (~) are esti-
mates based on reports from speakers. I have not visited nor have accurate reports to
assess the language situation in Tomer and Tomerau.
1.1.2 The Kanum world
Traditionally the Ngkolmpu people, along with the other Kanum groups, lived in ham-
lets and small villages populated by people from a single clan. I use the word clan as
this is typically referred towith the Indonesianwordmarga. Today people live in larger
villages whichwere established during the Dutch colonial periodwhen the border was
created. However, during the Dutch period people still largely maintained traditional
patterns of habitation. Later during the Indonesian period, the current settlement pat-
terns were enforced and people were made to give up their traditional settlement pat-
terns and move into the villages we have today.
The older village sites still exist in the form of clan gardens and are referred to in
Indonesian as kampung lama, ‘old villages’, or by their traditional namewhen speaking
Ngkolmpu. These sites are still considered property of the clans who originally lived in
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Figure 1.3: Ntmtr: kampung lama of the Ntikbwan clan
them and the clans still maintain their gardens on these sites. Life in these garden sites
today is much closer to traditional practice and a picture of Ntmtr where the Ntikb-
wan clan maintain their garden sites can seen in Figure 1.3. People report that during
1980s, travel to these sites was highly regulated and people would need to get permis-
sion from the local police ofϐicer in order to stay overnight in their traditional garden
sites. Since these can be up to ten kilometres away from the village it often became
impossible for people to maintain traditional agrarian practices. To this day the level
of subsistence agriculture is greatly reduced compared to related groups within PNG.
Although agriculture is reduced, many people are still subsistence agriculturalists to
some extent. The primary crops are various types of yam, cassava for both leaves and
roots, taro, sweet potato and bananas. A yam garden can be seen in Figure 1.4. As has
been described by Döhler (2016) or Ayres (1983), yams play a very prominent role in
the culture and whilst people in the Ngkolmpu community take a lot of pride in their
gardens the level of competitiveness is far lower than seen to the east. Figure 1.5 is a
picture of yams and bananas being counted for distribution after a feast.
In addition to traditional farming practices, there is also a government program
which provides inexpensive rice to the community. This is knownas berasmiskin, ‘poor
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Figure 1.4: A typical yam garden
rice’, colloquially called raskin. Formost families, their diet is heavily subsidised by this
rice. Whilst this is beneϐicial for many people, it also creates a slight dependence on
the rice since they grow less other food as a direct result of receiving the rice. This is
further complicated by the fact that the garden sites of most families are at the sites of
their original villages, which may be up ten kilometres away from the village.
Hunting plays a fairly minimal role in people’s diet. The inϐlux of transmigrants
and others to the area means that the amount of viable game is very low. Within ϐive
kilometres of the village animal sightings are rare and people must travel quite far to
obtainmeat. Fishmakes up a very large part of the protein inmost people’s diets, espe-
cially during the dry season when the waterways are low and ϐishing with a net is easy.
Manyof thenative ϐish havebeendisplacedby introduced ϐish and thepredominate ϐish
species eaten are known in Indonesian as ikan mujair, ikan lele and ikan betok/betik.
These are themozambique tilapia, the clarias catϐish and the climbing gourami respec-
tively. The ϐirst two of these have spread at least as far eastward as theMai Kussa River
in PNG, displacing local ϐish and are known asmujaya and lele in Nen, the eastern-most
Yam language.
The landscape is similar to that of northern Australia, consisting of mostly light
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Figure 1.5: Yams and bananas being counted after a feast
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Figure 1.6: Light melaleuca forest in the dry season
melaleuca forests, punctuated by patches of rainforest and savannah. The entire south-
ern New Guinea region is an area characterised by topography with only very minor
differences in elevation. However, these minor differences are pronounced through
the monsoonal seasons, in which areas of light forest (Figure 1.6) become seasonal
swamps (Figure 1.7) during the wet season. The long dry season lasts from June to
December with an intense wet season January to May.
The village of Yanggandur consists predominantly of three-room wooden houses
built by the Indonesian government (Figure 1.8). These houses contain a family of
husband and wife and their children. Most have home-built extensions on the rear
to contain a kitchen area. The village is relatively well equipped, with a large church al-
though no permanent pastor, a town hall and both primary andmiddle schools, known
as SD and SMP in the Indonesian system. Children typically live with relatives in Sota
to attend high school, if they attend. Access to water is from wells situated around the
village. In the dry seasons these will frequently dry out and people will be forced to
walk to the nearest rivers and creeks to collect water. During my second trip in early
2014 a diesel generator large enough to provide electricity to the entire village was
connected. It had been installed years before but never connected to the houses. This
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Figure 1.7: Light melaleuca forest in the wet season
is connected to every house in the village and, when there is fuel, it runs from dusk to
midnight and is enough electricity for people to run lights and entertainment devices
like televisions. Fuel is rarely available and typically only when donated by a benefac-
tor, such from a politician or from the local road construction program. Other times,
if the village receives money through the various state programs, the community has
been known to use that to buy fuel. However, formuch of the time the generator is sim-
ply not run. There is no mobile phone coverage in the village. A sealed asphalt road
that runs all the way to the village was completed in 2016.
Yanggandur is predominantly inhabitedby twodistinct groupsof people, theNgkol-
mpu and Taemer. There are about 200 Ngkolmpu people and around 120 Taemer peo-
ple in the village, including children. The total population of the village is around 350
as this also includes a number of other groups. These other groups include two Smerky
households and somepeople, bothmenandwomenwhohavemarried into the commu-
nity. There are also around three families, of Javanese descent, who have established
small shops in the village, plus a number of more temporary residents, such as school
teachers who primarily live in Merauke but have residences available in the village. In
addition, there is a permanent station of a unit of 24 Indonesian soldiers (TNI). These
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Figure 1.8: Typical house in Yanggandur
units are rotated every six to twelve months and the soldiers may potentially be from
any part of Indonesia. Their primary concern is to patrol and monitor the border but
they also act as an impromptu police force in the village.
Unlike other parts of Indonesia, there is no cash cropping of any sort in the village.
There is, however, a small village industry based around the distilling of cajeput oil,
minyak kayu putih in Indonesian, an oil derived from a type of melaleuca tree, which
is similar to what is known in Australia as tea-tree oil. The program was initiated by
theWorldWide Fund for Nature (WWF) who built a number of public stills around the
village during the 1990s. Typically, men will gather leaves from the forest and then
sell the leaves to others in the village. These will usually be people either with some
external cash source such as running a shop or having a position in the village level
government. Once sufϐicient leaves have been purchased they are distilled into oil. The
ϐinal oil is then sold to the WWF who distribute the oil for sale around Merauke and
more widely in Indonesia.
The Ngkolmpu still practice exogamous sister exchange essentially as described
in Döhler (2016). Customarily, Ngkolmpu women marry Smerky men and vice-versa.
This process involves two men, one from Yanggandur and the other from Rawa Biru,
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who directly exchange sisters. When a man does not have a sister, he may substitute
another close female relative. Failing that, he must instead pay a large amount of yams
to the family of the woman and then offer one of his resulting daughters to pay back
his debt to the system. Whilst exogamous sister exchange is still practised, there are a
number of other marriages which happen outside this system.
1.1.3 Demography and vitality
Ngkolmpu is spoken by around 150 adults in the village of Yanggandur. As stated, the
Baedi variety is spoken by just a few older people. In Yanggandur all Ngkolmpu adults
over the age of 40 are able to speak the language and use the language as a day-to-day
means of communication alongside Indonesian. Adults in their late 20s to 30s vary in
their abilities, with some clearly ϐluent whilst others only ever speak Indonesian. How-
ever, it is clear that many of these younger speakers do make use of the full range of
inϐlectional morphology. Speakers younger than this do not speak the language and
children in the village are not learning the language. In the village, since it is a mixed
community, people are more likely to use Indonesian rather than Ngkolmpu, particu-
larly if there are non-speakers around. However in the gardens, which are tended by
family and clan-based groups, the traditional language is the primary language used
and this appears to have served a vital part in maintaining the language.
In addition to this there is a large community of Ngkontar Ngkolmpu speakers liv-
ing in the village of Rawa Biru just 17 kilometres from Yanggandur as mentioned in
Figure 1.2. Traditionally, women from Yanggandur marry the Smerky men from Rawa
Biru. They then live with the man in his village and as such there is a large community
of women speakers living in Rawa Biru who use Ngkolmpu frequently as a means of
communication. In addition, sincemany Smerkymenwhowere born in Rawa Biru had
Ngkolmpumothers, whowould have spoken Ngkolmpu along with Smerky around the
children, most men are also able to speak some Ngkolmpu. This naturally varies from
person to person, however a large number of speakers, from my observations, would
be considered ϐluent in the language.
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1.2 Data and ϐieldwork
All data in this thesis is taken fromoriginal ϐieldwork totallingoverninemonths through
the period from 2012 to 2015 as part of the ARC funded project ‘Languages of South-
ern NewGuinea’ (CIs Nicholas Evans, IWayan Arka and Jeff Siegel). An initial trip of six
weeks was conducted in 2012, followed by a longer trip of six months between August
2013 to February 2014 and another short trip of two months at the end of 2014. All
the data used in the thesis is taken from speakers living in the village of Yanggandur.
The data involves a combination of spontaneous and prompted texts as well as tar-
geted elicitation sessions. Elicitation sessions were primarily in relation to the ver-
bal paradigms but also to cover certain gaps in the syntactic constructions. The texts
involve a mix of genres and styles, including narratives, procedurals, traditional sto-
ries, explanations, voice overs and conversations. These were recorded at a bitrate of
1411kbps using a ZoomH4n;most recordingswere alsomade using either RodeHS1-B
or AKG C520 headset microphones. A single conversation text was also recorded in HD
video. The texts were transcribed with a team of speakers in the ϐield into ϐield note-
books. These transcriptions were then conϐirmedwith a different speaker and entered
into Elan and time-aligned with the audio recordings. These texts were then entered
into a ToolBox database where they were glossed to the level of the morpheme in Aus-
tralia.
The text corpus consists of 3 hours and 42 minutes, all of which is transcribed and
time aligned. The majority of examples in the thesis are taken from this corpus. In
addition, over 40 hours of elicitation recordings have been collected although not tran-
scribed beyond the ϐieldnotes and paradigms made at the time. Observation and ϐield
notes not recorded also comprisemuch of thework. The recordingswill bemade avail-
able on the PARADISEC database (http://www.paradisec.org.au). I have endeavoured
to take asmanyexamples aspossible fromnaturalistic textswhichoccur in the textwith
references to the recordings. References to recordings follow the naming convention
in 1.1, this contains the year followed by the ISO code for Ngkolmpu, KCD, the initials
of the speakers being recorded and a general descriptor given in plain language. This
is followed by the a number which corresponds to the segment number in the Elan ϐile.
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Three texts from this corpus are presented in Appendix A and the soundϐiles and Elan
ϐiles are provided on the associated compact disc.
(1.1) YYYYMMDD-ISO-SPEAKER-Descriptor Segment
In addition to the text corpus, a large number of verbal paradigms have also been
collected. Paradigms in Ngkolmpu are extremely large with agreement for up to two
arguments and 16 distinct tense, aspect andmood values aswell as direction, diathesis
and (plur)actionality, totalling to 5,292maximum cells. In addition, since it is arguable
as to whether these some of these values are inϐlectional or derivational it is difϐicult
to determine the exact number of verbs collected. However, these potentially deriva-
tionally related verbs may be classiϐied together under a single đĊĒĒĆ. Lexemes of a
single lemma share a single inϐinitive, if they have one, and the sameunderlying seman-
tics. They alternate for lexical categories of diathesis and direction. Thus each lemma
may contain up to six distinct lexemes, each of which then participates in the full in-
ϐlectional system including displaying up to three inϐlectional stems. On this deϐinition,
paradigms have been collected for 184 distinct lemmas which entails over 500 verbs.
New verbs were largely identiϐied and collected through texts. Each time a new
verb was encountered it was entered into the spreadsheet of verb forms. Then, during
elicitation sessions the full paradigm for each verb and each related verb would be
elicited across a number of days with my two male speakers.
All of the data in this thesis comes from four speakers who I will discuss in turn.
I worked every day with Bapak Karel Dimar (KD), a man in his early 50s and Bapak
Yonas Gelambu (YG), who was 49 years of age in 2014. Pak Karel is a Smerky man
whose father died when he was a child. As a result, he moved to Yanggandur when
his mother returned to live with her family after her husband’s death. Pak Karel has
then lived in Yanggandur for his entire life and has an Ngkolmpu wife. Although he is
a Smerky man, he is a ϐluent speaker of Ngkolmpu and is a respected member of the
community. I worked with Pak Yonas almost as frequently as Pak Karel. Pak Yonas is
a Ngkolmpu man who has lived in Yanggandur his entire life and is close friends with
Pak Karel. I also worked with Mama Magdelena Ndiken (ML) who hosted me during
my stay in the village, either in her house or with her daughter. She is in her late 40s
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and in a position of inϐluence in the village as the eldest child of the previous customary
village head (kepala adat). She has remained in Yanggandur as she is married to a non-
Kanumman, who is the village administrator (Sekretaris Desa). Finally, I worked with
Mama Leonarda Ndiken (LN), a women in her mid-40s. She is the younger sister of
Mama Magdelena and the wife of Pak Karel. Due to the fact that women are extremely
busy with household duties, the majority of my work was conducted with the men. In
addition, I worked occasionally with a number of other men from the ages of late teens
to their 70s.
1.3 Theoretical perspectives
The descriptive element of the thesis is not couched in any particular theoretical per-
spective. I take the position that arguing for a particular viewpoint on cross-linguistic
categories is not the role of a descriptive grammar. It is the role of typology and lin-
guistic theory to establish these on empirical grounds. As such, the grammar portion of
this thesis is written from what Haspelmath (2009) calls ‘a framework free approach’.
Arguments for this approach can be found in Evans and Dench (2006) and in the writ-
ings of Dixon going back to Dixon (1977). That is not to say there is no preconceived
concepts but rather all categories used by this grammar are established on distribu-
tional grounds and all attempts have been made to explicitly deϐine all categories used
in the grammar. It is my hope that this will lead to a greater usability and relevance of
the grammar for typologists and theoreticians alike.
Each chapter explicitly establishes all categories used in that chapter. Categories
are deϐined by their participation in particular constructions. Each chapter categorises
and exempliϐies the constructions which deϐine those categories. Both categories and
constructions are established on language-speciϐic grounds, then related to the extent
possible to their cross-linguistic analogues.
Semantic interpretation is generally assumed to be constructional, that is, mean-
ing must be derived from the interaction between the semantic properties of both lex-
ical items and the constructions in which they appear. Semantics of both categories
and constructions are discussed throughout the grammar. Where particularly relevant,
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dedicated discussion is given to the semantic categories resulting from these interac-
tions.
As alreadynoted, Ngkolmpudisplays strong tendencies to distributemorphological
exponents across bothmultiplemorphological sites and across the syntax. As such, it is
usually impossible to establish any sub-word unit that might be labelled ‘morpheme’.
This has obvious theoretical and practical consequences. We shall discuss the theo-
retical consequences later in this section, however the most relevant issue pertains to
the problem of providing explicit glosses. Following practice in other Yam languages
(Evans, 2015a; Döhler, 2016), glosses for verbs are given as fully speciϐied at the level of
the word. Smaller units of analysis will only be invoked where needed, predominantly
in Chapter 6. An example of this gloss is given in (1.2).
(1.2) Markusu ngko nmaeito beibentei
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
bnruontn/y
ĘČ>1ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěntell
‘Markus already told me.’
The ϐirst line is the orthographic representation. The second line is themorpholog-
ically segmented transcription. For segmentable words, this follows the practice in the
Leipzig glossing rules. For verbs, the stem is separated from the other morphological
material by a combination of slashes. The gloss line aligns segmental words and for
verbs lists the features for the fully uniϐied inϐlectional features. Arguments are sepa-
rated by the symbol ‘>’ which is used to indicate that the argument to the left is acting
on the argument to the right. The full gloss for the example in (1.2) would be ‘A sin-
gular argument acting on ϐirst person singular in the hodiernal past tense and in the
perfective aspect’. The stem indicates the verb means ‘to tell’.
The discussion in the second section of the thesis assumes a number of concepts
from realisational approaches to morphology (Stump, 2001). As such, I assume there
is no necessary isomorphismbetweenmorphological expression andmorphosyntactic
and semantic features, that is, that morphological structure is not nessasarily concate-
native (Anderson, 1992) and that purely morphological categories may exist (Aronoff,
1994). Imake the assumption that feature values arepassed from the syntax-semantics
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through to themorphosyntactic interface to be realised by themorphology at themor-
phophonological interface. The level ofmorphologymay display its own level of organ-
isation independent of other modules of grammar.
The approach taken in this thesis places this work squarely in the morphological
tradition ofMatthews (1974), Anderson (1992), Corbett and Fraser (1993), Brown and
Hippisley (2012) and Stump (2001, 2016). However, the discussion in this book will
largely use disciplined prose as a metalanguage rather than any symbolic formalism.
It does not assume any familiarity with any particular formalism or framework and
should be readable by anyone interested in the descriptive element of the grammar.
All mechanisms used to capture morphological generalisations are established in the
body of the work.
I make extensive use of morphosyntactic and semantic features which are used to
precisely represent the variables required by themorphology. These are formalised as
feature value pairs of the form: ċĊĆęĚėĊ:value. Thus, the present tense is formalised as
ęĊēĘĊ:present. The grammar also makes use of morphomic features which are purely
morphological features which have no correlates in either the syntax or the semantics
(Aronoff, 1994) (Corbett, 2012, p. 50).
1.4 Relation to previous work
There had been little work on Ngkolmpu prior to this project. The most signiϐicant
of prior research was conducted by Mark Donohue, including two published papers, a
book chapter and anumber of unpublished talks. Whilst this does not seema great deal
for an entire language,most other languages in the family hadnoprevious linguistic de-
scription of any kind. In addition to Donohue’s work, there are some earlier ϐield notes
collected by the Dutch missionary linguist Petrus Drabbe. These notes were published
in Boelaars (1950) in the form of a 16 page sketch. From an ethnographic perspective,
the only work speciϐically on any of the Kanum peoples is Nevermann (1939), which
provides an interesting glimpse into pre/early-colonial life.
In this section, I outline Donohue’s work on Ngkolmpu both to convey the previous
state of description and to point readers to areas that my own work has not replicated
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or where it differs from his. In the instances where Donohue’s work andmy own cover
similar ground, a discussion of the differences between analyses will be presented in
the body of the thesis. Section 2.3 contains a discussion of the differences between
our phonological analyses and Section 4.3.3 is a discussion of the differences between
Donohue (2011) and my own analysis of nominal syntax in Ngkolmpu. In this section,
I focus on publishedmaterials, leaving unpublishedwork aside. Bymeans of overview,
Donohue conducted ϐieldwork in theWasur region in 1996 for a period of twomonths.
During that time, he collected an impressive amount of data including numerous ver-
bal paradigms. Speakers in the village report that Donohue primarily worked with the
father of Mama Magdalena Ndiken, see above, who is now deceased. It is worth not-
ing the difference in the time between Donohue’s ϐieldwork and my own; my ϐindings
do not always align with Donohue’s and they potentially represent various changes in
progress. These could be the result of a language loss situation or to do with the fact
that I have worked with a younger generation of speakers.
Donohue (2008a) is a description and discussion of the unusual senary, i.e. base-
6, numeral system used in Ngkolmpu. In that paper, Donohue describes Ngkolmpu as
displaying three series of numerals. A simple system containing the numbers 1 to 6, a
moderate systemallowing for an extension up to 12 and a complex systemwith numer-
als up to 65 (7776). These three sets are reproduced in Table 1.2. These are reproduced
in Donohue’s orthography; see Section 2.6 for the differences between Donohue’s and
my own.
Senary number systems are common across all Yam languages and are typically
used during yam counting ceremonies. However, my observations suggest that this is
becoming quite rare for both Ngkolmpu and Smerky speakers, who primarily use In-
donesian numerals in this context alongside traditional languages. In these instances,
speakers typically count out the ϐirst batch of 36 in Ngkolmpu or Smerky and then be-
gin the count in earnest using Indonesian. It is clear that people are considerably less
familiar with the numeral systems and most people only know the ϐirst six numbers,
i.e. the simple system in Donohue’s terms. However, my ϐindings somewhat contrast
with Donohue’s description and are presented in Table 1.3. The numerals that speak-
ers have conϐirmed with me correspond with Donohue’s simple set for the numbers
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Value Simple Moderate Complex
1 naempr aempy aempy
2 yempoka ynaoaempy ynaoaempy
3 ywow ylla ylla
4 eser eser eser
5 swabra tampwy tamp
6 61 swy traowao ptae
7 psymery aempy aempy ptae
8 psymery ynaoaempy ynaoaempy ptae
9 psymery ylla ylla ptae
10 psymery eser eser ptae
11 psymery tampwy tamp ptae
12 psymery traowao tarwmpao
18 ntamnao
24 wramaekr
36 62 ptae
216 63 tarwmpao
1296 64 ntamnao
7776 65 wramaekr
Table 1.2: Numeral systems as presented in Donohue (2008)
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Value Numeral
1 naempr
2 yempoka
3 yuow
4 eser
5 tampui
6 61 traowo
36 62 ptae
216 63 tarumpao
1296 64 ntamnao
7776 65 ulamaeke
Table 1.3: Numeral system
1-4, whilst the numbers 5 and 6 correspond to the moderate set. Larger numbers are
still remembered by some oldermembers of the communitywith some key differences
fromDonohue (2008a). Evenwhen theseolder speakers recite the largernumbers they
still follow other speakers numbers for 1 to 6. The larger numbers mostly correspond
to Donohue’s complex set although without the use of ntamnao for 18 and wramaekr
for 24.
Donohue (2011) describes the nominal syntax of Ngkolmpu noun phrases. In that
paper, he describes a system of discontinuous case marked noun phrases which are
the result of a scrambling procedure. This is another feature which appears not to cor-
respond with contemporary usage of the language. The differences are quite extreme
and the only discontinuous elements of nominal constructions that I observed related
to the separation of the nominal phrases and their determiners regardless of whether
they are case marked or not. Nominal syntax is discussed in Chapter 4 and the differ-
ences between Donohue (2011) and my own work are covered in Section 4.3.3.
Finally, (Donohue, 2015) is a discussion of the morphological complexity of the in-
ϐlectional preϐixes of verbs. This discussion, in many ways, mirrors the discussion pre-
sented in Chapter 9. In his chapter, Donohue argues for a conception of morphological
complexity that corresponds to a notion of opacity, i.e. a language is more complex if
its morphology is not isomorphic with the features that it realises. The preϐixes of the
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verbal system are then analysed as undergoing a series of morphological takeovers, or
referrals, to account for the complex syncretism that exists in the paradigm. I largely
agree with Donohue’s analysis except to note that the data presented in his chapter
is largely incomplete. Donohue only describes a system with ϐive tenses and does not
describe the system as containing any aspect, mood or pluractionality. This actually
creates more complexity in Donohue’s analysis since various elements he describes as
complex are inϐlecting features that he is unaware of in that chapter.
1.5 Outline of thesis
This thesis is divided into two distinct sections which will naturally appeal to different
readers. However, the typological and theoretical discussions of the second section are
presented in such a way to be general interest to all linguists.
The ϐirst section contains a description of the language’s phonology, morphology
and nominal and clausal syntax. Complex clause structure is not a particularly promi-
nent feature of the language generally however some aspects are discussed Chapters 3
and 8.
Chapter 2 contains the description of the phonology. It sets out the phonemic in-
ventory of the language and lists their distribution and phonetic realisations. It es-
tablishes a set of phonotactic constraints and describes the system of epenthesis and
morphophonological process. It also contains a discussion of the orthography.
Chapter 3 is a description of the nominal morphology of the language. It largely
focuses both on noun formation, which is rather scarce, and the elaborate inϐlectional
case system including two grammatical cases and ten semantic cases. This chapter also
lists the forms of the various pronoun and demonstrative elements.
Chapter 4 establishes the word class of nominals and its subclasses. It also lists all
nominal constructions. Nominal constructionsdisplay anumberof interesting features
including discontiguity in response to various information structure contexts.
Chapter 5 sets out the various valency-related constructions in the language. These
are themost prominent element of clause-level syntax in the language andmany verbs
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have corresponding alternates between a number of constructions. The chapter also
organises the set of lemmas into classes based on the distribution of lexemes over va-
lency constructions. In addition, it describes the syntax and semantics of valence al-
ternations.
Chapter 6 describes the morphological structure of verbs, both lexical and inϐlec-
tional, although it leaves stems until Chapter 7. Verbs are classiϐied into classes based
on their inϐlection locus, as either preϐixing or ambiϐixing. Each of these classes is bro-
ken down into a number of inϐlectional sites based on the distribution of inϐlectional
material and each of these sites is listed in turn.
Chapter 7 describes the distribution of verb stems. Verbs may have up to three
stems which alternate according to a complex interaction of aspect and verbal num-
ber. This chapter sets out each of these categories and demonstrates the categorical
independence of aspect, verbal number and nominal number. It also examines the sta-
tus of these features as either lexical or inϐlectional.
The second section is an exploration of the phenomena of distributed exponence
and its related structures in other levels of the grammar.
Chapter 8 provides an explicit description of the distributed exponence of the local-
ity and extent that inϐlectional, syntactic and semantic features are distributed across
systems in Ngkolmpu. The chapter also frames this discussion within the existing lit-
erature on morphological complexity.
Chapter 9 is an explicit description of the inϐlectional morphology of verbs, with
distributed exponence inmind. Most signiϐicantly, this description is completed in line
with the theoretical tradition of realisational morphology. Its goal is to explore the
impact this phenomena has on current thinking about the structure of morphology
and it argues for a level of morphological autonomy at each point of inϐlection, i.e. the
subparadigm.
Part I
Grammar
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Chapter 2
Phonology
This chapter sets out the phonemic inventory of consonants (2.1) and vowels (2.2) and
describes their distribution and phonetic realisation. It establishes a set of phonotac-
tic constraints (2.4) which are organised around a phonetic syllable structure. This
structure is essential for describing the extensive process of epenthesis (2.4.1). The
chapter also sets out the morphophonemic processes which interact with the phono-
tactics (2.5). The chapter concludes with a discussion of the orthography (2.6).
There are a number of particularly salient features of the phonetics and phonology
of Ngkolmpu worth mentioning here. The ϐirst is the presence of prenasalised voice-
less stops which are a prominent feature of the consonant system. These are a relative
typological rarity occurring in 3% of the 3776 languages listed in the Word Phono-
tactics Database (Donohue, Hetherington, McElvenny, & Dawson, n.d.), with that num-
ber reduced to 0.6% for languages which have prenasalised voiceless stops but not
prenasalised voiced stops. These numbers appear especially small when compared to
voiced prenasalised stops which are described for 17.7% of languages. Another highly
salient feature is the extent towhich vowels are not speciϐied at the level of the phonol-
ogy but rather inserted through a process of epenthesis. This is a common feature
of Yam languages (Evans & Miller, 2016; Döhler, 2016) and has also been described
for other Papuan languages, most notably Kalam (Blevins & Pawley, 2010). The ϐi-
nal feature which gives the sound system its particular characteristic is the extensive
presence of underspeciϐied phonemes which only occur in the afϐixes of the language.
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These underspeciϐied phonemes which may be realised as either high vowels or glides
depending on the phonotactic context.
2.1 Consonants
Table 2.1 sets out the consonants for Ngkolmpu. The orthographic representations of
each phoneme have been included in angled brackets next to the phonemic represen-
tation. The orthography, which partially accommodates to Indonesian orthography, is
a mixture of phonemic and phonetic, as such the phoneme /ns/ has multiple ortho-
graphic symbols corresponding to its allophonic variants.
All but one consonant are located at three possible places of articulation, bilabial,
alveolar and velar. The single exception is the palatal glide /j/. The table of consonants
is organised with the series of consonants: bilabial, coronal and velar. The labiovelar
approximant /w/ has been included in both the bilabial and velar positions in the chart
as it is a single co-articulated phoneme.
Phonotactically there is a core distinction between obstruents and non-obstruents.
Obstruents may only occur in syllable-initial position. They never occur in second po-
sition in clusters and may only occur in codas word-ϐinally. Non-obstruents are un-
restricted in their distribution and may occur in all syllable positions as long as they
satisfy the other phonotactic constraints.
The primary distinction in the stop series is not voicing but rather nasalisationwith
a voiceless stop series and aprenasalised series at all three places of articulation. There
are also basic nasal stops at the bilabial and alveolar positions. There is a single voiced
stop in the bilabial position. There is a voiced velar stop but this is only found in loan
words. There are two voiceless alveolar fricatives, one of which is prenasalised. The
prenasalised fricative has two different orthographic representations based on allo-
phonic realisation.
The non-obstruent consonants include a trill /r/ which is sometimes realised as a
tap [ɾ] and a lateral /l/. There are also two glides, the labiovelar approximant /w/ and
the palatal /j/.
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Bilabial Coronal Velar
Voiceless stop p <p> t <t> k <k>
Prenasalised stop mp <mp> nt <nt> ŋk <ngk>
Nasal m <m> n <n>
Voiced stop b <b> (ɡ) <g>
Fricative s <s>
Prenasalised fricative ns <ns>,<nc>
Trill r <r>
Lateral l <l>
Glides w <w> j <y> (w)
Table 2.1: Phonemic inventory of consonants
There is also a phonetic glottal stop inserted before vowel initial words. This el-
ement is not considered phonemic as it is not found elsewhere in the system and its
distribution is entirely predictable.
2.1.1 Obstruents
2.1.1.1 Stops
There are three voiceless stops, /p/ /t/ and /k/, which correspond to three places of
articulation, bilabial, alveolar and velar. These occur in syllable-initial position both
word-initially and word-medially. They also occur in coda position word-ϐinally. Typ-
ically, these consonants have a long ěĔę with a fairly obvious aspiration (Table 2.2).
When following continuant consonants across syllable boundaries the ěĔę is reduced
and they are realised as tenuis voiceless stopswithout this aspiration. When occurring
word-ϐinally there a typically an exaggerated release, represented here with a capital
H.1 In all allophones these elements are phonetically voiceless and the distinction be-
tween allophones is a matter of degree of aspiration. The alveolar /t/ is sometimes
articulated as a dental [t̪]; this is phonologically unconditioned and certain speakers
will typically prefer one or the other but never a single one exclusively.
1I am using a non-standard representation here as there is no existing mechanism in the IPA for rep-
resenting degree of aspiration.
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/p/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[p] / C _
[pH] / _ #
[ph] / elsewhere
kolpi [ˈkɔlpi] ‘type of ϐish’
ntop [ntɔːpH] ‘big’
pr [phə̆r] ‘tree’
tepi [ˈtɛphi] ‘just’
/t/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[t] / C _
[tH] / _ #
[th] / elsewhere
mpltangku [mphə̆ltaŋkhu] ‘ϐly (noun)’
kmput [kə̆ˈmputH] ‘prize yam’
teya [ˈthɛya] ‘banana’
kota [ˈkhɔtha] ‘grass’
/k/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[k] / C _
[kH] / _ #
[kh] / elsewhere
mlko [mə̆lkɔ] yam for seed
imerk [ʲimɛrkH] ‘he follows him’
kkae [khə̆ˈkhæ] ‘melaluca’
Phonetically, voiceless stops exhibit a complete occlusion of the vocal tract which
characterises the stop. Once released there is a period of time before the onset of voic-
ing for the following vowel (ěĔę). Spectrographs of each of the voiceless stops in inter-
vocalic position are provided in Figures 2.1-2.3 in which the voiceless quality is clearly
visible. The average length of the voice onset time of each of the voiceless stops across
the phonotactic environments is summarised in Table 2.2. For the word-initial and in-
tervocalic positions this is an average over 20 tokens; following a consonant this is an
average over three tokens since this is a muchmore restricted environment. This is for
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Figure 2.1: Spectrogram of kaepe ‘cockatoo’ spoken by KD
a single speaker (ML). This is measured to four decimal places of second. We can see
the length of the ěĔę is dependent on the place of articulationwith anterior consonants
displaying shorter ěĔę as is typical cross-linguistically (Maddieson, 1999). In addition,
we can see that stops following another consonant have a reduced ěĔę and are best
described as tenuis voiceless stops.
#_ V_V C_V
/p/ 0.0287 0.0318 0.0181
/t/ 0.0305 0.0379 0.0212
/k/ 0.0450 0.0414 0.0234
Table 2.2: Average voice onset time (s) of voiceless stops for a single speaker (ML)
There is a single voiced stop /b/. This occurs in syllable-initial position both word-
initially and word-medially. It occurs in coda position word-ϐinally. Phonetically, it is
distinguished from the voiceless stop /p/ by being voiced throughout the articulation
as clear in the spectrogram in Figure 2.4. It has no allophonic variation. There are
numerous minimals pairs between /b/ and /p/ which can be found in Table 2.4. It is
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Figure 2.2: Spectrogram of waotaor ‘year’ spoken by YG
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Figure 2.3: Spectrogram of pokos ‘excellent’ spoken by KD
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Figure 2.4: Spectrogram of toba ‘many’ spoken by YG
the only native voiced stop.
/b/ →
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
[b]
br [bə̆r] ‘canoe’
kober [kɔbɛr] ‘fat’
sb [sə̆b] ‘not yet’
There is a marginal voiced velar consonant /ɡ/. This is only found in a few loan
words although some of these are very commonly used. These include /tɡu/ tegu ‘leg’
from Marori, /nɡu/ negu ’cloth’ from Marind and /ɡaram/ garam ‘salt’ from Indone-
sian. However, speakers are clearly aware of the distinction between the /g/ and the
/k/ and any attempt to use /k/ in these words is corrected. This voiced element has
clearly entered the system as the voiced member of a pair through the gap in the sys-
tem. This contrast gives further support to the argument that the standard stop series
is underlyingly voiceless rather than unspeciϐied for voice. Phonetically this is char-
acterised identically to the voiceless velar stop except with continued voicing for the
duration of the articulation.
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2.1.1.2 Prenasalised stops
There are three prenasalised voiceless stops, /mp/ /nt/ and /ŋk/, which correspond
to three places of articulation, bilabial, alveolar and velar. These display the same dis-
tribution as the standard voiceless stops. They occur in syllable-initial position both
word-initially and word-medially. They also occur in coda position word-ϐinally. As
with the voiceless stops, phonetically these consonants have a long ěĔę and are aspi-
rated by default. When following continuant consonants the ěĔę is reduced and they
are tenuis. Word-ϐinally they are more heavily aspirated.
/mp/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[mp] / C _
[mpH] / _ #
[mph] / elsewhere
Ngkolmpu [ˈŋkhɔlmpu] ‘Ngkolmpu’
kongkomp [ˈkɔŋkɔmpH] ‘time’
mpowr [mphowə̆r] ‘cassowary’
sempo [ˈsɛmphɔ] ‘aɡain’
/nt/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[nt] / C _
[ntH] / _ #
[nth] / elsewhere
orntoi [ɔrntoʲ] ‘to peel’
pant [pantH] ‘platform’
ntop [nthɔp] ‘big’
sento [ˈsɛnthɔ] ‘bird’
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/ŋk/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[ŋk] / C _
[ŋkH] / _ #
[ŋkh] / elsewhere
olngkolai [ɔlŋkɔlaʲ] ‘to stab’
mpngk [mphə̆ŋkH] ‘cold’
ngko [ŋkhɔː] ‘1ĘČ.ĆćĘ’
kongko [ˈkɔŋkhɔ] ‘sun’
Rather unusually, these prenasalised stops are voiceless for the oral portion of the
articulation. Phonetically, these involve a period in which there is a full oral occlusion
at the place of articulation with the soft palate lowered and the velum open for a pe-
riod of nasal voicing. Before the stop is released the voicing ceases and the velum rises,
stopping the nasalisation. The consonant is then released and there is a period of time
before the voicing begins for the following vowel, the ěĔę. Spectrograms have again
been provided for these stops in intervocalic position in Figures 2.5-2.7. The voice-
less quality is clearly visible in the spectrograms. The duration of voiceless appears
shorter than the previous examples, however this is a result of the longer words used
as tokens in these examples. To conϐirm this, the ěĔę for prenasalised consonants dis-
plays an almost identical duration to the standard voiceless stop. The average ěĔęs for
all phonotactic positions for prenasalised stops are presented in Table 2.3. These are
the average of 20 tokens for word-initial and intervocalic positions and just three of
post-consonant position as these are more restricted examples. These are clearly pho-
netically voiceless for the stop period which is a typological rarity to do the complexity
of the articulation. Note however that the voiceless period is only for the stop part of
the phoneme and not for the nasalisation.
It is important to note here that when these sounds are word-medial and follow a
consonant, i.e. following a closed syllable, there is a phonetic tendency to lenite the
stop, which can drastically reduce the ěĔę. These clusters are rather infrequent in the
language with only a few tokens of each, however as we can see in Table 2.3 for the
examples that are available there is a shortening of ěĔę by around 30% compared to
word-initial position. In the cases of the bilabial stops this reduces the ěĔę to around
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Figure 2.5: Spectrogram of baempr ‘snake’ spoken by KD
15ms. This is extremely short and difϐicult to hear, but is still greater than zero and
therefore characterised as voiceless.
#_ V_V C_V
/mp/ 0.0224 0.0293 0.0159
/nt/ 0.0246 0.0268 0.0173
/ŋk/ 0.0367 0.0347 0.0259
Table 2.3: Average ěĔę in seconds of prenasalised stops for a single speaker (ML)
Prenasalised elements are single phonemes rather than sequences of phonological
nasal + obstruent2. We can see thiswith evidence from the phonotactics, phonetics and
the general organisation of the phonemic inventory. The ϐirst simple evidence comes
from the fact that there is no independent phoneme /ŋ/ yet /ŋk/ is one of the most
frequent sounds in the language. This is only suggestive, however, as there could be
a place of articulation assimilation on nasal + obstruent sequences. The second piece
of evidence comes from duration. The prenasalised segments are longer than a stan-
2A prenasalised alveolar fricative is discussed in Section 2.1.1.5 which is analysed the same as these
element.
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Figure 2.6: Spectrogram of sento ‘bird’ spoken by YG
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Figure 2.7: Spectrogram of kongkod ‘sago beater’ spoken by YG
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dard stop voiceless stops, at around 97ms for a prenasalised stop and 89ms for a voice-
less stop over 20 tokens of a single speaker (ML). Yet this is considerably shorter than
the combination of a nasal + a stop which is around 167ms. This is fairly typical of
these elements cross-linguistically (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996, 120). Finally, the
strongest evidence comes from the phonotactics, which treats these elements as a sin-
gle unit. Phonotactics are discussed in Section 2.4 and in that section I demonstrate
that all clusters must involve elements which are at least two steps apart on a sonor-
ity hierarchy. The sequence of nasal + stop does not meet such a criteria and is thus
an illicit cluster. However, as we have seen, these frequently occur in the form of pre-
nasalised stops. If these elementswere a sequence of nasal + stop then it should trigger
the insertion of an epenthetic vowel and this is what happens when such a cluster oc-
curs, typically as a result of inϐlection. In example (2.1) we see that the sequence of
nasal + stop sequence at the same place of articulation occurs phonemically as the re-
sult of inϐlection. However, in the phonetic realisation these are always separated by
an epenthetic vowel. Compare this to the prenasalised elements in (2.2) which are not
epenthesised in almost identical contexts.
(2.1) a. /n-tinpitr/ → [nə̆.ˈti.nə̆.pi.tə̆r] ĘČ>2ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.cover
b. /ŋkrɛmun-t/ → [ˈŋkrɛ.mu.nə̆t] nɡkremun-ĕĚėĕ (a ceremonial food)
(2.2) a. /ntɔp/ → [ntɔph] ‘big’
b. /pant/ → [panth] ‘platform’
2.1.1.3 Nasals
There are two nasal stops, the bilabial /m/ and the alveolar /n/. There is no corre-
sponding velar nasal. These display no allomorphy. They occur in syllable-initial posi-
tion word-initially and word-medially. They also occur in codas word-ϐinally.
/m/ →
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
[m]
mr [ˈmə̆r] ‘neck’
knume [ˈkə̆numɛ] ‘kanum’
prnm [ˈphə̆rnə̆m] ‘with a stick’
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/n/ →
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
[n]
nel [ˈnɛl] ‘earth’
ngkremun [ˈŋkrɛmun] ‘saɡo w. meat’
kamplen [ˈkhamplɛn] ‘baɡ’
Phonetically, these consist of a full oral closure at the place of articulation with an
open velum allowing air to pass into the nasal cavity. The duration of the entire artic-
ulation is voiced and as such there is no onset time.
2.1.1.4 Alveolar fricative
The voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ occurs in initial syllable position word-initially and
word-medially. It also occur in codas word-ϐinally. The /s/ displays no allophony.
/s/ →
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
[s]
sumpl [ˈsuːmphə̆l] ‘yam’
eser [ˈɛsɛr] ‘four’
bos [bɔs] ‘pandanus type’
Phonetically the /s/ is slightly more fricated than /s/ in English. This is not a true
affricate in that there is a point of complete occlusion, however the tongue is raised
slightly closer to the alveolar ridge than a typical fricative, which creates a higher level
of frication.
2.1.1.5 Prenasalised alveolar fricative
There is also a prenasalised alveolar fricative /ns/. It occurs in syllable initial posi-
tion word-initially and word-medially. This phoneme occurs in codas word-ϐinally. It
has the allophone [ntፅʃ ] when occurring before the front vowels /i/ and /ɛ/ and before
consonants in complex onset clusters.
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/ns/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[ntፅʃ ] / _ [+front]
[ntፅʃ ] / _ C
[ns] / elsewhere
mpunce [ˈmphuntፅʃɛ] ‘wife’
ncuen [ntፅʃʷən] ‘1ēĘČ.ĉĆę’
oncrekai [ɔntፅʃrɛkhaʲ] ‘to wake’
nson [nson] ‘1ĘČ.ĉĆę’
konsapor [ˈkɔnsaphɔr] ‘day’
yons [yɔns] ‘meat’
Phonetically there are two elements worth noting. Firstly, that as with the stan-
dard alveolar fricative /s/ this prenasalised alveolar fricative is also slightly affricated
compared to English. The level to which this occurs appears to vary between speakers.
This higher energy frication can easily be explained due to the nature of prenasalisa-
tion. In this consonant there is a period of oral closure in which the velum is lowered
for the nasalisation. After this short period of nasalisation, the oral closure is released
and the the fricative is articulated. This release naturally has some fortition effect on
the quality of the fricative. However it should be noted that whilst the fricative form is
more fortis than in English it is still considerably less affricated than its allophone [ntፅʃ ].
This phonemeand its allophonearephonetically voiceless. Aswith theprenasalised
stops there is a period of voiced nasalisation which is followed by a clear period of
voicelessness before the release until the voicing commences again for the vowel. The
average ěĔę across 20 tokens for speaker KD for [ns] was 0.0292 of a second and for
[ntፅʃ ] was 0.0289 of a second. These ϐigures are comparable to the other voiceless con-
sonants.
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2.1.2 Non-obstruents
2.1.2.1 Trill
There is an alveolar trill /r/ which is often realised as an alveolar tap [ɾ] depending on
speech rate. It occurs in onset position word-initially and word-medially. It occurs in
codas word-internally and word-ϐinally. When occurring in second position in onset
clusters it is always tapped as [ɾ].
/r/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[ɾ] / C_
[r]~[ɾ] / elsewhere
prok [ˈpɾɔkh] ‘hunɡer’
rekum [ˈrɛkhum]~[ˈɾɛkhum] ‘ϐish.type’
kure [ˈkhurɛ]~[ˈkhuɾɛ] ‘ϐlute’
trmpo [ˈtə̆rmphɔ]~[ˈtə̆ɾmphɔ] ‘mouth’
pr [phə̆r]~[phə̆ɾ] ‘tree’
2.1.2.2 Lateral
The lateral approximant /l/ may occur in all positions within the word. It occurs in
onsets in both C1 and C2 positions bothword-initially andword-medially. It also occurs
in codas word-medially and word-ϐinally. It does not display any allophonic variation.
/l/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[l]
liko [ˈliːkhɔ] ‘river’
kelimu [ˈkɛlimu] ‘forest’
plen [ˈplɛn] ‘basket’
kamplen [khaˈmplɛn] ‘bag’
Ngkolmpu [ˈŋkhɔlmpu] ‘Ngkolmpu’
nel [nɛl] ‘earth’
Phonetically the /l/ is pronounced with the tip of tongue slightly further back in
the mouth than the English /l/. However it is never pronounced so far back that it is a
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retroϐlex.
2.1.2.3 Glides
The two glides /w/ and /j/ occur in onsets in both C1 and C2 positions both word-
initially and word-medially. They also occur in codas word-medially and word-ϐinally.
In codaposition theyare realisedas anoff-glide. InC2 positionwhen followinga contin-
uant and preceding an inserted epenthetic schwa they are typically realised as slightly
more syllabic, represented here as a on-glide, with the inserted schwa clearly audible.
Whilst these are not true diphthongs they are acoustically very similar.
/w/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[ʷ_] / [+continuant]_ə |σ
[_ʷ] / V _ |σ
[w] / elsewhere
ncuen [ntፅʃ ]ʷə̆n] 1ēĘČ.ĊėČ
owkoi [ˈɔʷkɔʲ] ‘to see’
wola [ˈwɔla] ‘sea’
kwr [kwə̆r] ‘piɡ’
/j/ →
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
[ʲ_] / [+continuant] _ ə |σ
[_ʲ] / V _ |σ
[j] / elsewhere
sient [sʲənt] 3.čĔĉ.ĕċě.ĈĔĕ
taei [tæʲ] ‘patience’
yons [yɔns] ‘meat’
mpiae [mpyæː] ‘thinɡ’
2.1.3 Minimal Pairs
Table 2.4 shows the minimals pairs for consonants at similar places of articulation.
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Phonemes Word Phonemic Phonetic Translations
/p/ - /mp/ powr /pɔwr/ [ˈphɔwə̆r] ‘wash (n)’
mpowr /mphɔwr/ [ˈmpɔwə̆r] ‘cassowary’
/p/ - /b/ pr /pr/ [phə̆r] ‘tree/wood’
br /br/ [bə̆r] ‘canoe’
/p/ - /m/ po /pɔ/ [phɔː] ‘coconut’
mo /mɔ/ [mɔː] ‘wallaby’
/mp/ - /m/ mper /mpɛr/ [mphɛr] ‘husband’
mer /mɛr/ [mɛr] ‘neck’
/b/ - /m/ bi /bi/ [biː] ‘buttocks’
mi /mi/ [miː] ‘night’
/t/ - /nt/ - /s/ ni /ni/ [ni] 1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
nti /nti/ [nthiː] ‘sick’
si /si/ [siː] ‘eye’
/k/ - /ŋk/ kolmpu /kɔlmpu/ [ˈkɔlmpu] ‘jaw’
Ngkolmpu /ŋkɔlmpu/ [ˈŋkɔlmpu] ‘Ngkolmpu’
/s/ - /ns/ iso /isɔ/ [isɔ] ‘(He) minces
(it)’
inso /insɔ/ [insɔ] ‘mucus’
/r/ - /l/ br /br/ [bə̆r] ‘canoe’
bl /bl/ [bə̆l] ‘seed’
/w/ - /j/ yere /wɛrɛ/ [ˈwɛɾɛ] ‘bright’
were /yɛrɛ/ [ˈyɛrɛ] ‘older man
(respectful)’
Table 2.4: Minimal pairs of consonants
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2.2 Vowels
The vowel space of Ngkolmpu is summarised in Table 2.5. Vowels are divided into four
height distinctions with a distinction between front, central and back. The lateral di-
mensions could be described as feature space involving binary values of two features
front and back. The back vowels are all rounded. The mid-central vowel schwa ə is
included in the charts as it is very prevalent in the language, however it is important to
note that it is non-phonemic.
Front Back
i <i> u <u>
(ə)
ɛ <e> ɔ <o>
æ
<ae>
ɒ
<ao>
a <a>
Table 2.5: Phonemic inventory of vowels
There are no diphthongs in Ngkolmpu at the level of the phonology. Any diphthong
that occurs phonetically is the result of an off-glide or on-glide realisation of an approx-
imant occurring in either the onset of coda as appropriate. These are typically written
as a sequence of two vowels in the orthography however phonotactically they are non-
syllabic, as discussed below.
2.2.1 Phonetic realisation of vowels
There is, of course, a certain amount of phonetic variation in the realisation of vow-
els. The high vowels /i/ and /u/ are sometimes realised as their near counterparts [ɪ]
and [ʊ] respectively. The mid front and back vowels, /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ show some variation
in height, occasionally being realised as [e] and [o] respectively. Vowels are typically
lengthened in openmonosyllabicwordswithout codas although this is only a tendency.
Figures 2.9 and 2.8 represent themapping of the ϐirst and second formants of the vow-
els for a male and female speaker respectively for approximately 120 tokens across all
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Figure 2.8: F1 vs. F2 plot for a single female speaker, ML
vowels.
2.2.2 Phonemic status of central vowel
Themost frequent phonetic vowel in Ngkolmpu is a short central vowel, schwa [ə̆]. The
occurrence of this vowel is entirely predictable, however, and therefore non-phonemic.
The schwa is inserted to create syllable nuclei in otherwise illicit clusters according to a
series of phonotactic constraints discussed in Section 2.4. In this section I simply argue
for the non-phonemic status of schwa. The rules of insertion are handled in the section
of phonotactics.
Epenthetic vowels such as these have been described for a number of Papuan lan-
guages, most famously in Kalam (Pawley, 1966) (Blevins & Pawley, 2010). However,
similar systems have been described across the Yam family languages, in particular
Komnzo (Döhler, 2016) andNen (Evans &Miller, 2016). Under the typology presented
in Hall (2006) the Ngkolmpu vowels would be considered ‘epenthetic’ rather than in-
trusive.
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Figure 2.9: F1 vs. F2 plot for a single male speaker, KD
We can say that schwa is not phonemic since its occurrence is entirely predictable.
Distributionally, schwaonly ever occurs between illicit clusters andnever occursword-
ϐinally. It is the only vowel with this distribution. The strongest evidence for these
vowels being epenthetic comes from resyllabiϐication of stems in the presence of in-
ϐlectional morphology. For example the stem for the verb onekutrai ‘to kick’, /nɛkutr/,
ends with the illicit cluster *[tr]σ. Typically when this ends the word, such as in the
present tense singular actor form, the illicit cluster is broken up with an epenthetic
vowel (2.3). However, when this cluster is followed by a vowel, such as the present
tense plural actor marker /-i/3, the /r/ is reanalysed as part of an onset cluster (2.4).
In this case we can see that the vowel cannot be present underlyingly; rather, it is in-
serted where appropriate after morphological material has been added.
(2.3) /i-nɛkutr/ → [ʔi.ˈnɛ.ku.tə̆r] ‘He kicks him’
3Note that this is actually the segment /J/ which is underspeciϐied as to whether it is a vowel or a
glide. However, it is always realised as a vowel in this position before the application of epenthesis so for
simplicity’s sake I have treated this as a vowel in this section. For a full account of this element see Section
2.3.
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Phonemes Word Phonemic Phonetic Translation
/i/ - /ɛ/ - /æ/ mi /mi/ [miː] ‘niɡht’
me /mɛ/ [mɛː] ‘sweet’
mæ /mæ/ [mæː] ‘breath (n)’
/a/ - /æ/ kaikai /kaikai/ [kaʲkaʲ] ‘feast (n)’
kaeikaei /kæikæi/ [kæʲkæʲ] ‘skin’
/ɒ/ - /ɔ/ pao /pɒ/ [pɒː] ‘invitation’
po /pɔ/ [pɔː] ‘coconut’
/a/ - /ɔ/ pawr /pawr/ [pawə̆r] ‘young’
powr /pɔwr/ [pɔwə̆r] ‘bathe (n)’
/ɔ/ - /u/ iso /isɔ/ [isɔ] ‘(He) minces
(it)’
isu /isu/ [isu] ‘(He) folds (it)’
Table 2.6: Minimals pairs of vowels
(2.4) /i-nɛkutr-i/ → [ʔi.ˈnɛ.ku.tri] ‘They kick him’
2.2.3 Minimal Pairs
Table 2.6 sets out minimal pairs for closely articulated vowels. No minimal pair can be
found for the pair /a/ and /ɒ/, however there are minimal pairs for the pair /a/ and
/ɔ/ and the pair /ɔ/ and /ɒ/.
2.3 Underspeciϐied Phonemes
In addition to the glides and high vowels, there are two underspeciϐied segments that
have no phonemic distinction between glides and high vowels. These elements are
underspeciϐied for their role in the syllable structure until they are placed within a
phonotactic context. These are especially common in afϐixal material, however there
is also evidence that they occur within stems as well. Those which occur adjacent to a
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vowel are realised as a glide and are associated with either the onset or coda position
according to the phonotactic rules in the following section. Those which do not occur
adjacent to vowels are realised as vowels and assigned to the syllable nucleus position.
I will refer to these as underspeciϐied phonemes, with the labels /J/ and /W/ as ap-
propriate. These are assumed to be speciϐied for position and lip-roundedness but lack
any speciϐication for syllabic features. The speciϐication of syllabic features is applied
before the other phonotactic process described above. These elements are extremely
common in the inϐlectional morphology of Ngkolmpu and as such this process is one of
the most salient features of the phonology of the language.
As stated, the underspeciϐied phonemeswhen in the immediate presence of a vowel
are realised as a glide and assigned to either the onset or coda position as appropriate.
In the sufϐix position this is commonly word-ϐinal and thus the glide is assigned to the
codaand realisedas anoff-glide as it is the typical phonetic realisationof glides in theC3
position. When sufϐixed following a consonant the underspeciϐied phoneme is realised
as a vowel and therefore assigned to the nucleus position. If followedby a further vowel
we would assume that the segment would be realised as a glide as an onset, however
there are no circumstances where this occurs in the sufϐixing morphology.
(2.5) a. /sɛntɔ-W/ → [sɛ.ntɔʷ] ‘bird.ĊėČ’
b. /ɔ-mku-J/ → [ʔɔm.kuʲ] ‘fold.Ďēċ’
c. /krar-W/ → [kra.ru] ‘dog.ĊėČ’
d. /ɔ-merk-J/ → [ʔɔ.mɛr.ki] ‘follow.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚė’
We see a similar pattern in preϐixes. If the afϐixed underspeciϐied phoneme is pre-
ϐixed directly before a vowel it will be realised as non-syllabic and associated with the
onset whereas before a consonant it will be realised as syllabic and associatedwith the
nucleus position. This is commonly seen with the gamma series preϐixes discussed in
Section 6.7.1.2.
(2.6) a. /sW-merk/ → [su.mɛrkh] ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚė.follow
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b. /sW-æjbɛnt/ → [swæʲ.bɛnt] ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚė.tell
c. /Y-merk/ → [ʔi.mɛrkh] ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.follow
d. /Y-æjbɛnt/ → [jæʲ.bɛnt] ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.tell
Underspeciϐied phonemes never trigger epenthesis and so the association of these
phoneswith either thevowelnucleusor theonset/coda is orderedbefore the epenthetic
step in the algorithm.
There is clear evidence of distinct high vowels and glides in some environments,
visible in the morphological boundaries within stems. As we have seen in the previous
section, vowel + vowel sequences are not possible in Ngkolmpu. As a consequence,
stems which end in high vowels and are then followed by a fully speciϐied vowel, such
as /ɛ/ from the recent past imperfective marker /ɛn/, are broken up by the inserted
glide [j]. We would expect then any fully speciϐied high vowels to trigger this insertion
whilst glides would instead be analysed as syllabic and incorporated into the onset.
This is best exempliϐied in the minimal pair /ɔlusi/ ‘to arrange’ and /ɔlusy/ ‘to blow’.
In (2.7b) we see that the sequence of /i/ followed by /ɛ/ is broken up by the inserted
glide, which demonstrates that this is underlyingly a vowel, whereas in (2.7d) the glide
is associated with the onset, proving that it must be underlyingly syllabic.
(2.7) a. /ɔ-lusi/ → [ɔ.ˈlu.si] ‘arrange.ĒĎĉ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė’
b. /ɔ-lusi-ɛn/ → [ɔ.ˈlu.si.jɛn] ‘arrange.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
c. /ɔ-lusj/ → [ɔ.ˈlu.sə̆ʲ] ‘blow.ĒĎĉ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė’
d. /ɔ-lusy-ɛn/ → [ɔ.ˈlu.sʲɛn] ‘blow.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
An alternative analysis was proposed by Mark Donohue in a unpublished seminar
paper in 2009 (Donohue, 2009).4 In that presentation, Donohue, in a sophisticated
analysis, presented the argument that all high vowels in the language were underly-
ingly non-syllabic, i.e. a system with no phonological high vowels, only consonantal
glides. However, the presence of the minimal pair presented in (2.7) unequivocally
demonstrates the presence of both high vowels and glides at least in some positions in
the language.
4I mention it here since the analysis he presented is implicit in the orthography used in other papers
on the language.
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2.4 Phonotactics
The phonotactics of Ngkolmpu is organised around a phonetic syllable structure. The
unrestrictedmaximal syllable structure forNgkolmpu is [CCVC]σ, extended to [CCVCC]σ
in word-ϐinal syllables. Theminimal syllable structure is [CV]σ. We can schematise this
as in (2.8).
(2.8) [C1(C2)V(C3)(C4)]σ
C1 is phonetically obligatory and may be any consonant phoneme in the language;
these have alreadybeen exempliϐied for eachphoneme in the individual sections above.
If C1 is not phonemically present at the start of the word a glottal stop is inserted.
C2 may be any of the non-obstruent consonants, that is, /r/ /l/ /w/ or /j/. C2 may
only occur if C1 is sufϐiciently less sonorous than C2. For example, the liquid conso-
nants, /r/ and /l/, may only occur in C2 position if C1 is a stop, whereas the glides /w/
and /j/ may occur in C2 if C1 is any obstruent. Thus, this suggests the sonority hier-
archy in (2.9)5 in which the internal member of any cluster, in this case C2, must be at
least two steps higher along this hierarchy than the extenal member, i.e. C1. This use
of a sonority scale is essentially in line with works such as Selkirk (1984), Clements
(1990) or Blevins (1996), which propose similar hierarchies, or sonority sequencing
principles, as a constraint on possible syllable structures. The more unusual two step
gradation of sonority distance within clusters, presented here for Ngkolmpu, is what
has been called Minimal Sonority Distance (Zec, 2012) and is similar to the analysis
presented by Selkirk (1984) for Spanish.
(2.9) ěĔĜĊđĘ » ČđĎĉĊĘ » đĎĖĚĎĉĘ » ĔćĘęėĚĊēę ĈĔēęĎēĚĆēęĘ » ĘęĔĕĘ
A vowel must occur in the V position as the syllable nucleus; this may be any vowel
in the language. Word-initially it often appears that there is no onset and that the sylla-
ble consists of only a vowel at the start of aword. In these cases a consonant is inserted
to rectify the syllable structure. Typically this is a glottal stop [ʔ], however high front
5In this hierarchy fricatives and nasals are treated as a single group: obstruent continuants.
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vowels in this position may occur with a short on-glide /j/ occurring in free variation
with the glottal stop. Thus phonetically, these words in fact start with a consonant +
vowel sequence.
C3 may be any non-obstruent, i.e. /r/ /l/ /w/ /j/. In non word-ϐinal position this is
the maximal coda position. In word-ϐinal position it is possible to have a C4 position. If
there is a C4 then itmay be ϐilled by any consonant. If that is the case, then C3 must obey
the same sonority restrictions as per clusters in onsets. That is, if C4 is present than a
consonant may only occur in C3 position if and only if it is at least two steps higher on
the sonority hierarchy in 2.9.
As stated, C4 is restricted to word-ϐinal position only. It may be any consonant in
the language. If it is a stop there is a phonetic tendency to have an exaggerated release
in this position, typically resulting in a heavy aspiration as already discussed. Since C4
is restricted to word ϐinal position, complex clusters are only present word ϐinally.
2.4.1 Phonotactic algorithm and epenthesis
One notable element of the language is the extent to which vowels are not speciϐied
at the level of phonology in the language. Instead, a process of epenthesis inserts a
short schwa [ə̆] to conform to the syllable structure presented above. As stated, similar
systems have been described for other Yam languages, in particular Nen and Komnzo,
as well as other Papuan languages with the most famous example being Kalam. In this
section, we shall see the explicit process by which the phonotactic constraints above
are conformed to.
As stated, the epenthetic vowels are inserted to produce the phonotactic structure
described in 2.8. This process may be formulated as an informal algorithm as follows:
1. Associate each speciϐied vowel with a syllable nucleus, V.
2. In word-ϐinal position associate the last consonant with the coda position, C4.
3. If word commences with a vowel, insert [ʔ] in word initial position.
4. Associate every other obstruent consonant with C1.
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5. Intervocalic or word-initial non-obstruent consonants are associated with C1.
6. Any non-obstruent consonants following obstruents and preceding vowels are
assigned to C2, if allowable given the sonority constraints discussed above, oth-
erwise associate with C1 to create a new onset.
7. Any remaining non-obstruent consonants are assigned either to onsets or codas
favouring CVC before CCVC; and CCVC before CCCVCC. If such structures are not
possible due to sonority restrictions the consonant is assigned to C1 and a new
syllable is created.
8. (Optional) Reassociate the nasal element of prenasalised stops to the coda of the
previous syllable if no existing coda is present.
9. Fill any unϐilled nucleus positions with schwa [ə̆].
This is illustrated with examples as follows.
(2.10) a. /krkr/ → [kə̆r.kə̆r] ‘sago’
b. /kspl/ → [kə̆.sə̆.pə̆l] ‘cuscus’
c. /kwr/ → [kʷə̆r] ‘pig’
d. /srmɛrkntnt/ → [sə̆r.mɛr.kə̆.ntə̆nt] ‘(He) will follow (them)’
e. /pr/ → [pə̆r] ‘tree’
Coda clusters are actually rather rare as they have such a restricted distribution,
only occurring word-ϐinally. When they do occur this can either be due to the stem
ending in a possible cluster or from the result of the application of certainmorphology.
(2.11) a. /y-mɛrk/ → [ʔi.ˈmɛrkh] ‘(He) follows (him)’
b. /pr-t/ → [pə̆rth] ‘for the wood’
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c. /s-rtrɔw-ŋk/ → [sər.ˈtɾɔʷŋk] ‘(He) destroyed (it) (remote) (perfective)’
An interesting result of the above rules is that the approximants /w/ and /j/ may
only occur in C3 if the vowel in the syllabic nucleus is phonologically speciϐied. Oth-
erwise they become part of the onset in either C2 or C1 position. This can be seen in
the examples in (2.12). In (2.12a) we see the /w/ being realised as the off-glide and
occurring in the syllable coda. However in example (2.12b) where there is no syllable
nucleus then the /w/ is realised as part of the onset.
(2.12) a. /s-rtrɔw-ŋk/ → [sər.ˈtɾɔʷŋk] ‘(He) destroyed (it) (remote) (perfective)’
b. /kwr/ → [kʷə̆ɾ] ‘pig’
2.4.2 Attested syllable structures
From the rules above, the possible syllable structures are [CV], [CVC], [CCV], [CCVC],
[CCVCC] and [CVCC]. Each of these templatic patterns is attested however examples
have not been observed for every possible phoneme combination. Examples of each
consonantal phoneme occurring in simple onsets and codas have demonstrated for
each phoneme in Section 2.1. Tables 2.7 and 2.8 at the end of the chapter, set out at-
tested example of phoneme clusters in onsets and codas respectively. Note that a great
deal many more unattested patterns exist for coda clusters in the language since they
are far more restricted, as discussed in the previous section.
2.5 Morphophonemics
This section examines the phonological processes that apply after morphological con-
tent has been added to words. There are three processes, two of which involve the
phonological underspeciϐication of morphological elements and the third of which in-
volves the insertion of glides to correct illicit vowel + vowel clusters.
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2.5.1 Glide insertion
As we have seen, there are no phonological diphthongs in Ngkolmpu. Any vowel +
vowel sequences which occur as the result of morphological process are broken up by
the insertion of the glide /j/ between the vowels. Then according to the phonotactic
algorithm discussed above these are associated with the onset and the second vowel
becomes the nucleus of that syllable. We can see this for each of the vowels occurring
before the recent past imperfective marking /ɛn/ in (2.13). This could also easily be a
general rule of the phonology of Ngkolmpu, however since the only place it is observ-
able is after morphological processes it has been included here.
(2.13) a. /ɔ-naki-ɛn/ → [ʔɔ.na.ki.jɛn] ‘lift.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
b. /ine-ɛn/ → [ʔi.nɛ.jɛn] ‘look around.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
c. /ɔ-lpuka-ɛn/ → [ʔɔl.pu.ka.jɛn] ‘grow.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
d. /ɔ-rpitu-ɛn/ → [ʔɔr.pi.tu.jɛn] ‘untie.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
e. /ontɔ-ɛn/ → [ʔɔ.ntɔ.jɛn] ‘watch.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
f. /ɔ-rkɒ-ɛn/ → [ʔɔr.kɒ.jɛn] ‘loosen.ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ’
2.5.2 Vowel harmony
There is some very restricted vowel harmony in Ngkolmpu that only occurs with the
diathetic preϐix and not with all the verbs. The function of this preϐix is discussed in
Section 6.6.1. One of the functions of this preϐix is in the formation of middles and this
will furnish exemplars for this section. The form of the preϐix may be either [ɛ], [a] or
[ɔ] in harmony with the lateral speciϐication of the ϐirst vowel of the verb stem. Thus,
if the ϐirst vowel in the stem is a front vowel then the diathetic preϐix will be [ɛ] (2.14).
If the ϐirst vowel in the stem is the middle vowel [a] then the diathetic preϐix will be [a]
(2.15). And if the ϐirst vowel of the verb stem is a back vowel then the preϐix will be [ɔ]
(2.16). If there are no vowels in the verb stem then it will be speciϐied for lexeme. We
will represent this as /V/.
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(2.14) a. /V-tripin/ → [ʔɛ.tri.pin] ‘scratch’
b. /V-ke/ → [ʔɛ.ke] ‘return’
c. /V-mplæ/ → [ʔɛ.mplæ] ‘hit’
(2.15) /V-wanse/ → [ʔa.wa.ntፅʃɛ] ‘fall’
(2.16) a. /V-lusi/ → [ʔu.lu.si] ‘arrange’
b. /V-wo/ → [ʔɔ.wo] ‘see’
c. /V-rkɒ/ → [ʔɔr.kɒ] ‘loosen’
It is important to note that this process of harmony does not apply to every instance
of this afϐix in the language although it does to the vast majority. Out of 220 verbs to
which this afϐix may either apply or has been fossilised into the stem I have collected
around 20 examples of words which do not conform to this pattern. Some examples
occur in (2.17), in these we must assume that this vowel is lexically speciϐied by the
verb.
(2.17) a. /a-ntɔngk/ → [ʔa.ntɔngk] ‘carry’
b. /a-tor/ → [ʔa.tor] ‘search’
c. /ɔ-wnɛ/ → [ʔɔw.ne] ‘drink’
2.6 Orthography
The orthography that has been used in this thesis has been developed after numerous
discussions with members of the Ngkolmpu community. Whilst there is no written
tradition in Ngkolmpu, the vast majority of speakers are literate in Indonesian andwill
occasionally write down various things in Ngkolmpu transliterating with the Indone-
sian orthography. Most commonly this is used for thewriting of song lyrics that people
have written in Ngkolmpu. As such, the orthography used here and in the dictionary
and other community materials under development tries to adhere to the rules of In-
donesian spelling as close as possible with some notable exceptions in line with com-
munity practice. The orthography is mixed phonemic and phonetic with characters
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corresponding closely to the IPA characters and listed in the phoneme chart in Tables
2.1 and 2.5. In addition, the non-phonemic schwa is typically omitted from written
words.
The ϐirst principle of the orthography is that no non-Indonesian characters are
used. The Indonesian orthography uses the standardRoman alphabet of 26 characters;
in Ngkolmpu only a sub-set of this total are used with a total of 17 distinct characters.
As a result some sounds must be presented with bigraphs or trigraphs. Prenasalised
sounds are are written as a sequence of nasal + stop so /nt/ is written as <nt>. The
prenasalised velar nasal stop /ŋk/ is written as the trigraph <ngk>. The open front and
back vowels, /æ/ and /ɒ/, are also represented with digraphs, <ae> and <ao> respec-
tively.
Glides are typically written as <w> for /w/ and <y> for /j/. However, glides which
are realised as either off-glides or on-glides are written as their corresponding high
vowels either <u> or <i> respectively. In these restricted cases, whilst there is no
phonemic diphthong the orthography represents them as such. The two phonetic sit-
uations in which this occurs are when glides occur in either coda position (2.18a &
2.18b) or in clustered onsets. The onset condition ismuchmore complex; when a glide
occurs in C2 position it is typically written as such (2.18c) except when following con-
tinuant and preceding an epenthetic vowel (2.18d). In this case the vowel [ə̆] is written
as an <e> (2.18d). Although this is a complex orthographic rule it follows community
practice. We can assume that the salience of the syllabic quality of on-glides in this
position is driving community practice in this regard.
(2.18) a. taei /tæj/ [tæʲ] ‘patience’
b. nou /nɔw/ [nɔʷ] ‘let’s go’
c. kwr /kwr/ [kwə̆r] ‘pig’
d. ncuen /nswn/ [ntፅʃʷə̆n] 1.ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Finally, there are three additional phonetic idiosyncrasies which are incorporated
into the orthography. Firstly, the phone [ntፅʃ ], which is an allophone of /ns/ is written
<nc>. The use of <c> to represent the alveo-palatal affricate follows its use in Indone-
sian. Secondly, glides which are inserted as a result of a morphophonemic process
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(2.5.1) are always written with <y>. And thirdly, the underspeciϐied phonemes found
in the inϐlectional material are also written as their phonetic realisation either as a
vowel or glide in accordance the rules presented above. So that if the underspeciϐied
phoneme occurs in either C1 or C2 position it will be written as a glide. In all other
contexts the underspeciϐied phonemes are written as vowels.
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σ|pr prae /præ/ [pɾæ] ‘hot’
σ|pl plaeku /plæku/ [ˈplæ.ku] ‘shoulder’
σ|pw unattested
σ|pj piengku /pjɛŋku/ [ˈpʲɛ.ŋku] 3ĘČ.ĊėČ
σ|tr traetrae /trætræ/ [ˈtɾæ.træ] ‘swamp’
σ|tl unattested
σ|tw otwarai /ɔtwaraj/ [ʔɔ.ˈtʷa.raʲ] ‘to rub’
σ|tj unattested
σ|kr krar /krar/ [kɾar] ‘dog’
σ|kl klawo /klawɔ/ [ˈkla.wɔ] ‘child’
σ|kw kwr /kwr/ [kwər] ‘pig’
σ|kj onakya /ɔnakja/ [ʔɔ.ˈna.kʲa] ‘to climb/lift up’
σ|br brar /brar/ [brar] ‘garden’
σ|bl unattested
σ|bw blapintrans /blapintrans/ [ˈbla.pi.ntrans] ‘(He) embraced
(me)
(yesterday)’
σ|bj bye /bjɛ/ [bjɛ] ‘(it) is here’
σ|mpr baempru /bæmpru/ [ˈbæ.mpɾu] ‘snake.ĊėČ’
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σ|mpl omplaej /ɔmplæj/ [ʔɔ.ˈmplæʲ] ‘to hit’
σ|mpw mpwa /mpwa/ [mpʷa] ‘mat’
σ|mpj mpyae /mpjæ/ [mpʲæ] ‘thing’
σ|ntr ntru /ntru/ [ntɾuː] ‘ϐish type’
σ|ntl unattested
σ|ntw ntentwae /ntɛntwæ/ [ˈntɛ.ntʷæ] ‘long’
σ|ntj unattested
σ|ŋkr nɡkremun /ŋkr.ɛmun/ [ˈŋkrɛ.mun] ‘sago w. meat’
σ|ŋkl ilengklu /ilɛŋklu/ /ʔi.ˈlɛ.ŋklu/ ‘(He) watched
(it)’
σ|ŋkw unattested
σ|ŋkj ngkiengku /ŋkjŋku/ [ŋkʲə.ŋku] ‘here.ĊėČ’
σ|sw swa /swa/ [swa] ‘arm’
σ|sj olusyen /ɔlusjɛn/ [ʔɔ.ˈlu.sʲɛn] ‘(it) was
blowing’
σ|nsw ncuen /nswn/ [ntፅʃʷən] 1ēĘČ.ĉĆę
σ|nsj onciurai /ɔnsjuraj/ [ʔɔ.ˈntፅʃʲu.raʲ] ‘to submerse’
Table 2.7: Attested homosyllabic onset clusters
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rp|σ unattested
lp|σ unattested
wp|σ unattested
jp|σ tbaeip /tbæjp/ [ˈtə.bæʲp] ‘enough’
rt|σ ympmprt /jmpmprt/ [ˈjə.mpə.mpəɾtH] ‘all’
lt|σ alt /alt/ [ʔaltH] ‘father.ĈĔĒ’
wt|σ unattested
jt|σ ngkait /ŋkajt/ [ŋkaʲt] ‘yam type’
rk|σ mperk /mpɛrk/ [mpɛɾkH] ‘yellow’
lk|σ unattested
wk|σ unattested
jk|σ iweik /iwejk/ [ʔi.wɛʲkH] ‘(He) fears (it)’
rb|σ unattested
lb|σ unattested
wb|σ unattested
jb|σ unattested
rmp|σ unattested
lmp|σ unattested
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wmp|σ unattested
jmp|σ unattested
rnt|σ kekirnt /kɛkirnt/ [ˈkɛ.kiɾntH] ‘(you) will slip’
lnt|σ srilmpawulnt /srilmpawulnt/ [ˈsri.lə.mpa.wulntH]‘(He) will open
(it)’
wnt|σ skaeunt /skæwnt/ [sə.ˈkæʷntH] ‘(He) tied (it)’
jnt|σ krekaint /krɛkajnt/ [ˈkrɛ.kaʲntH] ’(He) will cry’
rŋk|σ imarngk /imarŋk/ [ʔi.maɾŋkH] ‘(she) is
marrying (him)’
lŋk|σ yowalngk /jɔwalŋk/ [ˈjɔ.walŋkH/ ‘(He) (could’ve)
untied (it)’
wŋk|σ inowngk /ynɔwŋk/ [ʲi.ˈnɔʷŋkH] ‘(He) (could’ve)
distributed (it)’
jŋk|σ okaingk /ɔkajŋk/ [ʔɔ.ˈkaʲŋkH] ‘(He) is blocked’
ws|σ unattested
js|σ unattested
wns|σ inowns /inɔwns/ [ʲi.ˈnɔʷns] ’(they)
distributed (it)’
jns|σ ekains /ɛkajns/ [ʔɛ.ˈkaʲns] ‘(they) cried’
Table 2.8: Attested homosyllabic coda clusters

Chapter 3
Nominal morphology
Nominals are a class ofwordsmorphologically deϐinedby their ability to take case. This
chapter discusses nominal morphology whilst nominal syntax is reserved until the fol-
lowing chapter. Nominal morphology is characterised by the large inventory of cases
which mark the syntactic head of noun phrase constructions, pronouns and demon-
stratives. There are a total of 12 cases which mark both grammatical roles (3.2.2) and
semantic roles (3.2.3). Case functions are particular to their syntactic scope, in which a
single case may function adnominally, relationally or subordinatingly (3.2.1). Number
is also marked on nominals, although compared to case marking, number marking is
more restricted: number marking only occurs in the ergative case for open class nom-
inals, although it is more prominent in the organisation of pronouns (3.3) and demon-
stratives (3.3.4).
Compared to verbal inϐlection, nominal inϐlection in Ngkolmpu is straightforward.
There is little to no allomorphy, no inϐlectional classes and a clear incrementalmapping
between morphosyntactic / semantic functions and the corresponding morphological
form. The complexity of the system lies in the number of elements and the stratiϐica-
tion of the various syntactic-semantic functions of certain cases (3.2.1) rather than in
overall organisational complexity.
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3.1 Nominal formation, derivation and other nominal mor-
phology
Nominals in Ngkolmpu consist of a stem with an optional case ending. In the case of
the comitative, two casemarkersmay occur on a single noun stem (§ 3.2.3.5). For open
class nominals number is only marked in the ergative case. All subclasses of nominals
may bemarked for case, althoughmost commonly it is nouns, demonstratives and pro-
nouns that display case marking. This is the syntactic head which is typically the ϐinal
element of the noun phrase. Case marking is also obligatory on any demonstrative,
which occurs outside the noun phrase if present.
In this section, I discuss thenatureof non-inϐlectionalmorphologywhich is relevant
to nouns, either as targets or as part of noun formation. This starts with the inϐinitive
morphologywhich allows verb stems to participate in nominal constructions and is the
only derivational morphology which outputs nominals. I also discuss other nominal
morphology which derives adjectives from nouns and the set of clitics which apply to
nominals.
3.1.1 Inϐinitive
Inϐinitive constructions are very common in Ngkolmpu. In these constructions the in-
ϐinitive form of the verb functions as a noun. As such, it inϐlects for case as relevant
for that construction. Inϐinitives may participate in all the standard constructions that
nouns may, as discussed in Chapter 4, however they display a slightly larger distribu-
tion than basic nouns as they also occur in cognate-object constructions (§ 5.4.2.1).
Inϐinitives also serve as citation forms of verbs. Inϐinitives are a common feature of
Yam languages and discussed for Nen in Evans (2015a).
The inϐinitive is formed from the extended stemof the verb (§ 7.1) and the inϐinitive
afϐixation. The inϐinitivemorphology consists of a circumϐix which entails a sufϐix /-ai/
(3.1a) or /-i/ if the verb stem ends with a vowel. If the verb stem starts with a conso-
nant, a preϐix also occurs. This preϐix is orthographically represented as <o> (3.1b) and
phonetically varies between [ɐ] and [ɔ] in harmony with the backness and roundness
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of the ϐirst vowel of the verb stem. It is typically quite short and always unstressed.
(3.1) a. esemingkai mwa ksetnont ngkeye
esemingk-ai
learn-Ďēċ
mwa
house
k=sntnont/
Ďėė=3.Ďėė.ĕċěnϐine.work.ėĘ
ngke=ye
ĕėĔĝ=3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ
‘The school housewouldbedrawnhere, here it is.’ (Talking about ahand
drawn map of the village) [20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 054]
b. otnngkai pr
o-tnnongk-ai
Ďēċ-ϐine.work-Ďēċ
pr
wood
‘A pencil’ (lit. ‘A writing stick’)
The above method is the most productive means for deriving inϐinitives, however
many verbs, around 20%, have a lexically speciϐied inϐinitive form used in nominalisa-
tion constructions. In example (3.2a), we see the standard inϐlected form of the verb
‘to sit’; this has the stem enska. Compare this to (3.2b) inwhichwe see the nominalised
form of the same verb, umans, marked for the causative case. These are clearly not syn-
chronically related but umans is always the inϐinitive used for the verb in 3.2a. Speakers
will accept inϐinitives built from the verb stem of these verbs but comment that it is not
natural and the correct lexical inϐinitive will be provided.
(3.2) a. Markus nelni enskayen
Markus
Markus
nel-ni
earth-đĔĈ
nenska/en
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċnsit.Ċĝ
‘Markus was sitting on the ground.’
b. si kelua nti umanswa
si
eye
kelua
ϐlesh
nti
sore
umans-wa
sit.Ďēċ-ĈĆĚĘ
‘(My) buttocks are sore from sitting.’
Lexical inϐinitive forms are most commonly encountered in cognate-object con-
structions, discussed in Section 5.4.2.1. In these constructions the inϐlected form of
the verb occurs in middle morphology along with the inϐinitive form. This form may
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be the standard inϐinitive or it may be a lexical inϐinitive (3.3b) depending on the verb
with the second option being far more common in this construction.
(3.3) a. ngko aeibentai teibenti
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
aeibentai
tell.Ďēċ
tneibent/y
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěntell
‘I told the story.’
b. ngkai worko towanti
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
waorko
run.Ďēċ
tonwant/y
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnrun.ėĘ
‘I ran.’ (lit. I ran a run)
3.1.2 ̩-wa ː Adjectiviser
All nouns may function as adjectives through the application of the adjectiviser mor-
phology. This takes the form of a sufϐix -wa which appends to the noun stem. This is
identical in form to the causative case discussed in Section 3.2.3.4, although there is no
semantic or functional link between them. The adjectiviser may occur with all classes
of nouns but typically occurs on property nouns. This is discussed in Section 4.1.1. Ex-
ample (3.4) shows the noun sakle ‘branch’, which may function as either a head noun
(3.4a) or as a modiϐier to the head noun (3.4b).
(3.4) a. Salpiusu pr sakle sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
sakl
branch
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the (tree) branch’
b. Salpiusu saklwa pr pi sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
sakl-wa
branch-Ćĉď
pr
tree
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the branched tree’
Colour terms are formed using the adjectival marker. There are two basic color
terms that have the adjectiviser fossilised in the stem, namelywanswa ‘black’ andmplawa
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‘white’. These have nomeaning independent of their colour reference. Other terms are
derived from basic nouns that have an association to a particular color. These color
terms are entirely conventionalised, for example ‘red’ ismplwa or blood coloured (3.5).
(3.5) a. ngkoroko sowo piengku: ‘ete mpwale moro tenimeru, mplwa irau’
ngkoro-ko
thus-Ďėė
s-ow-ø
3..U-see.ėĘ-ĘČA
piengku:
3ĘČ.ĊėČ:
ete
ete
mpwale
moon
moro
ċĔĈ
t-e-n-imer-w,
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-ęĔĜ-exit.ėĘ-ėĒę.ĘČ.A,
mpl-wa
blood-Ćĉď
y-ra-w
3..U-copula-ėĒę
‘He saw thusly: ‘Oh! The moon had come out and it was red!’
[20141110-KCD-JG-DemaStory OB]
3.1.3 =to : Relational clitic
The relational clitic is used to associate nominal elements as modiϐiers of the clause.
This clitic appends to the end of the noun following any inϐlection. This serves to indi-
cate that the noun modiϐies the entire proposition, similarly to an adverb. One of the
most common uses of this element is to mark property nouns as temporal adjuncts,
for example nmaei meaning ‘olden’ to nmaeitomeaning ‘before’ (3.6). A common way
to refer to the older style houses made from paperbark is nmaei mwa (3.6a) which is
a noun + noun nominal construction as per Section 4.2.4. Examples (3.6b) and (3.6c)
show this same word modiϐied by the relational clitic to serve as a temporal adverb
meaning ‘before’. This element is glossed as Ćĉě for adverbialiser although it is a clitic
and not a derivational element.
(3.6) a. nmaei mwa
nmaei
olden
mwa
house
‘The old-style house.’
b. pr ngkai nmaeito sowipi
pr
tree
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
snow/y=pi
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ=3.ĆćĘ.ęĔĕ
‘I had already seen the tree.’ [20140212-KCD-ML-DreamStory 017]
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c. pi nmaeito tortiwi
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nmaei=to
olden=Ćĉě
tonrtiw/y
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
‘It is already ϐinished.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 083]
It is used to modify expressions of method to give them scope over the proposition
(3.7). Typically, these modiϐiers are manner modiϐiers but as we have seen in (3.6c)
this is not the only function of this clitic.
(3.7) pi pontoto ternteme poi nteme
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ponto=to
like.that=Ćĉě
tenr/nteme
3ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ
poi
ĉĊĒ.ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
nteme
little
‘There, they work like that, a bit.’ [20131002-KCD-KD-AdatStory 028]
It can be used on inϐlected nouns. This seems largely optional, though, as these
would have the same meaning with or without the adverbial marker. Arguably, these
are lexicalised constructions and both the examples in (3.8) are fairly common expres-
sions.
(3.8) a. yempokanmto sriantnt, soro mpu
yempoka-nm=to
two-ĎēĘ=Ćĉě
srniant/nt,
3ĕđ.ċĚę.ĉĚėngo.ĕđ,
soro
women
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
‘You women, go two by two’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover
101]
b. mengke pompa sempo tegunmto anai
mengke
Ďēę.Ćđđ
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
sempo
again
tegu-nm=to
leg-ĎēĘ=Ćĉě
nan/ai
ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėngo.ēĕđ
‘From there to the place, wewent on foot.’ [20130921-KCD-ML-Mamas-
VisitToRB-037]
This element is treated as a clitic rather than an afϐix for two reasons. The ϐirst
is that it occurs on numerous hosts as demonstrated by the range of examples in this
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section. The second is that it may occur after inϐlectional morphology has been applied
as per the examples in (3.8).
3.1.4 =mnto : Ignorative clitic
The ignorative clitic takes the form =mnto and may be cliticised to nominal elements
in any construction to indicate a lack of knowledge of behalf of the speaker regarding
the referent of the element. In this way, it marks a category of epistemic modality in
the nominal domain, i.e. pertaining to knowledge of the object being marked. In (3.9),
it is cliticised to the ablative marked word skola, borrowed from Indonesian sekolah
‘school’. This indicates that speaker is assuming that the child has returned from school
but it is unknown where the child has returned from; This suggests that the element
has scope over the entire predicate.
(3.9) mpoi klawo mompamnto tenengkei? skolahmpamnto? ah, yuai-yuaimpa.
mpoi
maybe
klawo
child
mompa=mnto
where.Ććđ=ĎČē
tennengke/y
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnreturn.home.ėĘ
skola-mpa=mnto
school-Ććđ=ĎČē
yuaiyuai-mpa
trip-Ććđ
‘Maybe is the child back from somewhere? maybe school? ah from a trip.’
One very typical use of this clitic iswhen it is attached to the interrogative pronouns
to provide an indeϐinite of that type. For example, when attached to theword for ‘what’
nor it would mean ‘anything’ or ’whatever’ (3.10) and when attached to the word for
‘who’ oro it canmean ‘anyone’ or ‘whoever’. Theprevious example (3.9) has it occurring
on the ablative question marker meaning ’from somewhere’.
(3.10) normto moro ktnongkengkai brar paya
nor=mnto
what=ĎČē
moro
ċĔĈ
k=yntnongk/ngkai
Ďėė=ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ėĒę.Ďėė.ĉĚėnwrite.work.Ċĝ
brar
garden
paya
work
‘We could make anything, with garden work’ [20120930-KCD-KD-Before-
Story 057]
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3.2 Case
There are 12 cases in total including the absolutive which has no overt marking. On
nouns, number is only marked in the ergative. On pronouns and demonstratives num-
ber is marked more extensively. The cases are exempliϐied for the word krar ‘dog’ in
Table 3.1. Nominal morphology in Ngkolmpu displays little allomorphy beyond the
general morphophonological alternations discussed in Section 2.5.
The cases forms are presented for the word krar ‘dog’ in Table 3.1. There are some
interesting syncretisms that occur within this paradigm. These include the possessive
and the dative sharing the form /-en/ and the comitative and the purposive sharing
the form /-t/. This syncretism is further complicated by the fact that these cases share
a form with distinct meanings across semantic domains. Both the possessive and the
comitative are strictly adnominal cases whilst the dative and the purposive are rela-
tional. One tempting analysis would be to treat these as just two cases: the posses-
sive/dative and the comitative/purposive. However, these are separate forms in the
pronoun and demonstrative paradigms. As such I treat them here as distinct cases.
Case Ending Example
Absolutive Ø krar
Ergative SG -w krar-w
Ergative NSG -ya krar-ya
Dative -en krar-en
Possessive -en krar-en
Instrumental -nm krar-nm
Causal -wa krar-wa
Comitative -t krar-t
Purposive -t krar-t
Associative -wi krar-wi
Locative -ni krar-ni
Ablative -mpa krar-mpa
Allative -ngke krar-ngke
Table 3.1: Cases exempliϐied for krar ‘dog’
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3.2.1 The case functions
Cases inNgkolmpumaybe classiϐied as either grammatical or semantic, followingBlake
(2001). Grammatical cases are deϐined by being assigned to syntactic roles rather than
simply projecting semantic roles. Syntactic roles are deϐined according to numerical
valence as either S, A or O1 as per Bickel (2010) (5.3.2). Semantic cases are realised
based on their alignment to purely semantic roles. Semantic roles are always encoded
through the appropriate case, regardless of their syntactic role. For example, the da-
tive case which marks semantic recipients regardless of whether the syntactic context
treats the nominal constituent as an argument in a given construction. For a discussion
of the semantic role of the dative see Section 3.2.3.1.
The semantic cases in Ngkolmpu are classiϐied as serving adnominal, relational or
subordinating functions. The analysis here is similar to what has been argued for Aus-
tralian languages in Dench and Evans (1988).2 The adnominal function is used to re-
late nominal constituents at the level of the noun phrase, i.e. marking a single noun
phrase as adjoined to another noun phrase forming a single constituent. For example,
the comitative cause marks one nominal as being related to another nominal element
as in (3.11)
(3.11) krar pi kwrt teimeri mwampa
krar
dog
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
kwr-t
pig-ĈĔĒ
tneimer/i
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnexit/
mwa-mpa
house-Ććđ
‘The dog and the pig left the house. (The dog left the house with the pig).’
The relational function marks constituents as related at the level of the clause. The
relational role represents the prototypical function of case and covers what are often
known as core and oblique roles (Andrews, 2007a) although such a distinction is not
made in this thesis. In (3.12), the instrumental case serves to indicate that the noun,
mpaeswm ‘axe’, is related the entire clause with the semantics of ‘instrument.’
1Only S, A and O are required for describing case marking. S, A, O and R are required for describing
verbal agreement as discussed in Chapter 5.
2I have used the term subordinating instead of complementising as I feel it is more accurate.
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(3.12) Ale pinta pr onto susornte mpaeswmnm
ale
fathers
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
onto
can
swnso/rnte
ēĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnmince.Ċĝ
mpaeswm-nm
axe-ĎēĘ
‘The fathers, they chopped up all the wood with axes.’
[20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 010]
The subordinating function marks a clause, rather than nominal, as related to the
main clause. This subordinate clause consists of a case marked inϐinitive or nomi-
nalised form of the verb with an optional semantic complement. This serves to mark
either a temporal or associative relation between the subordinate clause and the ma-
trix clause (3.13).
(3.13) ngkai mpowr sarmi warkonm
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpowr
cassowary
snarm/y
ĘČA>3U.čĔĉ.ĕċěnshoot.ĕċě/
warko-nm
running-ĎēĘ
‘I shot it whilst I was running.’
The semantic deϐinition of each case clearly aligns to its semantic roles when func-
tioning relationally or adnominally. However, the exact semantic interpretation of sub-
ordinating function is less transparent. Table 3.2 sets out an overview of the cases and
their functions.
3.2.2 The grammatical cases
Core arguments are marked on an ergative/absolutive basis. This system is a typical
two-term system in which the two terms are used to describe three distinct syntactic
roles. The system of nominal case in Ngkolmpu marks the agentive argument of biva-
lent constructions (A) with the ergative case. This is contrasted against the patientive
argument of the bivalent construction (O) and the sole argument of the monovalent
construction (S). In later chapters we will see that four distinct terms are required to
describe the entire system of grammatical relations. However, three terms are sufϐi-
cient to describe the case system. A discussion of grammatical relations is the focus of
Sections 5.3 and 8.4.
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Role by Function
Adnominal Relational Subordinating
Absolutive S/O S/O
Ergative A A
Dative Recipient, Beneϐiciary
Possessive Possessor
Instrumental Instrument, Manner Manner,
Simultaneous
Action (S/A)
Causal Cause Cause
Comitative Accompaniment
Purposive Purpose Purpose
Associative Association
Locative Location Location
Ablative Source
Allative Goal Simultaneous Action (O)
Table 3.2: Roles of case by syntactic function
3.2.2.1 Absolutive
The absolutive case has no overt marking on the noun and does not mark number. It is
typologically unusual for ergative case to mark number and the absolutive to not mark
number and contrary to typological markedness expectations (Croft, 2002). However,
this pattern is pervasive in Yam languages (Evans et al., 2017).
As stated above, absolutive case serves to mark S arguments, both agentive (3.14a)
and patientive (3.14b), and O arguments (3.14c-3.14d). More accurately, absolutive is
marked by the absence of case marking and it applies to all remaining arguments not
otherwise assigned a semantic or grammatical case, i.e. it is the default case.
(3.14) a. Markus pantngke tonokei
Markus
markus
pant-ngke
platform-Ćđđ
tonnoke/y
ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnlift.ĕċě
‘Markus ascended the platform.’ (earlier today)
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b. Markus ntawancei
Markus
Markus
n’tanwance/y
ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnfall.ĕċě
‘Markus fell.’ (earlier today)
c. Markusu pr pi storui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
sntoru/y
ĘČA>3U.čĔĉ.ĕċěncut.ĕċě
‘Markus cut the log.’ (earlier today)
d. Markusu pr kati Jonen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
John-en
John-ĉĆę
snmae/y
ĘČA>3U.čĔĉ.ĕċěngive.ĕċě
‘Markus gave John the money. (lit. tree leaves) ’ (earlier today)
3.2.2.2 W, ya : Ergative
The singular ergative casehas the form/-W/whichmaybe realised as [u]when syllabic
(3.15a) or [w] as a syllable coda (3.15b). This element is the underspeciϐied phoneme
/W/ as discussed in the Section 2.3. A phonetic transcription of its realisation has been
included instead of the orthographic in the following examples to demonstrate its be-
haviour.
(3.15) a. [kraːru markus sə̆ˈrampʷui]
krar-w
dog-ĘČ.ĊėČ
markus
markus
snrampu/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnbite.ėĘ
‘The dog bit Markus.’
b. [sɛntɑwmarkus sə̆ˈrampʷui]
sento-w
bird-ĘČ.ĊėČ
markus
markus
snrampu/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnbite.ėĘ
‘The bird bit Markus.’
The ergative case marks the A argument of bivalent and trivalent constructions.
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(3.16) a. kraru markus srmapui
krar-w
dog-ĘČ.ĊėČ
markus
markus
snrampu/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnbite.ėĘ
‘The dog bit Markus.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu pr kati Jonen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf
Jon-en
Jon-ĉĆę
snmae/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěngive.ėĘ
‘Markus gave John the money.’ (earlier today)
The ergative is the only case inwhich number is alsomarked on nouns. All nominal
marking is on a singular vs. non-singular basis, the non-singular form is /-ya/ (3.17).
Note that this refers to open class nominals only; number ismarked inmost other cases
in the pronouns and demonstratives (§ 3.3).
(3.17) krarya mo poi suruontne
krar-ya
dog-ēĘČ.ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
swnruontn/e
ēĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnhunt.Ċĝ
‘The dogs hunted wallaby’ [20130820-KCD-JG-YonasFishing 006]
The ergative case is not restricted to human sentient agents but rather the ‘most
agentive argument’ of the clause or the affector. It can be used to mark the stimulus
arguments of experiencer-object constructions (3.18). See Section 5.4.2.4 for more in-
formation.
(3.18) yaru ngko btorunt
yar-w
sleep-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
bntoru/nt
ĘČ>1ĘČ.ėĈę.ĕċěncut.ėĘ
‘I was tired.’ (lit. Sleep cut me.)
Non-animate actors may also be encoded in the ergative (3.19).
(3.19) mpaitoto yuaru ngko umei
mpaito=to
now=Ćĉě
yuar-w
rain-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
wnme/y
ĘČ>1ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnwetten
‘The rain wet me.’
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3.2.3 The semantic cases
As discussed, the semantic casesmark semantic roles in adnominal, relational and sub-
ordinating functions.
3.2.3.1 en : Dative
The dative takes the form -en. It functions relationally to mark recipients and bene-
factives of the event indicated by the verb. These may be constituents required by the
verb, i.e. arguments (3.20a), or optional relational constituents, i.e. non-arguments
(3.20b).
(3.20) a. kraren suminngk
krar-en
dog-ĉĆę
swnminngk/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfeed
’(I) fed the dogs’ [20130820-KCD-JG-YonasFishing 028]
b. si ekreywa srkeme pncen soro irepen
si
eye
ekre-y-wa
return-Ďēċ-ĈĆĚĘ
s-rnkeme/
ĘČ>3.Ďėė.ĕċěnreturn.ėĘ
pncen
ĉĎĘę.ēĘČ.ĉĆę
soro
woman
irepe-en
people-ĉĆę
‘They would give back recompense to the woman’s family.’ [20131002-
KCD-KD-AdatStory 027]
The dative may be used to indicate benefactive arguments, i.e. nominals that are
required by the verb (3.21a), i.e. required by the lexical semantics of the verb and in-
dexed via the undergoer preϐix. It also is used to indicate benefactive non-arguments
(3.21b).
(3.21) a. kraren sutar ngkai pi
krar-en
dog-ĉĆę
swntar/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėncut.Ċĝ
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
’(I) cut it for the dogs’ [20130820-KCD-JG-YonasFishing 025]
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b. Mama, nou, klaempien, nou amakri
mama
mama
nou
čĔė
klaempi-en
children-ĉĆę
nou
čĔė
anmakr/y
ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnburn
’Mama, let’s barbecue for the children.’
Arguments marked as dative may still serve one of the core grammatical relations
as in recipient-indexed constructions as discussed in Section 5.4.3. In these construc-
tions, the recipient is indexed on and required by the verb and as such is considered
a syntactic argument. However, such recipients are still marked with the dative case.
These constructions are the recipient-indexing construction (3.22a) and the benefac-
tive applicative construction (3.22b). In regards to the applicative construction, this is
typologically unusual as the recipient’s promotion to argument status by the applica-
tive does not involve any case reassignment.
(3.22) a. Markusu pr kati Jonen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf
Jon-en
Jon-ĉĆę
snmae/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěngive.ėĘ
‘Markus gave John the money.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu pr pi Jonen sotorui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
sontoru/y
ĘČ>3.ĉĎĆ.čĔĉ.ĕċěncut.ėĘ
‘Markus cut the log for John (earlier today).’
The dative does not function adnominally or subordinately, although it is important
to point out the phonological similarity between the dative and the possessive. For
open class nominals these case markers are formally identical, so an alternate analysis
would postulate a single case for the dative and possessive with different semantics
between adnominal uses and relational uses. However, I keep them separate in my
analysis here since the cases have distinct forms in the pronouns and demonstratives
and as such represent distinct categories, or feature values, for the morphology of the
language. For a discussion of the logic of this analysis see theworks by (Goddard, 1982)
and (Corbett, 2008).
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3.2.3.2 en : Possessive
The possessive takes the form -en. It only functions adnominally and marks one noun
as possessing another.
(3.23) ngki bapak portar melen mwa yikan
ngki
this
bapak
bapak(indonesian)
portar
village
mel-en
head-ĕĔĘĘ
mwa
house
y-kan
3.ĉĚė.ĕėĘ/is.loc.ĉĚė
‘This is the village head’s house.’ (pointing at a hand-drawn map)
[20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 104]
The possessive does function relationally or in subordinating function, unless one
adopts the alternate analysis discussed in the previous section regarding the fact that
it is syncretic with the dative.
3.2.3.3 nm : Instrumental
The instrumental case takes the form -nm. In the relational function, it is typically used
to mark material and non-material instruments: tools, means of transport, language
and temporal relations in the relational role. In the subordinating function it serves to
mark a simultaneous event conducted by the S or A argument of the main clause. It
does not serve any adnominal role.
The prototypical use of the instrumental case is to mark the tool used to complete
the task denoted by the main verb.
(3.24) a. Ale pinta pr onto susornte mpaeswmnm
ale
fathers
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
onto
can
swnso/rnte
ēĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnmince.Ċĝ
mpaeswm-nm
axe-ĎēĘ
‘The fathers, they chopped up all the wood with axes.’
[20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 010]
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b. brar moro krortiu mpyeanm mensnm
brar
garden
moro
ċĔĈ
kronrtiw/
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
mpyae-nm
thing-ĎēĘ
mens-nm
ϐire-ĎēĘ
’The garden can be ϐinished with that, with ϐire.’
[20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 028]
Another common use of the instrumental case is to mark the means of transporta-
tion of a motion verb (3.25).
(3.25) kantnannm kwan ngkompa ngko
kantnan-nm
bicycle-ĎēĘ
kwnan/
ĘČ.ėĈę.ĉĚėngo.ĉĚė/
ngkompa
ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
‘I went from here on my bike.’ [20130820-KCD-JG-YonasFishing 003]
The instrumental case is also used when talking about expressing concepts in dif-
ferent languages. In this way the particular language is the instrument used to express
something. The example in (3.26) has the speaker commenting on the fact that the
cassava crackers are called ‘tape’ in Javanese.
(3.26) jawa kikinm ye pi tape
jawa
java
kiki-nm
speak-ĎēĘ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ
pi
ĉĊĒ
tape
cracker
In Javanese it is (called) ’tape’ (cassava crackers). [20120928-KCD-ML-CookingVideo
005]
The second most common use of the instrumental is to mark temporal adjuncts.
Thesemay be a simple noun (3.27a) optionally followed by theword kongko ‘sun, time,
day’ (3.27b).
(3.27) a. yekinm kaewit moro kwan
yeki-nm
morning-ĎēĘ
kaewi-t
hunting-ĕĚėĕ
moro
ċĔĈ
kwnan/
ĘČ.ėĈę.ĉĚėngo.ĉĚė
‘In the morning, I went to hunt (with dogs).’
[20130820-KCD-JG-Yonas-Fishing 020]
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b. baoror kongkonm tenkrent sempo yentnto kelimungke
baoror
late.afternoon
kongko-nm
sun-ĎēĘ
tennkre/nt
ĒĎĉ.Sg.ėĈę.ĕċěnreturn.ėĘ
sempo
again
yentun-to
through-Ćĉě
kelimu-ngke
forest-Ćđđ
’In the afternoon, I returned home through the forest again.’
[20120924-KCD-KD-FishingStory 009]
Another commonuse of the instrumental is to derivemanner adverbials fromprop-
erty nouns.
(3.28) a. Ow, kant koklonm
Ow,
ĕĒĘ,
kant
2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.go
koklo-nm
quick-ĎēĘ
‘Ok, go, quickly!’
b. kominngkntai nteme-ntemenm
konminngk/ntai
ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ĎĒĕnfeed
nteme-nteme-nm
little-ĎēĘ
‘You eat a little bit.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 113]
In subordinating function it is used to mark a simultaneous action performed by
the S or the A argument of the verb. In these cases it occurs on the inϐinitive of the
verb.
(3.29) ngkai kongkin ytnnongk umansnm
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
kongkin
letter
yntnnongk/
ĘČA>3U.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwrite.work.Ċĝ
umans-nm
sitting-ĎēĘ
‘I write the letter whilst sitting.’
This action is always performed by the S or A argument of the matrix clause. The
example in 3.30 can only mean that the person who was running did the shooting , not
the thing which was being shot. To express simultaneous action with the O argument
the allative case is used, as discussed in Section 3.2.3.10.
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(3.30) ngkai mpowr sarmi warkonm
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpowr
cassowary
snarm/y
ĘČA>3U.čĔĉ.ĕċěnshoot.ĕċě/
warko-nm
running-ĎēĘ
‘I shot it whilst I was running.’
(3.31) klawo poi youme yuanm
klawo
child
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
ynoume/y
3.čĔĉ.ĉĚė
yua-nm
cry-ĎēĘ
‘The child sat there crying.’
3.2.3.4 wa : Causative
The causative case takes the form -wa and marks causes. It only functions relationally.
It can serve tomark stimulus as in example (3.32a); here we see the causativemarking
the cause of the predicate being shocked. In this particular example the speaker was
sitting in a shed inwhich a coconut fell on the roof andmadea loudnoisewhich shocked
the speaker. The construction is an attributive construction of the type ’I am shocked’
with the optional nominal element indicating the cause. It can also be used to mark
external causers (3.32b).
(3.32) a. ngko bokreiwa ye powa
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
bokrei-wa
shocked-Ćĉď
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ
po-wa
coconut-ĈĆĚĘ
‘I was shocked by a coconut.’
b. nsone negu mpngkwa towlei yuarwa
nsone
1ĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
negu
clothing
mpngk-wa
wet-Ćĉď
tonwle/i
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnbecome.ėĘ
yuar-wa
rain-ĈĆĚĘ
‘My clothes are wet because of the rain.’
3.2.3.5 t : Comitative
The comitative takes the form -t. It only functions adnominally, in which it associates
an animate nominal to another animate nominal (3.33a). This relationship is one of
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accompaniment and the case-marked nominal aligns to the semantic role of compan-
ion. The comitative may also co-occur with the ergative case (3.33b), I have no further
examples of the comitative occurring with other cases.
(3.33) a. krar pi kwrt teimeri mwampa
krar
dog
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
kwr-t
pig-ĈĔĒ
tneimer/i
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnexit/
mwa-mpa
house-Ććđ
‘The dog and the pig left the house. (The dog left the house with the
pig).’
b. mpai alut bmerknt ngko
mpai
2ĘČ
al-u-t
father-ĘČ.ĊėČ-ĈĔĒ
bnmerk/nt
ĘČ>1ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
‘You and father will follow me.’
Comitative elements are included in the number agreement marking on verbs. No-
tice that the agreement on the verb is singular in example (3.33a), which indicates
that the comitative-marked nominal is excluded from the agreement controller. This
is conϐirmedwith the following examples (3.34). In the ϐirst of these (3.34a) the verbal
agreement is unambiguously singular yet the action is performed both by the mother
and the baby which are marked here with the comitative case. A more complicated ex-
ample occurs in (3.34b). In this example the verbal agreement is unambiguously dual,
by combining the non-plural stem of the verb (§ 7.1) with the non-singular argument
agreement. Yet there are three individuals in the sentence. So the verbal agreement
appears to refer to the speaker and the child Prans, with Piter excluded from the agree-
ment, as the previous example regarding the role of the comitative marked nominal in
controlling agreement.
(3.34) a. tempo klawot, yar teiri
tempo
new
klawo-t
child-ĈĔĒ
yar
sleep
tneir/y
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnsleep.ėĘ
(She) and the baby have gone to sleep.
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b. ni Pitert namakrou motornm, klawo naemptr, Prans
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
piter-t
Peter-ĈĔĒ
nnamakr/ou
1.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėntravel.ēĕđ
motor-nm,
motorbike-ĎēĘ
klawo
child
naemptr
one
prans
Prans
‘Peter and I went by motorbike, with a child, Prans.’
[20130921-KCD-ML-MamasVisitToRB-007]
Interestingly, the comitative shares its form with the purposive and does not over-
lap in function, i.e. one is adnominal and the other relational. This again suggests that
the two could be a single case with different semantics corresponding to different syn-
tactic positions. However, again these are treated separately since they correspond to
distinct forms in the pronoun and demonstrative paradigms.
3.2.3.6 t : Purposive
The same form as the comitative case may also be used relationally, in which it ex-
pressed the semantic role of purpose. In the example (3.35) we see it marking nominal
adjuncts indicating purpose. This can be a standard nominal serving as an adjunct to
the verb (3.35a), in an attributive clause (3.35b) or in a non-verbal clause (3.35c).
(3.35) a. kotipt kwan
kotip-t
ϐish-ĕĚėĕ
kwnan/
ĘČA.ėĈę.ĉĚėngo.ĉĚė/
‘I went (in order to ϐind) for ϐish.’ [20130820-KCD-JG-YonasFishing 002]
b. nongkai-nongkait pi ye
nongkai-nongkai-t
food-food-ĕĚėĕ
pi
ĉĊĒ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ
’Those are for eating/food.’ [20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 055]
c. brar paya onto mwat ngkene
brar
garden
paya
work
onto
can
mwa-t
house-ĕĚėĕ
ngkene
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.ċĔĈ
‘Gardenwork canbe forhouses too.’ [20131005-KCM-JG-MapStory090]
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The purposive may also serve to mark a subordinate clause which marks the pur-
pose of the main verb. In these an inϐinitive form of the verb inϐlected for the purposes
denotes purpose clauses; an optional internal argument of the subordinate verb may
also be included in the absolutive case, as with cassowary in (3.36).
(3.36) ngko mpowr parat krantngki
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mpowr
cassowary
para-t
hunting-ĕĚėĕ
krnan/nt=ngki
ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėngo.ĉĚė/=ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ
‘I amgoing to go hunt cassowary.’ [20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 001]
3.2.3.7 wi : Associative
The associative case is only used adnominally, to associate nominal phrases with other
nominal phrases. It aligns to a semantic role of association. These constructions are
parallel to a nominal conjunction similar to the comitative. The associative case has
a less restricted semantics than the comitative. It is used to mark association for all
instances of non-animate participants (3.37a). It is also used alongwith the comitative
case to mark animates when there are more than two participants (3.37b).
(3.37) a. ngko wiskarwi bopan ominangki
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
wiskar-wi
cassava-ĆĘĘĔĈ
bopan
rice
onminangk/i
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĉĚėneat.Ċĝ/
‘I ate rice with cassava.’
b. ympumprt pintawi moro knontarnt
ympumprt
all
pinta-wi
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ-ĆĘĘĔĈ
moro
ċĔĈ
knnonta/rnt
1ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnlive.Ċĝ
‘We all live together with them.’
[20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 088]
It is unclear from my corpus whether the associative marked nominal is included
within the controller for the purposes of verbal agreement.
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3.2.3.8 ni : Locative
The locative ismarkedwith /-ni/. This expresses the semantic role of location for static
locations. This case may be used for both relational (3.38) and adnominal locatives
(3.39).
(3.38) a. komponi paya naemnaempr krrnte
kompo-ni
well-đĔĈ
paya
work
naemnaempr
together
krnr/nte
ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnwork.Ċĝ
‘Will we will work together by the well.’ [20131002-KCD-KD-AdatStory
015]
b. plawau nmku Yongkulsurni ngkei, Belandau
pla-wa-w
white-Ćĉď-ĊėČ
nnmk/u
ĘČ>1ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
Yongkulsur-ni
Yanngandur-đĔĈ
ngkei,
ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
Belanda-w
Netherlands-ĊėČ
‘The whites assembled us here in Yanggandur, the Dutch.’ [20120930-
KCD-KD-BeforeStory 022]
c. seki yopu-yopuni poi enckekai
seki
seki.tree
yopuyopu-ni
shade-đĔĈ
poi
ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
ennckek/ai
ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsit.down.Ċĝ
‘We sat in the shade of the seki tree.’
[20130918-KCD-KD-RiverStory2012 006]
(3.39) pompa nya wongkongke, mlaeni poto poi irei
pompa
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
nya
3.ĕėĘ.ĕđ.go
wongko-ngke,
clearing-Ćđđ
mlae-ni
termite.mound-đĔĈ
poto
photo
poi
ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
yrei
3.ēĕđ.čĔĉ.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ
‘From there, we go to the clearing, the photo at the termite mound was
there.’ [20130918-KCD-KD-RiverStory2012 003]
The locative is used for all static locations including inside (3.40a), on top of (3.40b)
and into (3.40c).
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(3.40) a. portar kara ngkei omansi, payat moro oiri, ngkne mwani oiri
portar
village
kara
community
ngkei
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
onmans/y
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnsit.Ċĝ
paya-t
work-ĈĔĒ
moro
ċĔĈ
onir/y,
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnchoose,
ngkne
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.ċĔĈ
mwa-ni
house-đĔĈ
oiri
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnchoose
‘The community meets here, for planning projects, in this building they
decide.’ [20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 075]
b. blni skuknornt
bl-ni
egg-đĔĈ
kwnkno/rnt
ĘČ.ċĊĒ.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnsit.atop.Ċĝ
‘She was sitting on an egg.’ [20141108-KCD-YG-CassowaryStory 015]
c. swani onto ntlngkolnt mpoi ngkei ntarsinu piengku
swa-ni
hand-đĔĈ
onto
can
ntnlngkol/nt
ĘČ>2ĘČ.čĔė.ĉĚėnstab
mpoi
ĉĊĒ.ĎČē
ngkei
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
ntarsinu
thorn-ĊėČ
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
‘Maybe the thorn can stab into your hand.’
[20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 045]
3.2.3.9 mpa : Ablative
The ablative functions relationally and encodes direction or movement from a loca-
tion. Typically, this occurs along with a verb of motion (3.41) or as a relational adjunct
describing a physical location (3.42).
(3.41) a. pi mwa wolmnmpa tanimeri
pi
3.ĆćĘ
mwa
house
wolmn-mpa
inside-Ććđ
tannimer/y
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnexit
‘She exited from inside the house.’
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b. montena moro kwan ngkompa potarmpa
montena
yesterday
moro
ċĔĈ
kwnan/
ĘČ.ėĈę.ĉĚėngo.ēĕđ
ngkompa
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
potar-mpa
village-Ććđ
‘Yesterday Iwent fromthevillagehere.’ [20130820-KCD-JG-YonasFishing
001]
(3.42) ngkompa srtoru ngkai
ngkompa
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
srntoru/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěncut.ėĘ
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
‘From there I cut it (pointing at the spine).’ [20121002-KCD-JG-Cassowary-
Story 028]
The ablative can also be used for sources (3.43). In this example the speaker recalls
eating meat from the tail of the animal. The ϐirst verb kwominngk is the generic verb
for ‘to eat’ but this is then clariϐied with the speciϐic word for eating meat, swan.
(3.43) kwominngk pekumpa, swan
kwnominngk/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĈę.ĉĚėneat
peku-mpa
tail-Ććđ
swnan/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėneat.meat
‘I ate the meat from the tail.’ [20120924-KCD-KD-FishingStory 007]
The ablative can also be used for non-location sources (3.44). In this example the
speaker is discussing a type of arrow with a round head designed for hunting birds.
The ablative is used to clarify that the object was made from stone and would be hung
(on the belt) for a hunting trip.
(3.44) mlaempa surarrnt pi, ktormiru
mlae-mpa
stone-Ććđ
swnrar/rnt
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnĈĔĕ.Ċĝ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
k=tonmir/u
Ďėė=ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnhang.ėĘ
‘It was from stone, it would be hung.’ [20141108-KCD-YG-CassowaryStory
029]
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The ablative can also be used for measuring the inception point of spans of time
(3.45). The numbers of the years and the word peta, ‘map’, are both from Indonesian.
(3.45) ngkne peta mitoyengki dua ribumpa, ngkengke mpaito dua ribu tiga belas ye
ngkne
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.ċĔĈ
peta
map
mi=to
ėĊđ.ĎēĆē=Ćĉě
ye=ngki
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ=ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.ęĔĕ
dua
two
ribu-mpa,
thousand-Ććđ
ngkengke
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.Ćđđ
mpaito
now
dua
two
ribu
thousand
tigabelas
thirteen
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘Thismapwhich is from2000, until now, 2013.’ [20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory
046]
3.2.3.10 ngke : Allative
The allative, along with the ablative, encode both location and directionality. The alla-
tive encodes semantic relations of movement toward a goal. It functions relationally
and in subordinating functions.
It typically functions relationally, generally encoding a locational goal for verbs of
movement (3.46).
(3.46) krarnt mwangke yart
krarnt
ĘČ.Ďėė.ĉĚė.go
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
yar-t
sleep-ĕĚėĕ
‘Wewould go to the house for sleep.’ [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory 068]
It can also serve to mark a locational goal in which no movement verb is required
(3.47).
(3.47) ngkompa, mensngke srimant sempo pompa
ngkompa,
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
mens-ngke
ϐire-Ćđđ
srnima/nt
ĘČ>3.Ďėė.ĉĚėntake.out.Ċĝ
sempo
again
pompa
ĉĎĘę.ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
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‘...from here, I pull (them) out again and (put them) in the ϐire.’ [20121002-
KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 021]
The allative may also be used for the non-locational goal of verbs which do not
strictly encode movement but do encode some kind of directionality, such as ‘call’ in
(3.48).
(3.48) kai se pno, kariant omlngke ‘nou!’
kai
ceremonial.food
sne
2ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĎĒĕ.čĔė.ĕċěngive.ėĘ
pno,
ĉĊĒ.ęĒĕ
kanria/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėncall
oml-ngke
mother-Ćđđ
‘nou’
čĔė
‘The time you give out the ceremonial food, You call to mother ‘Let’s (go)!’
The allative may be used to mark the end point of a span of time, meaning some-
thing like ‘until’. In this example it is used on the word nume which is a word which
refers to the day two days from now. Interestingly, the word nume is bidirectional, in
that it can refer to either the day before yesterday or the day after tomorrow.
(3.49) piengku uri numengke
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
wnri/
ĘČ>1ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnhold.ĉĚė
nume-ngke
two.day-Ćđđ
‘He is holdingmeuntil twodays fromnow.’ [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory
032]
The allative can also refer to more abstract goals although this is not a common
usage (3.50).
(3.50) nongkomu brsai. Mpowerngke trsme...
nongkom-w
brother.in.law-ĊėČ
bnrs/ai
ēĘČ>1ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
mpower-ngke,
cassowary-Ćđđ
tnrs/me
ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
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‘Brother-in-law hit me. They fought over the cassowary...’ [20141108-KCD-
YG-CassowaryStory 072]
It is also used in subordinate clauses to indicate a simultaneous action performed
by the O argument of the matrix clause. In the following examples, the subordinate ac-
tion cannot be interpreted as being performed by the A argument of the matrix clause.
Simultaneous actions occurring with S and A arguments are indicated by the instru-
mental case. In this environment the case applies to the inϐinitive form of the verb
which may occur with its internal argument or not.
(3.51) a. ngkai mpowr sarmi atka owneingke
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpowr
cassowary
snarm/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnshoot.ėĘ
atka
water
owne-i-ngke
drink-Ďēċ-Ćđđ
‘I shot the cassowary whilst it was drinking water.’
b. ngkai krar srsoi umansngke
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
krar
dog
snrso/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
umans-ngke
sit.Ďēċ-Ćđđ
‘I hit the dog whilst it was sitting.’
3.3 Pronouns and demonstratives
3.3.1 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns inϐlect for three persons, two numbers and all the cases above. For
a full paradigm see Table 4.2. For a discussion of the syntactic behaviour of pronouns
see Section 4.2.1.
As with all nominal number in Ngkolmpu, pronouns are inϐlected for number on a
singular versus non-singular basis. Most cases inϐlect for number, except for the abso-
lutive which only marks number on the ϐirst person. In addition the comitative, as it
only marks single animates, does not have a non-singular form. The locative case also
does not mark number since it marks single locations.
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1ĘČ 1ēĘČ 2ĘČ 2ēĘČ 3ĘČ 3ēĘČ
Absolutive ngko ni mpu pi
Ergative ngkai ninta mpai mpunta piengku pinta
Dative nson ncuen mpon mpan pien pncen
Possessive nsone nsone mpone mpane pene pncene
Purposive nsont ncuent mpont mpant pient pncent
ĈĔĒ.ĆćĘ ngkot - mput - pit -
ĈĔĒ.ĊėČ ngkait - mpait - piengkut -
ĆĘĘĔĈ.ĆćĘ ngkowi niwi mpuwi piwi
ĆĘĘĔĈ.ĊėČ ngkaiwi nintawi mpaiwi mpuntawi piengkuwi pintawi
Locative ngkoni - mponi - poi -
Ablative nsonmpa ncuenmpa mponmpa mpanmpa pienmpa pncenmpa
Allative nsongke ncuengke mpongke mpanngke piengke pncengke
Table 3.3: Ngkolmpu Personal Pronouns
The associative and comitative cases are also inϐlected for the ergative case if the
noun they are adjoined to is in the ergative. The absolutive is used in all other roles.
There are a number of formal elements worth mentioning about the structure of
the pronouns. The semantic relational cases are largely built from the dative, whilst
the purely adnominal cases, comitative and associative are built from either the appro-
priate absolutive or ergative case depending on their syntactic role.
3.3.2 Relative pronouns
Relative pronouns are set out in Table 3.4. Relative pronouns are largely formally simi-
lar to the interrogative pronouns. Thesemake a distinction between animate and inan-
imate referents and make a number distinction in the animate series. They refer to an
argument of a subordinate relative clause as coreferential with an argument of thema-
trix clause in which the subordinate clause is contained. They are inϐlected for the case
of their role in the subordinate clause. The syntax of relative clauses is discussed in Sec-
tion 8.4.4. Gaps in the paradigm in Table 3.4 are either semantically or pragmatically
unlikely and have not been attested.
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Animates
ĘČ ēĘČ Inanimate
Absolutive oro ra mi
Ergative rau raye mi
Dative ran rayen men
Possessive mene mencene
Purposive mnt
Comitative rat
Associative rawi *
Locative moi
Ablative mmpa
Allative mngke
Table 3.4: Ngkolmpu relative pronouns
3.3.3 Interrogatives
Interrogatives are used to form content questions. They are related to the distinct sub-
classes of nominals yet are syntactically equivalent to determiners. The largest set of
interrogatives are the interrogative pronouns which inϐlect for case and number in an-
imates; these cover the words for ‘what’ nor, ‘who’ ra and ‘why, for what’ norwa. There
are also individual interrogative words: the quantiϐier, i.e. mntai ‘how many’ , a tem-
poral adverb, i.e. mno ‘when’, a demonstrative, i.e. mne ‘which’ and the sentence inter-
rogativemoro ‘how’.
Interrogatives display the same syntactic distribution as determiners, i.e. pronouns
and demonstratives. For the full analysis of the distribution of determiners see Section
4.2.1. For this section it is sufϐicient to note that they can occur in place of the entire
nominal construction (5.16) or alongside it (3.52b), if they occurwith a nominal phrase
they typically occur preceding the nominal phrase. Note the two absolutive arguments
in (5.16); this is a cognate-object verb in which takes two absolutive arguments see
Section 5.4.2.1 for more details.
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Animates
ĘČ ēĘČ Inanimate
Absolutive oro raye nor
Ergative rau raye noru
Dative ran rayen noren
Possessive mene mencene
Purposive nort
Causative norwa
Comitative rat
Associative rawi norwi
Locative moi
Ablative ranmpa rayenmpa mmpa
Allative rangke rayengke mgnke / mose
Table 3.5: Ngkolmpu interrogative pronouns
(3.52) a. klaempi mpu nor ire?
klaempi
children
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
nor
what.ĆćĘ
ynr/e
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwork.ĉĚė
‘What are you childrendoing?’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover
067]
b. nor pr iritr poi?
nor
what.ĆćĘ
pr
tree
ynritr/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnis.standing.ēĕđ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
‘What tree is standing there?’ [20140212-KCD-ML-DreamStory 019]
Table 3.5 sets out the attested interrogative pronouns. Interrogative pronouns have
distinct forms for animates and inanimates with a number distinction for animates
only. Interrogative pronouns take the case form appropriate for the role they are ques-
tioning. Semantically, these pronouns cover the domains ofwhat andwho. The locative
cases with the inanimate series involve thewords for where, where to andwhere from.
The causative and purposive inanimate forms are typically translated as why, meaning
‘what cause’ and ‘for what purpose’ respectively.
Greyed out cells in Table 3.5 represent semantically impossible forms. The others
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are semantically uncommon and have not been attested. The animate forms for certain
cases are quite rare especially the animate ablative and allative forms. There are two
options for the inanimate allative interrogative pronoun, mgnke and mose. The ϐirst,
mgnke, is the productive form that is used in most constructions. The second, mose,
is primarily used as part of the construction in (3.53). This construction is a question
translated as ‘where are you going?’. This is the most common form of greeting used
around the village and is highly conventionalised. This appears to be an older form that
has beenmaintained in this high frequency construction. The form can also be used on
its own in place of the entire construction, so that someone might call out to another
‘mose’ to enquire where the addressee is going.
(3.53) mose an mpu
mose
where.Ćđđ
an
ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.go
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
‘Where are you going?’ (greeting)
There is a single quantiϐier interrogativemntaimeaning ‘howmany’ (3.54).
(3.54) mntaei bori ye
mntaei
how.many
bori
ėĊđ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be.ĉĚė
‘Howmany?’ [20131002-KCD-KD-AdatStory 018]
There is a temporal adverb interrogativemnomeaning ‘when’ (3.55).
(3.55) pi mno krkewant?
pi
3.ĆćĘ
mno
when
krankewa/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnbreak
‘When will it be broken?’ [20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 099]
There a demonstrative interrogativemnemeaning ‘which’ (3.56). This form is sim-
ilar to the focus demonstratives discussed in Section 4.3.2. This is unsurprising since
the question element is typically new information.
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(3.56) mne krar Markus srampui?
mne
which
krar
dog
Markus
Markus
srnampu/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnbite.ėĘ
‘Which dog bit Markus?’
There is also the sentence interrogative moro which is mostly translated as ‘how’.
Typically it is utteredaloneas simplymoro in order to askhowsomethingwasachieved.
It is also frequently used in narrative texts in which it always occurs directly before the
verb. In these cases it appears to serve a backgrounding function. This is largely a
stylistic choice as omitting the element does not alter the semantics and it does not
appear to be playing a role in information structure, occurring on both old and new
information. The following is from a story about the process of cassowary hunting
(3.57). This involves a series of statements: ‘I go cassowary hunting’, ‘I see a tree’ and
‘I build a hide’. However, each of the previous statements are repeated with moro in
order to background these before the newly introduced event.
(3.57) a. ngko mpowr parat krantngki
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mpowr
cassowary
para-t
hunt-ĕĚėĕ
krna/nt=ngki
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.Ďėė.ĉĚėngo=ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
‘This is (what happens)when I go cassowary hunting.’ [20121002-KCD-
JG-CassowaryStory 001]
b. mpowr parat moro krant
mpowr
cassowary
para-t
hunt-ĕĚėĕ
moro
ċĔĈ
krna/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėngo
‘I’ll go cassowary hunting...’ (background)
[20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 002]
c. pr sriow
pr
tree
srniow/
ĘČ.3.ċĚę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘...(and) I’ll see a tree’ (foreground)
[20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 003]
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d. mpowr parat moro krant ngko
mpowr
cassowary
para-t
hunt-ĕĚėĕ
moro
ċĔĈ
krna/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėngo
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
‘(When) I’ll go cassowary hunting...’ (background)
[20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 004]
e. pr mpumpu moro sriow, ‘ah pr mpumpu ye’
pr
tree
mpumpu
fruit
moro
ċĔĈ
srniow/,
ĘČ.3.ċĚę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘ah
oh
pr
tree
mpumpu
fruit
ye’
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ
‘...(and) I’ll see a fruit tree: ”Ah, this is a fruit tree”’ (background)
[20121-002-KCD-JG-Cassowary-Story 005]
f. kud srawont
kud
hide
srnawo/nt
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚėnmake.Ċĝ
‘(then) I’ll build a hide’ (foreground)
[20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 006]
Considering the examples in (3.57) only, the use ofmoro appears to be applying to
only old information. However itmay also apply to new information. In example (3.58)
taken from the same story, the speaker mentions the cassowary for the ϐirst time in
(3.58a) yetmoro is still used. In the following utterances, the speaker also backgrounds
the time of day by referring to the call of a particular bird. The ϐinal foregrounded
utterance refers back to both the cassowaries arrival and the time of day: pno krannt
‘at that time, the cassowary comes.’ As such, we can see that this is clearly not marking
old information and should be thought of as a backgrounding device.
(3.58) a. mpowr moro krannt
mpowr
cassowary
moro
ċĔĈ
krnan/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėncome
‘...the cassowary comes’ (background)
[20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 008]
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b. tupapa moro tararo
tupapa
evening.bird
moro
ċĔĈ
tnarwar/
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĕċěncall.ėĘ
‘the evening bird calls out’ (background)
[20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 009]
c. pno krannt
pno
that.time
krnan/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėncome
‘at that time, (the cassowary) comes.’
[20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 010]
3.3.4 Demonstratives
Demonstratives are typically the ϐinal elements of nominal constructions and are obli-
gatorily marked for case along with the head of the nominal phrase. There are three
categories of demonstratives based on their deictic content: proximal, distal and igno-
rative, i.e. unknown location. Formally, these display the same initial consonant as the
1st, 3rd and 2nd pronouns respectively. The syntactic behaviour of these elements is
discussed in Section 4.2.1. These are set out in Table 3.6. There are also focus demon-
stratives which are syntactically distinct from the standard demonstratives. These are
invariant for case and so are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
Proximal is used to locate objects close to the speaker. The following example was
spoken regarding a hand-drawn map of how the village used to be. The speaker intro-
duces the story and then clariϐies by gesturing toward to the map and conϐirming ‘this
Yanggandur’.
(3.59) Ngkne kraibentent ngko, nmaei potar moro bori yerau, Yongkulsur ngki
ngkne
ĕėĔĝ.ċĔĈ
kranibent/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėntell
ngko,
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ,
nmaei
before
potar
village
moro
ċĔĈ
bori
ėĊđ
yrau,
3.ėĒę.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ,
Yongkulsur
Yanggandur
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
‘I will tell this (one), which is of the old village, this Yanggandur.’
[20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 002]
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Proximal Ignorative Distal
Absolutive ngki mpi pi
Ergative ngkiengku mpiengku piengku
Dative ngken mpon pien
Possessive ngkene mpone piene
Instrumental ngknm mponm pnm
Causal ngkiwa mpiwa piwa
Purposive ngknt mpnt pnt
Comitative ngkit mpit pit
Associative ngkiwi mpiwi piwi
Locative ngkei mpei poi
Ablative ngkngke mpngke pngke
Allative ngkompa mpompa pompa
Table 3.6: Ngkolmpu Demonstratives
Distal is used to locate objects not close to the speaker.
(3.60) pnm krakakont brar pi
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
krankako/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.Ďėė.ĉĚėntie.Ċĝ
brar
garden
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘With that (rope), that fence should be tied.’ [20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening
019]
Themost commonuse of the distal is tomake reference to some textually anaphoric
referent.
(3.61) a. nmaei pno belandampa surarnt pi
nmaei
before
pno
that.time
belanda-mpa
Netherlands-Ććđ
swnrar/rnt
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċanĈĔĕ.Ċĝ
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĉĎĘę
‘In that before-time, he (the pastor) was from Holland.’
[20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 017]
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b. soi yerar pi, mat
soi
ritual
yanrar
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėanĈĔĕ.Ċĝ
pi,
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
mat
Matt
‘Matt, those are our customs.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover
127]
There is a third category of demonstrative which is labelled as ignorative it is used
when the location of the object is unknown. The object may be out of sight (3.62) but
alsomay potentially be not experienced (3.63). In this way, it represents a type of epis-
temic modality regarding the knowledge of the speaker. In this example, there are two
demonstratives: the proximal and the ignorative. The ignorative indicates themodality
aspect whilst the proximal indicates the possible location of the event.
(3.62) a. mpito mpoi yerar
mpito
rat
mpoi
ĎČē.đĔĈ
y-rar
3.ĉĚė.ĕėĘncopula.Ċĝ
‘It’s (probably) rats.’ (in response to a sound in the wall)
b. epi mpoi Markus ye
epi
ĉĎĘę.ęĔĕ.ĆćĘ
mpoi
ĎČē.đĔĈ
Markus
markus
ye
3.alpha.copula
‘Maybe it’s Markus there.’ (in response to a knock at the door)
(3.63) swani onto ntlngkolnt mpoi ngkei ntarsinu piengku
swa-ni
hand-đĔĈ
onto
can
ntnlngkol/nt
ĘČ>2ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚė
mpoi
ĎČē.đĔĈ
ngkei
ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
ntarsin-w
thorn-ĘČ.ĊėČ
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
‘The thorn can stab your hand here potentially.’
[20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 045]
Demonstratives do not mark number as shown in (3.64).
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(3.64) kwr wiskar ngki ominngki
kwr
pig
wiskar
cassava
pi
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
o-minngk-i
ĉĎĆ-eat-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘The pig ate this cassava root / these cassava roots.’
Chapter 4
Nominal syntax
This chapter establishes the word classes of nominals and determiners in Ngkolmpu
and describes the syntactic constructions they may occur in. Nominals and determin-
ers are morphologically characterised as words which may be marked for case. Nomi-
nals consist of nouns, adjectives, numerals/quantiϐiers anddeterminers. Adjectives are
a small closed class of words and themajority of wordswhich semantically correspond
to adjectives cross-linguistically are nouns in Ngkolmpu. Determiners, consisting of
pronouns and demonstratives, head their own phrases and as such are syntactically
distinct from nominals.
Nominal syntax is organised around adeterminer phrase, which is headedby either
a demonstrative or a pronoun. When headed by a demonstrative, the demonstrative
may take a nominal phrase complement, however bare nominal phrases are also com-
mon. Nominal phrases may be headed by any nominal word. The language is typically
head ϐinal and as such, determiners are in ϐinal position and the head nominal typically
immediately precedes it. This is the default ordering, however demonstratives are ϐlex-
ible whether they occur before or after the nominal phrase with no apparent change of
scope or reading. In addition to this, there are numerous discourse-related construc-
tions which involve a clause-external nominal phrase situated within the left periph-
ery. These also involve an anaphoric demonstrative or pronoun in close proximity to
the verb. These structures often appear as if determiners and noun phrase elements
are discontinuous since nominal elements in the periphery do not occur with a deter-
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miner. Donohue (2011) has described case marked nominal elements being able to be
fully discontinuous in Kanum (Ngkolmpu). However, the data I have collected does not
align with this analysis. Instead nominal phrases topicalised in the left periphery only
appear discontinuous. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.3.
4.1 Word classes
Both nominals and demonstratives may be morphologically categorised as any word
which may be marked for case. Syntactically, nominals are any elements which head
a nominal phrase, either nominal phrases or determiner phrases. The primary dis-
tinction is between determiners, which only head determiner phrases, and all other
nominals, which may head the nominal phrase. The full list of relevant word classes is
as follows:
• Nominals
– Nouns
– Adjectives
– Numerals/Quantiϐiers
• Determiners
– Demonstratives
– Pronouns
Demonstratives and pronouns are treated as subclasses of the larger group of de-
terminers since they have the same syntactic distribution. A discussion of the distinc-
tion between pronouns and demonstratives is in Section 4.1.4. There are no articles in
Ngkolmpu.
4.1.1 Nouns
Nouns are deϐined negatively, as nominals which are not a part of any other nominal
word class, i.e. not adjectives, demonstratives or numerals. As with all nominals, their
positive deϐinition is the ability to be marked for case and to serve as head of the noun
phrase. They also cannot serve in attributive constructions without the adjectivising
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marker -wa, discussed in the previous chapter in Section 3.1.2. Nouns are the largest
word class in Ngkolmpu, making up just over 50% of lexical items in the corpus. This
is the only class which accepts borrowings, largely from Indonesian but there are also
many lexical items from neighbouring languages Marori and Marind.
Nouns are typically entities, such as krar ‘dog’ in (4.1a). However, they may also
display other semantics like events such as para ‘hunting’ in (4.1b). They are the most
common noun phrase heads and as such are typically marked for case. They may also
be marked for number in the ergative case (§ 3.2).
(4.1) a. krarya mo poi suruontne
krar-ya
dog-ēĘČ.ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
poi
there
swnruontn/e
ēĘČ>3ėĈę.ĉĚėnhunt.Ċĝ
‘The dogs chased a wallaby there (yesterday).’
[20130820-KCD-YG-YonasFishing 006]
b. ...paranm onto krantei
para-nm
hunting-ĎēĘ
onto
can
krnant/ei
1ēĘČ.ċĚę.ĕċěngo.ėĘ
‘We can go hunting.’ [20141108-KCD-YG-CassowaryStory 006]
Around 30% of nouns are properties. These are abstract nouns that would typi-
cally correspond to adjectives cross-linguistically. The most common use of property
nouns is in attributive position in attributive constructions with the adjective marker
-wa (4.2a). However, property nouns may also occur as the head noun of the nominal
construction (4.2b) without the adjective marker.
(4.2) a. Salpiusu saklwa pr pi sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
sakl-wa
branch-Ćĉď
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the branched tree.’ [20140212-KCD-ML-DreamStory 02X]
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b. Salpiusu pr sakle sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
sakl
branch
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the tree branch.’
Nounsalsooccur alongwith the copula inpredicative adjective constructions (4.3a).
In this example, we see theword kence ‘heaviness’ occurringwith the adjectivemarker.
We can see that this word ‘kence’ may occur in other constructions without the adjec-
tive marker (4.3b) and occurring with other nominal morphology.
(4.3) a. irepe pi kencewa ye
irepe
person
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
kence-wa
heaviness-Ćĉď
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ
‘The man is heavy.’
b. pi poi kramangknt kencenm
pi
3.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
kranmangk/nt
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnhold.Ċĝ
kence-nm
heaviness-Ďēĉ
‘It’ll be held in place by its heaviness.’
Colour terms are derived from nouns using the adjectivising morphology (§ 3.1.2).
There are two basic colour terms ‘black’ and ‘white’, which have fusedwith the attribu-
tive marker permanently. These two terms are entirely lexicalised and have no mean-
ing without the adjectivising marker.
(4.4) a. plawau nmku Yongkulsurni ngkei
pla-wa-w
white-Ćĉď-ĊėČ
nnmk/w
ĘČ>1.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
Yongkulsur-ni
Yanggandur-đĔĈ
ngkei
here
‘The whites assembled us here in Yanggandur.’ [20120930-KCD-KD-
BeforeStory 022]
b. slimpuntei wanswa atka nteme
snlimpu/ntei
2.ēĘČ>3.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėnpour.Ċĝ
wans-wa
black-Ćĉď
akta
water
nteme
a.bit
‘(Youguys)pour somecoffee.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover
070]
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4.1.2 Adjectives
Adjectives are a small class of words which semantically cluster around intrinsic prop-
erties. Morphosyntactically, they are characterised as being able to occur in attributive
and predicative constructions without the adjectival sufϐix (4.5). Only seven adjectives
have been attested: ntop ‘big’, wutkle ‘small’, ptku ‘short’, neme ‘good’, yeko ‘bad’, nmaei
‘old’ and tempa ‘new’.
(4.5) a. srworntei mpaeswmnm, ntop pepr, wutkle pr...
srnowr/ntei
1.ēĘČ>3.Ďėė.ĉĚėnchop.Ċĝ
mpaeswm-nm,
axe-ĎēĘ,
ntop
big
pepr,
yamstick,
wutkl
short
pr
wood
‘We would chop with an axe, a large yamstick and a short stick...’
[20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 023]
Like all nominals these may also serve to function as head of noun phrases and, as
such, be marked for case (4.6a).
(4.6) a. ntopu mo piengku sreyerknt pi
ntop-w
big-ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
piengku
ĉĊĒ.ĘČ.ĊėČ
srnyerk/nt=pi
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚė-stalk.ĉĚė=ęĔĕ.ĉĎĘę
‘The big one stalked the wallaby.’
4.1.3 Numerals and the quantiϐier
Numerals and the quantiϐier are in complementary distribution: this is the NUM po-
sition of the phrase structure rules introduced in Section 4.2. They include cardinal
numerals (4.7) and a single quantiϐier (4.8). The quantiϐier is translated as ‘all’; no
other quantiϐier element has been identiϐied.
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(4.7) otroit mito ye pi, naempr konsopor, yempoka konsoper yow yerar
ortoi-t
dig.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
mi=to
ėĊđ=Ćĉě
ye
3.ĈĔĕ
pi,
ĉĊĒ,
naempr
one
konsopor,
day,
yempoka
two
konsopor
day
yow
ēĊČ
yrar
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ĕđ
‘That digging is for one day only, not two days.’
[20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 050]
(4.8) yimpurmpurt potar kara ngkei omansi payat
yimpurmpurt
all
potar
village
kara
community
ngkei
here
onmans/y
ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
paya-t
work-ĕĚėĕ
‘All the community gathers here for work.’
[20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory 078]
Numerals may serve as heads of the noun phrase and as such may be marked for
case (4.9). This example is an expression which is used to discuss exchanges. It in-
volves two clauses each containing the same verb. In the ϐirst clause only the agent is
expressed and in the second just the recipient. I should note that this example trans-
lates with two distinct lexical items, give and receive. In the Ngkolmpu, the same lex-
eme is used twice but the different readings are given by omitting certain arguments.
(4.9) se naempru, naempren se
se
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċě.give.ėĘ
naempr-w
one-ĊėČ.ĘČ
naempr-en
one-ĉĆę
se
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċě.give.ėĘ
‘One gives and one receives.’ [20141108-KCD-YG-CassowaryStory 031]
4.1.4 Determiners
The determiner is the head of the determiner phrase. It is phrase ϐinal in the default
ordering of elements determiner phrases. Determiners and pronouns are marked for
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case along with the head of the nominal phrase. It is always marked for the same case
as the nominal head it occurs with. Many of the distal forms of demonstratives and
third person pronouns are similar or identical and at times it is difϐicult to determine
whether anelement is ademonstrative or apronoun. Demonstrativesmayalso indicate
information structure. Topic or given informationmay be indicated on the demonstra-
tive through a proclitic e=which attaches to the standard demonstrative. There is also
a focus demonstrative which displays different syntactic behaviour from the standard
demonstrative. Section 3.3.4 in the previous chapter contains a detailed discussion of
the form and function of demonstratives and pronouns. In this section, I focus only on
their syntactic behaviour.
4.1.4.1 Demonstratives
Demonstrativesmark deictic position of the nominal phrase they occurwith. There are
three categories of demonstratives based on their deictic semantics: proximal, distal
and ignorative, i.e, unknown location. Formally, these are similar to the ϐirst, third and
secondpronouns respectively. A table of demonstrative forms is presented in Table 3.6.
The proximal demonstrative is used to locate objects close to the speaker (4.10). This
example also demonstrates the demonstratives are able to occur with place names.
(4.10) Ngkne kraibentent ngko, nmaei potar moro bori yerau, Yongkulsur ngki
ngkne
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ.ċĔĈ
krnaibent/nt
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚęĉĚėntell
ngko,
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ,
nmaei
before
potar
village
moro
ċĔĈ
bori
ėĊđ
yrau,
3.ėĒę.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
Yongkulsur
Yanggandur
ngki
ĉĊĒ.ĕėĔĝ
‘I will tell this story of the old village, this village Yanggandur.’ [20131005-
KCD-JG-MapStory 002]
The distal demonstrative is used to locate objects not close to the speaker (4.11).
They may be close to the addressee or not.
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(4.11) pnm krakakont brar pi
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
krankako/nt
ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėntie.Ċĝ
brar
garden
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘With that (rope), that fence should be tied.’ [20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening
019]
This most common use of the distal is an anaphoric use used to indicate a partic-
ipant previously introduced within the discourse. In these cases the demonstrative
typically doesn’t also take a complement nominal phrase.
(4.12) a. soi yerar pi, mat
soi
ritual
yrar
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ĕđ
pi,
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
mat
Matt
‘Matt, those are our customs.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover
127]
The remaining deictic category is used when the location of the object is unknown.
Usually, the nominal referent is out of sight and not experienced, in thisway the ignora-
tive demonstrative also represents a sort of modality marking and speakers typically
translate it with the Indonesian word mungkin meaning ‘maybe’. In the examples in
(4.13), the modality only has scope over the entity and not the action. In my corpus,
I have no examples of this form having scope of over the event, although I have only a
limited number of examples of this form.
(4.13) a. mpito mpoi yerar
mpito
rat
mpoi
ĎČē.đĔĈ
yrar
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ĕđ
‘It’s (probably) rats.’ (in response to a sound in the wall)
b. epi mpoi markus ye
epi
ĉĎĘę.ęĔĕ.ĆćĘ
mpoi
ĎČē.đĔĈ
markus
markus
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘Maybe it’s Markus.’ (in response to a knock at the door)
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Demonstratives occurring with inanimate referents do not mark number (4.14a-
4.14b). When occurring with animates in the ergative or dative case, number may be
marked in the distal only, inwhich case the form is identical with the personal pronoun
(4.14c). It is interesting to note that for the grammatical case forms, i.e. ergative, dative,
absolutive, the demonstratives are identical to the third person pronouns. These cases
more typically have an animate referent cross-linguistically, especially the ergative and
the dative. These are also the instances which display number marking. It could be
argued that in these examples it is a pronoun which occurs with animates rather than
the demonstrative. However, since this neutralisation only occurs with the distal/third
person I discount this analysis.
(4.14) a. kwr wiskar ngki ominngki
kwr
pig
wiskar
cassava
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
onminngk/i
ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚėneat
‘The pig ate this cassava root / these cassava roots.’
b. kwr wiskar pi ominngki
kwr
pig
wiskar
cassava
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
onminngk/i
ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚėneat
‘The pig ate that cassava root / those cassava roots.’
c. Yempoka melya pinta Jon ymerki
yempoka
two
mel-ya
head-ēĘČ.ĊėČ
pinta
3.ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
ynmerk/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
‘Those two followed John.’
4.1.4.2 Pronouns
Personal pronouns are marked for person, number and case. Number is not marked
in the second and third person absolutive and associative absolutive forms although it
is for all other case and person values. Pronouns may be used to refer to a participant
which has already been established as a discourse referent. These have been discussed
at length in Section 3.3. For the purposes of their syntactic behaviour, they display sim-
ilar distribution to demonstratives. They occur in the same syntactic position within
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Proximal Ignorative Distal
Absolutive ngki mpi pi
Ergative ngkiengku mpiengku piengku
Dative ngken mpon pien
Possessive ngkene mpone piene
Instrumental ngknm mponm pnm
Causal ngkiwa mpiwa piwa
Purposive ngknt mpnt pnt
Comitative ngkit mpit pit
Associative ngkiwi mpiwi piwi
Locative ngkei mpei poi
Ablative ngkngke mpngke pngke
Allative ngkompa mpompa pompa
Table 4.1: Ngkolmpu Demonstratives
the construction although they do not take a complement. The table presenting per-
sonal pronoun forms has been reproduced in Table 4.2.
4.1.4.3 Discourse demonstratives
Two demonstratives also vary in their syntax andmorphology in response to their role
in the information structure of the proposition. These are the ęĔĕĎĈ determiner clitic
and the ċĔĈĚĘ demonstratives. Each of which displays different morphosyntactic be-
haviour. Discourse structure, as relevant for nominal constructions, is discussed in
further detail in Section 4.3. In this section we only discuss the forms.
The topic determiner clitic takes the form of e= and is procliticised to demonstra-
tives and potentially pronouns. It displays the same syntactic behaviour as its host
except it also serves to mark the discourse position of ęĔĕĎĈ. Table 4.3 has the attested
topic demonstratives alongside their equivalent standard demonstrative. Forms have
only been attested for the ergative, absolutive and locative cases. It is currently not
clear whether it is possible to construct topic demonstratives from the other cases and
if these are pronoun or demonstrative forms.
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1ĘČ 1ēĘČ 2ĘČ 2ēĘČ 3ĘČ 3ēĘČ
Absolutive ngko ni mpu pi
Ergative ngkai ninta mpai mpunta piengku pinta
Dative nson ncuen mpon mpan pien pncen
Possessive nsone nsone mpone mpane pene pncene
Purposive nsont ncuent mpont mpant pient pncent
ĈĔĒ.ĆćĘ ngkot - mput - pit -
ĈĔĒ.ĊėČ ngkait - mpait - piengkut -
ĆĘĘĔĈ.ĆćĘ ngkowi niwi mpuwi piwi
ĆĘĘĔĈ.ĊėČ ngkaiwi nintawi mpaiwi mpuntawi piengkuwi pintawi
Locative ngkoni - mponi - poi -
Ablative nsonmpa ncuenmpa mponmpa mpanmpa pienmpa pncenmpa
Allative nsongke ncuengke mpongke mpanngke piengke pncengke
Table 4.2: Personal pronouns
Distal Topic
Absolutive pi e=pi
Ergative piengku e=piengku
Locative poi e=poi
Focus.Dist pne e=pne
Table 4.3: Topic demonstratives
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The focus demonstrative is rather different from other demonstratives in Ngkol-
mpu. It participates in the focus demonstrative phrase discussed in Section 4.3.2. It is
used to mark the discourse position of ċĔĈĚĘ, also discussed in the section on the con-
struction. There are two forms of focus demonstratives, a proximal and distal, as per
Table 4.4. There is no equivalent ingnorative focus demonstrative; this is most likely
due to the semantics of focus constructions, which is not easily compatible with the
ignorative category.
Case Proximal Distal
Focus ngkne pne
Table 4.4: Focus demonstratives
4.2 Nominal Constructions
The two constructions relevant for the nominal domain are determiner phrases and
bare nominal phrases. The determiner phrase consists of a determiner head marked
for case plus a nominal phrase complement. The nominal phrase is headed by a nom-
inal element which is also marked for case. The basic phrase structure rules and the
template for nominal and determiner phrases are presented in (4.15) and exempliϐied
in (4.16)
(4.15) DP → (NP) , D
D → DEM
NP→ (NUM) + (MOD) + HEAD
[[(NUM) (MOD) HEADĈĆĘĊ.α] DEMĈĆĘĊ.α]
(4.16) yuow ntop krar pi
yuow
three
ntop
big
krar
dog
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
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‘Those three big dogs.’
This section describes each of the positions available in these constructions. As
stated, the determiner phrase is headed by the determiner or a pronoun. Demonstra-
tives optionally take a nominal phrase complement, although a demonstrative or pro-
nounmay occurwithout the nominal phrase. Demonstrativeswhich do not take a com-
plement are whatmight be called demonstrative pronouns, although they are identical
in form.
Thenominal phrasemaybeheadedbyanyof thenon-demonstrativenominalwords
that were discussed in the previous section. The head nominal may then be modiϐied
by a numeral/quanitiϐier element and at most one other nominal modiϐier, which may
be a noun or adjective. The modifying noun or adjective may be derived or basic.
The structure above is the default ordering of nominal elements, however in prac-
tice these do vary somewhat. Frequently demonstratives precede the nominal phrase,
although the orderingwithin the nominal phrase is typically rigid. Other constructions
involve topicalised nominal constructions in the left periphery. In these constructions,
anaphoric determiners must occur within the core of the clause. Example of these are
discussed in Section 4.3. Since the topicalised elements often do not occurwith a deter-
miner for pragmatic reasons, these constructions appear like discontinuous nominal
phrases yet are not. Donohue (2011) has argued that all elements in casemarked nom-
inal constructionsmay be discontinuous, however the analysis presented here is much
more restricted. The interactions between nominal syntax and information structure
along with a discussion of Donohue’s analysis is discussed Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Determiner phrases
The determiner heads a phrase level element and takes a nominal phrase as comple-
ment. Thismaybeheadedbyboth types of determiners, demonstratives andpronouns.
Theevidence for two-phrase level constituents comes frombothmorphological and
syntactic criteria. The most important is that both the nominal head of the nominal
phrase and the demonstrative are always casemarked for the same function. In a single
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phrase these are always case-marked identically (4.17). There is never any agreement
within the NP element.
(4.17) ntop kraru ngkiengku mo pi yeyerki
[[ntop
big
krar-u]
dog-ĊėČ
ngkiengku]
ĕėĔĝ.ĘČ.ĊėČ
mo
wallaby.ĆćĘ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
ynyerk/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnstalk.ėĘ
‘This big dog stalked the wallaby.’
Theother evidence comes fromadjacency. Thedeterminermayeither follow(4.18a)
or precede (4.18b) the nominal phrase, but always occurs directly adjacent with the
phrase if they occurwithin the same syntactic domain. The two syntactic domains rele-
vant here are eitherwithin the core of the clause or the left periphery. This is discussed
in further detail in Section 4.3.
(4.18) a. ngkai kalko pi yomreyen
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
[kalko
bird.type
pi]
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
ynomre/en
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċnhear.Ċĝ
‘I was hearing the kalko birds.’ [20130820-KCD-JG-YonasFishing 021]
b. ngkai smpo [pi eibentei] yerpitupi
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
smpo
again
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
eibentei
story
ynerpit/w=pi
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĉĚėnopen.ĉĚė=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘I opened (told) this story once again.’
[20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 065]
4.2.2 Nominal Heads
Any nominal, except determiners, may serve as head of the nominal phrase. It is the ϐi-
nal element of the nominal phrase and is always marked for case as discussed in Chap-
ter 3. We have already seen examples of most of these. The most common nominal
heads are nouns (4.19).
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(4.19) a. Salpiusu saklwa pr pi sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
sakl-wa
branch-Ćĉď
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the branched tree.’
b. Salpiusu pr sakle sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
sakl
branch
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the tree branch.’
Adjectives may also serve as heads of the nominal phrase. Example (4.20a) has a
standard adjective as a nominal head, whilst (4.20b) is a colour termwith its fossilised
adjectival morphology being maintained even in the head slot.
(4.20) a. ntopu mo piengku sreyerknt pi
ntop-w
big-ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
piengku
ĉĊĒ.ĘČ.ĊėČ
srnyerk/nt=pi
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚė-stalk.ĉĚė=ęĔĕ.ĉĎĘę
‘The big one stalked the wallaby.’ [20141202-KCD-KD-YG-NB]
b. plawau nmku Yongkulsurni ngkei
pla-wa-w
white-Ćĉď-ĊėČ
nnmk/w
ĘČ>1.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
Yongkulsur-ni
Yanggandur-đĔĈ
ngkei
here
‘The whites assembled us here in Yanggandur.’ [20120930-KCD-KD-
BeforeStory 022]
Numerals may also serve as the head (4.21). In this example the speaker is trying
to remember how many ϐish he cooked, and conϐirms saying ‘there was (about) four’
in which four is a single noun phrase which is the single argument of the copula clause.
(4.21) ...mntaimnto, surar poi eser
mntai=mnto,
how.many=ĎČē
surar
3.ėĒę.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ.ĕđ
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
eser
four
‘about four (ϐish) there.’
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4.2.3 Numeral/quantiϐied position
Nominal phrases may contain a single numeral, such as naempr ‘one’ or yempoka ‘two’
(4.22a), or the quantiϐier (4.22b)whichmodiϐies the headof the nominal phrase. These
cannot co-occur. The order of the numeral/quantiϐier element is ϐixed within the nom-
inal phrase.
(4.22) a. otroit mito ye pi, naempr konsopor, yempoka konsoper yow yerar
ortoi-t
dig.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
mi=to
ėĊđ=Ćĉě
ye
3.ĈĔĕ
pi,
ĉĊĒ,
naempr
one
konsopor,
day,
yempoka
two
konsopor
day
yow
ēĊČ
yrar
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ĕđ
‘That digging is for one day only, not two days.’ [20140205-KCD-JG-
Gardening 050]
b. yimpurmpurt potar kara ngkei omansi payat
yimpurmpurt
all
potar
village
kara
community
ngkei
here
onmans/i
ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
paya-t
work-ĕĚėĕ
‘All the community gathershere forwork.’ [20131005-KCD-JG-MapStory
078]
4.2.4 Modiϐier position
Themodiϐier positionmay ϐilled by adjectives, derived adjectives, nouns and inϐinitives.
No more than one modiϐier may occur in this slot. This is a distinct position from the
numeral slot in that a modiϐier can occur with a numeral/quantiϐier element.
Example (4.23a) shows two different noun phrases. The modiϐier slot of each is
ϐilled with an adjective. Example (4.23b) shows the modiϐier slot ϐilled with a derived
adjective.
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(4.23) a. srworntei mpaeswmnm, ntop pepr, wutkle pr...
srnowr/ntei
1.ēĘČ>3.Ďėė.ĉĚėnchop.Ċĝ
mpaeswm-nm,
axe-ĎēĘ,
ntop
big
pepr,
yamstick,
wutkl
short
pr
wood
‘We would chop with an axe, a large yamstick and a short stick...’
[20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 023]
b. Salpiusu saklwa pr pi sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
sakl-wa
branch-Ćĉď
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the branched tree.’
Themodiϐier slotmayalso be ϐilledwith abarenoun (4.24)whichmodiϐies thehead
nominal. There is both phonological and syntactic evidence that these are notmorpho-
logical compounds. Firstly, these are two distinct phonological units with individual
stress for each word. Secondly, neither can also occur with a separate modiϐier, so that
the modifying noun element is clearly occurring in the same slot as other modiϐiers.
(4.24) Salpiusu pr sakle sowongk
Salpius-w
Salpius-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
sakl
branch
snowo/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Salpius saw the tree branch.’
In addition, there are a number of nounmodiϐier constructionswhich display a con-
ventionalised meaning such as those in (4.25). These are syntactically two words and
cannot occurwith an additionalmodiϐier; these constructions are identical in their syn-
tax as to the construction 4.24 except they display conventionalised semantics. These
may still display their compositional meaning so that pr kati may mean either ‘tree
leaves’ or ‘money’.
(4.25) a. Markusu pr kati Jonen srei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
Jon-ĉĆę
snre/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnsend.ėĘ
‘Markus sent John the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
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b. pokos mpur bl birau
pokos
great
mpur
heart
bl
fruit
b=yrau
ĕėĔĝ=3.ėĒę.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘(His) heart was good.’
Inϐinitives, which are effectively a type of derived noun, may also occur in this slot
and behave the same as regular noun modiϐied nominal phrases.
(4.26) esemingkai mwa ksetnont ngkeye
esemingk-ai
learn-Ďēċ
mwa
house
k=sentnont
Ďėė=ĘČ>3.Ćĕĕđ.Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ
ngke=ye
ĕėĔĝ=3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘The school housewould’ve been erected here (for them).’ [20131005-KCD-
JG-MapStory 054]
In order to have more than a single modiϐier of the head nominal a relative clause
strategy is employed. These are discussed in Section 8.4.4.
4.3 Information structure and nominal syntax
Nominal syntax is strongly affected by the information status of the referent; typically
this manifests in the location of determiner phrases. In this section, we explore the
role that information structure, speciϐically topic and focus, have on nominal syntax.
Information structure obviously has effects throughout the grammar, however these
are not discussed in this thesis and in this section we will examine the role of informa-
tion structure on nominal syntax only. In this section, three types of topic construc-
tions: fronting, topic clitic, and topic determiner, and two types of focus constructions,
involving two distinct determiners, are discussed. The discontinuity of nominal con-
structions in Ngkolmpu has been discussed in Donohue (2011), however my data and
analysis is radically different from Donohue’s analysis and this is discussed in Section
4.3.3.
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For this section two information structure concepts will be used: topic and focus.
Following Erteschik-Shir (2007, p. 7) we can deϐine these in the following way. Topic
is deϐined as previously available information. In the case of the nominal domain, it is
an argument already introduced into the discourse and highlights what the sentence
is about. Focus is new information; in the nominal domain these are constructions
used to introduce or identify new participants. It can also refer to contrastive focus in
which the participant was already available but new information is being brought to
bear about that referent.
There are numerous constructions for indicating both topic and focus in Ngkol-
mpu. In addition to the dedicated forms of determiners used to indicate both topic and
focus, there are also fronting constructions which frequently appear to separate the
nominal phrase from its determiner (4.27); this gives rise to the appearance of non-
conϐigurationality in the language. These constructions are discussed in further detail
in the following sections and the example provided here is for illustrative purposes
only.
(4.27) a. ntopu, mo, piengku sreyerknt pi
ntopu
big-ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
piengku
ĉĊĒ.ĘČ.ĊėČ
srnyerk/nt=pi
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚė-stalk.ĉĚė=ęĔĕ.ĉĎĘę
‘The big one stalked the wallaby.’
4.3.1 Topic constructions
Topics present old information already available to the addressee. These may be in-
dicated by a variety of methods, including a fronting construction which locates the
topic nominal construction to the left periphery of the clause. There is the topic clitic,
in which an absolutive demonstrative element is encliticised to the inϐlected verb to
indicate that the absolutive argument is the topic. And ϐinally there is the topic deter-
miner marker e=, which procliticises to a determiner to indicate topichood (cf. Table
4.3). Frontingmay be combinedwith the verbal enclitic or the determiner proclitic but
the verbal enclitic cannot co-occur with the determiner proclitic.
Nominals may be fronted to the left periphery to indicate topichood. The periph-
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ery is deϐined as any element which is not the core. The core is deϐined as the predi-
cate and its lexically speciϐied arguments. When an element is fronted, the nominal is
placed outside of the core of the clause and must have an anaphoric demonstrative or
pronoun1 occur within the core. Example (4.28) was taken from a discussion of a wal-
laby hunting trip, in which the speaker was discussing which of his three dogs stalked
the wallaby. Both the dogs and the wallaby had been previously introduced and so this
structure represents a dual topic structure in which the ergative nominal phrase, ‘the
big one’, and the absolutive argument mo, wallaby, are fronted to the periphery. It is
important to notice that both the ergative and the absolutive have anaphoric elements,
potentially either pronouns or demonstratives, in the core of the clause. The ergative
occurs before the verb and the absolutive is encliticised to the inϐlected verb.
(4.28) a. ntopu, mo, piengku sreyerknt pi
ntopu
big-ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
piengku
ĉĊĒ.ĘČ.ĊėČ
srnyerk/nt=pi
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚė-stalk.ĉĚė=ęĔĕ.ĉĎĘę
‘The big one stalked the wallaby.’
The most common method for indicating topichood is the verbal enclitic. In this
construction, an absolutive demonstrative may be encliticised to the inϐlected verb.
The clitic never attracts stress and occurs within the intonation contour of the verb.
This canonly be the absolutive formof the demonstrative and canonly be co-referential
with the absolutive argument. It may occur in the distal (4.29a) or proximal forms
(4.29b). In these examples the absolutive elements are clearly topics. In the ϐirst ex-
ample (4.29a), we have a biclausal structure with two verbs. In the ϐirst clause, ‘we
gather the yams’, the ergative argument has been omitted.2 In the second clause the
yams are now the topic of the second clause, which is indicated by the demonstrative
clitic on the verb. In the second example (4.29b), the fruit has been talked about in the
previous part of the story and is now the topic of the utterance.
1Due to the formal similarities between demonstratives and pronouns it is often impossible to deter-
mine which of these it is.
2A common occurrence in Ngkolmpu.
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(4.29) a. srmonsentei sumpl, krapsenteipi
srnmonse/ntey
1ēĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
sumpl,
yam
kranpse/ntey=pi
1.ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėncount.Ċĝ/=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ.ęĔĕ
‘We assemble the yams and count them.’ [20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening
052]
b. mpai moro komminngkntngki, yekompyaet kowlengk
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
moro
ċĔĈ
konmminngk/nt=ngki
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĉĚėneat/=ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ.ęĔĕ
yeko=mpyae=to
bad=thing=Ćĉě
konwlengk
2ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚęnso
‘If you eat this, it will be bad (for you).’ (lit. you will become badly)
[20140212-KCD-ML-DreamStory 012]
In the above examples the main nominal phrase is omitted but this is not oblig-
atory. In both the following examples the nominal phrase is present along with the
corresponding encliticised demonstrative.
(4.30) a. pr ngkai nmaeito sowipi
pr
tree
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
snow/i=pi
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ/=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ.ęĔĕ
‘The tree, I had already seen it.’ [20140212-KCD-ML-DreamStory 017]
b. kai moro kreyepi
kai
ceremonial.food
moro
ċĔĈ
krney/e=pi
ēĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ĕċěnmake.ėĘ/=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ.ęĔĕ
‘The ceremonial food, we make it.’ [20140205-KCD-JG-Gardening 010]
It is also possible for the nominal phrase to occur with a demonstrative and the
demonstrative enclitic.
(4.31) yengka pi sriwurntpi
yengka
feather
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
srniwur/nt=pi
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚėnpluck.Ċĝ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
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Distal Topic
Absolutive pi e=pi
Ergative piengku e=piengku
Locative poi e=poi
Focus.Dist pne e=pne
Table 4.5: Topic demonstratives
‘The feathers, I’ll pluck them.’ [20121002-KCD-JG-CassowaryStory 020]
Another common method for indicating topichood is to use the determiner clitic.
This proclitic takes the form of e= and can procliticise to either a standard demonstra-
tive or a focus demonstrative to indicate that the phrase is the topic (4.32). It is typically
used for reintroducing a previously introduced topic. In these two examples these in-
volve topicalmanner adverbials rather than arguments. These pronouns are presented
again here in Table 4.5
(4.32) a. moro swontarnt nmaei epi
moro
ċĔĈ
swnonta/rnt
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnlive/
nmaei
before
e=pi
ęĔĕ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘In that before time, we lived like this.’ [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory
004]
b. pari ngkoro bye ponto pi, sye epi pontot
pari
cord
ngkoro
thus
b=ye
ĎĒĒ=3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
ponto
such
pi,
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ,
snye/
2ĘČ>3.ĎĒĕ.ĕċěnrip.ėĘ
e=pi
ęĔĕ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
ponto=to
such-Ćĉě
‘just like that cord before, pull it like that.’
[20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 024]
4.3.2 Focus constructions
Focus denotes new information that is being introduced. Typically, in the nominal do-
main a focus nominal construction is used to introduce a new referent not previously
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known to the addressee. It can also be used to introduce new information about an
existing participant. In Ngkolmpu, focus is indicated with a focus demonstrative when
the referent is new information and also deϐinite and located in space, a feature not
typically associated with focus cross-linguistically (Erteschik-Shir, 2007). In this case,
a special deictic marked focus demonstrative is used to pick out the new participant
from the environment. Otherwise, focus is not indicated morphosyntactically but may
optionally be indicated through intonation.
The focus demonstratives are indicated in Table 4.4 repeated here in 4.6. Syntacti-
cally, these behave differently from the determiner category already discussed. They
always appear on the left edge of the nominal phrase they occur with and never inϐlect
for case. These are purely a marker of focus and deixis; they cannot be used anaphori-
cally. They cannot co-occur with a standard demonstrative in the same phrase.
Case Proximal Distal
Focus ngkne pne
Table 4.6: Focus demonstratives
We can see in (4.33) a number of complex information-structure related exchanges.
The ϐirst utterance is a statement inwhich the speakermakes the assertion thatMarkus
kicked a speciϐic dog in the environment of the two interlocutors. The second and third
utterances are a second speaker who corrects the ϐirst speaker stating: ‘no, Markus
didn’t kick that dog... he kicked that (other) dog’. In the second utterance both Markus
and the dog are the topics, introduced in the previous utterance. These are marked as
topics by their demonstratives occurring with the topic determiner proclitic. The dog,
however, is also the focus of the clause since it is referred to by a nominal construc-
tion providing new information about the dog, namely that it is not the one that was
kicked. In the ϐinal utterance the new dog is introduced and is marked with the focus
demonstrative.
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(4.33) a. Markusu krar pi sneki tgunm
markus-u
markus-ĊėČ
krar
dog
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
snnek/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnstrike.ėĘ
tgu-nm
leg-ĎēĘ
‘Markus kicked that dog.’
b. Yow! epiengku Markusu epne krar yow srsei...
yow
ēĊČ
epiengku
ęĔĕ.ĉĎĘę.ĊėČ.ĘČ
markus-u
markus-ĊėČ
e=pne
ęĔĕ=ċĔĈ.ĉĎĘę
krar
dog
yow
ēĊČ
snrse/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnhit.ėĘ
‘No, Markus didn’t hit that dog.’
c. ...pne krar srsei
pne
ċĔĈ.ĉĎĘę
krar
dog
snrse/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnhit.ėĘ
‘(He) hit that (different) dog.’ [20141030-KCD-JG-N1 032]
The demonstrative may occur with both proximal (4.34a) and distal forms (4.34b).
Interestingly, the form pno ‘that time’ shares some similarity to the distal focus demon-
strative. Further investigation may show a relationship between these elements.
(4.34) a. pne mai nian mpu pi mpaitto
pne
ċĔĈ.ĉĎĘę
mai
road
n-yan
2ĘČ.-go
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
mpait-to
now-Ćĉě
‘That road, that younowwalkon.’ [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory072]
b. pno tepi akirau pne kiki
pno
that.time
tepi
just
ankira/u
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsplit.Ċĝ
pne
ċĔĈ.ĉĎĘę
kiki
language
‘At that time, the language split up.’ [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory
042]
4.3.3 Donohue (2011) and conϐigurationality in Kanum/Ngkolmpu
Donohue (2011) described Kanum, i.e. Ngkolmpu, as displaying non-conϐigurational
noun phrases. In that paper, he describes a system in which noun phrases that are
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marked for morphological case, i.e. non-absolutive cases, may be scrambled so that
each element may occur discontiguous from all other elements of the phrase. When
scrambled, each element of the noun phrase is marked for case as seen in (4.35) taken
directly from Donohue (2011). This example has been transliterated into the orthog-
raphy used in this chapter.
(4.35) ntopu mo piengku sreyerknt iryew
ntop-w
big-ĘČ.ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
srneyerk/nt
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĉĚėnstalk.ĉĚė
irye-w
man-ĊėČ
‘The big man will stalk a wallaby.’ (Donohue, 2011)
This is quite different from the description presented above and when I presented
this sentence to speakers of the language, they unanimously rejected it. However, if the
word iryew is removed, then the sentence is grammatical. I will not go into the details
of Donohue’s analysis here since the distinction between the two descriptions is one
of data rather than analysis; rather I will only point out some key differences in the
two data sets. It is important to note, however, that Donohue’s paper, whilst published
recently, is based on data taken from ϐieldwork conducted in 1996. So this could be
viewed as a change in progress.
As we have seen in this chapter, nominal constructions only appear to be discon-
tiguous from their demonstrative under distinct constructions and nominal phrase el-
ements may not be discontiguous with other elements of the nominal phrase. In my
entire corpus, including both naturalistic texts and targeted elicitation sessions, there
are no examples of the type of discontiguous nominal construction as in (4.35). How-
ever, it isworth noting that example (4.35)would be perfectly acceptable if the element
ireyew, ‘man.ĊėČ’, was removed from the utterance. The other distinguishing aspect
relevant here is that I have no examples of case being marked on multiple elements of
the nominal phrase besides the head and the determiner; we only ever see case mark-
ing on the demonstrative and the head nominal.

Chapter 5
Valency and basic clausal syntax
This chapter describes the syntax of simple clauses in Ngkolmpu. Grammatical rela-
tions are introduced alongwith anoverviewof themechanismsof encoding these (5.3).
Thebulk of the chapter is dedicated to listing the valency constructionswhich comprise
the basic clause types of Ngkolmpu (5.4). This includes a discussion on the syntax and
semantics of valence alternations (5.5). Finally, lemmas may be classiϐied into alterna-
tion classes based on their distribution across valency constructions (5.6).
One of the most interesting aspects of the valency systems and basic clausal syntax
in Ngkolmpu relates to how the various systems for tracking grammatical relations do
not align to the same units. For instance, in this chapter we show that case marking is
marked on a strict absolutive pattern whilst the indexing of arguments is aligned to a
split-S1 system in which some S arguments are indexed as per A arguments and others
as perO arguments. Thismisalignment of systems is a characteristic of Ngkolmpumor-
phosyntaxmore generally. The facts of this chapter are essential for understanding the
discussion on the distribution of grammatical relations in Chapter 8.
5.1 A note on glossing conventions.
Due to the tendency to distribute the exponence ofmorphosyntactic features overmul-
tiple inϐlectional sites in verbs, it is often difϐicult to provide precise glosses at a mor-
1Also known as an active-stative or split-intransitive.
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pheme by morpheme level. In previous chapters, we provided glosses fully uniϐied
at the level of word as a solution to this problem. However, in this chapter it will be
necessary to examine the individual elements of verbs to demonstrate what they are
contributing in terms of indexing and agreement marking.
This chapter is focused on valency constructions and so agreement patterns are of
particular importance. Aswe shall see in the following sections, agreement patterns in-
volve preϐixes being used to index what wewill call the undergoer (U) role and sufϐixes
for the actor (A) role. These index person and number in a relatively straightforward
manner and will be indicated on the morpheme by morpheme gloss.
Contrastingly, tense, aspect andmood categories aremuchmore complicated. Typ-
ically, afϐixes marks complex bundles of feature values or intersecting syncretic values.
As such it is often impossible to provide a coherent gloss for the TAM value of such ele-
ments. To that end, undergoer preϐixes are marked as belonging to one of three series:
α, β or γ. An example of each is presented in (5.1). Each of these characters represents
a complex cluster of properties which can only be provided a precise interpretation
once uniϐied at the level of the word. However since TAM is orthogonal to valency, it
is not necessary to elaborate on this in this section. A full discussion of their distribu-
tion is saved until the following chapter; at this point it is only sufϐicient to note that
these represent TAM values which will be disambiguated in the translation line of the
example.
(5.1) a. Markus Jon yeibenti
Markus
Markus
Jon
Jon
y-eibent-y
3.α.U-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus told John.’ (durative, earlier today)
b. Markus Jon seibenti
Markus
Markus
Jon
Jon
s-eibent-y
3.β.U-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus told John.’ (perfective, earlier today)
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c. Markus Jon sweibent
Markus
Markus
Jon
Jon
sw-eibent-ø
3.γ.U-tell-ĘČ.A
‘Markus told John.’ (durative, yesterday)
5.2 Overview of valency constructions
Table 5.1 lists the valency constructions for Ngkolmpu. These are classiϐied as mono-
valent, bivalent or trivalent based on the number of arguments. Valence is indicated
primarily by a combination of ϐlagging, i.e. nominal case marking, indexing, i.e. verbal
agreement, and the morphological form of the verb. These are each indicated in the
table.
Verbs have four primary morphological forms depending on the valence construc-
tion in which they occur. These are the ĕėĊċĎĝĎēČ ěĊėć which involves a verb stem
(V) plus undergoer agreement marker (U). There is the ĒĎĉĉđĊ ěĊėć which involves a
verb stem plus actor agreement along with the diathetic preϐix (DIA) and the middle
marker (MID) in place of undergoer agreement. There is a ęėĆēĘĎęĎěĊ ěĊėć which in-
volves a verb stemplus actor sufϐix and undergoer preϐix. Finally, the ĆĕĕđĎĈĆęĎěĊ ěĊėć
involves a verb stem plus diathetic preϐix along with both actor sufϐix and undergoer
preϐix.
Most verbsdisplaymorphologically relatedalternatesbetween these forms. Groups
of morphologically related verbs, or lemmas, may be classiϐied into classes based on
the sets of valency constructions they may occur with. These classes are discussed in
Section 5.6. The most common pattern involves alternation between transitive verbs,
middle verbs and applicative verbs. However, a number of other patterns are also pos-
sible.
5.3 Encoding grammatical relations
Grammatical relations are indicated through themorphological shape of both nominal
and verbal elements of the clause. Arguments are ϐlaggedwithmorphological case and
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Construction Flagging Indexing
Monovalent
Intransitive NPĆćĘ U-V
Middle NPĆćĘ MID-DIA-V-A
Bivalent
MIDiddle reϐlexive/reciprocal NPĆćĘ + PROė/ė MID-DIA-V-A
Cognate-object NPĆćĘ, NPĆćĘ MID-DIA-V-A
Transitive NPĊėČ, NPĆćĘ U-V-A
Transitive experiencer-object NPĊėČ, NPĆćĘ UĊĝĕ-V-AĘČ
Trivalent
Ditransitive recipient index NPĊėČ, NPĆćĘ, NPĉĆę Uė-V-A
Ditransitive theme indexing NPĊėČ, NPĆćĘ, NPĉĆę Uę-V-A
Benefactive applicative NPĊėČ, NPĆćĘ, NPĉĆę Uć-DIA-V-A
Table 5.1: Overview of valency constructions
are indexed with inϐlectional agreement on the verb. Word order also plays a role but
is too ϐlexible to be a reliable diagnostic.
This chapter takes as basic a set of a grammatical relations derived from the numer-
ical valence of a verb in a construction, following Bickel (2010), which itself is based
on a long tradition in the typological literature. This has one argument for monovalent
constructions (S), two arguments for bivalent constructions (A & O) and three distinc-
tions required for trivalent constructions (A, O & R), as per table 5.2.
1 2 3
S A A
O O
R
Table 5.2: Marcoroles deϐined by valence
These grammatical roles are cross-cut based on a hierarchy of semantic roles of
‘most agent like’ and ‘most goal like’. These are indicated as in Table 5.3. This distinc-
tion allows us to account for the full range of morphosyntactic behaviour of valence
related constructions. This terminology was established in Comrie (1978) and Dixon
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(1979). For a discussion of a hierarchy of semantic roles see Fillmore (1968) for the
classic exposition and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005) for a more modern discus-
sion.
S single argument of a monovalent clause
A most agent-like argument of a bivalent/trivalent clause
O non-agent-like argument of a bivalent/trivalent clause
R most goal-like argument of a trivalent clause
Table 5.3: Macroroles deϐined by semantics
One of the interesting typological features of the language, and a pervasive charac-
teristic of the entire language family (Evans, 2012; Evans et al., 2017) , is the tendency
for complementary systems which encode the same set of features to be organised
along contrasting lines. The two systems relevant for our discussion of grammatical
relations in this chapter are the case system and the verbal agreement system. These
systems both make use of numerical valency and the same hierarchy of semantic roles
yet align differently. As we shall see in the rest of this section, nouns are ϐlagged on an
ergative-absolutive alignment whilst the verbal agreement is aligned to a split-S sys-
tem. Since agreement has a split-S system we shall also add the additional roles of SA
and SO representing the split.
This chapter does not propose any larger abstract syntactic units like subject or
object beyond the roles above. Whilst there are other syntactic consequences of gram-
matical relations beyond basic clausal syntax they do not show any evidence for larger
units. Instead, a ϐine grained system of roles derived from those abovewith the two ad-
ditional S elements is distributed across a number of semi-independent systems, each
of which divides the full set of roles into a smaller set of larger abstract units, and thus
the complexity is only apparent once the systems are seen juxtaposed. Chapter 8 ex-
amines the nature of grammatical relations once all morphosyntactic operations have
been considered.
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5.3.1 Word order constraints
Ngkolmpu is largely a verb ϐinal language, though in practice word order can vary in
numerous ways. As discussed in Section 4.3, word order is highly sensitive to prag-
matic constraints such as topicality, including animacy and argument saliency, as well
as new versus old information. However, in pragmatically neutral circumstances, if
such a thing exists, there is a strong tendency to order the constituents AOV (5.2).
(5.2) Markus pr pi storui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
sntoru/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěncut.ĕċě
‘Markus cut the log (earlier today).’
5.3.2 Case marking
As we have seen in Chapter 3, there are two grammatical cases: the ergative and the
absolutive. As also discussed in that chapter, the alignment of dative case is seman-
tic, despite the grammatical role of R being used in the deϐinition of trivalent clauses.
The alignment from grammatical relations tomorphological case is typical for an erga-
tive/absolutive aligned language with recipients and goals obligatorily marked with
the dative case. Noun phrases are marked for case on both the ϐinal element of the
phrase and on the demonstrative if present. For a full discussion of the nominal cases
see Section 3.2; for a discussion of the structure of noun phrases see Chapter 4.
The absolutive case has no morphological content and marks both S and O argu-
ments, i.e. the single argument of monovalent clauses (5.3a) and the non-agentive ar-
gument of a bivalent clause (5.3b) and the non-agentive, non-goal argument of trivalent
clauses (5.3c).
(5.3) a. Markus ntawancei
Markus
Markus
n=tnawance/i
ċĔĈ=ĘČ.Ē.čĔĉ.ĕċěnfall.ėĘ
‘Markus fell (earlier today).’
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b. Markusu pr pi storui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
sntoru/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěncut.ėĘ
‘Markus cut the log (earlier today).’
c. Markusu pr kari Jonen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
snmae/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěngive.ĕċě
‘Markus gave Jon the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
The ergative case marks the most agent-like semantic role of bivalent or trivalent
clauses (A).
(5.4) a. Markusu pr pi storui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
sntoru/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěncut.ĕċě
‘Markus cut the log (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr kati Johnen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
snmae/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěngive.ĕċě
‘Markus gave Jon the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
The dative case is used to mark any recipient or benefactive. The dative is not con-
sidered a grammatical case since recipients and benefactives are always marked in da-
tive case regardless of their role in the clause. In example (5.5), the recipient is both a
semantic argument of the verb and indexed on the verbal preϐix. This suggests that the
recipient here has been promoted to an O argument to take the indexing yet is marked
with dative case.
(5.5) Markusu pr kati Johnen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
snmae/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěngive.ĕċě
‘Markus gave Jon the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
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5.3.3 Verb Morphology
Verbs index up to two arguments. Following terminology established for languages of
the family, these are the undergoer preϐix and the actor sufϐix (Evans, 2015b). The full
set of forms of these are discussed in more detail in Sections 6.7.1 and 6.8.2; for the
purposes of this section I will illustrate examples with the default forms. The names,
actor and undergoer, suggest a semantic alignment of agreement, however semantics
alone is not sufϐicient to determine the agreement pattern; to some extent this must
be speciϐied for each construction. In other words, although there appears to be some
clustering of semantics, the alignment of agreement must be characterised as partly
lexical. The actor sufϐix indexes A arguments and S arguments inmiddle constructions.
The undergoer preϐixmarks O arguments, S arguments in the intransitive construction
and R arguments in recipient-indexing ditransitive construction and the benefactive
applicative.
As stated, the actor sufϐix indexes A arguments (5.6-5.7) and S arguments of mid-
dle constructions (5.8). It is formally identical in all valence constructions. This sufϐix
indexes for both person and number, although person is only distinguished in the non-
singular and only for certain TAM categories. In middle constructions, the undergoer
preϐix is either left unmarked or is ϐilled with a person number invariant preϐix. This is
discussed in section 5.4.1.2. See Chapter 6 for the full details of verbal morphology.
(5.6) a. piengku ngko umplae
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-mplae-ø
1ĘČ.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘He is hitting me.’
b. pinta ngko umplaei
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-mplae-y
1ĘČ.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ēĘČ.A
‘They are hitting me.’
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(5.7) a. pi ban arwar
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ban
shout.ĆćĘ
ø-a-rwar-ø
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-shout-ĘČ.A
‘He shouts.’ (lit. He shouts a shout)
b. pi ban arwari
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ban.ĆćĘ
shout
ø-a-rwar-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-shout-ēĘČ.A
‘They shout.’ (lit. They shout a shout)
(5.8) a. Markus awampre
Markus
Markus
ø-a-wampre-ø
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus is falling.’
b. pi awamprei
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ø-a-wampre-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ēĘČ.A
‘They are falling.’
Theundergoer preϐix indexes the S of preϐixing verbs (5.9). Theundergoer is organ-
ised along three series, α, β and γ, based on a complex tense, aspect and mood interac-
tion. Since TAM is orthogonal to the discussion of valency these will not be elaborated
in this chapter although for reference they are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
(5.9) a. mpu poi noume
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
n-oume
2ĘČ.α.U-be.located.ēĕđ
‘You are sitting there.’
b. pi poi youme
pi
3.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
y-oume
3.α.U-be.located.ēĕđ
‘He is sitting there.’
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The undergoer preϐix indexes the O arguments of bivalent constructions both the
transitive (5.10) and for the experiencer of experiencer-object constructions (5.11).
(5.10) a. piengku ngko umplae
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-mplae-ø
1ĘČ.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘He is hitting me.’
b. piengku ni nmplae
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
n-mplae-ø
1ēĘČ.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘He is hitting us.’
(5.11) a. yaru ngko btorunt
yar-w
sleep-ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
b-tor-nt-ø
1ĘČ.β.U-cut.Ċĝ-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘I am tired.’ (lit. Sleep will cut me.)
b. yaru ngko nttorunt
yar-w
sleep-ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
nt-toru-nt-ø
1ĘČ.β.U-cut.Ċĝ-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘We are tired.’ (lit. Sleep will cut us.)
Finally, the undergoer preϐix indexes either O (5.31) or R (5.13) of trivalent con-
structions, depending on the verb. It also indexes the R argument of the benefactive
applicative (5.14).
(5.12) a. Markusu mpu Jonen knrei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
kn-re-y
2ĘČ.β.U-send.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus sent you to John (earlier today).’
b. Markusu ngko Jonen brei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
b-re-y
1ĘČ.β.U-send.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus sent me to John (earlier today).’
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(5.13) a. Markusu pr kari Jonen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
s-mae-y
3.β.U-give.ėĘ-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus gave Jon the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr kati nson bmaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
b-mae-y
1ĘČ.β.U-give.ėĘ-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus gave me the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
(5.14) a. Markusu pr pi Jonen sotorui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
s-o-toru-y
3.β.U-ĉĎĆ-cut.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus cut the log for John (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr pi nson botorui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
b-o-toru-y
1ĘČ.β.U-ĉĎĆ-cut.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus cut the log for me (earlier today).’
That different constructions index S with either a preϐix or a sufϐix is a common
feature of Yam languages. Typically in Yam languages, this split is organised around a
stative vs. dynamic semantic contrast. Under such a system dynamic S is indexed via
the actor sufϐix, i.e. like the A, whilst the stative S is indexed via the undergoer preϐix,
i.e. like the O. However, in Ngkolmpu the semantic basis is less clearly operating on
any synchronic level than has been argued for Nen, where almost all preϐixing verbs
are stative (Evans, 2015b). Whilst most stative verbs do preϐix their S argument in
this manner, there are a total of 18 verbs which index S with a preϐix, of which only 11
are stative. (Donohue, 2008b) describes similar systems in which the verbal aspect or
aktionsart categories of the verb govern a split in S marking. However for Ngkolmpu,
the semantics alone are not sufϐicient to characterise the split and must be considered
to be, at least partially, idiosyncratic to particular verbs and indexed in their lexical
entry.
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5.3.4 Diathetic preϐix
In addition to the agreement patterns marked above there is also a diathetic preϐix
which takes the form of a vowel between the undergoer preϐix and the verb stem. The
vowel occurs onmiddle form verbs (5.15a) and applicative verbs (5.15c). In this sense,
it can be thought of as derivational afϐix marking ambiϐixing verbs occurring in non-
transitive constructions. This line of reasoning is discussed in more detail in the fol-
lowing section. The preϐix takes the form of a vowel which harmonises with the ϐirst
vowel in the verb stem as discussed in Section 2.5.2.
(5.15) a. Markus tawancei
Markus
Markus
t-a-wanse-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus fell (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr pi swancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
s-wanse-y
3.β.U-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus felled the tree.’
c. Markusu pr pi nson bawancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
b-a-wance-y
1ĘČ.β.U-ĉĎĆ-fall.ĕċě-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus felled the tree for me.’
5.4 Valency constructions
In this section we examine each of the valency constructions summarised in Table 5.1.
Constructions are characterised by the number of arguments, nominal morphology,
verbal morphology and the alignment of semantic/grammatical roles to morphologi-
cal indicators. This section is divided intomonovalent, bivalent and trivalent construc-
tions.
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5.4.1 Monovalent constructions
Monovalent constructions index just a single argument on the verb and have just a sin-
gle obligatory argument. These are the intransitive construction and the middle con-
struction.
5.4.1.1 The intransitive construction
NP-ĆćĘi, Ui-V
The basic intransitive construction has a single argument realised in the absolutive
case which indexed with the undergoer preϐix (5.16). There is no actor sufϐix in this
construction, although in cases where the actor sufϐix is required for TAM information
it appears in the singular form regardless of the number value of the argument (5.17).
As such, it has not been included in the gloss.
(5.16) a. mpu poi noume
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
n-oume
3.α.U-is.located.ēĕđ
‘You are sitting there.’
b. pi poi youme
pi
3.ĆćĘ
poi
3.ĆćĘ
y-oume
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ 3.α.U-is.located.ēĕđ
‘He is sitting there.’
(5.17) a. ngko poi woumei
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
w-oume-y
1ĘČ.α.U-is.located.ēĕđ-čĔĉ
‘I was sitting there (earlier today).’
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b. ni poi noumei
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
n-oume-y
1ēĘČ.α.U-is.located.ēĕđ-čĔĉ
‘We (two) were sitting there (earlier today).’
c. ni poi nontai
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
n-onta-y
1ēĘČ.α.U-is.located.ĕđ-čĔĉ
‘We (3+) were sitting there (earlier today).’
The sole argument may be either the single argument of a copula clause (5.18a),
the located argument of a posal verb (5.18b) or the agent of the dynamic preϐixing verb
(5.18c-5.18d).
(5.18) a. klawo pi neme ye
klawo
child
pi
3ĆćĘ
neme
good
ye
3U.ĕėĘ:is.ĉĚė
‘The child is good.’
b. pi poi imitr
pi
3.ĆćĘ
poi
3.ĆćĘ
y-mitr
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ 3U-is.hanging.ēĕđ
‘He is sitting there.’
c. Markus kirorngke yamaker
Markus
Markus
kiror-ngke
K-Ćđđ
y-amaker
3U-walk.ĉĚė
‘Markus is walking to Kiror (name of garden).’
d. Markus impaturai
Markus
Markus
y-mpatura-y
3U-jump-čĔĉ
’Markus jumped.’
5.4.1.2 Middle
NP-ĆćĘi , M-DI-V-Ai
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Themiddle construction has a single argument (S) realisedwith the absolutive case
and is indexed with the actor sufϐix. The verb is the middle form, i.e. the undergoer
preϐix is either is ϐilled with the person/number invariant middle marker depending
on tense and aspect, though in some TAM combinations it is not realised by any overt
marker. The verb stem also takes the diathetic preϐix.
Themiddlemarker takes the the form ’k’ in future tense categories, ’t’ in non-future
perfective aspect and is unϐilled in all other TAM combinations. The preϐix is discussed
in detail in Section 6.7.1.2.4.
(5.19) a. Markus krawance
Markus
Markus
k-r-a-wanse-ø
ĒĎĉ.ċĚę-ē2.ċĚę-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus will fall.’
b. Markus tawancei
Markus
Markus
t-a-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus fell (earlier today).’
c. Markusu awamprei
Markus
Markus
ø-a-wampre-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus was falling (earlier today).’
The single argument that occurs in a middle construction may be either an agent
(5.20a) or patient (5.20b). This is determined by the lexical semantics of the verb in
question. Verbs in this class also display a number of interesting semantic features
in the relationship between a verb in the middle form and its equivalent in the tran-
sitive construction as discussed in Section 5.5. As stated in Section 2.5.2, the form of
the diathetic preϐix constructions is either lexically speciϐied (5.20a) or more typically
matches the following vowel of the verb stem in a case of vowel harmony (5.20b).
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(5.20) a. ngkai nmaeito towncei pantngke
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
t-o-wse-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-ascend.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
pant-ngke
platform-Ćđđ
‘I have already ascended the platform.’
b. nmaei mwa pi tekwanti
nmaei
before
mwa
mwa
pi
3.ĆćĘ
t-e-kewant-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-smash.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
The old house got smashed.
Agentivemiddle constructions have semanticswhich characterise the actor as both
initiator and endpoint or as autobenefactive (Kemmer, 1993). They have just a single
argument who is the agent but also displays some characteristic of either the patient
or beneϐiciary of the action. Consider the examples in (5.21). In example (5.21a) we
have the middle form of the verb ontai, ‘to dress’, in which John is the agentive initiator
and also the endpoint. Compare this to the transitive form of the same verb in (5.21b)
in which John is clearly non-agentive.
(5.21) a. Jon tantai
Jon
John
t-a-nta-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-dress.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John got dressed.’
b. Omlu Jon sntai
Oml-w
Mother-ĊėČ
jon
John
s-nta-y
3.β.U-dress.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Mother dressed John.’
Patientive middles are semantically decausative. They have just a single argument
which is a semantic patient (5.22a). The causation process is simply not referenced in
the clause and it is impossible to make reference to the agent/cause in these construc-
tions.
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(5.22) a. brar pi ekewai
brar
garden
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ø-e-kewa-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-destroy-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’The garden got smashed up.’
b. * brar pi ekewai Markuswa
brar
garden
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ø-e-kewa-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-destroy-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
Markus-wa
Markus-ĈĆĚĘ
’The garden got smashed up by Markus.’
5.4.2 Bivalent constructions
Bivalent constructions are deϐined as requiring two core arguments. These include the
cognate-object construction (5.4.2.1), the reϐlexive/reciprocal construction (5.4.2.2),
the experiencer-object construction (5.4.2.4) and the transitive construction (5.4.2.3).
These are ordered in terms of increased semantic transitivity (Hopper & Thompson,
1980).
5.4.2.1 Cognate-object
NP-ĆćĘi + NP-ĆćĘ + M-DI-V-Ai
Cognate-object constructions involve two absolutive realised arguments and the
middle form of the verb. These are rather unusual since semantically, these may be ei-
ther one or two place predicates. In the broadest sense these are syntactically bivalent
since they occur with two arguments. Morphologically, the verb is indexed for just a
single argument and the second argument does not trigger case marking. In addition,
the second argument has a more restricted semantics and it is not available for syn-
tactic constructions such as focus or topic constructions. The single full argument is
A and is indexed via the actor sufϐix. The cognate-object nominal the inϐinitive of the
verb; sometimes this is the productive morphological inϐinitive (5.23a) but for some
verbs this is a lexically speciϐied syncronically unrelated form (5.23b). This construc-
tions are still labelled cognate-object despite this fact that not all cognate-objects are
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cognate with the verb stem although most are. Inϐinitives and nominalisation is dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.1.
(5.23) a. ngko aeibentai teibentai
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
aeibentai
tell.Ďēċ
t-eibenta-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘I told the story.’
b. ngko woarko toiwanti
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
woarko
run
t-o-ywant-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-run.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘I ran.’ (lit. I ran a run)
Verbswhich occur in this construction are verbswhichwould be typically be either
monovalent or bivalent in other languages yet display a mid-level of semantic transi-
tivity based on a deϐinition similar to that presented by Hopper and Thompson (1980).
The twomost salient types of verbswhich participate in this construction are semantic
one-place predicates that display high agentivity (5.24a) or two-place predicateswhich
display a highly salient or expected internal argument (5.24b).
(5.24) a. piengku ban tarwari
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
ban
shout
t-a-rwar-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-shout.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He shouted.’ (lit. He shouted a shout)
b. piengku nongkai ominngki
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
nongkai
food
ø-o-minngk-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-eat-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He ate the food.’
Verbs which are semantic two-place predicates and belong to this class, i.e. ‘to eat’,
‘to drink’ or ‘to carry’, may take a full nominal constituent in the cognate object posi-
tion (5.25). The constituent has all the referential features associatedwith these as dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. However, this DP still has a reduced syntactic function in that they
must occur directly before the verb and they cannot be the target of the topicalisation
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construction. These contrast with verbs of this class that are semantically one-place
predicates. These take a empty nominal which is typically cognate to the verb stem
with the verb stem as per example (5.23a). This element may be either an inϐinitive
form or a lexicalised nominal form which is likely historically related to the verb. This
type is not able to occurwith a full nominal constituent. For both of these constructions
the non-agentive nominal must occur directly before the verb.
(5.25) pi nongkai bl pi ominngki
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
nongkai
food
bl
egg
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ø-o-minngk-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-eat-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He ate that yam.’
The fact that the O arguments are not available for the full range of syntactic be-
haviour afforded full nominals suggests that these do not have the status of full argu-
ments. One potential analysis is that these are a type of semi-transitive verb; one that
takes two arguments at the broadest level but to which one of these arguments is not
providedwith the full status in themorphosyntax. This O argument is not available for
case marking, argument indexing or as a target of the speciϐic information construc-
tions. This approach also somewhat accounts for the dual absolutive pattern, since the
O argument is not available at the level of case assignment and does not trigger the use
ergative case for the A argument, nor does it available for agreement or other syntactic
constructions.
5.4.2.2 Middle: reϔlexive/reciprocal
NP-ĆćĘi + PRO.ė/ėi , M-DI-V-Ai
The reϐlexive/reciprocal construction is similar to the middle construction. The
verbal morphology is identical (5.26) and any verbs which may partake in the patien-
tive middle construction may also take part in this construction. This construction has
the sole argument realised with absolutive case and a reϐlexive/reciprocal pronoun.
Syntactically these constructions involve two arguments although semantically these
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refer to the sameparticipant. The sole semantic argument is indexedwith the actor suf-
ϐix. The verb displaysmiddle morphology, i.e. the undergoer slot is ϐilled by themiddle
preϐix and the verb occurswith the diathetic preϐix. This construction is used for events
which may be semantically either reϐlexive or reciprocal. Verbs which are agentive in
the middles do not occur in this construction as expected since they already have a re-
ϐlexive type semantics. See Section 5.4.1.2 for a discussion of agentive vs. patientive
middles.
(5.26) a. Jon totorui
Jon
John
t-o-toru-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-cut.ĕċě-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John got cut.’
b. Jon piengkuto totorui
Jon
John
piengkuto
3ĘČ.ė/ė
t-o-toru-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-cut.ĕċě-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John cut himself.’
The R/R pronoun is built from the ergative form of the pronounwith the additional
to element. Table 5.4 lists ergative pronouns and their corresponding R/R forms. This
to element is similar in appearance to the adverbial clitic discussed in Section 3.1.3
although it is not currently clear if this is the same element. The R/R pronoun must
always follow the full pronoun and there are no attested examples of it occurring after
the verb.
Ergative R/R
1ĘČ ngkai ngkaito
2ĘČ mpai mpaito
3ĘČ piengku piengkuto
1.ēĘČ ninta nintato
2.ēĘČ mpunta mpuntato
3.ēĘČ pinta pintato
Table 5.4: Table of ergative and R/R pronouns
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The R/R constructionmay have either a reϐlexive or reciprocal interpretation. Usu-
ally this is disambiguated through context although there sometimes disambiguation is
not possible. Example 5.27 without any context may be interpreted as either reϐlexive
or reciprocal.
(5.27) pi
3.ĆćĘ
pintato
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ.ė/ė
ø-a-mangk-ns
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-hold.ĕđ-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘They held themselves / each other.’
5.4.2.3 Basic Transitive
NP-ĊėČi , NP-ĆćĘj , Uj-V-Ai
The transitive construction involves two syntactic arguments which are both in-
dexed on the verb. The A argument is marked with ergative case and indexed via the
actor sufϐix. TheO argument ismarked in the absolutive and indexed via the undergoer
preϐix.
(5.28) a. piengku ngko umplae
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-mplae-ø
1ĘČ.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘He is hitting me.’
b. piengku ni nmplae
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
n-mplae-ø
1ēĘČ.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘He is hitting us’
All transitive verbs participate in this construction. This construction is available to
the vast majority of the verbs in Ngkolmpu from across the semantic range. More spe-
ciϐic semantics of transitive clauses relates to the subclass of the verb and is discussed
in the section on alternations (Section 5.5).
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5.4.2.4 Experiencer-object
NP-ĊėČi , NP-ĆćĘj , Uj-V-Ai
Experiencer-object constructions are a sub-type of the basic transitive construc-
tion with a largely idiomatic alignment of semantic roles. In these constructions the
stimulus aligns with A, and is thus assigned ergative case and indexed with the actor
sufϐix. The experiencer aligns with O and is assigned absolutive case and is indexed
with the undergoer preϐix. The verb used is otorui ‘to cut’ (5.29a). This verb is formally
identical to the standard dynamic verb ‘to cut’ although with a different alignment to
semantic roles.
(5.29) a. yaru ngko btorunt
yar-w
sleep-ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
b-toru-nt-ø
1ĘČU.ĕċě-cut.ĕċě-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘I am tired.’ (lit. Sleep will cut me.)
5.4.3 Trivalent constructions
Trivalent constructions require three arguments. These are case marked with erga-
tive, absolutive and dative. The verb indexes just two arguments: the A argument is
indexed with the actor sufϐix, and the undergoer preϐix indexes either the R or the O
argument depending on class. Any transitive verbswhich occur in a trivalent construc-
tion through the benefactive applicative aremarkedwith the diathetic preϐix, although
lexically ditransitive verbs do not occur with this marker.
5.4.3.1 Ditransitive, recipient indexing
NP-ĊėČi , NP-ĆćĘ , NP-ĉĆęj , Uj-V-Ai
In the recipient-indexing ditransitive construction A is marked with ergative and
the actor sufϐix. O is marked with the absolutive and not indexed. The R argument
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is marked with the dative and indexed with the undergoer preϐix. The verbs which
participate in this construction are omaei ‘to give’ and armaekai ‘to show’.
(5.30) a. Markusu pr kari Jonen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
s-mae-y
3.β.U-give.ėĘ-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus gave Jon the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr kati nson bmaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
b-mae-y
1ĘČ.β.U-give.ėĘ-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus gave me the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
5.4.3.2 Ditransitive Theme Indexed
NP-ĊėČi , NP-ĆćĘj , NP-ĉĆę , Uj-V-Ai
The theme-indexing ditransitive is identical with other ditransitive constructions
except that it indexes the theme, or the O argument, with the undergoer preϐix. The
single verb which belongs to this class is orei ‘to send’. Example (5.31) exempliϐies the
theme indexing with ϐirst and second person pronouns although the verb is more typi-
cally used for inanimate themes. These examples have been chosen simply to highlight
the theme indexing on the verb as third person forms do not alternate for number.
(5.31) a. Markusu mpu Jonen knrei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
kn-re-y
2ĘČ.β.U-send.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus sent you to John (earlier today).’
b. Markusu ngko Jonen brei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
b-re-y
1ĘČ.β.U-send.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus sent me to John (earlier today).’
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5.4.3.3 Benefactive applicative
NP-ĊėČi , NP-ĆćĘ , NP-ĉĆęj , Uj-DI-V-Ai
The benefactive applicative construction marks A with ergative case and indexes
with the actor sufϐix, Owith absolutive case andRwith the dative case. The R argument
is also indexedwith the undergoer preϐix. The verb also takes the diathetic preϐix found
in other constructions.
(5.32) a. Markusu pr pi Jonen sotorui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
s-o-toru-y
3.β.U-ĉĎĆ-cut.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus cut the log for John (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr pi nson botorui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
b-o-toru-y
1ĘČ.β.U-ĉĎĆ-cut.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus cut the log for me (earlier today).’
5.5 Valence alternations
Lexically related verbs in Ngkolmpu may be said to belong to a single lemma. All the
lexemes under a single lemma share a number of features including an identical inϐini-
tive, if one exists, and related semantics. In addition to this they largely share the same
stems and stem distribution. Lexemes of a single lemma differ in their argument struc-
ture and their morphological pattern, i.e. intransitive, middle, transitive or applica-
tive. The relation between verbs of a single lemma is known as a valence alternation.
This section explores valence alternations. This section lists the structural relations
between pairs of alternating verbs. Each pair is also characterised in relation to the
semantic basis of the alternation.
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5.5.1 Transitive ↔ patientive middle
The transitive-patientivemiddle alternation is analternationbetweenanagentive tran-
sitive and a decausative.
In the transitive construction (5.4.2.3) the agentive argument is realised with erga-
tive case and marked with the actor sufϐix. The patientive argument is realised with
absolutive case and then indexed with the undergoer preϐix. This is as we expect for
a prototypical transitive construction. In the corresponding middle construction the
single argument is the patientive argument of the transitive clause and the agent is left
unexpressed. As the patient is the sole argument, it is realisedwith absolutive case and
is indexed with the actor agreement; the agent argument is not expressed and cannot
be expressed. The undergoer slot is ϐilled by the middle preϐix and the diathetic vowel
is present for verbs whose stems do not commence with a vowel.
Verbs which participate in this alternation usually have a highly affected patient
argument. These include the verbs corresponding to the following semantic categories:
‘to break’, ‘to cut’, ‘to destroy’, ‘to hit’, ‘to kick’, ‘to stir’, ‘to prepare’, ‘to dry’, ‘to separate’,
‘to open’.
(5.33) a. Markusu brar pi ikewai
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
brar
garden
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-kewa-y
3U-destroy-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus smashed up the garden.’
b. brar pi ekewai
brar
garden
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ø-e-kewa-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-destroy-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’The garden got smashed up.’
Themiddledecausative constructiondenotes anactioneitherwithout obvious agen-
tive input orwithout specifying that input compared to the transitive version. Themid-
dle entails no speciϐication about the agent role. It is not possible to include any agent
argument even as an oblique role as the example below demonstrates. This construc-
tion can be used if the speaker does notwish to specify the agent, the agent of the event
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is unknown or unclear.
(5.34) * brar
garden
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ø-e-kewa-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-destroy-ēĘČ.A.čĔĉ
markus-wa
Markus-ĈĆĚĘ
’The garden got smashed up by Markus.’
5.5.2 Transitive ↔ agentive middle
The transitive-agentive middle alternation may be characterised as an alternation be-
tween a transitive or causative and a semantic middle or autobenefactive.
In this alternation we have a typical transitive construction; the agent argument is
realised with ergative case and marked with the actor sufϐix. The non-agent argument
is realised with absolutive case and then indexed with the undergoer preϐix. In the
middle construction, the single argument is the agent who is either both initiator and
endpoint or the action has some autobenefactive characteristic. The agent is realised
in the absolutive case and indexed with the actor sufϐix. The undergoer slot is ϐilled by
the middle preϐix and the diathetic vowel is present for the relevant verbs.
Verbs which participate in this alternation include ’to chase/ϐlee’, ’to call/shout’, ’to
carry up/to ascend’, ’to dress’. In the transitive form they are clear two-place predi-
cates which have a low semantic transitivity usually by way of less affected patentive
argument in the transitive construction (5.35).
(5.35) a. Jonu Markus srwari
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ
Markus
Markus
s-rwar-y
3.β.U-call.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John called to Markus.’
b. Jon tarwari
Jon
John
t-a-rwar-y
shout ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-call.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John called out.’
The middle construction of these verbs is the agentive middle which, as discussed,
involves the initiator of the action also being the endpoint. It sometimes unclear in
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these constructions if the single argument of the middle construction is agent or pa-
tient, such as for theword for ‘to ϐlee’which corresponds to the transitive verb ‘to chase’
(5.36), which displays a causative semantics.
(5.36) a. Jon ertekai
Jon
John
ø-e-rteka-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-ϐlee.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John ϐled.’
b. Jonu Marku irktekai
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ
Markus
Markus
y-rteka-y
3.α.U-chase.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John chased Markus.’
In other examples the sole argument is clearly agentive yet is also the patient (5.37).
(5.37) a. Jon tantai
Jon
John
t-a-nta-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-dress.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John dressed.’
b. Omlu Jon sntai
Oml-w
Mother-ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-nta-y
3.β.U-dress.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Mother dressed John.’
5.5.3 Transitive ↔ cognate-object
The transitive-cognate-object alternation is analternationbetweenanunderlying event
encoded in the cognate-object construction with a middle verb and the corresponding
external causative in the transitive construction. The cognate-object may be either a
semantically single or a two-place predicate, which is instantiated in the grammar as a
cognate-object construction.
In the transitive construction there is an external agentive argument which causes
a secondary actor to perform the action. The external agent is ϐlagged as ergative and
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indexed with the actor sufϐix. This is as we would expect since this argument is the
most agentive, i.e. A. The caused actor is then marked in absolutive case and indexed
as an undergoer. In the corresponding cognate-object construction the agent is treated
like an S and the construction includes a reduced argument element, thismay either be
the semantic patient or an empty cognate-object type element (5.4.2.1). Both nominal
elements are realised in the absolutive. The agent is indexed with the actor sufϐix and
the semi-argument is not indexed at all. Theundergoer slot is ϐilled by themiddle preϐix
and the diathetic vowel is present for the appropriate verbs.
All cognate-object verbs participate in the alternation. These are characterised
as either one-place predicates with higher semantic transitivity and two-place pred-
icates with low semantic transitivity. Generally one-place predicates are highly agen-
tive in their lexical semantics (5.38) whilst the two place predicates display highly
salient or expected patientive arguments (5.39). The transitive construction on these
verbs involves an external causer argument who is outside the basic lexical semantic
of the verb. The O argument of this construction corresponds to the S argument of the
cognate-object construction as evidenced in the examples below.
(5.38) a. Jon warko toiwoanti
Jon
John
warko
run
t-o-ywoant-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-run-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John ran.’
b. Markusu Jon siewoanti
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
jon
John
s-ywoant-y
3U.ĕċě-run-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus made John run.’
(5.39) a. Jon atka ownei
Jon
John
atka
water
ø-owne-y
ĒĎĉ-drink-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘John drank water.’
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b. Markusu Jon swnei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-owne-y
3.β.U.ĕċě-run-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus made John drink.’
5.5.4 Transitive ↔ intransitive
A very small number of verbs alternate between the transitive construction and the
intransitive construction. These are okongkai ’to stand up’, impaturai ’to jump/ϐly’ and
einei ’to look around’. These three verbs all behave differently regarding this alterna-
tion.
The verb okonai ’to stand up’ in the transitive construction involves an agentive
causer argument realised in the ergative and indexed with the actor agreement. The
theme argument is realised as the absolutive and indexed with the undergoer preϐix
(5.40). In the intransitive construction there is a single agentive argument who stands.
As the sole argument it is realised in absolutive case yet is indexed as an undergoer
as per the intransitive construction. This is semantically an alternation between a dy-
namic intransitive verb and causative. This verb is distinct from the stative stand dis-
cussed in section 5.4.1.1.
(5.40) a. Markus ikongki
Markus
Markus
y-kongk-y
3.α.U-stand.up-čĔĉ
’Markus stood up.’
b. Markusu pr ikongki
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
y-kongk-y
3.α.U-stand.up-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus stood the log up.’
The verb ompaturai ’to jump/ϐly/throw’ participates in the transitive-agentivemid-
dle alternation as well as the transitive-intransitive alternation. This verb means ’to
throw’ when used in the transitive construction (5.41a), ’to ϐly’ when used in the mid-
dle construction (5.41b) and ’to jump’ in the intransitive construction (5.41c).
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(5.41) a. Markusu mlae impaturai
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
mlae
stone
y-mpatura-y
3.α.U-throw.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus threw the stone.’
b. Markus ompaturai
Markus
Markus
ø-o-mpatura-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-throw.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus ϐlew.’ (as in a plane or under a supernatural force)
c. Marku impaturai
Markus
Markus
y-mpatura-y
3.α.U-throw-čĔĉ
’Markus jumped.’
The verb einei ’to look around’ may be used in a transitive construction meaning to
’to look for’ (5.42a). In this case the searcher is the agent and is realised in the ergative
case and indexed as actor. The thing which is searched for is realised as the absolu-
tive and indexed as undergoer. In the intransitive construction the single argument is
agentive and the predicate describes a dynamic action in which one searches around
but not speciϐied for any object in particular (5.42b). The action described by this verb
usually involves looking around without success rather than searching for something
thoroughly.
(5.42) a. Markusu nsone kamplen yeinei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
nsone
1ĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
kamplen
bag
y-einei-y
3.α.U-look.around.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus looks around for my bag.’
b. Markus yeinei
Markus
Markus
y-eine-y
3.α.U-look.around.Ċĝ-čĔĉ
’Markus looks around.’
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5.5.5 Transitive ↔ benefactive applicative
This alternation occurswith all transitive verbswhich have verbs stems startingwith a
consonant. It may be characterised as a alternation between a standard transitive and
a transitive with a beneϐiciary argument.
In the transitive construction (5.4.2.3) the agent argument is realised with ergative
case and marked with the actor sufϐix. The non-agent argument is realised with ab-
solutive case and then indexed with the undergoer preϐix. The benefactive applicative
introduces an additional core beneϐiciary argument which is realised in the dative case
and indexed with the undergoer preϐix. The agent is realised with the ergative and in-
dexedwith the actor sufϐix. The patient, or non-agent/beneϐiciary argument is realised
with absolutive case and not indexed on the verb.
The benefactive applicative indicates that the action was performed for someone
else’s beneϐit (5.43a) or to indicate that the action is performed whilst assisting some-
one (5.43b).
(5.43) a. Ngkai omlen kwr weyerki
Ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
oml-en
pig
kwr
mother-ĉĆę
w-e-yerk-y
3ċ.α.U-ĉĎĆ-hunt.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’I was hunting pig for mother.’
b. Markusu nson pr bewancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
pr
tree
b-e-wanse-y
3.β.U-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus helped me fell the trees.’
5.6 Alternation classes
In this section, lemmas are divided into alternation classes based on the set of verbs
which belongs to that lemma. Each lemmamay only have one verb of eachmorpholog-
ical pattern, i.e. intransitive, middle, transitive and applicative, although many display
only a subset of these.
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The driving factor of valence alternation classes are the morphological classes in-
troduced in Section 5.2which are discussed inmore detail in Section 6.2. As such, these
are not strictly deϐined semantically; rather they display correlation to or clustering of
semantic factors. Themost relevant semantic division being the stative versus dynamic
contrast, which clusters around the preϐixing versus ambiϐixingmorphological classes.
However, many alternation classes simply represent an idiosyncratic relationship be-
tween lexemes.
The distinction between verbs of a single lemma is related to the derivational pro-
cess of ěĔĎĈĊ as found in many languages of the world, however there are a number of
key distinctions. Firstly, the relationship between verbs of a single lemma is primarily
morphological rather than purely related argument structure. For example, a lemma
may have both amiddle verb and a transitive verb, yet theymay both be bivalent verbs.
An example of this is the lemma ominngkai ‘to eat’ which has a middle bivalent form
(5.44a and a transitive bivalent form, which is a causative (5.44b).
(5.44) a. piengku nongkai ominngki
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
nongkai
food
ø-o-minngk-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-eat-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He ate the food.’
b. piengku kwr iminngki
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
kwr
food
y-minngk-y
3.α.U-eat-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He fed the pig.’
In addition to this, for most classes the morphologically simplest form is the tran-
sitive. This suggests that the transitive form is the basic form and the middle and the
applicative are derived forms. This seems a reasonable claim but it has some unusual
consequences in Ngkolmpu since themajority of semantically one-place predicates are
of this class. Under such a derivational treatment, thiswould suggest that the causative
form of a verb like ‘fall’ is the morphologically basic form and yet the basic semantics
of the monovalent alternate correspond to a morphological derived form. For these
reasons, I label the relationship between verbs as ĉĎĆęčĊĘĎĘ instead of ěĔĎĈĊ. In addi-
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tion, wewill discuss the relationship in terms classes of related lexemes in order to not
privilege any particular morphological form as more basic.
5.6.1 Class 1 - Preϐixing monovalent
The ϐirst class is the preϐixingmonovalent class. These are deϐined as having only a sin-
gle lexeme. This single lexeme belongs to the preϐixing morphological class discussed
in Section 6.2. The preϐixing morphological class is deϐined as indexing its sole argu-
ment (S) with a preϐix. Verbs belonging to this class only participate in the intransitive
construction (Section 5.4.1.1). The intransitive construction is amonovalent construc-
tion with a preϐixing verb.
The lemmaswhich belong to this class are: ye ‘to be’, yeme ‘to be located’, yamakr ‘to
walk’ and ytora ‘to arrive’. Note these verbs do not have inϐinitive and thus the citation
forms of these are in the third person singular present tense form.
5.6.2 Class 2 - Ambiϐixing monovalent
This class is the ambiϐixing monovalent class. It has a verb in the middle morphology
only. The single verb in the lemma participates in the middle construction. The only
two members of this class are the directional related pair for ‘to come’ and ‘to go’. See
Section 6.6.2 for a discussion of direction encoding on verbs.
5.6.3 Class 3 - Omnivalent
This is by far the largest alternation class in Ngkolmpu. Lemmas in this class have three
lexemeswith distinct morphological patterning. These are themiddle form, the transi-
tive form and the benefactive applicative. The middle form verb may participate in ei-
ther the cognate-object construction (Section 5.4.2.1) or themiddle construction (Sec-
tion 5.4.1.2). Verbs of lemmas in this classwhich participate in themiddle construction
may also participate in the reϐlexive/reciprocal construction (Section 5.4.2.2). All the
verbs in this class are characterised as having their stems commencewith a consonant.
There are 130 identiϐied lemmaswhich belong to this class, and they are listed in Table
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5.6 at the end of this chapter. We can see an example of the three lexemes of the lemma
owamprei ‘to fall’ in (5.45) and for omerkntnai ‘to follow’ in (5.46).
(5.45) a. Markus tawancei
Markus
Markus
t-a-wanse-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus fell (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr pi swancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
s-wanse-y
3.β.U-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus felled the tree.’
c. Markusu pr pi nson bawancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
b-a-wance-y
1ĘČ.β.U-ĉĎĆ-fall.ĕċě-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus felled the tree for me.’
(5.46) a. Markus omerki
Markus
markus
ø-o-merk-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus ɡot followed (earlier today).’
b. Markus pr pi ymerki
Markus-w
markus-ĊėČ
Jon
jon.ĆćĘ
y-merk-y
3.α.U-fall.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus followed Jon (earlier today)’
c. Markus Jon nson yomerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
jon
jon.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
y-o-merk-y
1ĘČ.α.U-ĉĎĆ-fall.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus followed John for me (earlier today)’
5.6.4 Class 4 - Transitive ambivalent
This class is the second most common alternation class. It is distinguished from Class
2 by having verb stems which commence with a vowel. Lemmas in this class have two
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lexemes with distinct patterning. These forms are the middle verb and the transitive
verb. As with the previous class the middle forms may be either the middle construc-
tion (Section 5.4.1.2) and the reϐlexive/reciprocal construction (Section 5.4.2.2) or the
cognate-object construction (Section 5.4.2.1). There are 33 lemmas which have been
identiϐied as belonging to this class, these are listed in Table 5.7 at the end of this chap-
ter. We can see the alternation in example (5.47).
(5.47) a. pi ban tarwari
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
ban
shout
t-a-rwar-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-shout.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He shouted.’ (lit. He shouted a shout)
b. piengku John sarwari
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
jon
jon
s-a-rwar-y
3.β.U-ĉĎĆ-shout.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He called to John.’ (lit. He shouted a shout)
5.6.5 Class 5 - Ditransitive ambivalent
The lemmas in this class have two lexemes with distinct morphological forms: the di-
transitive and a middle form. The ditransitive construction may be either theme in-
dexing or recipient indexing depending on the verb involved. The middle construction
is the basic middle and the reϐlexive/reciprocal construction. All the basic ditransitive
verbs, i.e. non-applicative forms, belong to lemmas of this class. These are omaei ‘to
give’, orei ‘to send’ and armaekai ‘to show’.
(5.48) a. Markusu mpu Jonen knrei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
kn-re-y
2ĘČ.β.U-send.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus sent you to John (earlier today).’
b. ngko torei
pr
tree
kati
leaf
t-o-re-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-send.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘The money got sent (earlier today).’
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5.6.6 Class 6 - Preϐixing ambivalent with middle
There is a single lemma of this class which corresponds to the various meanings of
‘to throw’ (5.50). It has a preϐixing form, a middle form and a transitive form. The
preϐixing verb, as with all preϐixing verbs, participates in the intransitive construction.
The preϐixing verb has the meaning of ‘to leap’. The middle form participates in the
basic middle construction. The middle verb has the meaning ‘to ϐly’. The transitive
verb participates in the transitive construction and has the meaning ‘to throw’.
(5.49) a. Markusu mlae impaturai
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
mlae
stone
y-mpatura-y
3.α.U-throw.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus threw the stone.’
b. Markus ompaturai
Markus
Markus
ø-o-mpatura-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-throw.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus ϐlew (as in a plane or under a supernatural force)’
c. Markus impaturai
Markus
Markus
y-mpatura-y
3.α.U-throw.Ċĝ-čĔĉ
’Markus jumped.’
5.6.7 Class 7 - Preϐixing ambivalent without middle
Lemmas of this class have two distinct verb forms and preϐixing and a transitive form.
The preϐixing form participates in the intransitive construction and the transitive form
participates in the transitive construction. There are two lemmas which belong to this
class. These are oritukai ‘to die’ and inei ‘to look around’.
(5.50) a. Ngkai John inei
nakgi
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
y-ne-y
3.α.U-look.around.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
’Markus looked around for John.’
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3rd singular present form Translation
ikompr ‘be standing’
intompr ‘be inside’
imitr ‘be hanging’
yeme ‘be sitting’
imtr ‘be laying’
irnontompr ‘be stuck’
imowmpr ‘be leaning’
iritr ‘be upright’
ingkirtompr ‘be wedged’
ikn ‘be sitting atop something’
Table 5.5: Set of positional verbs
b. Ngkai y-ne-y
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
y-ne-y
3.α.U-look.around.Ċĝ-čĔĉ
’I searched around.’
5.6.8 Class 8 - Positionals
The last class of lemmas entail a set of lexemes which are a transitive, a middle and a
positional verbs. All the lemmas in this class display a positional semantics. The transi-
tive forms are in transitive constructions and are used to indicate a causative in which
the O argument is placed in a position. The middle verb participates in the middle
construction and is a decausative or self-causative verb meaning to enter the position.
Finally the positional verb is a preϐixing verb. It is stative in semantics and is used to
indicate a position or pose.
Positional verbs are a closed class of verbs which denote postures and spatial posi-
tions. Ten have been identiϐied forNgkolmpu. These verbs are common in the language
family; Evans (2014) reports over three dozen such verbs in Nen. The system in Ngkol-
mpu is far less elaborated than in Nen, however the overall system is quite similar. A
full list of these verbs in included in Table 5.5.
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Positional verbs can denote posture, such as: ‘be in a sitting position’ (5.51b) ‘be in
a standing position’ (5.51a) or ‘be in a leaning position’.
(5.51) a. pi nelni youme
pi
3ĆćĘ
nel-ni
earth-đĔĈ
y-oume
3.α.U-sit.ēĕđ
‘He is sitting on the ground.’
b. pr pi kelimuni iritr
pr
tree
pi
3ĆćĘ
kelimu-ni
forest-đĔĈ
y-ritr
3.α.U-stand.ēĕđ
‘That tree is standing in the forest.’
Positional verbs may also denote position in respect to some point of reference.
These include ‘be on top of something’ and ‘be inside something’.
(5.52) a. pi pantni ikn
pi
3ĆćĘ
pant-ni
platform-đĔĈ
y-kn
3.α.U-be.on.top.ēĕđ
‘It is on top of the platform.’
b. pi mwai intompt
pi
3ĆćĘ
mwa-ni
house-đĔĈ
y-ntompr
3.α.U-inside.ēĕđ
‘It is in the house.’
As stated, positional verbs have a corresponding transitive verb of placement. The
positionals are formed by adding a derivational sufϐix to the transitive verb stem. This
is either tr (5.53) ormpr (5.54) depending on the verb. The choice of derivational sufϐix
is entirely arbitrary.
(5.53) a. piengku kamplen prni imi
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
kamplen
bag
pr-ni
tree-đĔĈ
y-mi-ø
3.α.U-hang-ĘČ.A
‘He is hanging the bag in the tree.’
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b. kamplen prni imitr
kamplen
bag
pr-ni
tree-đĔĈ
y-mitr
3.α.U-be.hanging.ēĕđ
‘The bag is hanging in the tree.’
(5.54) a. piengku kamlen mwani into
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
kamplen
bag
mwa-ni
house-đĔĈ
y-nto-ø
3U-hang-ĘČ.A
‘He is putting the bag inside the house.’
b. kamplen mwani intompr
kamplen
bag
mwa-ni
house-đĔĈ
y-ntompr
3U-be.hanging.ēĕđ
‘The bag is inside the house.’
There are few verbs forwhich this derivation are not synchronically systematic and
must be memorised (5.55).
(5.55) a. piengku pr iko
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
y-ko-ø
3U-stand-ĘČ.A
‘He stands the log up.’
b. pi ikn
pr
tree
y-kn
3U-be.standing.ēĕđ
‘The log is standing.’
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Lemma Translation Lemma Translation
oamnagkai ‘to request’ orei ‘to rip’
oblnei ‘to smash’ oreyai ‘to bury (dead)’
obsukai ‘to lift’ oriai ‘to unwrap
ceremonial food’
oitbrei ‘to separate’ oriarai ‘to funerate’
okai ‘to ask’ orikoi ‘to lay out’
okai ‘to cry’ orirai ‘to weave’
okakoi ‘to tie’ orkoi ‘to unfasten’
okemkai ‘to close’ orkoi ‘to pick fruit’
okerei ‘to return’ ormangkei ‘to dry ’
okewai ‘to break’ ormingkai ‘to wear a weapon’
okonai ‘to stand’ ormiturai ‘to pull’
okorai ‘to divide’ orncrai ‘to chew’
okrai ‘to pile’ orntoi ‘to peel off’
okrkai ‘to steal’ oroi ‘to hide’
olaknai ‘to break apart’ orpakui ‘to scatter, spread’
olapinai ‘to hug’ orpenai ‘to ready’
olengkai ‘to roll over’ orpitui ‘to untie’
olewei ‘to scrub’ orpongkai ‘to cover’
olibungkai ‘to wash’ orpunai ‘to cut into two’
olilmongkai ‘to loosen’ ortai ‘to destroy’
olimplai ‘to pour’ ortai ‘to pound’
olkusikai ‘to glimmer’ ortinngkai ‘to clean’
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olmplaei ‘to fetch water’ orui ‘to plant’
olmputokai ‘to sink’ oruntnai ‘to hunt’
olmulai ‘to get down’ oruskoi ‘to admit’
olngkolai ‘to stab’ osamingkei ‘to school’
olokai ‘to make ϐire’ osiprai ‘to undress’
olpukai ‘to grow’ osoi ‘to mince’
olusi ‘to arrange’ osoi ‘to slice’
olusy ‘to blow’ osui ‘to fold’
omakrai ‘to burn, cook’ otarai ‘to cut’
omangkai ‘to hold’ otimpitrai ‘to cover’
omarentnai ‘to circumnavigate’ otnmngkai ‘to tie’
omarngkai ‘to marry’ otnongkai ‘to writework’
ombtibai ‘to stop’ otrbrai ‘to share’
omei ‘to put out’ otripinai ‘to scratch’
omerkntnai ‘to follow’ otroi ‘to dig’
omibnai ‘to roll up’ otrrai ‘to tear’
ominsrai ‘to extend’ otryai ‘to scatch itch’
omirintei ‘to peel’ otukoi ‘to move’
omkui ‘to gather’ otwarai ‘to rub’
omonsai ‘to assemble’ owaki ‘to plant’
ompangkai ‘to push out’ owakinai ‘to build’
ompaturai ‘to ϐly, jump’ owaloi ‘to do, make’
omplaei ‘to hit’ owamprai ‘to fall’
omtrai ‘to sleep’ owanai ‘to think’
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omulantnai ‘to stir’ owantokoi ‘to enter’
onaempunai ‘to grate’ oweikai ‘to fear’
onakyai ‘to lift up’ owertao ‘to burn’
oncrekai ‘to wake’ oworai ‘to fell tree’
onekutrai ‘to kick’ owortnai ‘to prepare festival’
ongkinai ‘to slip’ owowongkai ‘to nest’
onongkui ‘to heap’ owowturai ‘to get’
onowai ‘to distribute’ owrei ‘to ϐish w/net’
onowai ‘to shoot’ owrekai ‘to lift from water’
onsiurai ‘to enter water’ owsenai ‘to ascend’
onsuknai ‘to pack up’ owurai ‘to bite’
operai ‘to put together’ oyanai ‘to eat meat’
opinoi ‘to touch’ oyapongkai ‘to encircle’
oprmangkai ‘to repair’ oyerai ‘to say’
opsai ‘to count’ oylmpawulai ‘to open’
opuknai ‘to wrap’ oyopoi ‘to rub up’
orai ‘to work’ oyrai ‘to chew betel’
orampukai ‘to ϐinish fasting’ oyrwai ‘to heat up’
okaingkai ‘to block’
Table 5.6: Table of omnivalent lemmas (class 2)
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Lemma Translation Lemma Translation
atunaengk ‘to agree’ arnaro ‘to know (or
person or fact)’
ontongk ‘to bring’ akr ‘to mention’
arwar ‘to call’ ure ‘to remove’
iko ‘to close up’ onimpatr ‘to shine’
ayakntn ‘to crawl’ oysentn ‘to run’
eruk ‘to desire’ owko ‘to see’
antoko ‘to dress’ anwantk ‘to smell’
owne ‘to drink’ ula ‘to so’
ominngk ‘to eat’ eyekntn ‘to stalk ’
aintakn ‘to ϐlatter’ aleka ‘to start’
artib ‘to ϐinish’ oyer ‘to talk’
omr ‘to hear’ okre ‘to throw out’
awo ‘to make’ ibent ‘to tell’
aemura ‘to nod’ owal ‘to unite’
armpa ‘to prevent’ anto ‘to wait’
aempl ‘to play, laugh at’ anto ‘to watch’
aetnangk ‘to order’
Table 5.7: Table of ambivalent lemmas (class 3)

Chapter 6
Verb morphology
This chapter is a description of the morphological structure of verbs in Ngkolmpu, in-
cluding both lexical and inϐlectional morphology. It sets out the internal structure of
all verbs in the language and lists all the afϐixal material for each inϐlectional site. It es-
tablishes all the morphological structure of verbs except for stems which are handled
in Chapter 7. The morphological material discussed in this chapter serves to establish
verbs as a word class on morphological grounds.
Verbs are by far the most morphological complex elements in the language with
paradigms characterisedby an extensive tendency to distribute the exponence of tense,
aspect and mood categories across multiple inϐlectional sites on the verb including
fused with agreement markers. Verbal paradigms are large and verbs are marked for
agreement with up to two arguments, direction, diathesis and verbal number.
Verbs are classiϐied into morphological classes based on their indexing, as either
preϐixing or ambiϐixing (5.6). The set of morphosyntactic and morphosyntactic fea-
tures relevant for describing verbs are listed in Section 6.3. These features serve as the
basis for the more theoretical discussion in later chapters and are expanded upon in
Chapter 9. The bulk of this chapter is dedicated to describing the distribution of the
various morphological forms at each given morphological locus (6.4). These morpho-
logical loci comprise three primary inϐlectional sites and two lexical preϐixes. Verbs
are also characterised by a complex system of stem alternation that interacts with the
inϐlection; this topic is held off until Chapter 7.
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The examples in this chapter are taken from both elicitation and naturalistic data
in order to make the particular relevant forms as explicit as possible. Naturalistic data
is primarily used in establishing the semantics of the categories. However, when dis-
cussing structural and paradigmatic aspects of the verb much of the data comes from
paradigm elicitation. Thus, for the bulk of this chapter elicited data is used.
6.1 How to read this chapter
This chapter provides the descriptive backbone of the remainder of the thesis. Pri-
marily, the chapter concerns itself with establishing the set of relevant information re-
quired to inϐlect a verb, i.e, inϐlectional classes, features, the inϐlectional template and
the set of forms that populate each of the inϐlectional sites.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Ngkolmpu is notable for the way feature values are dis-
tributed across the inϐlectional sites of verbs. This means that the realisation of indi-
vidual feature values is typically complex involving multiple afϐixal elements, each of
which is required to provide a precise interpretation of the inϐlected verb; This phe-
nomenon is known as distributed exponence (Caballero & Harris, 2012, p. 170). Con-
sider the paradigm in Table 6.1. These are the forms of second singular acting on third
person across TAM for the verb opinoi ‘to touch’. Given this paradigm, it is difϐicult to
precisely state what the realisation of any given category is. To illustrate, in order to
state what the realisation of future-irrealis, one is resorted to saying that this category
realised by the combination of the s-, i.e. β, preϐix and either two zero sufϐixes or a nt
sufϐix and the zero sufϐix. Note that the complexity of this description increases once
agreement features are considered as well.
Given these facts, it is often difϐicult to provide a inventory of realisations for each
category as onemight often ϐind in a typical descriptive grammar. Instead, this chapter
will focus on providing the reader with the set of information required to inϐlect a verb
and a discussion of the semantics of each category. However, the reader will have to
wait until Chapter 8 for a more synthetic approach in which the particular realisations
of features combinations are presented.
In order to properly inϐlect a verb in Ngkolmpu, one needs to know both its inϐlec-
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future Potential s-pino-ø-omo-ø s-pino-nt-omo-ø
Imperative-Hortative s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Future-Irrealis s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Present y-pino-ø-ø
Hodiernal Past s-pino-ø-y y-pino-ø-y y-pino-en-ø
Recent Past s-pino-nt(ro)-ø sw-pino-ø-ø
Remote Past s-pino-ngk-ø y-pino-ø-w sw-pino-rnt-ø
Past-Potential y-pino-ngk-ø
Table 6.1: Paradigm of 2ĘČ>3 forms of opinoi ‘to touch’
tional class and the set of features that the verb will inϐlect form. Inϐlectional classes
are established Section 6.2. Inϐlectional features are introduced in Section 6.3. In these
sections, the reader will not be assumed to understand the precise realisation of these
features; instead examples are provided to illustrate facts regarding the semantics and
distribution of the various relevant categories.
The remainder of the chapter involves cataloguing the forms that populate each of
the inϐlectional sites in Ngkolmpu. Each inϐlectional site is introduced and listed. Then,
each of the individual elements are discussed for each inϐlectional site. Thiswill thenbe
supplemented by the information provided on stems in the Chapter ?? and synthesised
in a theory-informed description in Part II of this thesis.
6.2 Overview of morphological classes
There are two broad morphological classes of verbs in Ngkolmpu which are labelled
preϐixing and ambiϐixing following terminology established for Nen by Evans (2015a).
These labels refer to the locus of argument agreement: either by preϐix alone or with
both a preϐix and a sufϐix respectively. There is a strong correlation between morpho-
logical classes and the valence alternation classes established in Chapter 5, although
the nature of the classes is quite different, with morphological classes referring to lex-
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emes and the alternation classes referring to lemmas, i.e. groups of morphologically
related lexemes. Ambiϐixing verbs involve the full set of morphological possibilities
whilst preϐixing verbs partake in only a subset. The morphological templates for verbs
are discussed in Section 6.4.
6.2.1 Ambiϐixing verbs
The largest morphological class of verbs are ambiϐixing verbs, which make up the vast
majority of the verb lexicon, accounting for 90% of collected verbs. These verbs in-
clude:
• all transitive verbs, which index the O argument by the undergoer preϐix and the
A argument by the the actor sufϐix.
• all ditransitive verbs, which index either the recipient or their theme with the
undergoer preϐix, depending on class, and the A argument by the actor sufϐix
• all morphologically middle verbs, which index their sole argument with the ac-
tor sufϐix and the undergoer slot is unϐilled1 or ϐilled with a person/number in-
variant middle preϐix. These are the vast majority of one-place predicates in the
language as well as some two-place predicates. These typically alternate with
a morphologically transitive form. For more details of their syntactic behaviour
see Chapter 5.
Ambiϐixing verbs, unlike preϐixing verbs, have inϐinitives. These are formed from
the extended stem and inϐinitive morphology as discussed in Section 3.1.1. The re-
stricting of inϐinitives to ambiϐixing verbs only is a typological feature of the language
and has been described for both Komnzo (Döhler, 2016) and Nen (Evans, 2015a).
Transitive (6.1a) and ditransitive (6.1b) verbs index two arguments. The morpho-
logically middle verbs index a single argument with the actor sufϐix; these may be syn-
tactically monovalent (6.1c) or bivalent (6.1d). Monovalent middle verbs index their
sole argument with the actor sufϐix whilst bivalent middle verbs index the A argument
with the actor sufϐix.
1i.e. ϐilled with a zero form.
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(6.1) a. Markusu ni nmerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
n-merk-y
1ēĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘Markus followed us.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu omlen pr kati bnaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
oml-en
mother-ĉĆę
pr
tree
kati
leaf
b-nae-y
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.β.U-give.ėĘ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘Markus gave mother the money.’ (earlier today) (perfective)
c. pr pi tawancei
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
t-a-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘That tree fell.’ (earlier today)
d. Markus nongkai bl ominngki
Markus
Markus
nongkai
food
bl
seed
ø-ominngk-y
ĒĎĉ-eat.Ċĝ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘Markus ate yams.’ (earlier today)
There are two subclasses of ambiϐixing verbs which are determined by the initial
phoneme of the stem. Verbs whose stems commence with a vowel have an inherent
diathetic preϐix which restricts their participation in valency constructions. Middle
verbs which have a vowel initial stem do not occur with an additional diathetic pre-
ϐix (Section 6.6.1). No vowel-initial verb stemmay occur in an applicative construction
(5.5.5). Verb stems which commence with a consonant may freely combine with all
morphological material given all other restrictions.
6.2.2 Preϐixing verbs
Preϐixing verbs are a restricted closed class of verbs. Thismorphological class includes
monovalent verbs which index their sole argument with a preϐix (6.2).
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(6.2) a. mpu poi noume
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
n-oume
3.α.U-ys.located.ēĕđ
‘You are sitting there.’
b. pi poi youme
pi
3.ĆćĘ
poi
3.ĆćĘ
y-oume
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ 3.α.U-ys.located.ēĕđ
‘He sitting there.’
(6.3) nmaei yow peto yemeu ngki, Ngkolmpu kara
nmaei
before
yow
ēĊČ
peto
very
y-eme-w
3.α.U-is.located.ĕđ-ėĒę.ĉĚė
ngki,
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
Ngkolmpu
Ngkolmpu
kara
community
‘Long ago, the Ngkolmpu community lived simply.’ (lit. lived not exces-
sively) [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory 006]
This class is common to Yam family languages. In other Yam languages it has been
characterised as displaying predominantly stative semantics (Evans, 2015a). This is
less predominant in Ngkolmpu and represents only about half of thewords in this class
(See Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion of this). The verbs of this morphological
class include positional verbs, which are a closed set of 10 verbs, many of which are
derived from active verbs of placement, and the copula, all of which are stative. But this
class also consists of a number of dynamic verbs including the verbs for walk, stand up,
ϐly, jump, search, die and arrive. The copula has some particularly irregular forms and
is discussed in Section 6.9.
These verbs occur with amore restricted set of the inϐlectional markings discussed
in Section 6.4. They do not occur with middle marking nor may they occur with the
diathetic preϐix. These verbs do occur with actor sufϐixes for most tense, aspect and
mood values, except for those actor sufϐixes which indicate TAM in the singular. In
these cases the actor sufϐix indicates TAM features only.
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6.3 Overview of verbal categories
This section lays out the inϐlectional categories as required to understand the basic
morphological structure of Ngkolmpu verbs.
6.3.1 Tense, aspect and mood
There are a total of 16 tense, aspect andmood categories formally inϐlected on the verb.
The tendency for distributed exponence is most clearly visible in the inϐlectional TAM
marking. This section sets out the set of values which are inϐlected on the verb. The
following section (6.4) indicates the particular inϐlectional markings of the verbs. The
distribution of morphological content on the verb is the dedicated topic of Chapter 8
and discussed in Chapter 9.
It is not entirely possible to separate tense, aspect andmood in Ngkolmpu although
it is useful to discuss them as somewhat independent variables. Distributionally, tense
and aspect largely cross-cut with some interesting interactions discussed below. How-
ever, mood is closely entwined with both tense and aspect and as such cannot be sep-
arated from either of these features. In this section we will discuss these separately,
with the caveat however that things are more complicated than an individuated analy-
sis would suggest. Table 6.2 sets out a paradigm of TAM values. There are three aspect
values, perfective, durative and imperfective (6.3.1.1). These cross-cut with ϐive tense
values, future, present, hodiernal past, recent past and remote past (6.3.1.2). There is
no present perfective form for reasons discussed below and imperfective aspect values
only exist in the past tenses with a collapsing of the tenses hodiernal past and recent
past. There are alsomooddistinctionsbuilt into this paradigmwith threedistinctmood
categories in the future tense across both perfective and durative aspect: future poten-
tial, future-irrealis and imperative-hortative (6.3.1.3). There is also a past potential
form in the remote past tense for the durative aspect.
Formally the TAM marking is largely conϐlated with the agreement afϐixes. There
is dedicated TAMmarking on verbs but the system itself can be considered distributed
across the agreement system and the dedicated inϐlectional TAM sites. The template
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future
future potential future potential
imperative-hortative imperative-hortative
future-irrealis future-irrealis
Present Present
Hodiernal past hodiernal past hodiernal past recent past
Recent past recent past recent past
Remote past remote past remote past remote past
past potential
Table 6.2: Paradigm of TAM values
for verb inϐlection is dicussed in Section 6.4.
6.3.1.1 Aspect
There are three inϐlectional categories of aspect in Ngkolmpu, the perfective, the du-
rative and the imperfective. Traditional accounts of aspect, such as found in Comrie
(1976), are usually organised around the distinction between perfective and imper-
fective. The imperfective may potentially be divided between habitual and continuous
aspects. InNgkolmpu,we see a slightly different pattern inwhich the primary semantic
distinction is between perfective, i.e. construing events without reference to internal
structure, and non-perfective. The semantically non-perfective categories in Ngkol-
mpu, however, do not correspond to the typical divisions found in the aspect typology
literature regarding the imperfective such as Comrie (1976). Instead the distinction
between the two categories is largely one of degree rather than type. The durative and
imperfective may both be used to express events with respect to their internal struc-
ture, although if an event is sufϐiciently extended or repeated then the imperfective is
used. The one area that does provide some correlationwith Comrie (1976) is that only
the imperfective aspect may be used to indicate habitual.
Verbs mark aspect through a combination of undergoer preϐix, TAM sufϐix and the
actor sufϐix depending on the particular TAM value. Typically, all three are needed to
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determine the exact aspect values and so its not possible to state the realisation of a
given aspect value. In addition, for most verbs aspect is also marked through a sys-
tem of stem alternation. However, all aspect values may be determined through afϐixal
information alone, so that stem alternation can be considered a type of multiple expo-
nence of aspect values.
The perfective aspect is used for describing situations as a complete whole without
making reference to the internal structure of the event (Comrie, 1976, p. 16). Punctual,
non-iterative situations are always realised with the perfective aspect, however com-
plex durative events may also be used with the perfective if the speaker chooses not to
make reference to that internal structure. In example (6.4) the speaker is describing
a story in which a man is hunting a cassowary and in this utterance he describes how
theman in the story raised his club and struck the cassowary. Here the verb ‘to hit’ om-
plaei is in the perfective form as it is a single punctual strike. Although a non-punctual
event, the action of raising the club is also described here in the perfective to highlight
the single swift action of striking the cassowary. As has been described for related lan-
guages, Nen (Evans, 2015a) and Komnzo (Döhler, 2016) perfective is frequently used
to indicate an inceptive or inchoative meaning (6.5).
(6.4) bpe piengku moro siengk, pi srsngk, naeimam
bpe
club
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
moro
ċĔĈ
s-ye-ngk-ø
3.β.U-raise.ėĘ-ėĒę.ĕċěĘČ.A
pi
3.ĆćĘ
s-rso-ngk-ø
3.β.U-hit.ėĘ-ėĒę.ĕċě-ĘČ.A
naeimam
dead
‘He raised his club and he hit it dead.’ [20141108-KCD-YG-CassowaryStory
040]
(6.5) baoror kongkonm tenkrnt sempo yentunto kelimungke
boaror
late.afternoon
kongko-nm
sun-ĎēĘ
t-e-n-kre-nt-ø
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-ęĔĜ-return.ėĘ-ėĈę.ĕċě-ĘČA
sempo
again
yentun=to
continue=Ćĉě
kelimu-ngke
forest-Ćđđ
‘In the late afternoon, we commenced returning again through the forest.’
[20120924-KCD-KD-FishingStory 009]
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For verbs which display a stem alternation, a speciϐic stem, labelled the restricted
stem, only may occur with perfective aspect and this stem may not occur in any other
aspect. Stems are introduced in Section 6.5 and discussed in detail Chapter 7. Perfec-
tive, in this language, is highly restricted and cannot occur with pluractional events;
these events consist of either an event repeated three or time or a absolutive argument
with a cardinality of three or more. Notice that the combination of repeated event
(6.6b) or a plural, i.e. 3+, absolutive argument (6.6c) are ungrammatical. Instead, to
express these pluractional events either the durative or imperfective aspect must be
used (6.6d) and a perfective meaning is not possible. See Chapter 7 for a much more
detailed discussion of the interactions between pluractionality and aspect.
(6.6) a. Markusu Jon srsoi
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
Jon
John
s-rso-y
3.β.U-hit.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘Markus hit John.’ (perfective)
b. *Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
Jon
John
yuowmpr
three.times
s-rso-y
3.β.U-hit.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘Markus hit John three times.’ (perfective)
c. *Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
3.ĆćĘ
s-rso-y
3.β.U-hit.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘Markus hit those three.’ (perfective)
d. Markusu yuow mel pi implaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-mplae-y
3.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘Markus hit those three.’ (durative)
The imperfective and durative, by contrast, classify the event as occurring with in-
ternal duration. The durative is the default form and portrays events that are either
non-punctual (6.7a) or iterative (6.7b). When occurring with the iterative form, the
extended or plural stem is used depending on verb class, as discussed in Chapter 7. Di-
agnostic of this class is the ability to occur with either the durative stem (6.8a), glossed
as ĉĚė, or the extended stem (6.8b), glossed as Ċĝ. For positional verbs, it may occur
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with either the non-plural (6.9a) or plural stem (6.9b). These stems are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7.
(6.7) a. moro sumakr pnm mensnm
moro
ċĔĈ
sw-makr-ø
3.γ.U-burn.Ċĝ
pnm
ĉĊĒ.ĎēĘ
mens-nm
ϐire-ĎēĘ
‘I cooked (the ϐish)with the ϐire.’ [20130820-KCD-YG-YonasFishing 014]
b. yempokanmto sriantnt, soro mpu, kamplaentei, pna prurwa
yempoka-nm=to
two-ĎēĘ=Ćĉě
s-r-yantn-nt,
3.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-go.ĕđ-ċĚę,
soro
women
mpu,
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ,
k-amplae-nt-ei,
ĒĎĉ.ċĚę-hit.Ċĝ-ċĚę-ċĚę.ēĘČ.A
pna
because
prur-wa
lazy-Ćĉď
‘Off you go two at a time, you women, hit yourselves because you are
lazy.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 101]
(6.8) a. Markusu Jon sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
Jon
John
sw-merk-ø
3.γ.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
’Markus followed John.’ (yesterday)
b. Markusu Jon sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
Jon
John
sw-merkntn-ø
3.γ.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus followed John.’ (yesterday) (repeatedly)
(6.9) a. Mwa poi ikn
mwa
house
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
y-kn
3.α.U-be.located.ēĕđ
‘The house stands there.’
b. Mwa poi ikan
mwa
house
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
y-kan
3.α.U-be.located.ĕđ
‘The houses stand there.’
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The category of imperfective covers a more extended sense of imperfectivity than
the durative. It is restricted to the past tense values only. The imperfective is used for
habituals, both present (6.10a) and past (6.10b). It is used for sufϐiciently extended
events, either in duration (6.11a) or iteration (6.11b). It is not clear what is the precise
sufϐicient extent which distinguishes the imperfective from the durative. The term im-
perfective has been chosen for this category since it covers a lot of the semantic ground
that traditional imperfective forms cover, including iterated, continuous and crucially,
habitual.
(6.10) a. pne kraru Markus pi imerkntnen yentunto
pne
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.ċĔĈ
krar-w
dog-ĊėČ.ĘČ
Markus
Markus
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-merkntn-en-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
yentun=to
continue=Ćĉě
‘That dog always follows Markus.’
b. pne kraru Markus pi ymerkntnrnt yentunto
pne
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.ċĔĈ
krar-w
dog-ĊėČ.ĘČ
Markus
Markus
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-merkntn-rnt-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
yentun=to
continue=Ćĉě
‘That dog always followed Markus.’
(6.11) a. Kiror poi swontarnt
Kiror
Kiror
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
sw-onta-rnt
3.γ.U-live.ĕđ-ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ
‘They lived there inKiror (old village).’ [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory
014]
b. Ale pinta pr onto susornte mpaeswmnm
Ale
fathers
pinta
3.ēĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
onto
can
sw-so-rnt-e
3.γ.U-mince.ĕđ-ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ-ĎĒĕċ.ēĘČ.A
mpaeswm-nm
axe-ĎēĘ
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‘The men chopped the wood with axe heads.’
[20131005-KCD-YG-MapStory 010]
6.3.1.2 Tense
The ϐivedistinct tense values that verbsmaybe inϐlected for inNgkolmpuare as follows:
• future
• present
• hodiernal past
• recent past
• remote past
These are inϐlected, as with other TAM values, through a combination of the undergoer
preϐix, the TAM sufϐix and the actor sufϐix. These display some restriction as to their
combinatoricswith aspect valueswhich is visible in the Table 6.2. All tenses occurwith
the durative aspect. There is no present tense with the perfective aspect, whichwe can
attribute to the semantics of the system as perfective events are portrayed without re-
spect to their internal duration, which naturally conϐlictswith a present tense event oc-
curring at the moment of speech. Finally, only the past tenses occur with imperfective
aspect and the three-way past distinction is reduced to just two past tense categories.
Future tense forms are used for future time reference (6.12). There are three dis-
tinct moods in the future tense. These are future-irrealis, future potential and the
imperative-hortative; this is discussed in the following section in more detail.
(6.12) ngko powa kreibentnt mpon
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
po-wa
coconut-ĈĆĚĘ
k-r-eibent-nt
ĒĎĉ.ċĚę-ē2.ċĚę-tell-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
mpon
2ĘČ.ĉĆę
‘I will tell you of the coconut.’ [20140212 KCD-ML-DreamStory 001]
The present tense is used for events which occur at themoment of speaking (6.13).
These, naturally, are durative in nature.
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(6.13) mpaito klawo mpai ngkyitnongk pi
mpaito
now
klawo
child
mpai
ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngk=y-tnongk-ø
ĕėĔĝ=3.α.U-write-ĘČ.A
pi
3.ĆćĘ
‘Now, you child are writing this down.’ [20120930 KCD-KD-BeforeStory
071]
The most complex tense distinctions occur in the past, with a three way past dis-
tinction between hodiernal past, recent past and remote past. There is no evidence of
superclassing or semantically default past tense (Corbett, 2012, p. 21). The hodiernal
past is used to refer to events that occurbefore the speechevent yet earlier today (6.14).
Speakers will often say this is from midnight until the speech moment. In practice, it
refers to an event from when the speaker had woken up that day; when discussing an
event that happened before going to sleep but after midnight rather than the hodier-
nal past it will be the recent past that would be typically used, although I do not have
a recorded example of this. The hodiernal past can also be used as a relative tense
(Comrie, 1985) for an event which occurs before the context time (6.15).
(6.14) Oml ngki mpanmpa anni, mwampa
Oml
mother
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
mpan-mpa
side-Ććđ
ann-y,
come.ēĕđ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
mwa-mpa
house-Ććđ
‘This woman has come from over the side, from (her) house.’ [20131009-
KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 001]
(6.15) ntop mens ngkai sikerai poi, ymakeri
ntop
big
mens
ϐire
s-iker-ai
3.β.U-build.ϐire.ėĘ-ėĒę.ēĘČ.A
poi,
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
y-maker-y
3.α.U-burn.Ċĝ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘We made a big ϐire there, then I grilled (the ϐish).’ [20130918-KCD-KD-
RiverStory2012 016]
The recent past tense is used to indicate an eventwhich occurred yesterday and po-
tentially the day before. The recent boundary of the time reference strictly refers to an
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event which occurred before the start of the day of the speech event (6.16a). However,
the distal boundary is slightly less clear; in elicitation speakers typically state that the
recent past tense is used for only yesterday. In practice this is less clearly adhered to,
the example in (6.16b), taken from ϐield notes, was uttered two days after the event.
(6.16) a. montena moro kunyani klaempiwi likongke
montena
yesterday
moro
ċĔĈ
kw-n-ya=ni
ėĈę.ĉĚė-1.ēĘČ.α.U-walk.ĕđ=1.ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
klaempi-wi
children-ĆĘĘĔĈ
liko-ngke
river-Ćđđ
‘Yesterday, we walked to the river with the children.’ [20120924-KCD-
KD-FishingStory 001]
b. poi kwantn, yuai-yuai
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
kw-w-antn,
ėĈę.ĉĚė-1ĘČ.α.U-go.ĕđ
yuai-yuai
go.Ďēċ-go.Ďēċ
‘I was travelling around there.’
The remote past tense is used to indicate an event which occurred two days ago or
earlier. There is distal boundary to this category and it can refer to events that can be
two days ago, such as in the story in (6.17a), or at the dawn of time (6.17b).
(6.17) a. ngko yuaito moro teiyengk yirow
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
yuai=to
go.Ďēċ=Ćĉě
moro
ċĔĈ
t-e-iye-ngk-ø
ĕċě.ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-mention.ėĘ-ėĒę.ĕċě-ĘČ.A
yirow
Rawa.Biru
‘I mentioned that I was going on a trip to Rawa Biru.’ [20130921-KCD-
ML-MamasVisitToRB-001]
b. nmaei ni ngkoro kunontarnt...
nmaei
before
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
ngkoro
thus
kw-n-onta-rnt
ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ-1ēĘČ.α.U-ys.loc.ĕđ-ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ
‘Long ago, we lived like this...’ [20120930-KCD-KD-BeforeStory 001]
As stated, the imperfective aspect is restricted topast time reference and thehodier-
nal past and recent past tenses are collapsed into a single category. Though I label
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this category recent past imperfective, it comprises the absolute time reference of both
hodiernal (6.18a) and recent past tenses (6.18b). It cannot be used in a relative time
sense as with the hodiernal tense. This form is also used for the habitual (6.18c).
(6.18) a. kaewimpa, poi kwantnn, yuai-yuai, nmto yow termi
kewi-mpa,
hunting-Ććđ,
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
kw-w-antn-en,
ėĈę.ĉĚė-1ĘČ.α.U-go.ĕđ
yuai-yuai,
go.Ďēċ-go.Ďēċ
nmto
something
yow
ēĊČ
t-e-rm-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-shoot.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
’I’ve just come from hunting, I was walking here and there, but not a
thing was shot.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 007]
b. poi nontayen seki nelni
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
n-onta-en
1ēĘČ.α.U-ys.loc.ĕđ-ėĈę.ĎĒĕċ
seki
tree.type
nel-ni
ground-đĔĈ
‘there we sat under a seki tree.’ (yesterday)
[20120924-KCD-KD-FishingStory 002]
c. pne kraru Markus pi ymerkntnen yentunto
pne
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.ċĔĈ
krar-w
dog-ĊėČ.ĘČ
Markus
Markus
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-merkntn-en-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
yentun=to
continue=Ćĉě
‘That dog always follows Markus.’
6.3.1.3 Mood
The primary mood distinction is between realis and irrealis. Unlike the tense and as-
pect systems, which are largely cross-cutting variables, the mood system is more com-
plex in theway that it combines with the other categories. More detailed discussion on
the nature of the independence of these features is found in Chapter 9.
All the non-future tense and aspect combinations above are realis-indicativemood.
Realis is notmarked on the verb and represents the default interpretation of themodal
semantics. It represents that the event is a state of fact or that the speaker believes the
event is a statement of fact.
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In the future tense there is a three-way distinction within the irrealis mood. These
categories are labelled the future-irrealis, the imperative-hortative and the future po-
tential. The future-irrealis is used for basic future time reference (6.19a). It is also used
to mark hypothetical statements or instructions in procedural texts. Example (6.19b)
comes from a text on how to properly start a garden. In these example, we have future-
potential forms which are indicated by the generic future markers glossed as ċĚę. The
future-irrealis is the typical form given in elicitation when no context is given.
(6.19) a. ngko powa kreibentnt mpon
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
po-wa
coconut-ĈĆĚĘ
k-r-eibent-nt
ĒĎĉ.ċĚę-ē2.ċĚę-tell-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
mpon
2ĘČ.ĉĆę
‘I will tell you of the coconut.’ [20140212 KCD-ML-DreamStory 001]
b. mens-mens kreye poi
mens-mens
ϐire-ϐire
k-r-e-e
ċĚę.ĒĎĉ-ē2.ċĚę-make.ĉĚė-1.ēĘČ.A
poi
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.đĔĈ
‘We would make a big ϐire there.’ [20140205-KCD-YG-Gardening 009]
Closely related to this form is the imperative-hortative. which is formally identical
to the future-irrealis forms except in cases of second singular or ϐirst non-singular un-
dergoer agreement. This distinction is most clear in the preϐixing verbs, which mark
their sole argument with a preϐix. In these verbs, there is a clear formal distinction
between future-irrealis and imperative-hortative forms (6.20). However in ambiϐixing
verbs, the majority of imperative-hortative uses do not entail a second singular or ϐirst
non-singular undergoer, since in these verbs the second singular or ϐirst non-singular
wouldbe theAargument in a transitive construction and therefore indexed as the actor.
In these cases the forms are identical to the future-irrealis mood (6.21). The difference
between future-irrealis and imperative-hortative in such cases is only visible once you
have an imperative with a ϐirst non-singular undergoer as in (6.22).
(6.20) a. mpu mwangke ntmakrnt
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
nt-makr-nt
2ĘČ.β’.U-go.ĉĚė-ĉĚė.ċĚę
‘You will go home.’
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b. mpu mwangke knmakrnt
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
kn-makr-nt
2ĘČ.β.U-go.ĉĚė-ĉĚė.ċĚę
‘(You) go home!’
(6.21) mpai pi srso
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
s-rso-ø
3.β.U-hit.ėĘ-ĘČ.A
‘You will hit him.’ (future) or ‘Hit him!’ (imperative).
(6.22) a. mpai ni ntrso
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1.ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
nt-rso-ø
1.ēĘČ.β.U-hit.ėĘ-ĘČ.A
‘You will hit us.’ (future)
b. mpai ni knrso
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1.ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kn-rso-ø
1.ēĘČ.β’.U-hit.ėĘ-ĘČ.A
‘Hit us!’ (imperative)
There are also two potential moods which mark events which are not actual but
considered possible. The future potential marks an event which is possible in the fu-
ture. The example in (6.23a) is from a description of amourning ritual which describes
people being freed from a fast involving certain taboo relationships between people.
The example is reported speech in which the reported speaker announces that they
may now visit the addressee whilst previously they could not. The past potential is
used to talk about past events which did not actually occur but had the potential to oc-
cur (6.23b). The past potential form above always is formed with the alpha preϐix plus
the ngk sufϐix. It may occur in either durative (6.23c) or perfective (6.23b) aspect as
indicated by the stem.
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(6.23) a. ngko briantntomo mpangke
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
b-r-yantn-nt-omo
1ĘČ.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-go.ĕđ-ĉĚė.ĉĚė-ċĚę.ĕĔę
mpangke
2ĘČ.Ćđđ
‘I may go to you.’ [20131009-KCD-KD-AdatVideoVoiceover 057]
b. kmaeko irsongk prngke pop
kmae=ko
try=Ďėė
y-rso-ngk-ø
3.α.U-hit.ėĘ-ĕĘę.ĕĔę-ĘČ.A
pr-ngke
tree-Ćđđ
pop
true
‘She was about to hit (the child) on the log.’
[20141120-KCD-YH-HuntressStory 058]
c. kmaeko implaengk prngke pop
kmae=ko
try=Ďėė
y-mplae-ngk-ø
3.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĕĘę.ĕĔę-ĘČ.A
pr-ngke
tree-Ćđđ
pop
true
‘She was about to beat (the child) on the log.’
6.3.2 Agreement
Verbs mark agreement for up to two arguments, actor and undergoer as discussed.
These mark person and number for both arguments and gender in the undergoer pre-
ϐix. All argument number is marked on a singular vs. non-singular basis (6.24) in both
pronouns and agreement.
(6.24) a. ngko tawancei
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
t-a-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘I fell.’ (earlier today)
b. ni yempoka mel tawanceme
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
yempoka
two
mel
head
t-a-wance-me
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-čĔĉ.1.ēĘČ.A
‘We two fell.’ (earlier today)
Actor agreement largely only indexes number. Person is never marked in the sin-
gular, although for some TAM values there is a person distinction in the non-singular.
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This personmarking varies according to the TAM category. For one series non-singular
person is marked opposing ϐirst non-singular against second and third non-singular.
The other actor agreement series groups ϐirst and second non-singular against third
non-singular. The formal details of each series is discussed in Section 6.8.2.
Undergoer agreement indexes all three persons and numbers, except that num-
ber is not distinguished in the third person. The undergoer paradigm has an unusual
paradigm shape characterised by underspeciϐication and referrals. The description of
this is found in Section 6.7.1 and a more explicit analysis is found later in the thesis in
Section 9.3.1.
Gender plays a minor part in undergoer agreement. Ngkolmpu does not display
a true gender system in which all nominals are classiϐied as belonging to a particular
gender; rather it marks natural gender, i.e. biological sex, of singular animate beings.
Gender is restricted to being marked on the undergoer preϐix. Singular female refer-
ents are marked (6.25a) using a form which identical in form to either the ϐirst person
singular agreement marker or the middle marker. Males, inanimates and non-singular
undergoers regardless of sex aremarked identically (6.25b). In thisway, female gender
is indicated whilst all other categories use the default form.
(6.25) a. Markusu pi umerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-merk-y
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed her.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu pi imerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-merk-y
3ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed him or them.’ (earlier today)
The status of the agreement features are also relevant for the discussion of feature
distribution in Section 8.3. Person and number features are also important for the dis-
cussion regarding autonomous organisation in Section 9.3.
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6.3.3 Diathesis
The category of morphological diathesis is indicated on ambiϐixing verbs only. Ambi-
ϐixing verbs are unmarked in the transitive, or marked with the diathetic vowel when
in either middle or applicative. These verb forms then participate in distinct valence-
related constructions as established in Chapter 5. This morphological voice is corre-
lated with syntactic valence but the two are not perfectly aligned.
Verbs unmarked for diathesis occur with both the actor sufϐix and the undergoer
preϐix. The transitive form of the verb always occurs in transitive constructions as per
Section 5.4.2.3. Middle verbs occur with the diathetic preϐix discussed in Section 6.6.1.
They also occur with the actor sufϐix, however they do not occur with the undergoer
preϐix. Instead, they occurwith themiddle preϐix orwithnopreϐix in this same location,
depending on theTAMvalue of the verb. Themiddle verb occurs in a number of distinct
valence constructions. The applicative formof the verb occurswith the diathetic preϐix,
the actor sufϐix and the undergoer preϐix. For these verbs, however, the undergoer
preϐix indexes a benefactive argument rather than the O argument. The applicative
form only occurs in the applicative construction.
6.3.4 Direction
Verbs in Ngkolmpu may be marked for the direction of the event although this is a
rather restricted aspect of the verbal morphology. For events that entail a movement
toward the situational locus of the speech event, this may be marked with n occurring
immediately before the stem. This may refer to the location of the speech event or a
relative position signiϐicant to the narrative. Verbs not marked with a directional pre-
ϐix are not speciϐied for direction. A more detailed discussion can be found in Section
6.6.2.
6.4 Structure of the Ngkolmpu verb
This section describes the Ngkolmpu verb as comprised of a number of distinct mor-
phological loci or sites. These sites represent the layers of inϐlectional and lexical ma-
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terial including the complex stem. This chapter focuses on the inϐlectional and lexical
layers whilst the system of stem alternation, which is conditioned inϐlection, is dis-
cussed in the following chapter (Chapter 7). In this chapter, each morphological site
is deϐined by the competing forms for that position. Each site is discussed in turn with
the competing forms listed for each site along with their morphosyntactic and seman-
tic distribution. A more synthetic approach to describing the inϐlectional categories
can be found in Section 8.1.
Table 6.3 is themaximalmorphological template for verbs in Ngkolmpu. This holds
for ambiϐixing verbs which have a consonant initial stem. Those which have a vowel
initial stem follow the same template although they may not occur with an additional
diathetic marker. All other verbs involve a subset of this maximal template and will
be discussed in turn. This template consists of a verb stem, a set of lexical preϐixes
and two sets of inϐlectional afϐixes, a set of sufϐixes and a set of preϐixes. The stem is
broken down into a root and an optional thematic; themapping of stems to inϐlectional
features is brieϐly introduced in Section ?? and in discussed in full details in Chapter
7. The lexical preϐixes (6.6) consist of the directional (6.6.2) and the diathetic preϐixes
(6.6.1). The inϐlectional preϐixes include the undergoer preϐix (6.7.1) which indexes
the person, number and gender of the undergoer argument. It is also involved in TAM
marking. This can be further separated into two component elements for certain TAM
and person/number combinations to a TAMmarker and agreement marker. The other
element in the inϐlectional preϐixes is the cross-indexing marker which indicates the
person of either argument in future tenses (6.7.2). The inϐlection sufϐixes consist of a
TAM sufϐix which indicates various TAM combinations without reference to agreement
marking (6.8.1). The second element in the inϐlectional sufϐix is the actormarkerwhich
indexes the person and number of the actor as well as TAM information (6.8.2).
Morphological middles take a slightly restricted verbal template. They must oc-
cur with the diathetic preϐix as discussed and instead of the undergoer slot preϐix they
take a middle preϐix. Otherwise the template is identical to that presented in Table
6.3. Preϐixing verbs on the other hand have a considerably more restricted template
as presented in Table 6.4. They may not occur with the diathetic preϐix and the actor
agreement slot only serves to mark TAM information and does not indicate any agree-
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Inϐlectional preϐixes Lexical preϐixes Stem Inϐlectional sufϐixes
undergoer TAM actor
(ęĆĒ)
UndergoerĕĊėĘ/ēĚĒ + ęĆĒ
(Cross-indexĕĊėĘ )
(Diathetic)
(Directional)
Root
(Thematic)
(ęĆĒ
sufϐix)*
ActorĕĊėĘ/ēĚĒ
+
ęĆĒ
Table 6.3: Maximal verbal template
ment.
Inϐlectional preϐixes Stem Inϐlectional sufϐixes
Undergoer TAM TAM
(ęĆĒ)
undergoerĕĊėĘ/ēĚĒ + ęĆĒ
(Cross-indexĕĊėĘ )
(Directional)
Root
(Thematic)
(ęĆĒ
sufϐix)*
ęĆĒ
Table 6.4: Preϐixing verbal template
Due to the nature of exponence relations in Ngkolmpu it is impossible to associate
most inϐlectional sites, or even pieces of inϐlection material, to any single or combina-
tion of features or values. The converse is also true in that it is also impossible to asso-
ciate many features or values to any single point of inϐlection. As such, the discussion
here will focus on the formal aspects of morphological material whilst the following
chapters will take a more detailed look at the distribution of these categories. For this
reason, morphological sites are given labels based on their dominant or most obvious
morphological feature although at times this will be largely arbitrary. As such, these
labels must be considered just labels which correspond to some functional content to
ease comprehension. Do not take this to mean that all phonological content in a given
site marks the functional content of the label relevant to that site or that it marks only
that function.
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The agreement preϐixes group (§ 6.7.1) is complex and consists of two layers: the
TAM preϐix and the undergoer agreement. These two layers may also contain a port-
manteau covering both layers. Following this there is additional agreement in the form
of the cross-indexing marker, which marks non-second person for both arguments.
Following this is the lexical preϐix group which consists of diathetic and directional
preϐixes which immediately precede the verb stem (§ 6.6). Immediately following the
verb stem are a series of aspect and mood markers (§ 6.8) which allow some highly
restricted co-occurrences. Finally there is the actor agreement marker which, like the
undergoer markers, also encodes tense, aspect and mood (§ 6.8.2).
This chapter organises eachof themorphological elements into larger groupsbased
on contiguity and function, such as grouping the TAM sufϐix and the actor agreement
into a single unit labelled the inϐlectional sufϐixes. This is due to the fact that it is slightly
misleading to discuss verbs in a true templatic sense due to the complex exponence
relations. This section will discuss each of these groups in turn, detailing any internal
structure within the group.
6.5 Stems
A full discussion of the distribution of stems is reserved until the following chapter.
However, at this point is necessary to provide the readerwith a brief overview of forms
and glossing practices as used in this chapter.
Verbs in Ngkolmpu display a system of rich alternation driven by interactions be-
tween pluractionality and aspect. Brieϐly, the two parameters cross-cut indicating an
event is either pluractional or non-pluractional and one of three aspect values: perfec-
tive, durative or imperfective. Different verbs inNgkolmpudisplay different patterns of
stem distribution over this set of categories. For some verbs, the distribution of stems
is purely semantic, i.e. corresponding to a single feature value. For these verbs, stan-
dard glossing practiceswill be used inwhich the stemswill be labelled for the semantic
category as in (6.26).
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(6.26) pi yakreyen nkompa pompa
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-akre-en-ø
3.α.U-walk.ĎĒĕċ-ĎĒĕċ-ĘČ.A
ngkompa
ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
‘He was walking here and there.’ (Imperfective)
For most other verbs the distribution of stems is more complex. In these cases,
verbs have up to three stems labelled: restricted, durative and extended. The default
stem distribution is presented in Table ??. There are a few things worth noting at this
point. The extended stem, glossed Ċĝ, serves to indicate that an event is either imper-
fective or pluractional. The durative stem, ĉĚė, is used for a non-pluractional durative
event. Finally, the restricted stem, ėĘ, is used for non-pluractional perfective events.
Pluractional perfective events are not possible in Ngkolmpu. It should also be noted
that many verbs are defective in lacking one of the three stems. A full discussion of the
semantics and interaction of these categories is the topic of the next chapter and I will
not repeat the argumentation here. Instead, it should be noted that these categories
will be assumed for the analysis presented in this chapter.
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional Restricted Durative Extended
Pluractional - Extended Extended
Table 6.5: Default pattern of verbal stem distribution
Finally, other verbs display a single stem which does not alternate for aspect and
pluractionality. In these cases, no additional glosses will be added to the stem. One
example of this is the verb eibentei as presented in (6.27).
(6.27) Markus Jon yeibenti
Markus
Markus
Jon
Jon
y-eibent-y
3.α.U-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus told John.’ (durative, earlier today)
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6.6 The lexical preϐixes
This section discusses the two lexical preϐixes. The ϐirst is the diathetic preϐix, which
marks ambiϐixing verbs as being either middle or applicative. The other is the direc-
tional elementwhichmarks direction toward the speech event, i.e. venitive. Compared
to the inϐlectional categories of agreement and TAM, which in Ngkolmpu involve very
complex patterns of organisation, these two elements are quite straightforward.
6.6.1 Diathetic preϐix
Between the inϐlectional preϐix and before the directional or stem may occur the dia-
thetic valence marker. This vowel occurs with ambiϐixing verbs that have stems start-
ing with a consonant. It serves to mark both middle verbs and applicatives. In this
sense it can be thought of as marking the verb as deviating from canonical transitiv-
ity in either direction. This vowel harmonises with the ϐirst vowel in the verb stem as
discussed in Section 2.5.2.
Example (6.28) shows thediathetic preϐix occurringwith amiddle formverb (6.28a)
and the benefactive applicative (6.28c). The example in (6.28b) shows the vowel not
occurring in a standard transitive. This pattern is the same for all ambiϐixing verbs
whose stemdoes not beginwith a vowel. This preϐix takes the formof a non-high vowel
which harmonises with the ϐirst non-high vowel of the verb stem. This harmony effect
follows the rules set out in Section 2.5.2.
(6.28) a. Markus tawancei
Markus
Markus
t-a-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘Markus fell.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu pr pi swancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
s-wance-y
3U.ĕċě-fall.ėĘ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘Markus felled the tree.’
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c. Markusu pr pi nson bawancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nson
1ĘČ.ĉĆę
b-a-wance-y
1ĘČU.ėĘ-ĉĎĆ-fall.ĕċě-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘Markus felled the tree for me.’
The single diathetic preϐix for all non-canonically transitive verbs is a common fea-
ture of the Tonda subgroup languages. This is contrasted with the Nambu languages
in which there are distinct valency increasing and decreasing markers (Evans, 2015b)
(Siegel, 2015). Arguably, this was a distinction made in the protolanguage that has
been lost in Tonda.
As stated, ambiϐixing verbs which have stems which commence with a vowel may
not occur with the diathetic preϐix. Interestingly, the majority of vowels in this posi-
tion similarly harmonise with the following vowel in the stem. This suggests that these
vowels are fossilised diathetic preϐixes inherent to the stem. Another point of inter-
est is that these verbs cannot participate in the benefactive applicative construction.
This would potentially suggest that they lack a true transitive form and have a inher-
ent benefactive reading as a transitive verb. This is a tempting argument when you
consider examples like (6.29).
(6.29) a. Markus eibentei teibenti
Markus
Markus
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
t-eibent-y
ĒĎĉ.β-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus told a story.’ (earlier today)
b. Markus Jon yeibenti
Markus
Markus
Jon
Jon
y-eibent-y
3.α.U-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus told John.’ (earlier today)
Example (6.29a) shows the verb eibentei ‘to tell’ as a middle verb. In this example,
the middle verb participates in the cognate object construction (§ 5.4.2.1), whilst in
example (6.29b) the verb is transitive. One possible analysis would suggest that vowel
initial verb stems have an inherent benefactive or recipient reading to them. So that
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having a vowel initial stem and undergoer agreement as in (6.29b) aligns the under-
goer with a recipient. These verbs would then simply lack any corresponding conso-
nant initial transitive form. This would unify the structure in (6.29b) with the applica-
tive constructions. However, this analysis is less convincing when you consider other
verbswith an inherent vowel that are closer to prototypical transitive verbs, i.e. ‘to put’,
’to put out’. These same verbs do not have recipient undergoers in their corresponding
bivalent construction (6.30) rather their undergoers are themes. Thus, a simpler anal-
ysis suggests that these forms simply have an embedded vowel that ϐills the diathetic
slot but which no longer serves to indicate diathesis. Middle verbs are possible since
they take a different preϐix in the undergoer slot and are still distinguishable, however
applicatives would be formally indistinguishable from the transitive form since they
take the same undergoer marker and therefore are not possible.
(6.30) mpai sento pi teimer mwampa
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
sento
bird
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
t-eimer-ø
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.β.U-put.out.ėĘ-ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mwa-mpa
house-Ććđ
‘(You) throw the birds out of the house!’ (imperative) (perfective)
In Chapter 5 I give a list of all the verbs which begin with an inherent vowel. We
can see from that list that there is no clear semantic classiϐication which we can use to
characterise this class or explain the inherent diathetic vowel.
6.6.2 Directional
The direction of an event ismarkedwith -n- in the venitive, i.e. toward the speech event
or frame of reference. This is glossed as ęĔĜ. When it is lacking there is no directional
meaning associated with the event. Example (6.31a) shows the directional marker oc-
curring on the verb whilst example (6.31b) shows a verb unmarked for direction. This
particular form is identical to the venitive marker in Komnzo (Döhler, 2016) occur-
ring in the same slot. However, Ngkolmpu lacks the andative marker found in that
language. Interestingly, the ordering in Tonda languages between the directional and
the diathetic preϐix is the opposite of the Nambu languages (Evans, 2015a).
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(6.31) a. Pr pi tanwancei
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
t-a-n-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-ęĔĜ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘The tree fell toward us.’ (earlier today)
b. Pr pi tawancei
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
t-a-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-ęĔĜ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘The tree fell.’ (earlier today)
The point of reference for the direction need not be located at the location of the
speakeror addresseebut canbe thepoint of referenceof the speechevent. Theexample
in (6.32) was uttered during a ϐictional story that could not be placed in space relative
to the speech event.
(6.32) pompa, moro yanmakr mwangke
pompa,
there.Ććđ
moro
ċĔĈ
y-a-n-makr
3.α.U-ĉĎĆ-ęĔĜ-walk.ĉĚė
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
‘then, he came to the house.’
The absence of a directional preϐix does not necessarily preclude a venitive mean-
ing; rather, the verb itself is unmarked for direction. In this way, it is clear that the
absence of form here is not meaningful and this is not a two-part paradigmatic con-
trast. Thus, the directional element is clearly less inϐlectional if we consider obligatory
realisation as a diagnostic of inϐlection. Following this, we can say that this is suggestive
that directionality is not a part of the inϐlectional system but aword formation process.
Example (6.33) states that the actor will return to the village. The village in the story is
the village of Yanggandur where the speech event is taking place, yet the directionality
is not speciϐied although possible.
(6.33) yekinm, nkreke potarngke
yeki-nm
morning-ĎēĘ
n=k-r-eke-ø
ċĔĈ=ĒĎĉ.ċĚę-ċĚę-return.home.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
potar-ngke
village-Ćđđ
‘In the morning, he will return to the village.’
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6.7 The inϐlectional preϐixes
The inϐlectional preϐixes consist of the undergoer preϐix and the cross-indexing preϐix.
The undergoer preϐix is one of themore complex inϐlectional elements in the language.
It serves tomarkundergoer agreement for person, number and gender. It also serves to
mark tense, aspect and mood. This preϐix can also be broken into the subcomponents
for certain TAM and agreement values, these being the TAM preϐix and the undergoer
marker. The cross-index marker serves to indicate person values of either actor or
undergoer in future forms only.
6.7.1 The undergoer preϐix
The undergoer agreement group is made up of twomorphological layers: a TAM preϐix
and the undergoer agreement. The undergoer agreement markers are one of the most
morphological complex elements of the entire language. The complexity of these forms
has been discussed by Donohue (2015) and is also discussed in Chapter 9. The under-
goer marker serves to mark agreement of the undergoer role, i.e. the O argument of
transitive ambiϐixing verbs and the S arguments of preϐixing verbs. In addition, it plays
an important part in the distribution of TAM information across the verb. However,
it is difϐicult to provide a precise TAM value interpretation of the undergoer preϐix as
a result of the way TAM marking is distributed in Ngkolmpu. As such, we shall treat
the TAM value of the undergoer forms as distributionally belonging to a number of se-
ries, marked as α, β and γ following Evans (2015a), which represent abstract clusters
of potential functions.
6.7.1.1 TAM preϔix
The tense preϐix makes up part of the γ-series of the undergoer preϐix although it also
displays evidence that it has a distribution independent of the undergoer preϐix. It
marks tense, aspect andmoodand interactswith theperson, number andgender agree-
ment of the undergoer for non-middle forms. The preϐix marks recent past tense in the
durative aspect (6.34a) and remote past in the imperfective aspect (6.34b).
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1 2 3ĒĆĘĈ 3ċĊĒ
SG kw kw sw kw
NSG kw sw sw kw
Table 6.6: Paradigm of the TAM preϐix
(6.34) a. Markusu ngko kumplae
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1.ĆćĘ
kw-w-mplae-ø
ėĈę-1.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus beat me.’ (yesterday)
b. Markusu ngko kumplaernt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1.ĆćĘ
kw-w-mplae-rnt-ø
ėĒę-1.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĒę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was beating me.’ (two or more days ago)
There are only two forms for this preϐix, kw- and sw-, or more technically /kW/ and
/sW/ where the capital ‘W’ is the underspeciϐied phoneme /W/ discussed in Section
2.3. The set of forms are set out in Table 6.6. The kw- preϐix is the default form and
is used for everything except the generic third person marking, which includes third
person singular male and third person non-singular as well as second non-singular.
These are all indicated by the sw- form. Examples below show the preϐix occurringwith
ϐirst person (6.35a-6.35b) and second singular (6.35c). In these examples it co-occurs
with the undergoer preϐix. Notice that in the orthography line in example 6.35a the
undergoer preϐix is not present on the surface due to morphophonological processes
which deletes the double /W/ (see Chapter 2). However, it is clearly present when
combined with the n preϐix as in (6.35c).
(6.35) a. Markusu ngko kumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-w-merk-ø
ėĈę.ĉĚė-1ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Markus followed me.’ (yesterday)
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b. Markusu ni kunmerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-n-merk-ø
ėĈę.ĉĚė-1ēĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Markus followed us.’ (yesterday)
c. Markusu mpu kunmerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-n-merk-ø
ėĈę.ĉĚė-2ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Markus followed you.’ (yesterday)
d. Markus pi kwawmpr
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wmpr-ø
ėĈę.ĉĚė-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČA
‘Markus stumbled yesterday.’
The sw-marks third person regardless of number (6.36a) and second non-singular
(6.36b). The sw- form does not co-occur with the undergoermarker and instead forms
a portmanteau which crosses both inϐlectional layers. We can see in (6.36a), that since
neither the absolutive third person pronoun nor undergoer preϐix mark number, the
interpretation of numbermay be either singular or non-singular. Whereas in 6.36b the
interpretation must be non-singular since the singular interpretation is not possible
with second person. A full discussion of the uniϐication of features across morphology
and syntax is discussed in Chapter 8.
(6.36) a. Markusu pi sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
sw-merk-ø
3.γ.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Markus followed him/them.’ (yesterday)
b. Markusu mpu sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
sw-merk-ø
3.γ.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Markus followed you two.’ (yesterday)
The most notable feature of the sw form is that it does not co-occur with the addi-
tional undergoer preϐix. An alternative analysis would be to treat the tense preϐix and
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the undergoer as a single preϐix. However there is strong evidence that in these exam-
ples the TAM preϐix is indeed independent from the undergoer preϐix. Outside of the
sw- form the TAM preϐix does not occur in any other form, that is, it does not inϐlect
for the other agreement values. In addition to this, this preϐix also occurs with middles
which do not occur with undergoer agreement. Middle verbs in non-future durative
and imperfective values do not occur with any marker in the undergoer preϐix slot, yet
the TAM preϐix still occurs in these where relevant (6.37).
(6.37) a. Markus pi kwawmpr
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wmpr-ø
ėĈę.ĉĚė-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus stumbled.’ (yesterday)
b. Markus pi kwawmprnt
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wmpr-rnt-ø
ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was stumbling.’ (two or more days ago)
The patterns of syncretism in this paradigm correspond with those of the under-
goer preϐix for the third persona and second non-singular forms. These syncretisms
are discussed in the following section. Also, see Chapters 8 and 9 for amore theoretical
approach. In those chapters it is argued that the second person non-singular involves
a referral to the third person which is marked by sw. The kw- form then stands as a
default.
The interpretation of the tense value of this marker is aspect dependent. In the
durative aspect this marker indicates recent past (6.38a) yet in the imperfective aspect
it indicates remotepast (6.38b). Onepossible analysis is that the interpretationof tense
markers in the imperfective aspect is shiftedone tense category to thepast compared to
the durative. This is discussed in Chapter 9 and ultimately discounted on a synchronic
level but could be a possible diachronic explanation for the current value of this preϐix.
This form is only used in realis-indicative forms of the verb.
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(6.38) a. Markusu ngko kumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-w-merk-ø
ėĈę.ĉĚė-1ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Markus followed me.’ (yesterday)
b. Markusu ngko kumerkntnernt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-w-merkntn-rnt-ø
ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ-1ĘČ.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČA
‘Markus was following me.’ (two or more days ago)
6.7.1.2 The undergoer preϔix
The undergoer preϐix indexes the person, number and natural gender of the undergoer
grammatical role. This location also marks the lack of such a role in cases of middle
verbs. Since this marker is not entirely separable from the TAM preϐix above, the term
undergoer agreement will usually be used to refer to the complex inϐlectional group
entailing the tense marker as well as this undergoer preϐix, whilst the term undergoer
preϐix ormarkerwill refer to just the forms localised in this inϐlectional site. The under-
goer group, including the tensemarker, displays three distinct serieswhich are labelled
α, β and γ. The choice between these series is dependent on the tense, aspect andmood
category of the verb. In the ϐirst part of this section we discuss the shape and details
of the agreement paradigm, which are consistent across TAM values, and in the second
section we discuss the nature of each series α, β and γ.
The undergoer preϐix indexes the most patient-like argument of transitive clauses
(O), single arguments of preϐixing intransitive clauses (S), and recipients (R) of the
benefactive applicative and certain other ditransitive verbs. This combined role is la-
belled the undergoer. Undergoers are indexed for number: singular and non-singular,
person: 1, 2 and 3 and natural gender: male, which is the default form, and female. The
basic paradigm shape is indicated in Table 6.7. This is just α-series preϐix however the
same underlying paradigm shape is identical across each series.
We can see in Table 6.7 the basic shape of the undergoer paradigm which holds
across each series. The paradigm is notable in its use of a small number of forms for a
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1 2 3 3ċĊĒ ĒĎĉ
SG w n y w/ø ø
NSG n y y y ø
Table 6.7: Undergoer agreement paradigm for the α-series
comparatively large number of cells with four distinct forms, including the absence of
form used with middle verbs, which are treating here as an element of this paradigm
since it displays forms in the β-series. The unusual syncretisms in the paradigm are
discussed at length in Chapter 9 and are essential to establishing the autonomy of the
agreement subparadigm in that chapter.
The undergoer preϐix marks number on a singular (6.39a) vs. non-singular (6.39b)
basis, except in the third person male forms in which number is never marked.
(6.39) a. Markusu ngko umerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-merk-y
1ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed me.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu ni nmerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
n-merk-y
1ēĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed us.’ (earlier today)
The undergoer preϐix also marks three persons (6.39a) and (6.40).
(6.40) a. Markusu mpu nmerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
n-merk-y
2ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed you.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu pi imerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-merk-y
3ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed him / them.’ (earlier today)
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Gender marking is restricted to third person singular (6.41a) and only applies to
natural gender, that is animates with a sex distinction. In the α-series, female sex is in-
dicated with either a /W/ or a zero form depending on the verb. Males and inanimates
and non-singular groups are marked with a /J/. Thus, we can say that female sex is
marked and the males and inanimate are a default marker. Groups of two or more are
not marked for gender (6.41b) in that the non-singular is identical for male, female or
mixed groups. The form of the gender marker is either identical in form with the ϐirst
singular or the middle marker depending on the verb. Verbs are not consistent as to
which way this syncretism patterns across these series. That is, if a verb indexes the
third person female form like a ϐirst singular form for the α-series then it may not nec-
essarily index the β-series female marker in the same way, although most verbs prefer
either one strategy or the other. In the instances in which the female gender is marked
as per the middle marker, there are some sensitivities to TAM which interact with the
α, β and γ in interesting ways and are discussed below.
(6.41) a. Markusu pi umerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-merk-y
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed her.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu pi imerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
y-merk-y
3ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed them (gender unspeciϐied).’ (earlier today)
The middle marker occurs in this inϐlectional site, that is the undergoer preϐix slot.
For the α-series this is zero-marked, yet for the β-series this is /t/ and in future forms
of the verb this is /k/. The middle marker is used to mark middle verbs which may
occur in middle (6.42a) constructions, cognate-object constructions (6.42b) and re-
ϐlexive/reciprocal constructions (6.42c), which are discussed in Chapter 5. Themiddle
marker is always person, number and gender invariant and must co-occur with the
diathetic preϐix discussed in Section 6.6.1. The examples are reiterated in 6.42.
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(6.42) a. Markus awamprei
Markus
Markus
ø-a-wampre-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČA.čĔĉ
‘Markus stumbled.’ (earlier today)
b. piengku nongkai ominngki
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
nongkai
food
ø-o-minngk-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-eat-čĔĉ
‘He ate (the food).’
c. pi pintat amangkns
pi
3ĆćĘ
pinta-t
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ-ĈĔĒ
ø-a-mangk-ns
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-hold.Ċĝ-ēĘČA.čĔĉ
‘They held themselves / each other.’
The undergoer preϐix is one of the features common to all languages in the family.
In each of the languages of the family it serves to mark agreement with the unusual
undergoer grammatical role as well as serving to mark TAM. Following the analysis
presented for other languages in the family, such as those found in Evans (2015a) for
Nen, Siegel (2015) for Nama and Döhler (2016) for Komnzo, arbitrary Greek letters
have been assigned to each of the three series since determining the exact value of
TAM features realised by a given form is usually not possible.2 In Ngkolmpu, the link-
ing between these series and TAM values is slightly more transparent than for other
languages of the family but has some unique complications.
The different forms corresponding to the various series of undergoer preϐix are
summarised in Table 6.8. The α-series is the default series, the forms of which we have
already discussed. Phonologically, the β-series displays the same place of articulation
as the α-series yet is more fortis. The β-series has three slightly different variants,
which could arguably be considered distinct series with clearer semantics, yet for the
majority of forms of the paradigm these are identical and function is not clearly deter-
minable. The γ-series consists of the tense marker discussed in the previous section
2Note that the use of Greek letters in this context is essentially a morphomic analysis (Round, 2015)
which I extend in Chapter 9.
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plus the α-series marker except for the instances in which the portmanteau (sw-) form
occurs.
1ĘČ 2ĘČ 3ĘČ 3ĘČ.ċĊĒ 1ēĘČ 2ēĘČ 3ēĘČ ĒĎĉ
α w- n- y- w-/ø- n- y- y- ø-
β b- kn- s- b-/t- kn- s- s- t-
β′ b- kn- s- b-/k- kn- s- s- k-
β′′ b- nt- s- b-/t- nt- s- s- k-
γ kw-w- kw-n- sw- kw-ø- kw-n sw- sw- kw-ø-
Table 6.8: Paradigm of undergoer preϐixes
The α-series is the default and as such is deϐined negatively from the other two se-
ries. As such, it makes sense to discuss the role of the β and γ series ϐirst. The β-series
is used to mark perfective aspect, the β′-series marks imperative-hortative modality
and the β′′-series serves to mark future-irrealis and future potential mood. Seman-
tically these are related in that they all mark irrealis modality. Formally the β-series
are largely identical except for the second singular / ϐirst non-singular forms and some
feminine and middle forms.
The γ-series serves tomark either recent past in the durative aspect or remote past
in the imperfective aspect. It is comprised of the α-series plus the TAM preϐix except
for the generic third person and second non-singular forms.
We will now discuss the functions of each series in turn, starting with the β-series
as it is the most complex, then the γ-series and ϐinally the α-series as it is the default
form and is deϐined negatively from the other series. An overview of the preϐixes is
presented in Table 6.9Add.
6.7.1.2.1 β-series
The three β-series are clearly phonologically related to the α-series and to each other.
Theβ-series share the sameplace of articulationwith theα-series althoughwith amore
fortis manner. However, no single uniϐied phonological operation can derive one from
the other in a synchronic analysis.
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Series Semantics
α default
β perfective
β′ imperative-hortative
β′′ future (non imperative-hortative)
γ recent past durative OR remote past imperfective
Table 6.9: Undergoer preϐixes by function
The β-series consists of three sub-types, indexed here as primes. Each of the β-
series sub-type represents a clear TAM values. The β-series is used for perfective as-
pect, the β′-series for imperative-hortative mood and the β′′-series to mark future-
irrealis aswell as future potentialmood. However, since this series are largely identical
it would be a mistake to treat these series as entirely separate and as realising a single
value. The vast majority of the β-series are common across all series, as such it is not
clear how to assign a TAM value to most of the preϐixes in this paradigm. This is espe-
cially so for the ϐirst singular and the third person as these forms are identical across
all the β-series. In addition the forms common to all the β-series are the typically high-
est frequency forms, third person and ϐirst singular. As such, it would miss the actual
characterisation of the paradigm to treat these as truly independent series. The exact
interpretation of the function of a given undergoer marker is one of the driving forces
behind the problems of distributed exponence throughout the rest of this thesis.
Since the third singular forms can be used across all functions, we will use these to
exemplify each of the given functions from all the β-series. Example (6.43) is perfective
aspect, for non-future tenses: hodiernal past, recent past and remote past.
(6.43) a. Jonu pr pi storui
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
s-toru-y
3β.U-cut.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘John cut the tree.’ (earlier today) (perfective)
b. Jonu pr pi storunt
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
s-toru-nt-ø
3β.U-cut.ėĘ-ėĈę.ĕċě-ĘČA
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‘John cut the tree.’ (yesterday) (perfective)
c. Jonu pr pi storungk
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
s-toru-ngk-ø
3β.U-cut.ėĘ-ėĒę.ĕċě-ĘČA
‘John cut the tree.’ (two or more days ago) (perfective)
Example (6.44) indicates the use of β-series as imperative-hortative in both dura-
tive and perfective aspect.
(6.44) a. Mpai Jon smerknt
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-merk-nt-ø
3β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘(You) follow Jon!’
b. Mpai John smerba
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-merba-ø
3β.U-follow.ėĘ-ĘČA
‘(You) follow John!’ (perfective)
Example (6.45) indicates the use of the β-series as the future-irrealis in durative
and perfective aspect. Example (6.46) exempliϐies the use of the β-series as the future
potential in both aspects.
(6.45) a. Markusu Jon srmerknt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow John.’
b. Markusu Jon srmerba
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merba-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow John.’ (perfective)
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(6.46) a. Markusu Jon srmerkntomo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-omo-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus might follow John.’
b. Markusu Jon srmerbamo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merba-omo-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus might follow John.’
The female forms of the β-series, like the other series, are identical to either the
ϐirst singular form (6.47a) or the middle form (6.47b) depending on the verb. Which
form is chosen is entirely arbitrary and is assumed to be a conjugational feature of the
verb.
(6.47) a. Markusu imel soro brmerba
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
imel
maiden
soro
woman
b-r-merba-ø
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow the young woman.’ (perfective)
b. Markusu imel soro trme
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
imel
maiden
soro
woman
t-r-me-ø
3ĘČċĊĒ.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-hold.ėĘ-ĘČA
‘Markus will hold the young woman.’ (perfective)
For those β-series forms which are identical across the subsets we can say that the
β-series mark a combination of perfective aspect and the future tense forms, entailing
future-irrealis, imperative-hortative and future potential. However, we can distinguish
between these functions through the forms of the second singular/ϐirst non-singular3
and the middle forms.
The β′′-series displays a unique form for the second singular/ϐirst non-singular
forms (nt-), whilst the other two subseries use the form (kn-) for this element. The kn-
3These two forms are always identical. In Chapter 9, I argue that this shared identity is the result of a
rule of referral.
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form of the β and β′ series is used for the perfective forms (6.48) and the imperative-
hortative (6.49). The kn form is widely attested through Yam languages as a second
person form.
(6.48) a. ngkai mpu kneibenti
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
kn-eibent-y
2ĘČ.β.U-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘I have just told you.’
b. piengku ni kneibenti
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1.ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kn-eibent-y
1ēĘČ.-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘He has just told us.’
For preϐixing verbs, which are intransitive and mark their sole argument as an un-
dergoer, theuseof aparticular formgrouping second singular and the ϐirst non-singular
together for imperative-hortative is unsurprising (6.49).
(6.49) a. mpu knmakrnt
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
kn-makr-nt
2ĘČ.β.U-walk-ċĚę
‘(You) go!’
b. ni knmakrnt
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kn-makr-nt
1ēĘČ.β.U-walk-ċĚę
‘Let’s go!’
However, the vast majority of verbs in Ngkolmpu are ambiϐixing verbs, which index
their patientive argument with this undergoer preϐix. Thus, we have the unusual case
inwhichwe have a special imperative-hortative formused for second singular and ϐirst
non-singular patientive arguments. Deϐinitionally, imperative-hortative constructions
are characterised by the person of their agent addressee, second person for impera-
tives and ϐirst non-singular for hortatives. This unusual situation is possibly the result
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of the change in progress from a system in which all verbs were preϐixing to the amb-
iϐixing case dominant today. In practice these forms in ambitransitive are rather rare
since it is pragmatically difϐicult to produce a hortative with a second singular patient
and hortatives are only possible with ϐirst person subjects in Ngkolmpu. The attested
examples from ambiϐixing verbs are largely from imperatives with a ϐirst non-singular
O argument (6.50).
(6.50) mpai ni kneibentnt
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1.ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kn-eibent-nt-ø
1.ēĘČ.β.U-tell-ĘČ.A
‘(You) tell us!’
For preϐixing verbs, this marking is transparent with a distinction between the
imperative-hortative and the other future irrealis forms. Yet for ambiϐixing verbs, in
which this basic pattern has been transplanted, we end up with a gap in the paradigm,
this then being ϐilled by the main β-series forms (6.51).
(6.51) a. Mpai Jon smerknt
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
s-merk-nt-ø
3.β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘(You) follow Jon!’
b. Mpai ngko bmerknt
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
b-merkn-nt-ø
1ĘČ.β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘(You) follow me! (perfective)
The β′′-series has a unique second singular or ϐirst non-singular marker used for
the other future forms, namely nt- (/nt/). Examples (6.52) show future-irrealis forms
with second singular undergoers and examples (6.53) show ϐirst non-singular under-
goers.
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(6.52) a. ngkai mpu nteibentnt
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
nt-eibent-nt-ø
2ĘČ.β.U-tell-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘I will tell you.’
b. piengku mpu nteibentnt
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
nt-eibent-nt-ø
2ĘČ.β.U-tell-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘He will tell you.’
c. ninta mpu nteibentntei
ninta
1ēĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
nt-eibent-nt-ei
2ĘČ.β.U-tell-ċĚę-ēĘČ.A
‘We will tell you.’ (non-hortative)
(6.53) a. piengku ni nteibentnt
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
nt-eibent-nt-ø
1ēĘČ.β.U-tell-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘He will tell us.’
b. mpai ni nteibentnt
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
nt-eibent-nt-ø
1ēĘČ-tell-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘You will tell us. (non-imperative)
The future-irrealis formsof preϐixing verbswith the second singular and ϐirst agree-
ment also display the nt- form (6.54). These are non imperative-hortative.
(6.54) a. mpu ntmarkrnt sotangke
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
nt-markr-nt
2ĘČ.β.U-walk-ċĚę
sota-ngke
Sota-Ćđđ
‘You will go to Sota.’ (non-imperative)
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b. ni ntmarkrnt sotangke
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
nt-markr-nt
1ēĘČ.β.U-walk-ċĚę
sota-ngke
Sota-Ćđđ
‘We will go to Sota.’ (non-hortative)
The other peculiarity about the set of β-series is the third person female marking.4
As discussed, female undergoers are indexed in the third person singular and this form
is always syncretic with another form in the paradigm. This is either the ϐirst person
singular form,w, or themiddlemarker, depending on the verb involved. In the β-series,
for verbs which mark female forms as per the ϐirst singular forms, the forms of the fe-
male agreement are constant across TAM values as with the other series. However, for
verbs which mark female agreement forms with a middle marker this is more compli-
cated.
In the default β-series, used for perfective marking, the female undergoer forms
are identical to the middle markers t. The example in (6.55a) is a cognate object con-
struction (section 5.4.2.1) in which the verb has middle morphology and takes either
a cognate object or an inϐinitive O argument. We can see in example (6.55b) that the
standard transitive with a female undergoer is in the same form as the middle in the
previous example. Yet we are able to distinguish between these constructions since in
the transitive construction (6.55b) the agent is marked with ergative case lacking in
the cognate-object construction (6.55a).
(6.55) a. Markus eibentei teibenti
Markus
Markus
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
t-eibent-y
ĒĎĉ.β-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus told a story.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu Lena teibenti
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
Lena
Lena
t-eibent-y
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.β.U-tell-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus told Lena.’ (earlier today)
4I use the term female here rather than feminine since it only applies to animates.
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It is important to note that the verb in example (6.55), eibentei ‘to tell/inform’, has
a stem starting with a vowel and as such does not take the diathetic vowel in the mid-
dle constructions. These verbs occur with the vowel in all constructions, including the
transitive constructionwhere it is typically absent, andmaynot participate in the bene-
factive applicative. For a verb which takes the diathetic vowel in the monovalent con-
structions the middle verb and feminine undergoer transitive verb are not identical
(6.56).
(6.56) a. Lena tawancei
Lena
Lena
t-a-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.β-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Lena fell over.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu Lena twancei
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Lena
Lena
t-wance-y
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.β.U-fall-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Markus tripped Lena.’ (earlier today) (lit. Markus felled Lena)
In the β′-series, there is a middle marker distinct from the basic β-series. The β′-
series are used for imperative-hortative forms and the female forms are identical to the
middle markers (6.57).
(6.57) a. mpu eibentei keibent
mpu
2ĘČ.ĆćĘ
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
k-eibent-ø
ĒĎĉ.β′-tell-ĘČ.A
‘(You) tell a story!’
b. mpai Lena keibent
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
Lena
Lena
k-eibent-ø
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-tell-ĘČ.A
‘(You) tell Lena.’
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c. mpai Jon seibent
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-eibent-ø
3.β.U-tell-ĘČ.A
‘(You) tell John.’
For the β′′-series, which are used to mark the future potential and future-irrealis
forms, the female undergoermarker does not correspond to themiddlemarker for this
series but rather the middle marker of the default β-series (6.58).
(6.58) a. Lena kremengknt
Lena
Lena
k-r-emengk-nt-ø
ĒĎĉ.β-ē2.ċĚę-hold.Ċĝ-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Lena will be held.’
b. Markusu Lena temengknt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
Lena
Lena
k-emengk-nt-ø
3ĘČ.ċĊĒ.β-hold.Ċĝ-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Markus will hold Lena’
The middle marker is discussed in more detail in section (6.7.1.2.4) as it displays a
certain amount of autonomy from the rest of the undergoer paradigm.
6.7.1.2.2 The γ-series
The γ-series comprises the α-series and the TAM preϐix. In third person and second
non-singular the two fuse to form the portmanteau form sw. The γ-series is more re-
stricted in function than the α-series and the β-series. The γ-series marks the combi-
nation of either durative aspect with recent past tense (6.59a) or imperfective aspect
with remote past tense (6.59b)
(6.59) a. Markusu ngko kumplae
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1.ĆćĘ
kw-w-mplae-ø
ėĈę-1.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus beat me.’ (yesterday)
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b. Markusu ngko kumplaernt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1.ĆćĘ
kw-w-mplae-rnt-ø
ėĒę-1.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĒę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was beating me.’ (two or more days ago)
The ϐirst person forms for the γ-series appear on the surface to have only the tense
preϐix and not the α-series element (6.59a). As discussed in Section 2.5.2, the sequence
of two underspeciϐied phonemes is realised as a single phoneme; this is then realised
as a glide in onset/coda position or the corresponding high vowel in syllable position.
Similarly, the female form for the γ-series is realised with no overt element in the
undergoer slot. As stated, for the β-series the female forms are identical to either the
middle preϐix or the ϐirst person singular agreement. However in the α-series, which
makes up part of the γ-series, the ϐirst singularmarker isw- and themiddlemarker has
no overt phonological realisation. Thus, given the phonological constraints above, the
two would appear identical on the surface. The example in (6.60) shows the morpho-
phonemic to phonetic realisation of the verb omplaei ‘to hit’ if the female forms were
identical with the ϐirst singular. Example (6.61) shows the same realisation if the fe-
male form were identical to the middle marker. Notice these are identical in the pho-
netic realisation.
(6.60) /kw-w-mplæ-ø/
ėĈę-ċĊĒ|1ĘČ.α-hit.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
→ [ˈkʊmplæ]
(6.61) /kw-ø-mplæ-ø/
ėĈę-ċĊĒ|ĒĎĉ.α-hit.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
→ [ˈkʊmplæ]
6.7.1.2.3 The α-series
The α-series is the default marking for undergoer agreement with respect to TAM. See
Chapter 9 for a detailed argumentation for this analysis and the particular the nature
of this default. For now it is sufϐicient to note that the β and γ series serve to mark
more speciϐic TAM values whilst the α-series is the most general and thus is deϐined
negatively from those already discussed.
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In the most common use of the α-series, it serves to mark durative aspect in the
non-future tense. This excludes the recent past durative forms which are marked by
the γ-series discussed above; except of course where the α-series co-occurs with the
γ-series, i.e. in the ϐirst person and second singular forms. Examples in (6.62) show
present, hodiernal past and remote past tenses all with durative aspect.
(6.62) a. Markusu Jon imerk
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merk-ø
3.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
‘Markus follows Jon.’
b. Markusu Jon imerki
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merk-y
3.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘Markus followed Jon.’ (earlier today)
c. Markusu Jon imerku
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merk-w
3.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ėĒę.ĘČ.A
‘Markus followed Jon.’ (two or more days ago’)
The α-series is also used in the imperfective aspect. There are only two distinct
imperfective aspect forms: the recent past imperfective, entailing both the recent past
and the hodiernal past of other aspect values, and the remote past. The recent past
forms are exempliϐied in (6.63).
(6.63) Markusu Jon imerkntnen
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merkntn-en-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was following Jon.’ (up to two days ago)
6.7.1.2.4 The middle marker
The middle marker occurs in the same formal location as the undergoer marker but
displays slightly different formal patterning than the α, β and γ series of the under-
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goer preϐix. It could be argued that themiddlemarker does not participate in the same
paradigm as the undergoer preϐix, as verbs occurring with the middle marker may be
thought of as being derived through a valence changing process and so are not partic-
ipating in the same paradigm. However, they are treated as both participating in the
undergoer paradigm since they occur in the same structural position and serve tomark
similar TAM distinctions.
The morphosyntactic distribution of middle markers is discussed in Chapter 5. In
this chapter it is sufϐicient to note that the middle marker marks ambiϐixing verbs as
middle. The middle marker does not index any argument, i.e. it is person/number
invariant. Yet it still serves tomark TAM in amanner similar to that of the other under-
goer preϐixes. The forms of the middle marker are summarised in Table 6.10. They are
labelled as the default form, the perfective form and the future form. These are similar
to the α, β and γ of the undergoermarkers but have a slightly different distribution. We
will address each in turn, starting with the future, then the perfective and ϐinally the
default as its distribution may be deϐined as capturing the elsewhere environment.
form
default ø-
perfective t-
future k-
Table 6.10: Summary of middle Preϐixes
The futuremiddlemarker, k-, marks all future TAM combinations. This includes the
standard future-irrealis in both durative (6.64a) and perfective aspect (6.64b). This
will be exempliϐied with the verb eibentei ‘to tell’. In this example, the verb is in its
middle form as this is a cognate-object construction, as such a nominalised form of the
verb occurs as the O argument which is not indexed on the verb (See Section 5.4.2.1 on
page 143).
(6.64) a. Markus eibentei keibentnt
Markus
Markus
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
k-eibent-nt-ø
ċĚę.ĒĎĉ-tell-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
‘Markus will tell a story.’
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b. Markus eibentei keibent
Markus
Markus
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
k-eibent-ø-ø
ċĚę.ĒĎĉ-tell-ĕċě.ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus will tell a story.’ (perfective)
The future middle marker also marks the imperative-hortative in both durative
(6.65a) and perfective aspect (6.65b). Since these are identical to the future-irrealis
for middle verbs it could be said that there is no formal distinction between these two
categories, as is the case for the majority of the undergoer paradigm.
(6.65) a. Markus, mpai eibentei keibentnt
Markus,
Markus
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
k-eibent-nt-ø
ċĚę.ĒĎĉ-tell-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ĘČ.A
‘Markus, you tell a story.’
b. Markus, mpai eibentei keibent
Markus,
Markus
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
k-eibent-ø-ø
ċĚę.ĒĎĉ-tell-ĕċě.ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus, you tell a story.’ (perfective)
The future-potential form also takes the future middle marker in both durative
(6.66a) and perfective aspect (6.66b). This form is formally distinguished from other
future forms through the presence of a potential sufϐix.
(6.66) a. Markus eibentei keibentntomo
Markus
Markus
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
k-eibent-nt-omo-ø
ċĚę.ĒĎĉ-tell-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ċĚę.ĕĔę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus might tell a story.’
b. Markus eibentei keibentomo
Markus
Markus
eibent-ei
tell-Ďēċ
k-eibent-nt-omo-ø
ċĚę.ĒĎĉ-tell-ċĚę.ĉĚė-ċĚę.ĕĔę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus might tell a story.’ (perfective)
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The perfective middle marker, t-, is used to mark all non-future tenses of the per-
fective middles. These are the hodiernal past (6.67a), recent past (6.67b) and remote
past (6.67c). These are all past tenses since there is no present tense in the perfective
aspect in Ngkolmpu.
(6.67) a. Lena tawancei
Lena
Lena
t-a-wance-y
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĘČ.A.čĔĉ
‘Lena fell over.’ (earlier today) (perfective)
b. Lena tawancent
Lena
Lena
t-a-wance-nt-ø
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĕċě.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
‘Lena fell over.’ (yesterday) (perfective)
c. Lena tawancengk
Lena
Lena
t-a-wance-ngk-ø
ĒĎĉ.ĕċě-ĉĎĆ-fall.ėĘ-ĕċě.ėĒę-ĘČ.A
‘Lena fell over.’ (two or more days ago) (perfective)
Finally the defaultmiddlemarker has no phonological content and is used for all re-
maining forms. It is included in this paradigmdespite having null phonological content
since it existswithin a series of contrastswhich do have phonological content. Example
(6.68) shows the marker occurring with non-future tenses occurring in the durative
aspect. In some other Tonda languages this is a velar nasal ŋ; see Döhler (2016) for
Komnzo and Quinn (2014) for Wartha Thuntai. This phoneme has been lost in Ngkol-
mpu along with the preϐix.
(6.68) a. Markus pi awmpr
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
ø-a-wmpr-ø
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fallĊĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus is stumbling.’
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b. Markus pi awmpri
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
ø-a-wmpr-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fallĊĝ-čĔĉ.ĘČ.A
‘Markus stumbled.’ (earlier today)
c. Markus pi awmpru
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
ø-a-wmpr-w
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fallĊĝ-ėĒę.ĘČ.A
‘Markus stumbled.’ (two or more days ago)
Like the α-series undergoers, the default middle marker also co-occurs with the
kw- tense marker that takes part in γ-series TAM combinations, recent past tense and
durative aspect (6.69a) and remote past tense and imperfective aspect (6.69b).
(6.69) a. Markus pi kwawmpr
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wmpr-ø
ėĈę.ĉĚė-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus stumbled.’ (yesterday)
b. Markus pi kwawmprnt
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wmpr-rnt-ø
ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was stumbling.’ (two or more days ago)
It also serves to mark recent past tense in the imperfective aspect (6.70).
(6.70) Markus pi awampren
Markus
Markus
pi
3ĆćĘ
ø-a-wmpr-en-ø
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was stumbling.’ (yesterday)
6.7.2 Cross-indexing agreement
Immediately following the undergoer agreement is another agreement marker, the
cross-index agreementmarker. Thismarker is distinct from the undergoer group. This
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is an unusual element of the Ngkolmpu verb that is sensitive to combinations of both
arguments simultaneously when occurring in bivalent or trivalent constructions. This
fact motivates the name cross-indexing marker since it marks both arguments. It can
also occur in monovalent clauses in which it is only sensitive to a single argument. It
takes the form r and occurswith future tenseswhen the actor is not second person and
the undergoer is neither second person singular nor ϐirst person non-singular.
In Chapter 9, I argue that the syncretisms in the agreement forms in the undergoer
paradigm are the result of directional rules of referral. In these rules, the ϐirst non-
singular undergoer refers to the second person and the second person non-singular in
fact refers to the third person. Under such an analysis the cross-indexer is actually a
non-secondpersonmarker, or a 1/3personmarker, andmakes no reference to number.
However, the goal of this chapter is a pre-theoretical analysis and as such I will not
assume the directional analysis in the description for this chapter in order to retain
the surface detail of the data in the presentation.
As stated, the cross-indexmarkermarks all future tenses in durative and perfective
aspects in addition to its cross-indexing function. Example (6.71) shows it occurring
in future-irrealis.
(6.71) a. Markusu Jon srmerknt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow John.’
b. Markusu Jon srmerba
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merba-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow John (perfective)’
It is used for imperative-hortative mood, although it only occurs in hortative con-
structions with ambiϐixing verbs (6.72). This is because it cannot be used for imper-
atives since they logically entail a second person actor. The verbs must also be amb-
iϐixing since preϐixing verbs treat their sole argument as an undergoer. Since speciϐic
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imperative-hortative forms occur with second person singular and ϐirst person non-
singular undergoers, the kn forms discussed above, these forms are identical to stan-
dard future tenses.
(6.72) a. Ninta Jon srmerknt
ninta
1ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
s-r-merk-nt-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘Let’s follow Jon!’
b. Ninta Jon srmerba
ninta
1ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
s-r-merba-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ĘČA
‘Let’s follow Jon! (perfective)
It also shows up in the future-potential forms (6.73).
(6.73) a. Markusu Jon srmerkntomo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
s-r-merk-nt-omo-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus might follow Jon.’
b. Markusu Jon srmerbamo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
s-r-merba-omo-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus might follow Jon.’ (perfective)
The most interesting part of this element is that it appears sensitive to the person
and number of both arguments. The form occurs when the actor is either ϐirst or third
person and the undergoer is either ϐirst person singular, second person non-singular
or third person regardless of number. In other words it occurs when the actor is non-
second person and the undergoer is neither second singular or ϐirst non-singular. A
paradigmatic matrix of actor and undergoer is in Table 6.11 and instances where the
cross-index marker occurs are marked with an ’x’. Greyed out cells represent logically
impossible combinations.
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ĚēĉĊėČĔĊė
ĘČ ēĘČ
1 2 3 1 2 3
ĆĈ
ęĔ
ė
1 x x x
ĘČ 2
3 x x x x
1 x x x
ēĘČ 2
3 x x x x
Table 6.11: Distribution of cross-index marker across undergoer and actor
As stated, this marker does not occur if the actor argument is in the second person,
regardless of number (6.74). It does occur for all other persons of the actor.
(6.74) a. Mpai Markus smerknt
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
Markus
Markus
s-merk-nt-ø
3.β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘You will follow Markus.’
b. Mpunta Markus smerkntei
mpunta
2ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Markus
Markus
s-merk-nt-ey
3.β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ēĘČ.A
‘You (plural) will follow Markus.’
It also does not occur if the undergoer is in either second person singular (6.75a) or
ϐirst person non-singular (6.75b). Note that second non-singular undergoers do occur
with the cross-index (6.75c).
(6.75) a. Markusu mpu ntmerknt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
nt-merk-nt-ø
2ĘČ.β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow you’
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b. Markusu ni ntmerknt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
nt-merk-nt-ø
1ēĘČ.β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow us’
c. Markusu mpu srmerknt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
s-r-merk-nt-ø
2.ēĘČ.β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow you’
Formiddlemarked verbs, which only have a single actor argument, the cross-index
occurs with ϐirst and third person actors (6.76).
(6.76) a. ngko krekei mwangke
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
k-r-eke-ø
ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ē2.ċĚę.return.home-ĘČ.A
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
‘I will return home’
b. pi krekei mwangke
pi
3ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
k-r-eke-ø
ĒĎĉ.ċĚę.ē2.ċĚę.return.home-ĘČ.A
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
‘He will return home’
For preϐixing verbs, whichmark their sole argumentwith a preϐix, i.e. an undergoer,
the cross-index occurs if the sole argument is neither second singular nor ϐirst non-
singular.
(6.77) Mpu yempoka mel srmakrnt yirowngke
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
yempoka
two
mel
head
s-r-makr-nt
2ēĘČ.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-walk.ĉĚė-ċĚę
yirow-ngke
Rawa.Biru-Ćđđ
‘You two walk to Rawa Biru.’ (Imperative)
One potential analysis for the cross-index is that it is part of the undergoer marker
group and present in non-imperative future forms. This is a tempting analysis due to
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the connection between second person actors and imperatives. Under typical condi-
tions, it would be unlikely for a marker which marks O arguments, i.e. the undergoer,
to have a dedicated form for imperatives, however given that this is the case for Ngkol-
mpu, when you consider the β forms this analysis seems more likely. Following this
line of analysis, the second singular undergoer and ϐirst non-singular undergoer forms
simply do not have the r form variant. However in the following section, I will show
that this analysis is problematic for a number of reasons.
Firstly, an analysis which treats the cross-index marker as part of the undergoer
preϐix would imply that the r marker is possible with a second person actor with a
non-imperative future-irrealis meaning as in example (6.75). However, this example
is ungrammatical and any attempts to produce such a form are always ϐlatly rejected
by speakers. The r in example (6.75) is glossed as a future marker under this analysis
meaning a non imperative-hortative future.
(6.78) * mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
Markus
Markus
s-r-merk-nt-ø
3.β.U-ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČ.A
‘You will follow Markus.’ (non-imperative)
Additionally, we can see that the r occurs with non-singular imperatives occurring
with preϐixing verbs (6.79). In these verbs, the sole argument is indexed as an under-
goer and, as we have seen, second non-singular undergoers do occur with the r form
even in the imperatives as illustrative in (6.79).
(6.79) Mpu yempoka mel srmakrnt yirowngke
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
yempoka
two
mel
head
s-r-makr-nt
2ēĘČ.β.U-ċĚę-walk.ĉĚė-ċĚę
yirow-ngke
Rawa.Biru-Ćđđ
‘You two walk to Rawa Biru.’ (Imperative)
We have seen then that the marker occurs in future-irrealis, future potential and
imperative-hortative; the latter occurring only rarely. Given these facts, it is clear that
the cross-indexing marker cannot be considered a marker of non-imperative future
forms and must instead actually be a generic future which displays the unusual cross-
indexing pattern as presented in Table 6.11. This analysis is also further supported by
argumentation from a more theoretical perspective in Chapter 9.
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Final V Final C Final r Final W/Y
Recent ĘČ -nt-ø -ro-ø -o-ø -nt-ø
Recent ēĘČ -nt-rans -ro-ns -o-ns -nt-rans
Remote ĘČ -nɡk-ø -ø-u -ø-u -ø-u
Remote ēĘČ -nɡk-ai -ø-ai -ø-ai -ø-ai
Table 6.12: Perfective sufϐix classes
6.8 The inϐlectional sufϐixes
The inϐlectional sufϐixes consist of twodistinct inϐlectional sites. Immediately following
the verb stem is the TAM sufϐix. This alternates for tense, aspect and mood and does
not express any agreement features. Typically, all the forms in this slot are mutually
exclusive, as deϐinitional of a slot, however there is a single form which includes two
markers occurring simultaneously, the durative futuremarker and the future potential,
in the durative future potential form of the verb. Following this marker is the actor
agreementwhich indexes the person andnumber of actors and serves to indicate tense,
aspect and mood also.
Depending on the ϐinal segment of the verb stem, there are different inϐlectional
classes for past tense perfective forms. These only effect the inϐlectional sufϐixes and
only in the recent and remote tenses in the perfective aspect. These effect both TAM
and the actor sufϐix. These sufϐixes classes are presented in Table 6.12. There are two
primary classes corresponding to vowels and consonants. The consonant class has a
subclass of verb stems ending with r. In addition, there is a mixed class which displays
properties of both classes for verb stems ending in underspeciϐied phonemes.
6.8.1 The TAM sufϐixes
Immediately following the verb stem are a series of TAM sufϐixes. Unlike the other
marking of TAM in Ngkolmpu these do not participate in any part of the agreement
marking in the language. However, as is characteristic of theTAMmarking inNgkolmpu
these markers display some unusual patterns of syncretism. There are seven distinct
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ø Default
nt Future durative
nt Recent perfective 1
ro Recent perfective 2
omo Future-potential
ngk Remote perfective and past-potential
en Recent imperfective
rnt Remote imperfective
Table 6.13: TAM sufϐixes
forms for thesemarkers including a zero form for the default. These have to be divided
into two layers since the -omo- futurepotentialmay co-occurwith thent durative future
marker. The forms are listed in Table 6.13.
6.8.1.1 en : Recent past imperfective
The en sufϐix occurs directly after the verb stem and does not co-occur with any other
TAM sufϐixes. It serves only to mark recent past in the imperfective aspect.
(6.80) Markusu Jon imerkntnen
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merkntn-en-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was following Jon (up to two days ago).’
As discussed above the recent past imperfective is a complex category. It is layered
across two tense distinctions from the other aspect values, i.e. hodiernal past (6.81a)
and recent past (6.81b).
(6.81) a. mpaitto yekinm Markusu Jon imerkntnen
mpait=to
now=Ćĉě
yeki-nm
morning-ĎēĘ
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merkntn-en-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
‘This morning, Markus was following Jon.’
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b. montena Markusu Jon imerkntnen
montena
yesterday
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merkntn-en-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
‘Yesterday, Markus was following Jon.’
This same form is also used for present habituals (6.82).
(6.82) pne kraru Markus pi ymerkntnen yentunto
pne
ĉĎĘę.ĉĊĒ.ċĔĈ
krar-w
dog-ĊėČ.ĘČ
Markus
Markus
pi
3.ĆćĘ
y-merkntn-en-ø
3.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČ.A
yentun=to
continue=Ćĉě
‘That dog always follows Markus.’
6.8.1.2 rnt : Remote past imperfective
The rnt sufϐix, like the en sufϐix, occurs directly after the verb stem and does not co-
occur with any other TAM sufϐix. It serves only tomark remote past in the imperfective
aspect. This can also be used for past habituals.
(6.83) Markusu ngko kumerkntnernt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-w-merkntn-rnt-ø
ėĒę.ĎĒĕċ-1ĘČ.α.U-follow.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĈę-ĘČA
‘Markuswas followingme (later than yesterday).’ or ‘Markus used to follow
me.’
6.8.1.3 nt : Future-irrealis/Recent past perfective
The nt sufϐix serves to mark future tense in the durative aspect (6.84a). This form is
often identical to the recent past in the perfective aspect (6.84b) however these are not
always the same form as discussed in the following section.
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(6.84) a. Markusu Jon srmerknt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĘČA
‘Markus will follow John.’
b. Jonu pr pi storunt
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
s-toru-nt-ø
3β.U-cut.ėĘ-ėĈę.ĕċě-ĘČA
‘John cut the tree.’ (yesterday) (perfective)
This form and the omo future potential marker are the only elements in this site
which may co-occur. This happens in the durative future potential (6.85).
(6.85) Markusu Jon srmerkntomo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-omo-ø
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus might follow John.’
The nt sufϐix is also used tomark recent past in the perfective aspect for verb stems
ending in a vowel or an underspeciϐied phoneme, /J/ or /W/ (6.86).
(6.86) Jonu pr pi storunt
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
s-toru-nt-ø
3β.U-cut.ėĘ-ėĈę.ĕċě-ĘČA
‘John cut the tree.’ (yesterday) (perfective)
6.8.1.4 ro : Recent past perfective
For verb stems ending with a consonant, the ro sufϐix is used to mark recent past tense
in the perfective aspect (6.87a). This sufϐix has the allomorph owhen occurring before
/r/ (6.87b).
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(6.87) a. Markusu Jon seibentro
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
John
Jon
s-eibent-ro-ø
3.β.U-tell-ėĈę.ĕċě-ĘČ.A
‘Markus told Jon.’ (yesterday)
b. Markusu Jon sarwaro
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ.ĘČ
John
Jon
s-arwar-o-ø
3.β.U-call.ėĘ-ėĈę.ĕċě-ĘČ.A
‘Markus called Jon.’ (yesterday)
6.8.1.5 ngk : Past-potential/remote past perfective
The ngk sufϐix serves to mark the past potential, which is part of the durative aspect
(6.88a). It alsomarks the remote past in the perfective tense for verb stems ending in a
vowel (6.88b). These do not co-occur with another marker. I have chosen to use label
this as past-potential/remote past perfective rather than provide a uniϐied category
label for the sake of transparency.
(6.88) a. Markusu Jon imerkngk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merk-ngk-ø
3.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ĕĘę.ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus followed Jon.’ (not-actual)
b. Jonu pr pi storungk
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
s-toru-ngk-ø
3.β.U-cut.ėĘ-ėĒę.ĕċě-ĘČA
‘John cut the tree.’ (two or more days ago) (perfective)
6.8.1.6 omo : Future potential
The omo sufϐix marks future potential mood. Future potential mood can occur with
both durative aspect (6.89a) and perfective aspect (6.89b). This co-occurs with the
future durative marker, nt, as discussed in Section 6.8.1.3.
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(6.89) a. Markusu Jon srmerkntomo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-omo-ø
3.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus might follow John.’
b. Markusu Jon srmerbamo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merba-omo-ø
3.β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘Markus might follow John.’(perfective)
6.8.2 The actor sufϐix
The actor sufϐix is the ϐinal element in the verb. Itmarks agreement in person and num-
ber for actor arguments. To quickly summarise, actor arguments are the single (S) ar-
gument ofmiddle verbs and the (A) argument of transitive verbs. Unlike TAMmarking,
which is distributed across inϐlectional sites, actor agreement is entirely independent
from undergoer agreement apart from the cross-index marker. In Chapter 9, I argue
that the two agreement paradigms are autonomous from each other as evident in both
distance between the elements on the verb and also in the organisational structure of
the subparadigm. Undergoer markers primarily mark person whilst the actor agree-
ment largely marks number, namely singular vs. non-singular. However much like the
undergoer marker, the actor layer also interacts with tense, aspect and mood.
Similarly to the undergoer marker, the actor markers fall into three distinct series.
However unlike the undergoer marker, these series much more directly align to dis-
tinct TAM values, at least in the singular forms, if we assume the use of defaults to
capture the general case. The forms for the singular agreement are summarised in Ta-
ble 6.14. The actor marker does not mark person in the singular form although person
is marked in the non-singular for certain TAM values. It is something of a typological
rarity to mark person in the non-singular and not in the singular and against certain
typological markedness expectations, such as found in Croft (2002, p. 20). The three
forms correspond to hodiernal past in perfective and durative aspect, the remote past
in the durative aspect and then a default which is zero marked to cover all other TAM
values. Interestingly, there is a far greater range of TAM distinctions made in the non-
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default ø
hodiernal past y
remote past w
Table 6.14: Singular forms of actor sufϐixes
singular form of the actor marker although these are largely redundant and only the
three distinctions made in the singular are required for fully determined TAM values.
As such we shall examine the three singular forms in turn.
The y, phonemically the underspeciϐied phoneme /J/, form is used speciϐically only
for hodiernal tense in both durative (6.90a) and perfective aspects (6.90b). In the im-
perfective, hodiernal past is merged with recent past and does not form a category of
inϐlection. This is a clear case of a form corresponding to both a clear TAM value and a
singular tense value.
(6.90) a. Markusu ngko umerki
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-merk-y
1ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed me.’ (earlier today)
b. Markusu ngko bmerbai
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
b-merba-y
1ĘČ.β.U-follow.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ĘČA
‘Markus followed me.’ (earlier today) (perfective)
The w, phonemically /W/, is used for remote past in the durative aspect (6.91a)
and in the perfective aspect for verb stems ending in a consonant. It does not occur in
the imperfective aspect (6.91b).
(6.91) a. Markusu Jon imkerku
Markus-w
m-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
y-merk-w
3.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-ėĒę.ĘČ.A
‘Markus followed Jon.’ (two or more days ago)
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b. Markusu ngko kumplaernt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1.ĆćĘ
kw-w-mplae-rnt-ø
ėĒę-1.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĒę-ĘČ.A
‘Markus was beating me.’ (two or more days ago)
The ø is the default and is used for all other TAM combinations with singular actors
and with preϐixing verbs. The zero marked form appears in the morphological line
in the glossed examples since the absence of phonological content is paradigmatically
contrasted with the w and the y forms and is essential for interpreting the TAM value
of the fully inϐlected verb. I will not exemplify all 13 functions of the default actor sufϐix
here.
Interestingly, the singular actor agreement obligatorily occurs with preϐixing verbs
regardless of the number of the single argument. This is because the actor sufϐix is es-
sential for thedeterminingof completeTAMvalues. This is exempliϐied for bothhodier-
nal past (6.92) and remote past durative forms (6.93). Since this element is insensitive
to person and number for preϐixing verbs, when it occurs with these verbs I will gloss
this simply with its TAM value.
(6.92) a. Markus ymakri Sotangke
Markus
Markus
y-makr-y
3.α.U-walk.ĉĚė-čĔĉ
sota-ngke
sota-Ćđđ
‘Markus walked to Sota.’ (earlier today)
b. Markus Jonet ymakri Sotangke
Markus
Markus
Jon-t
John-ĈĔĒ
y-makr-y
3.α.U-walk.ĉĚė-čĔĉ
sota-ngke
sota-Ćđđ
‘Markus and John walked to Sota.’ (earlier today)
(6.93) a. Markus ymakru Sotangke
Markus
Markus
y-makr-w
3.α.U-walk.ĉĚė-ėĒę
sota-ngke
sota-Ćđđ
‘Markus walked to Sota.’ (earlier today)
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b. Markus Jonet ymakru Sotangke
Markus
Markus
Jon-t
John-ĈĔĒ
y-makr-w
3.α.U-walk.ĉĚė-ėĒę
sota-ngke
sota-Ćđđ
‘Markus and John walked to Sota.’ (earlier today)
One possible analysis of this would be that the singular forms of the actor agree-
ment are not agreement forms at all but simply TAM markers which are contrasted
with agreement markers which only mark non-singular. This is perhaps supported by
the fact that actor sufϐixes never mark person in the singular, since under this analysis
they are not agreement markers at all.
In the non-singular the forms of the actor sufϐix become much more complicated
as they mark a much ϐiner grained TAM distinction along with a person distinction in
certain cases. Many of the non-singular tense distinctions reϐine the default reading
of the singular. This marking is largely redundant, however, since the default reading
of the singular is sufϐicient to determine all TAM values given all other morphological
elements in the verb. The full list of the actor forms, singular and non-singular, is pre-
sented in Table 6.15. For the majority of forms, the actor sufϐix never marks person. It
is only two sub-series of the default marking which display any person marking at all.
However, to say that the person marking of actors is a marginalised part of the system
is to neglect the fact that the two sub-series which mark person are the most common
actor marking forms in the language including the overall default pattern.
Table 6.15 sets out the full set of forms for actor sufϐixes in Ngkolmpu. The table is
deliberately unmarked for function and it is sufϐicient to note the forms at this point.
Notice that the distinctions made in the non-singular do not align to the same distinc-
tions made in the singular. This, along with the fact that the singular forms occur with-
out any agreement trigger in preϐixing verbs, support the possible analysis that the
singular and non-singular forms are actually distinct from each other as systems. As
such, we shall discuss each form of the non-singular in turn and exemplify each of the
TAM functions of each given form. Table 6.16 contains the paradigm of non-singular
forms aligned with functions.
The non-singular forms that occur with the remote durative singular (w) take the
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SG 1NSG 2NSG 3NSG
ø y e e
ø ei ei me
ø y y y
ø e e e
ø rans rans rans
ø ai ai ai
y me me me
y ns ns ns
w ai ai ai
Table 6.15: Full paradigm of actor sufϐix forms
1NSG 2NSG 3NSG
default y e e
future ei ei me
future-potential y y y
imperfective e e e
recent perfective rans rans rans
remote past ai ai ai
hodiernal perfective me me me
hodiernal durative & recent perfective 2 ns ns ns
Table 6.16: Paradigm of non-singular actor sufϐixes
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form ai. This ai marks more than just remote durative (6.94a); it also marks remote
perfective (6.94b) and past potential forms (6.94c) all in the non-singular. If we detach
the TAMvalue of the non-singular from the singular forms this ai form can be described
as a remote past tense non-singular marker with the exclusion of the imperfective re-
mote past. This involves inclusion of past potential in remote past despite the fact that
it has a generic past tense interpretation. This marker does not vary for person.
(6.94) a. Pinta pr pi ytarai
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
y-tar-ai
3.α.U-cut.Ċĝ-ėĒę.ēĘČA
‘They cut down the trees.’ (two or more days ago)
b. Pinta pr pi storungkai
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
s-toru-ngk-ai
3β.U-cut.ėĘ-ėĒę.ĕċě-ėĒę.ēĘČA
‘They cut down the trees.’ (two or more days ago) (perfective)
c. Pinta pr pi ytarngkai
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
y-tar-ngk-ai
3.α.U-cut.Ċĝ-ĕĔę-ėĒę.ēĘČA
‘They cut down the trees.’ (two or more days ago) (non-actual)
The non-singular form for the hodiernal past in the durative aspect is ns (/ns/)
(6.95a). This form is also used for non-singular in the recent past in the perfective
aspect for verbs ending with a ϐinal consonant (6.95b). This form also does not vary
for person of the actor.
(6.95) a. Pinta ngko umerkns
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
w-merk-ns
1ĘČ.α.U-follow.ĉĚė-čĔĉ.ēĘČA
‘They followed me.’ (earlier today)
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b. Ninta mo srwmtawns
Ninta
1.ēĘČ.ĊėČ
mo
wallaby
s-rwmtaw-ro-ns
3.β.U-hunt.ėĘ-ėĈę.ĕċě-ēĘČ.A
‘We hunted a wallaby.’ (earlier today)
The non-singular form for the hodiernal past in the perfective aspect isme (6.97).
This form also does not vary for person of the actor.
(6.96) Pinta ngko bmermame
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
b-merba-me
1ĘČ.β.U-follow.ėĘ-čĔĉ.ēĘČA
‘They followed me.’ (earlier today) (perfective)
The non-singular form for the recent past in the perfective aspect is rans (/rɒns/)
(6.97). This form does not vary for the person of the actor. This form is arguably ho-
mophonous with the ns hodiernal past durative marker since the ‘ra’ element could
be considered part of the TAM sufϐix, which it is for verbs that do not display a stem
alternation.
(6.97) Pinta ngko bmerbantrans
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
b-merba-nt-rans
1ĘČ.β.U-follow.ėĘ-ėĈę.ĕċě-ėĈę.ĕċě.ēĘČA
‘They followed me.’ (yesterday) (perfective)
There is just a single non-singular form for the imperfective aspect regardless of
tense. It takes the form of e (/ɛ/) and does not vary for person. Example (6.98a) shows
it occurring with a non-singular actor in the imperfective aspect and recent past tense;
(6.98b) shows it occurring with remote past tense.
(6.98) a. Pinta ngko umplaeyene
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1.ĆćĘ
w-mplae-en-e
ėĒę-1.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĒę-ĘČ.A
‘They were beating me.’ (yesterday)
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b. Pinta ngko kumplaernte
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1.ĆćĘ
kw-w-mplae-rnt-e
ėĒę-1.α.U-hit.Ċĝ-ĎĒĕċ.ėĒę-ĘČ.A
‘They were beating me.’ (two or more days ago)
There is a dedicated non-singular marker for the future-potential forms regardless
of aspect. It takes the form y and does not vary for person. Example (6.99) shows it
occurringwith durative aspect and example (6.99b) shows it occurringwith perfective
aspect.
(6.99) a. Pinta Jon srmerkntomoi
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
s-r-merk-nt-omo-y
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘They might follow John.’
b. Pinta Jon srmerbamoi
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
Jon
s-r-merba-omo-y
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ĕĔę-ĘČA
‘They might follow John.’ (perfective)
For the non-potential future tenses, i.e. future-irrealis and imperative-hortative in
durative and perfective aspects, the non-singular actormarker is either ei orme. These
two forms are dependent on the person value of the actor. Interestingly, unlike the un-
dergoerwhich groups second and third non-singular, this particular actor sufϐix groups
ϐirst and second person non-singular together in opposition to the third non-singular.
Example (6.100) shows the ei form being used in future-irrealis for both durative and
perfective.
(6.100) a. Ninta Jon srmerkntei
ninta
1ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-ei
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ċĚę.1ēĘČA
‘We will follow John!’
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b. Ninta Jon srmerbai
ninta
1ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merba-ei
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ėĘ-ċĚę.1ēĘČA
‘We will follow John! (perfective)
Example (6.101) shows the ei form being used in imperative-hortative for both du-
rative and perfective.
(6.101) Mpunta ni kneibentntei
mpunta
2ēĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kn-eibent-nt-ei
2ĘČ.β.U-tell-ċĚę-ċĚę.2ēĘČA
‘(You all) tell us!’ (durative and perfective)
These forms also display an alternation for person in which the ϐirst and second
person non-singular forms are realised by a ei and the third person non-singular is
realisedbyamewhich is the same formas theoneused for theperfectivehodiernal past
non-singulars. Example (6.102) shows all three persons and the distinction between
ϐirst and second vs. third for just the future-irrealis in the durative aspect, however the
perfective and both the imperative-hortative forms display an identical pattern.
(6.102) a. Ninta Jon srmerkntei
ninta
1ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-ei
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ċĚę.1ēĘČA
‘We will follow Jon!’
b. Mpunta Jon srmerkntei
mpunta
2ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-merk-nt-ei
3β.U-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ċĚę.2ēĘČA
‘You will follow John!’
c. Pinta Jon srmerknteme
pinta
3ēĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
s-r-merk-nt-me
3β.U-ē2.ċĚę-follow.ĉĚė-ċĚę-ċĚę.3ēĘČA
‘They will follow John!’
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The ϐinal actor marker is the default formwhich is used for the present tense dura-
tive (6.103a) and the recent past durative (6.103b). This marker also alternates based
on the person value of the actor and similarly to the above form there are only two dis-
tinct forms for this marker. The forms for this marker are y and e, both of which are al-
ready used for other more speciϐic actor sufϐixes. Unlike the previous example (6.100)
this form groups ϐirst non-singular against second and third non-singular much more
like the undergoer marker.
(6.103) a. ni awamprei
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
ø-a-wampre-y
ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-1.ēĘČA
‘We are stumbling.’
b. ninta kwawamprei
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wampre-y
ėĈę-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-1.ēĘČA
‘We stumbled.’ (yesterday)
Theexamples in (6.104) showthegrouping for thepersonvalues for thenon-singular
default actor marker. Notice the identical forms for second and third non-singular.
(6.104) a. ninta kwawamprei
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wampre-y
ėĈę-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-1.ēĘČA
‘We stumbled.’ (yesterday)
b. mpunta kwawampreye
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wampre-e
ėĈę-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-2.ēĘČA
‘You (pl.) stumbled.’ (yesterday)
c. pi kwawampreye
pi
3.ĆćĘ
kw-ø-a-wampre-e
ėĈę-ĒĎĉ-ĉĎĆ-fall.Ċĝ-3.ēĘČA
‘They stumbled.’ (yesterday)
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It is interesting to note that the two groups of TAM functions for which the actor
agreement marks person distinctions, whilst both having only two forms, pattern dif-
ferently. As such, all three person values must be available for the indexing of actors.
See Chapter 9 for a discussion of the availability of person in the organisation of the
actor paradigm.
6.9 The copula
The copula largely aligns with the preϐixing verb template. It has distinct forms for the
restricted, the durative and the extended stemparadigms. The restricted and extended
stems are regular, following the exact inϐlectional paradigm described above for preϐix-
ing verbs. The restricted stem takes the form e and the extended stem rar. The durative
forms, however, are more irregular and display some suppletive forms.
The durative copula paradigm is laid out in Table 6.17. This is for seven of the eight
tense andmood categorieswhich combinewith the durative aspect. The past-potential
category is missing from the paradigm as no data was collected on it. The basic agree-
ment shape is that of the undergoer agreement pattern with the same syncretism de-
scribed in Section 6.7.1.2. There are three distinct stemswhich combine with the stan-
dard inϐlections for the particular TAM categories. The stem ro is used for the future
forms and the remote past. The stem re is used in the hodiernal past. The stem reye
is used for recent past and present female forms. Finally the durative present form of
the copula is the agreement marker plus a vowel. For ϐirst person singular this is or-
thographically represented as o, phonetically closer to /ɑ/. For the other forms this is
orthographically represented as e, phonetically /ɛ/.
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Imperative-hortative
1 2 3 3ċĊĒ
SG bront knront sront bront
NSG knront sront sront
Future-irrealis
1 2 3 3.ċĊĒ
SG bront ntront sront bront
NSG ntront sront sront
Future-potential
1 2 3 3.ċĊĒ
SG brontomo ntrontomo srontomo brontomo
NSG ntrontomo srontomo srontomo
Present
1 2 3 3.ċĊĒ
SG wo ne ye reye
NSG ne ye ye
Hodiernal past
1 2 3 3.ċĊĒ
SG urei nrei yrei urei
NSG nrei yrei yrei
Recent past
1 2 3 3.ċĊĒ
SG kureye kunreye sureye kureye
NSG kunreye sureye sureye
Remote past
1 2 3 3.ċĊĒ
SG urou nrou yrow urow
NSG nrou yrou yrow
Table 6.17: Paradigm of durative forms of copula

Chapter 7
Verb stems, aspect classes and
(plur)actionality
The majority of verbs in Ngkolmpu display a rich system of stem alternation. Each
verb in Ngkolmpu corresponds to one of a number of core alternation patterns (7.1).
These alternations are driven by complex interactions between distinct categories of
pluractionality and aspect (7.2). Many verbs are defective in lacking one ormore of the
possible stems according to the lexical semantics of the verb. The number of stems is
used to establish a set of aspect classes. Ngkolmpu displays fairly convincing evidence
that these stem alternations, and by extension the features that they realise including
pluractionality, are inϐlectional rather than lexical (7.3).
7.1 Stem alternation
Verbs in Ngkolmpu have up to three stems. These stems alternate according to a com-
plex interaction of pluractionality and aspect. In this section we will mostly be con-
cernedwith the particular distribution of forms, whilst features and their valueswhich
govern this distribution are discussed in Section 7.2.
There are twovaluesof pluractionality inNgkolmpu: pluractional andnon-pluractional.
This is cross-cut by the three distinct aspect values: perfective, durative and imperfec-
tive. Stem alternation is not the only loci of aspect marking but it is the only morpho-
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logical marking of pluractionality. Aspect is also marked through a combination of the
undergoer preϐix, the TAM sufϐix and the actor sufϐix as discussed in the previous chap-
ter.
The default stem pattern, accounting for 85% of the lexicon, involves verbs having
up to three stems, labelled ėĊĘęėĎĈęĊĉ, ĉĚėĆęĎěĊ and ĊĝęĊēĉĊĉ. The restricted stem
is used only for perfective aspect, the durative stem is used for durative aspect and the
extended stem is used for the imperfective aspect and all pluractional events regardless
of aspect. This distribution is shown inTable 7.1. As alreadydiscussed in Section6.3.1.1
and discussed further in Section 7.2.4.2, the combination of pluractional and perfective
aspect is not a possible combination for any verb in Ngkolmpu, which is why this cell
remains unϐilled in the Table 7.1. Whilst, this default pattern holds for the majority of
the lexicon1, it is important to note that most verbs are defective in lacking either one
or two of the stems. For a verb which is defective in lacking a stem it is not possible to
inϐlect a verb for that category nor is it possible to express that categorywith that verb.
In addition to this default pattern, approximately 9% of verbs have a single stem
whichmaybeusedacross all aspects andbothpluractional andnon-pluractional forms.
The remaining 6% of verbs pattern differently from both of the patterns discussed.
There are three verbs, the verb ‘towalk’ and the directional derivatives of ‘to come’ and
‘to go’ which display idiosyncratic stem distribution. The remaining 5% are positional
verbs which belong to one of two possible alternate stem distributions discussed in
Section 7.1.3. These patterns are often more transparent and when these verbs align
more closely to semantic values they are labelled as such. For example, the verb yamakr
‘towalk’ has a single stemwhich is used for imperfective and only for imperfective: this
is thus labelled the imperfective stemand glossed appropriately as discussed in section
7.1.2.
1It would be interesting to see how loanwords interact with the complexity of this system, however
there are no observed instances of verbs as loanwords in Ngkolmpu. Similar has been observed for
Komnzo (Döhler, 2016, p. 133).
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Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional Restricted Durative Extended
Pluractional - Extended Extended
Table 7.1: Default pattern of verbal stem distribution
As stated, most verbs are defective in lacking one or two stems. Out of the verbs
which display the default pattern, around 30%have an extended stem only, i.e. a single
stem which can only be used for imperfective aspect and pluractional events. This is
known as the one-stem default pattern. The majority of verbs (60%) have two stems,
which are the restricted stem and the extended stem, i.e. they are defective in lacking
a durative stem. This is known as the two-stem default pattern. Finally, 10% of these
verbsdisplay all three stems. This is knownas the three-stemdefault pattern. Although
only a small number of verbs display all three stems, the same distribution of stems
holds across all these verbs. These basic patterns are exempliϐied with verb stems in
Tables 7.2-7.5. It is worth noting that all verbs of this pattern have an extended stem.
This excludes the three verbs of movement and the positional verbs. Note that lacking
a stemmeans that category is not expressible by verbs exhibiting that pattern.
The number of stems a verb has is correlated to the lexical aspect or aktionsart of
that verb. We canmake use of a concept of aktionsart in the tradition of Vendler (1967)
and Dowty (1979)2, in which we can describe the inherent aspectual meaning of verbs
using a number of parameters. In our case, we will refer to three binary parameters:
punctual vs. durative, telic vs. atelic and stative vs. dynamic. The Ngkolmpu aspect
classes, deϐined by stem distribution, correlate strongly with these aktionsart classiϐi-
cations. However, the classiϐications do not characterise all the verbs of a given class,
only the majority. We can think of these classes as being a semantically driven system
with an additional level of lexical speciϐication.
Verbs of the one-stem default pattern are labelled one-stem verbs. One-stem verbs
are typically unbounded or inherently plural events. These include verbs like orai ‘to
2For an impressive overview of various approaches to classifying aspect and aktionsart see Sasse
(2002).
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work’ or onowai ‘to distribute’. All the verbswhich belong to this class are durative and
most are atelic. Deϐining these verbs as being entirely atelic is problematic though, as
verbs like ominngkai ‘to eat’ also belong to this class. The stem distribution is exem-
pliϐied for the verb okrai, ‘to pile’, in Table 7.2. In this table, ‘-’ represents impossible
forms, i.e. those which are never attested in the language, whilst blank forms are those
which do not occur for this particular stem pattern.
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional kr
Pluractional - kr kr
Table 7.2: Distribution of stems for okrai ‘to pile’
Verbs of the two-stem default pattern have a restricted stem and an extended stem.
All two-stem verbs are telic. These verbs include durative telic verbs like omakrai ‘to
burn something’ and punctual verbs like omplaei ‘to hit’. The stem distribution of two-
stem verbs is displayed in Table 7.3.
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional lmputo ilmputok
Pluractional - lmputok ilmputok
Table 7.3: Distribution of stems for olmputokai ‘to sink’
Verbsof the three stemdefault pattern, except one, are atelic durative verbs. Largely
this involves non-basic verbs of motion, i.e. the verbs for ‘follow’, ‘return’ and ‘circum-
navigate’. This class also includes the copula. The single exception to the characterisa-
tion of this class as durative atelic is the verb owurai ‘to bite’. The stem distribution is
exempliϐied for the verb omerkntnai, ‘to follow’, in Table 7.4.
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Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional merba merk merkntn
Pluractional - merkntn merkntn
Table 7.4: Distribution of stems for omerkntnai ‘to follow’.
In addition to the patterns above, there are the single-stem pattern which make up
about 9% of identiϐied verbs. These verbs display a single stem which can be used for
all aspect values and both pluractional and non-pluractional events as exempliϐied for
the verb eibentai ‘to tell’ in Table 7.5. This is excluding the combination of perfective
and pluractional, which is an impossible combination in this language. These verbs are
mixed according to their lexical aspect. Most verbs of this type are durative and telic,
with two exceptions: olngkolai ‘to stab’ and aemurai ‘to nod’ which are punctual.
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional eibent eibent eibent
Pluractional - eibent eibent
Table 7.5: Distribution of stems for eibentai ‘to tell’.
7.1.1 Formal patterns of stem alternations
Verbs which display a stem alternation display a number of interesting asymmetries in
the relationship between stems. In terms of distribution, all verbs of the type discussed
above have an extended stem. If a verb has more than one stem it will also have a
restricted stem. Only if a verb has a both an extended and a restricted stemmay it have
a durative. This suggests a hierarchy of signiϐicance of stems in which the extended
stem is the most basic, followed by restricted and then the durative. We can posit a
hierarchy of prominence as in (7.1). Not only do all verbs have an extended stem, the
extended stem is always used to derive the inϐinitive form if the verb has one. Inϐinitives
cannot be derived from either of the other stems.
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(7.1) Hierarchy of stem of prominence:
ĊĝęĊēĉĊĉ « ėĊĘęėĎĈęĊĉ « ĉĚėĆęĎěĊ
In terms of how inϐlected forms are constructed, we see an almost inverse pattern:
for verbs which display multiple stems, except for a few cases of suppletive forms, the
restricted stem serves as the phonological base from which other forms are derived.
For two verb stems the extended stem is built from the restricted stem, as visible in Ta-
ble 7.3. For three-stem verbs, the durative stem is built from the restricted and is then
used to form the extended stem, visible inTable 7.4. This suggests a hierarchyof phono-
logical derivation as in (7.2) exempliϐied for the verb omerkntnai ‘to follow’ in (7.3).
However, it is important to note here that there are a very large number of phonolog-
ical processes which derive one stem from another, with many processes speciϐic to a
single lexeme. In addition, which process a verb undergoes to derive its stems is not de-
ducible fromany formal or semantic criteria. Thismakes determining the phonological
relationship between stems difϐicult, althoughwe can generalise over these patterns to
create nine distinct formal classes as presented in Tables 7.6 and 7.7.
(7.2) Hierarchy of stem generation:
ĊĝęĊēĉĊĉ « ĉĚėĆęĎěĊ « ėĊĘęėĎĈęĊĉ
(7.3) merkntn «merk «merba
ĊĝęĊēĉĊĉ « ĉĚėĆęĎěĊ « ėĊĘęėĎĈęĊĉ
The forms of the stems are not tied to the particular stem functions; rather they
align to the hierarchy in (7.2). To clarify, there are a set of processes that target re-
stricted stems andwether they derive durative or extended stems depends on the verb
in question, i.e. two stem verbs derive extended stems from restricted yet three stem
verbs derive durative stems from restricted and extended stems from the durative. An-
other way to state this is that the process used to derive a stem is sensitive to the input
element rather than the result. As such we can talk about processes which input re-
stricted stems, in Table 7.6, and processes which input durative stems in Table 7.7. We
will talk about suppletion as one of these processes, however suppletion can target
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both restricted and durative. Out of the total stem pairs, 13 are suppletive. All other
verbs display some level of identity between the stems.
For processes which input restricted stems, the most common pattern between
stems involves appending a thematic element to the restricted stem after deleting any
ϐinal consonant or cluster of the restricted stem. The most common forms of this the-
matic material are ngk, with 16 examples across pairs of stems. The next most com-
mon are ka and k with 9 examples each. There are 19 examples of idiosyncratic ele-
ments which involve the alternation of some ϐinal element of the stem. In additional to
this there are 32 examples of some idiosyncratic element being added to the restricted
stem. Problematic to this analysis are 14 examples in which the restricted stem has
more phonological material than another stem. In these examples, one analysis would
be to treat the ϐinal element of the restricted stem as deleted to form the next stem.
We can treat this as a case of morphological subtraction. The alternate analysis would
have 11 distinct thematic elements being added to extended stems in order to derive
restricted stems.
There are a number of processes which input durative stems to produce extended
stems. There are ϐive examples of suppletion. Equally common, with ϐive examples, is
the appending of ntn to the durative stem. There is one example of subtraction. The
remaining examples involve adding a ϐinal i or e to the restricted stem. Examples of
each of these are listed in Table 7.7.
7.1.2 Verbs of basic motion
There are three verbs of basic motion, the verb ‘to walk’ and the directional derivatives
of ‘to come’ and ‘to go’, which display idiosyncratic stem distribution. The verb for ‘to
walk’, yamakr, has three stems. The verbs for ‘come’ and ‘go’ have two stems.
The verb for ‘to walk’, which is often used as a more generic travel verb, has three
stems, a durative stem, a durative pluractional stem and an imperfective stem. This is
amorphologically preϐixing verb. This distribution of stems is exempliϐied in Table 7.8.
This verb is particularly unusual since it indicates imperfective with a stem distinct
from the durative pluractional stem.
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Type Restricted Result3 Translation
C# → nɡk onto ontongk ‘to bring’
atunaent atunaengk ‘to agree’
marw marngk ‘to marry’
C# → ka nsey nseka ‘to sit down’
lmputo lmputoka ‘to sink’
ritu rituka ‘to die’
C# → k onte ontek ‘to put inside’
ncrey ncrek ‘to wake’
merba merk ‘to follow’
X# → Y ule ula ‘to be so’
rtiw rtib ‘to ϐinish’
noke noki ‘to lift’
Subtraction lusya lusy ‘to blow’
wakino wakin ‘to build’
lewent lewe ‘to scrub’
Suppletive ey akr ‘to mention’
munse oyer ‘to talk’
rs mplae ‘to hit’
Table 7.6: Formal processes targeting restricted stems
Type Durative Result Translation
Suppletive rampuka wur ‘to bite’
lengkl anto ‘to watch’
owna mntra ‘to sleep’
_# → ntn ayak ayakntn ‘to crawl’
eyerk eyerkntn ‘to stalk’
merk merkntn ‘to follow’
_# → i/e me mei ‘to put out’
lus lusi ‘to arrange’
ibitr ibitre ‘to separate’
Subtraction reyar reya ‘to bury (dead)’
Table 7.7: Formal processes targeting durative stems
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Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional amakr akre
Pluractional - ya akre
Table 7.8: Distribution of stems for yamakr ‘to walk’
The verbs for ‘to come’ and ‘to go’ display two stems, a durative stem and an ex-
tended stem. These are the only exceptions to the pattern that a verb must have a re-
stricted stem before it may have an extended stem. The patterns are identical for both
verbs so we can exemplify the distribution using the forms of ‘to go’ in Table 7.9.
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional an antn
Pluractional - antn antn
Table 7.9: Distribution of stems for an ‘to go’
7.1.3 Positional verbs
There are two distinct characteristics of positional verbs: no positional verbs have a
restricted stem and positional verbs never occur in perfective aspect. It is impossible
to express these verbs with a perfective meaning. These verbs are stative. The default
pattern has just two stems: a pluractional stem and a non-pluractional stem. The other
pattern, restricted to a single verb, has three stems, a durative stem and imperfective
stem and a pan-aspectual plural stem.
The default pattern of positional verbs is presented in Table 7.10. The pluractional
form of these stems is derived from the non-pluractional form through the addition of
kan to the right edge of the verb stem. The exception is ikn, ‘to be in a sitting position
atop something’ which has the suppletive stems, kn non-pluractional and kan plurac-
tional. This potentially is the origin of the pluractional thematic element of the other
positional verbs pluractional stem.
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Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional ritr ritr
Pluractional - ritrkan ritrkan
Table 7.10: Stem distribution for iritr ‘to be in a standing position’
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional eme owme
Pluractional - onta onta
Table 7.11: Stem distribution for yeme ‘to be in a sitting position’
There is a single three-stem positional verb, yeme ‘to be in a sitting position’, pre-
sented in Table 7.11. It has a durative stem used for non-pluractional durative events,
an imperfective used for non-pluractional imperfective events and a pluractional stem
used in both durative aspect and imperfective aspect for pluractional events.
7.1.4 Summary of stem patterns
Table 7.12 contains a summary of the total stem patterns found in Ngkolmpu. The ϐirst
column is the stem pattern. The second column is the percentage of verbs that display
that pattern. The remaining columns represent the possible feature combinations rel-
evant for stem selection. In this case, ĕ refers to pluractional whilst ēĕ refers to the
non-pluractional.
Empty cells represent forms which do not exist. For example, verbs exhibiting the
default 2-stem pattern do not occur with any durative non-pluractional forms. Notice,
that no pattern has the combination of perfective and pluractional; it is for this rea-
son that I argue that pluractional and perfectivity are incompatible in this language in
Section 7.2.4.2.
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Pattern % ēĕ.ĕċě ĕ.ĕċě ēĕ.ĉĚė ĕ.ĉĚė ēĕ.ĎĒĕċ ĕ.ĎĒĕċ
Default 3-stem 8.5% ėĘ - ĉĚė Ċĝ Ċĝ Ċĝ
Default 2-stem 51% ėĘ - Ċĝ Ċĝ Ċĝ
Default 1-stem 25.5% - Ċĝ Ċĝ Ċĝ
Single stem 9% Ċĝ - Ċĝ Ċĝ Ċĝ Ċĝ
Positional 5% - ĉĚė ĉĚė ĎĒĕċ ĎĒĕċ
Sit 0.25% - ĉĚė ĕ ĎĒĕċ ĕ
Walk 0.25% - ēĕ.ĉĚė ĕ.ĉĚė ĎĒĕċ ĎĒĕċ
Come/Go 0.5% - ĉĚė Ċĝ Ċĝ Ċĝ
Table 7.12: Summary of stem patterns in Ngkolmpu
7.2 (Plur)actionality
In this section we look at the details of the features which govern the alternation of
stems for verbs in Ngkolmpu. As stated the two features are pluractionality and as-
pect. Aspect has been discussed in Section 6.3.1.1, so this section is largely focused on
exploring the role of pluractionality in stem alternation.
Before we begin the discussion, I need to discuss some terminological issues as
there aremultiple terms for the phenomenon in question and none of themare entirely
satisfying. The term pluractional was introduced by (Newman, 1980). It was origi-
nally intended to replace the term intensive verb that was used by linɡuists workinɡ on
Niger-Congo languages. In addition, there is the term verbal number ϐirst introduced
in (Durie, 1986) and also used in (Corbett, 2000).
The term pluractional is problematic. These verbs occur in pairs or triplets where
one form is the pluractional form and the others are not and yet the term focuses on
just a single value of what is amulti-value set. In this grammar, categories are assumed
to be captured by features which have a set of values. Features are named based on
a common property that all the values represent. However, pluractionality derives its
name from one of the values rather than the class to which each of the values belong.
An equivalent would be to refer to the morphosemantic category of argument number
as plurality rather than number.
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However, the alternate term verbal number is also problematic for a number of dif-
ferent reasons. Whilst it is of an appropriate structure in which the category is not
named for any single value, the speciϐication of verbal within the category name is a
misnomer. Firstly, what Durie (1986) calls nominal number is also marked on verbs
and as such the category of pluractionality is not uniquely ‘verbal’. Secondly, whilst the
use of the term number captures the relatedness of the domains of number it is also
potentially ambiguous and easily confusable when discussing differences between cat-
egories. Finally, the major problem is that the term is that the term verb is a category
within the domain of morphosyntax yet the category under question is a semantic cat-
egory which classiϐies events or actions rather than verbs.
To that end, I will refer to the phenomenon as (plur)actionality, although for read-
ability this will typically be without the parantheses. The feature will be formalised as
actionality4 and, in Ngkolmpu, this has two values plural and non-plural. These will be
glossed as ĕđ and ēĕđ where appropriate. I will use the term pluractional to refer the
concept of plural actionality and its associated forms since it already features so promi-
nently in the literature. Non-plural actionality will be referred to as non-pluractional. I
will alsomake use of two terms introduced by Corbett (2000) to cover the twodomains
of (plur)actionality: these are participant number and event number and are discussed
in the following section. The term argument number will be used to unambiguously
refer to the standard domain of number, i.e. what has been referred to as nominal
number by Durie (1986) and Corbett (2000).
7.2.1 Pluractionality in typological context
Pluractionality is a category, typically lexical, which is typically referred to as “express-
ing a multiplicity of events” (Hoϐherr & Laca, 2012, p. 1). Newman (2012, p. 195)
describes pluractionals and the domain of plural events as a semantically complex con-
cept consisting of a range of semantic features as follows:
Pluractionals indicate repetition, frequentativeness, habitualness, and
succession of action over time; expansiveness and scattered distribution
4The term actionality has been used by various authors as an English equivalent to aktionsart
(Tatevosov, 2002) although this usage is not particularly common.
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in space; actions affecting multiple persons, animals, or objects, either in
large number or individually; and actions (often embodied in intransitive
verbs) carried out by multiple persons, either as a group or individually.
Of the semantic domains listed by Newman, the most commonly discussed, and most
relevant to Ngkolmpu, refer to ”the number of times an action is done or the number of
participants in the action” (Veselinova, 2006, p. 149). This basic distinction between
actions andparticipants is thebasis of the twodimensions identiϐiedbyCorbett (2000),
which he labels event number and participant number respectively.
In addition to event number and participant number, various other semantic di-
mensions mentioned by Newman have been discussed in the literature. The most ex-
tensive of these pertains to distributivity, which is conceived of as plural events dis-
tributed across participants, space or time. A thorough exploration of the issues per-
taining to pluractionality and distributivity can be found in Hoϐherr and Laca (2012).
Other work has discussed the notion of pluractionality as a type of lexical aspect or
aktionsart such as found in Cusic (1981) and later Hrakovskij and Khrakovskiı̆ (1997).
The two domains most relevant for the Ngkolmpu data that we examine in the fol-
lowing sections are event number and participant number. Event number refers to the
iteration or repetition of events. At its simplest this involves a distinction between sin-
gle events and multiple events and may include such events as habituals or iteratives.
Event number is often closely related to aspect; this is evenmore signiϐicant for Ngkol-
mpu since both the aspect system and verbal number system share the system of stem
alternation as part of their realisation. Corbett (2000) directly cautions against treat-
ing realisations of repeated action aspectual features as instances of verbal number.
This is particularly signiϐicant since the conceptual distinction between event plurality
and aktionart is a subtle one. If we consider aktionsart to refer to the inherent tem-
poral properties of a given verb then verbs which display habitual or iterative features
would be considered a type of aktionsart and an example of event plurality. The lan-
guage speciϐic applications of these distinctions are discussed in much greater detail
in Section 7.2.2.
Participant number refers to the number of participants that events are performed
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either by or to. Typically this is restricted to S and O arguments, i.e.absolutive argu-
ments (Corbett, 2000, p. 252). For example, if a single person sits down this is a sin-
gular event yet if multiple people sit this is a plural event. Contrastingly, argument
number refers to the cardinality of referents rather than relating to number of partici-
pants the event effects. The distinction of participant number from argument number
marked on the verb is the focus ofmuchwork on verbal number, see Frajzyngier (1985)
and, in more detail, Durie (1986). This is particularly important in Ngkolmpu since ar-
gument number andverbal number arebothmarkedon the verbbut are clearly distinct
categories. TheworkofDurie (1986)particularlymakes the importanceof distinguish-
ing between these two categories quite clear since not only are they often realised very
differently from each other, they serve quite different functions.
Corbett’s typology discusses languages which marked event number and partic-
ipant number distinctly. However, Ngkolmpu marks both these semantic concepts
identically and would be treated as a ‘mixed language’ according to Corbett (2000).
The language-speciϐic category of pluractional in Ngkolmpu should be considered to
entail either (or both) of these semantic domains. In addition, it is helpful to make the
conceptual distinction between the two as they provide different analytic challenges.
The position implicit in all the above propositions is that pluractionality and the
expression of event plurality is a lexical feature of verbs. This statement is the overt
claim of Mithun (1988) in her analysis of Central Pomo, a view that is reϐlected in the
typological overviews by Corbett (2000) and Durie (1986). Other purely descriptive
works differ in their treatment of this phenomenon. Frajzyngier (1993) in his gram-
mar ofMupun lists themarking of event plurality via stemalternation, i.e. pluractional-
ity, in his section of lexical features. In contrast, in his grammars of Pero and Wandala
(Frajzyngier, 2012, 1989), in which the expression of verbal plurality is discussed at
length, he never overtly addresses the questions as to whether this is an inϐlectional
or lexical category. However, in these languages the productivity of the system and
similar features to those found in Ngkolmpu suggests this is a candidate for an the in-
ϐlectional treatment and deserve closer attention. Veselinova (2006) is one of the few
works to examine this question in broader typological context in her work looking at
properties of stem suppletion. In her section on verbal number, which we are calling
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(plur)actionality, she argues that some languages display evidence that verbal num-
ber pairs should be considered paradigmatic derivational suppletion. In this case the
category is still a feature of the lexicon but is semi-productive and maintains a formal
relationship between singular and plural forms of the verb. In Section 7.3, I argue that
verbal number is best analysed as inϐlectional in Ngkolmpu.
7.2.2 Pluractionality in Ngkolmpu
In verbs inNgkolmpuwhichdisplay a stemalternation (around60%), the alternation is
sensitive to pluractionality. As discussed, this can be conceived of as either participant
number or event number; both are marked identically as in example (7.4). Note the
use ofmel ‘head’ in these examples, this is used to refer to counted groups of animates.
(7.4) a. Markusu John sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
swnmerk/
ĘČ>3.ėĈęnfollow.ĉĚė
’Markus followed John (yesterday).’
b. Markusu yuow mel pi sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈęnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed those three (people) (yesterday).’ Participant number
c. Markusu John yuowmpr sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
yuowmpr
three.times
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈęnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed John three times (yesterday).’ Event number
7.2.3 Pluractionality and argument number
One of the key analytic challenges of identifying pluractionality in a given language
is when both pluractionality and argument number are marked on verbs, as we ϐind
in Ngkolmpu. Much of the literature has focused on the distinctions between these
two categories. Works such as Durie (1986), Gil (1993) and Corbett (2000) give us
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a number of diagnostics for distinguishing between the categories. In Ngkolmpu, the
distinction between the two categories is quickly evident despite both being marked
on the verb, as they have different realisations, display different alignments and mark
different values. The following sections examine these diagnostics in turn and provide
descriptive coverage of these phenomena whilst explicitly establishing the category of
pluractionality.
7.2.3.1 Different locations
Themost immediately obvious distinction between the marking of verbal number and
argument number is the location of their realisation. Argument number is realised at
the peripheries of the verb, that is on the agreement afϐixes, whilst pluractionality is
realised through stem alternation.
As we have seen, verbs are indexed for up to two arguments. The number of the ac-
tor is encoded by a sufϐix, that of the undergoer by a preϐix. A point which confuses this
somewhat is that number is not marked for third person undergoers. See Section 5.3
for a more detailed discussion of argument structure and an explanation of the terms
used here. Compare this to examples below inwhich pluractional marking for the verb
akinai ‘to erect’ is marked through stem alternation. Example (7.5a) represents a sin-
gular event marked with the durative stem. For plural events, via either participant
number (7.5b) or event number (7.5c) then the extended stemmust be used.
(7.5) a. Markusu lampu pr pi swowo
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
lampu
light
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swnowo/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnerect.ĉĚė
’Markus erected that light post (yesterday).’
b. Markusu yuow pr pi swakin
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swnakin/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnerect.Ċĝ
‘Markus erected those three poles (yesterday).’
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c. Markusu lampu pr pi swakun yuowmpr
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
naempr
one
lampu
light
pr
tree
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swnakin/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnerect.Ċĝ
yuowmpr
three.times
’Markus erected that one light post three times (yesterday).’5
7.2.3.2 Different alignment
Event number, i.e. pluractionality when it involves the number of participants, is typ-
ically sensitive to the absolutive argument regardless of the organisational system of
the language (Durie, 1986). As we have seen in Chapter 6, argument number marking
on verbs in Ngkolmpu marks agreement on a split-S system. Compare this to mark-
ing of verbal number triggered by participant plurality in which the absolutive (7.6)
argument is the only possible trigger. The plurality of the ergative argument is never
relevant for verbal number (7.6c).
(7.6) a. Markusu John sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
swnmerk/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
’Markus followed John (yesterday).’
b. Markusu yuow mel pi sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed those three (people) (yesterday).’
c. pinta yuow melya John sumerki
pinta
3.ēĘČ
yuow
three
mel-ya
head-ēĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
swnmerk/i
ēĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
‘Those three (people) followed John (yesterday).’
5Because it kept falling down after each attempt.
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(7.7) a. ngko krenteknt mwangke
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnntek/nt
ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.ĉĚė
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’I will return home.’
b. ni krnentnti mwangke
ni
1.ēĘČ
krnnent/nti
ēĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.Ċĝ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’We (3+) will return home.’
Preϐixing verbs also display an absolutive agreement pattern with the S of the pre-
ϐixing verb marked with a preϐix, like the O argument of transitive verbs. As this is the
same alignment as verbal number marking, alignment is a less strong diagnostic for
the distinction between nominal number and verbal number. However, whilst the sta-
tus of this absolutive pattern of agreement appears similar to the pattern of marking
of participant number, it is restricted to a sub-part of the overall system, i.e. preϐixing
verbs only. If we compare the entire system of argument number marking on verbs,
we have a split system, which only sometimes displays an absolutive alignment. Thus,
we must consider the parameters of both systems, the argument number system and
the pluractionality system to be operating under distinct alignment patterns andwhich
is suggestive that these are distinct systems. See Chapter 8 for a discussion of mixed
alignment systems in the language.
7.2.3.3 Different values
The ϐinal piece of evidence we have to demonstrate a distinction between nominal and
verbal numbers is that they operate on different values of number. Argument number
marks singular versus non-singular, one or more, whereas verbal number marks plu-
ral, three ormore, versus non-plural, less than three. This naturally involves something
of a simpliϐication since argument number refers to cardinality of entities whilst ver-
bal number is inherently more complex involving cardinality of events repeated and
potentially distributed over either space or time. However for the purposes of this di-
agnostic, we are interested in what point in the cardinality value is signiϐicant for the
expression of the categories, in this case it is either two or three.
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Example (7.8) demonstrates argument number for the actor argument. The actor
argument in example (8.4a) is singular, example (8.4b) refers to two actors which in-
volves thenon-singular agreementmarkingbut thedurative verb stem. Example (8.4b)
involves three actors, which maintains the non-singular agreement marking but trig-
gers the use of the extended stem. As such, pluractionality is clearly sensitive to a value
of three or more.
(7.8) a. ngko krnteknt mwangke
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnntek/nt
ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.ĉĚė
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’I will return home.’
b. ni krnteknti mwangke
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnntek/nti
ēĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.ĉĚė
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’We (2) will return home.’
c. ni krnentnti mwangke
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnnent/nti
ēĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.Ċĝ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’We (3+) will return home.’
It is important to note that the same distinction is held for event number as well as
participant number (7.9).
(7.9) a. ngko krnteknt mwangke
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnntek/nt
ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.ĉĚė
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’I will return home.’
b. ngko yempokampr krnteknt mwangke
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
yempokampr
two.times
krnntek/nt
ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.ĉĚė
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’I will return home twice.’
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c. ngko yuowmpr krnentnt mwangke
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
yuowmpr
three.times
krnnent/nt
ĘČ.ċĚę.ĉĚėnreturn.Ċĝ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’I will return home three times.’
Interestingly, this results in a type of emergent dual marking that arises from the
interactionbetween the two systems. The combinationof non-singular argument num-
ber marking for the absolutive argument combined with a non-pluractional verb stem
allows a dual reading to be inferred. In practice this is often not evident as third person
undergoers, the most frequent absolutive marked arguments, do not mark argument
number, either in the nominal or verbal morphology. This can result in an ambiguity
between singular and dual absolutive arguments with non-plural verbs (7.10a).
(7.10) a. Markusu pi sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
swnmerk/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
‘Markus followed him / them two (yesterday).’
b. Markusu pi sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed them / him (three times) (yesterday).’
7.2.4 Pluractionality and aspect
Verbs in Ngkolmpu are marked for one of three categories of aspect: perfective, dura-
tive or imperfective, as discussed in Section 6.3.1.1. Typically, aspect ismarked through
the use of a dedicated sufϐix which immediately follows the verb and the use of the
agreement markers. In each of the following sections, I shall give a brief overview of
each of these systems however the aspectual system is primarily discussed in Chapter
6. For the purposes of this discussion, the most interesting fact about the aspect sys-
tem is that is also uses the same system of stem alternation as verbal number. This is
potentially unsurprising, since pluractionality and aspect cover similar semantic do-
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mains. In the following section I argue that they must be considered distinct systems
despite using the same formal apparatus.
7.2.4.1 Aspect and stems
Verbs in the perfective take a tense-invariant undergoer agreement preϐix, known as
the β-series (§ 6.7.1). In addition to this, there are a number of TAM sufϐixes which im-
mediately follow the verb stem along with a set of perfective actor agreement preϐixes
which do alternate for tense (§ 6.8.1).
Out of the verbs which mark perfective, which is about 70% of total verbs6, 90% of
these use a dedicated stem, namely the restricted stem. This is not functionally moti-
vated since the external inϐlectional material, the afϐixes, are sufϐicient for fully deter-
mining the aspect value. The following example demonstrates a distinction between
perfective and durative inϐlection.
(7.11) a. Markusu John sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
swnmerk/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
’Markus followed John (yesterday).’ Durative
b. Markusu John smerbant
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
snmerba/nt
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĕċěnfollow.ėĘ
’Markus followed John (yesterday).’ Perfective
Asdiscussed,manyverbs alsodisplay adistinct stem for imperfective aspect known
as the extended stem (7.12).
(7.12) Markusu John imerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
ynmerkntn/n
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus was following John (yesterday).’
6Note that whilst 85% of verbs follow the basic stem patterning as presented in Section 7.1, many are
defective in lacking a restricted stem. As such around only around 70% of total verbs mark perfective.
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As we have seen, this extended stem is also used to express pluractionality. This
suggests that these are driven by a single value which uniϐies the two categories. How-
ever, as we shall see, Ngkolmpu displays evidence that whilst these features share the
same formal apparatus the two are distinct yet interrelated categories.
7.2.4.2 Pluractionality and perfectivity
As stated, pluractionality andperfective aspect arenot apossible combination inNgkol-
mpu. Consider the examples in (7.13). In (7.13a), we have a perfective recent past form
expressed by the beta preϐix and the nt sufϐix together with the restricted stem. This is
ungrammaticalwhen combinedwith either trigger of pluractionality, i.e. event number
(7.13b) or participant number (7.13c). This is to be expected since the restricted stem
is non-pluractional. However, constructing a perfective with either of the other stems
is also ungrammatical and there remains no other way to construct a perfective plu-
ractional construction. Typically, speakers would use durative with the extended stem
(7.13d-7.13e) although it is important tonote that these aredurative events rather than
perfective.
(7.13) a. Markusu Jon smerbant
Markus-u
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
snmerba/nt
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĕċěnfollow.ėĘ
’Markus followed John.’ (perfective) (yesterday)
b. *Markusu yuowmpr Jon smerbant
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three.times
mel
Jon
pi
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĕċěnfollow.Ċĝ
swnmerkntn/
‘Markus followed John three times.’ (perfective) (yesterday)
c. *Markusu yuow mel pi smerbant
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĕċěnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed those three (people).’ (perfective) (yesterday)
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d. Markusu yuowmpr Jon sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three.times
mel
Jon
pi
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.Ċĝ
swnmerkntn/
‘Markus followed John three times.’ (durative) (yesterday)
e. Markusu yuow mel pi sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed those three (people).’ (durative) (yesterday)
This is also the case for verbs which belong to the single-stem pattern, i.e. a single
stem used for all aspects and regardless of pluractionality. In (7.14), we can see that
the combination of perfective morphology, here indicated by the beta preϐix and the
nt sufϐix, and pluractionality is ungrammatical (7.14b-7.14c). Pluractional events may
only be expressed in either the durative or imperfective aspects (7.14d-7.14e).
(7.14) a. Markusu Jon seibentnt
Markus-u
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
Jon
John
sneibent/nt
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĕċěntell
’Markus followed John.’ (perfective) (yesterday)
b. *Markusu yuowmpr Jon seibentnt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three.times
mel
Jon
pi
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĕċěntell
swneibent/
‘Markus told John three times.’ (perfective) (yesterday)
c. *Markusu yuow mel pi seibentnt
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swneibent/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĕċěntell
‘Markus told those three (people).’ (perfective) (yesterday)
d. Markusu yuow mel pi sweibent
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swneibent/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėntell
‘Markus told those three (people).’ (durative) (yesterday)
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e. Markusu yuow mel pi yeibenten
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swneibent/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĎĒĕċntell
‘Markus told those three (people).’ (imperfective) (yesterday)
This is particularly interesting since an absolutive argument with a cardinality of
three or more is obligatorily a pluractional event which cannot be combined with per-
fectivity. Note, that this holds for the entire verbal lexicon; there are no verbs in the
language which allow pluractional semantics or the pluractional stem to occur with
perfective inϐlection.
7.2.4.3 Distinguishing pluractionality from aspect
We have seen that the categories of aspect and pluractionality overlap with respect
to both semantics and to their formal expression. These categories are clearly closely
related, yet they entail neither exactly the same distribution nor semantics. In this sec-
tion, we see evidence that thesemust be treated as distinct categories for certain verbs
in the language and thus for the overall system. I also explore additional subtleties
regarding differences in the distribution and semantics of these two categories.
We can clearly see that these are distinct categories analytically as not all verbs in
the language express both these categories using the same stem. Consider Tables 7.8,
7.11 and 7.10 repeated here in Tables 7.13, 7.15 and 7.14. These are the paradigms of
stem distribution for the verbs, ‘to walk’, ‘to be in a standing position’ and ‘to be in a sit-
ting position’ respectively. These are all preϐixing verbs with ‘to walk’ being one of the
dynamic preϐixing verbs and the other representing the set of stem distributions for
all positional verbs. We see three distinct patterns here that treat pluractional forms
distinct from imperfective forms, as such we require distinct categories to capture the
distribution of forms in this regard. Interestingly, we see contrasting patterns as to the
distribution of these stems. In one pattern, the verb yamakr ‘to walk’ marks imperfec-
tive as without regard to pluractionality. The other pattern, in both the positional verb
distributions,marks pluractionalwith a single stem regardless of the aspect value. This
suggests that neither category inherently overrides the other.
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Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional amakr akre
Pluractional - ya akre
Table 7.13: Distribution of stems for yamakr ‘to walk’
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional ritr ritr
Pluractional - ritrkan ritrkan
Table 7.14: Stem distribution for iritr ‘to be in a standing position’
Aspect
Perfective Durative Imperfective
Non-pluractional eme owme
Pluractional - onta onta
Table 7.15: Stem distribution for yeme ‘to be in a sitting position’
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Semantically, we can also argue for a clear distinction between the two categories
which is borne out in the distribution of stems in the language. Whilst both categories
are obligatorilymarkedwith the extended stem for those verbswhichhave an extended
stem, the use of one category does not necessarily imply the other. First, we have al-
ready seen a number of examples in which pluractional verbs are not inϐlected for im-
perfective aspect, as the pluractional durative verb in (7.1) demonstrates. If we assume
inϐlection to be obligatory then we must assume in this example that the semantics of
pluractionality does not entail imperfectivity.
7.1. Markusu John sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
swnmerkntn/n
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus was following John (yesterday).’
In addition to the above, we can see that the reverse is also true, i.e. that use of
the imperfective does not necessarily entail pluractionality. Consider example (7.15)
in which the imperfective inϐlection is used to mark a semantically durative yet un-
equivocally singular event. There is no interpretation which we can conceive of this
utterance as being plural; the participant number is singular as indicated by the verb
agreement. Thus, we can see that imperfective aspect does not automatically entail
pluractionality.
(7.15) nmaei pno pastor belandampa surarntpi
nmaei
before
pno
that.time
pastor
pastor
belanda-mpa
Holland-Ććđ
sunrar/rnt=pi
ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘At that time (long ago), the paster was from Holland.’ [20131005-KCD-YG-
MapStory 017]
In more controlled examples we can see how this works. The example in (7.16a)
is formally imperfective and as such it may have an iterative, habitual or a continuous
interpretation. Whilst iterativity and habituality may be considered forms of plurac-
tionality, it does not follow that continuousness must also entail plurality unless one
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assumes that continuousness involves a plurality of time points. However, this position
is notmaintainable. Consider the example (7.16b); in this example the absolutive argu-
ment is singular and the extended stem is used. The translation of this unambiguously
involves a repeated event; if pluractionality could also entail continuousness then this
should also be interpreted as involving a durative event yet it cannot.
(7.16) a. Markusu John imerkntnen
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
ynmerkntn/n
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.Ďĕċěnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus was following John (yesterday).’ (durative, iterative or habit-
ual)
b. Markusu John sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed John (a few times) (yesterday).’
It is clear that both the semantics and expression of pluractionality and imperfec-
tive aspect are related. However, since they do not overlap entirely, i.e. neither one
entails the other, descriptive adequacy requires us to posit two distinct categories in
the formal system of this language. The question as to whether the concept of plural
events and imperfectivity are features of the same domain is a much broader question
to be answered by theoretical linguists and typologists. It is clear at this point however,
that the two must be treated as distinct categories analytically in this language.
7.3 Grammatical status of stem alternation
In this chapter, I have claimed that pluractionality is an inϔlectional category in Ngkol-
mpu, i.e. that it is part of the grammar rather than the lexicon. The arguments for this
come from the extent of pluractionality in the system; Ngkolmpu displays one of the
most extensive examples of pluractionality to date with over 70% of verbs displaying
an alternation sensitive to pluractional semantics. However, the strongest evidence
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comes from the fact that all three stems appear to belong to a single lexeme and share
an inϐinitive.
Treating pluractionality as inϐlectional is contrary to the position that is often ar-
gued in the theoretical and typological literature. (Corbett, 2000) implicitly holds the
viewpoint that verbal number (here pluractionality) is a lexical feature of verbs, that
is, that the pairs of alternating stems used to express pluractionality are separate but
related lexical items. (Mithun, 1988) examines such pairs in Central Pomo and argues
for a similar treatment as in Corbett’s typology. This viewpoint is often implicit or not
considered in much of the other descriptive work on categories of verbal number and
pluractionality in various languages.
Veselinova (2006), examines this claim in her typology looking at cross-linguistic
patterns of suppletion. She establishes that, for a number of languages, the relation
between pluractional pairs should be considered paradigmatic derivation, in which
the two forms exist as derivationally distinct forms in the lexicon but have a paradig-
matic, i,e: predictive, relationshipwith each other. This position is very similar to what
(François, 2012) has argued for Hiw. In this section, I argue that there is evidence in
Ngkolmpu that verbal number should not only be considered paradigmatic, as per this
deϐinition, but also inϐlectional. As such, this potentially requires a revision of the ty-
pologies and a new look at the edge case languages in which verbal number has been
categorised as instances of paradigmatic derivation.
The alternate analysis, in which pluractionality and therefore stem alternation is
lexical, would involve positing separate lexemes for each of the stems in the language.
This is the typical approach taken in regarding the purely aspectual alternations in
Slavic languages (Dahl, 1985). A similar approach is implicit in Fedden (2014) in his
analysis of Mian aspectual verb stems, in which aspectually distinct stems are deriva-
tionally related to each other. However this case also distinct from Ngkolmpu since
it only involves aspect distinctions and nor pluractionality. These points aside, deter-
mining between inϐlection and derivation is always clear; in an earlier work Fedden
(2011) treats the same pairs of stems as belonging to single verb, which suggests an
inϐlectional approach. This just demonstrates that the distinction between inϐlection
and derivation is not always clear cut. However in Ngkolmpu, there is more clear ev-
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idence that the stems belong to a single lexeme: all three stems always share a single
inϐinitive form and that inϐinitive is always formed from the extended stem and cannot
be formed from any other stems (7.17). Contrastively, in Mian each stem may form its
own inϐinitive.
(7.17) a. ngko mwangke onentainm srtiuro
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
o-nent-ai-nm
ęčĒ-return.Ċĝ-Ďēċ-ĎēĘę
snrtiu/ro
ĘČ>3.ėĈęĕĘę.ĕċěnϐinish
‘I ϐinished returning home (yesterday).’
b. * ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
o-ntek-ai-nm
ęčĒ-return-Ďēċ-ĎēĘę
snrtiu/ro
ĘČ>3.ėĈęĕĘę.ĕċěnϐinish
c. * ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
eke-ai-nm
return.ĕċě-inf-inst
snrtiu/ro
ĘČ>3.ėĈęĕĘę.ĕċěnϐinish
Inϐinitives are always built from the extended stem regardless of the pluractional-
ity or aspectual value of the proposition. The example in (7.17) above is a singular,
punctual event in which the main verb is in the perfective form yet the inϐinitival ad-
junct takes the extended stem. Thus, it appears that inϐinitives are not sensitive to the
semantic properties of pluractionality and aspectual distinctions. If we take the anal-
ysis that each of the stems is a distinct lexical item then we must posit inϐinitives for
only those forms which correspond to imperfectivity and pluractionality, i.e. the ex-
tended stem. This is problematic since inϐinitives clearly do not entail those features
as example (7.17) shows. In addition, this means that a huge percentage of the lexi-
con is defective in lacking inϐinitive forms. Thus, for reasons of parsimony we should
treat these as single forms all participating in a single lexeme rather than independent
lexical items, which suggests that the relationship in question is an inϐlectional one.
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Chapter 8
Distributed exponence and
parallel structures
In this chapterwe explore the notions of distributed exponence and parallel structures
in syntax and semantics. This chapter aims to chart the distribution of feature values
and syntactic categories across the systems of the language by providing an explicit
description of the elements which realise each relevant category. The discussion is
framed within a typological context, with the aim of providing a typologically relevant
description of distributed exponence.
This chapter is divided into four sections. In Section 8.1, we set out a typology of
exponence relationships in which to situate distributed exponence. This allows us to
provide an explicit and typologically informed deϐinition of distributed exponence for
use in the rest of the chapter. The remainder of the chapter seeks to describe and clas-
sify the instances of distributed exponence in Ngkolmpu. Section 8.2 explores the role
of distributed exponence in the inϐlectional morphology of verbs. Section 8.3 explores
howmismatches between elements across morphological domains can also be seen as
a type of feature distribution. This involves person and number features in both nom-
inal morphology, especially pronominals, and the corresponding agreement markers
on verbs. There is also a discussion of the interactions between distinct systemswhich
result in interactions at the level of semantics. The ϐinal section (8.4) examines dis-
tribution across morphosyntactic resources which make reference to grammatical re-
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lations, in particular how the ϐive-term system of Ngkolmpu grammatical relations is
distributed across four distinct two-term morphosyntactic systems.
8.1 Distributed exponence in typological context
In this section, I provide an explicit deϐinition of distributed exponence and place it
within a more general typology of exponence. The notion of exponence, and thus dis-
tributed exponence, is strictly related to thedomainof inϐlectionalmorphology (Stump,
2001). However, I also take a more abstract deϐinition of distributed exponence in
order to identify a number of analogous structures in other levels of the grammar in
Ngkolmpu, speciϐically in the syntax and semantics. Theparameters of typological vari-
ation deϐined in this sectionwill be used to characterise the empirical discussion in the
following sections. Before we deϐine distributed exponence, it is necessary to establish
a typology of exponence relationships.
8.1.1 Typology of exponence
In this section, I present a typology of exponence more generally in which we can later
situate distributed exponence. This is presented in order to more carefully articu-
late and understand the types of relationships that exponence phenomena hold. The
study of the various exponence phenomena has been the focus of many recent studies
(Baerman, Brown, & Corbett, 2005; Baerman, Corbett, & Brown, 2010; Maiden & Gold-
bach, 2011; Stump & Finkel, 2013; Harris, 2016); Stump (2016) provides the most
comprehensive overview of the relevant phenomena, with a particular focus on the
role of such phenomena for Paradigm Function Morphology, however there is no ex-
isting work that serves to provide a uniϐied typology of exponence relationships. Our
aim in this section is to provide a brief overview of the set of exponence phenomena
and to provide a uniϐied framework for comparing and understanding them.
This section makes use of a number of concepts from canonical typology (Corbett,
2006). Canonical typology aims to set out a possibility space of phenomena or lan-
guages by identifying the parameters of variation of the phenomenon under investiga-
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tion. Let us start with the deϐinition of exponence adapted from Stump (2001, p. 11):
(8.1) Exponence is the (only) association between inϐlectional markings and
morphosyntactic and morphosemantic properties.
Given our deϐinition of exponence, we can deϐine the simplest exponence relationship
as: a unique one-to-one relationship between inϐlectional content and form. This re-
lationship is known as canonical exponence. From this, we can identify two points of
possible variation as deviation: 1. deviation from the one-to-onemapping of content to
form and 2. deviation from having a unique mapping, i.e. having unique exponents for
each value. However, we shall see that violation of the uniqueness of exponents is ac-
tually a type of many-to-one relationship, in which many features share a single form.
Given this, we can classify all possible exponence phenomena as either many-to-one
or one-to-many. Many-to-many phenomena can be described in terms of interacting
many-to-one and one-to-many phenomena.
Extending the logic of this division, we can further classify these by the type of re-
lationship on the ‘many’ side. These can be classiϐied as either a disjunction, i.e. x OR y,
or conjunction, i.e. x AND y. Further, these can be operating either within a paradigm,
i.e. a single lexeme, or across paradigms, i.e. different lexemes. For example, a sin-
gle feature value might have multiple realisations for a single lexeme, i.e. English past
tense of ‘to burn’ may be either burned or burnt, or a feature valuemight have different
realisations for different lexemes, i.e. English past tense may be realised by a sufϐix,
walked, or ablaut, rode. The particular details of each phenomena will be discussed
and exempliϐied in more detail later in this section. For now, we only need to note
that these parameters allow us to create possibility space of exponence phenomena as
presented in Table 8.1; you also notice that disjunctive relationships are not possible
across paradigms, this is also discussed later. In the rest of this section, I exemplify
and examine each phenomenon in turn, starting with disjunctive relationships within
a paradigm. This set of relationships will serve as the basis of our discussion of dis-
tributed exponence later in this chapter and the next.
Within a single paradigm, the disjunctive many-to-one mapping of content to form
is known as syncretism. This is one the most common and well known of exponence
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Many-to-one One-to-many
Within a paradigm
Disjunction syncretism overabundance
Conjunction cumulative exponence multiple exponence
Across paradigms
Conjunction homophony inϐlectional classes
Table 8.1: Typological space of exponence phenomena
ĘČ ĕđ
ēĔĒ stēll-a stēll-ae
ĆĈĈ stēll-am stēll-ās
ČĊē stēll-ae stēll-ārum
ĉĆę stēll-ae stēll-ı̄s
ěĔĈ stēll-a stēll-ae
Ććđ stēll-a stēll-ı̄s
Table 8.2: Latin paradigm of stēlla ‘star’ - ϐirst declension
phenomena and is discussed in Matthews (1974) but for an in-depth discussion of the
topic from both a typological and theoretical perspective see Baerman et al. (2005).
Syncretism involvesmultiple feature values, of either the same feature or different fea-
tures, realised by a single form. Classic examples of this come from nominal paradigms
such as the Latin ϐirst declension paradigm presented in Table 8.2, which contains nu-
merous instances of syncretism. For example, consider the -a sufϐix, which serves to
mark the nominative, the vocative or the ablative all in the singular. This is generally
thought of as a violation of having unique exponents for each feature. However, under
our typology, we can see that this phenomenon involves multiple distinct feature val-
ues mapping on to a single form. In addition, this is a disjunctive relationship, as the
presence of the -a sufϐix does not entail all three of the cases simultaneously, only that
it may potentially be any one of these.
We can characterise syncretism as the result of a number of distinct structural fea-
tures. At the broadest level, these involve three distinct structural motivations: un-
derspeciϐication, defaults and morphomic categories. How these different structural
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relationships are modelled is discussed in Section 9.1.2. For this chapter, we only need
to note that underspeciϐication involves the capturing of natural classes, the related
notion of a default represents an elsewhere distribution andmorphological forms that
represent the intersection of multiple feature values that do not form any natural class
we will call morphomic categories.
The one-to-many disjunctive relationship is known as overabundance (Thornton,
2011). The canonical exampleof this phenomenon involves a single feature valuewhich
has multiple optional realisations. For example, in certain varieties of English there
are two optional realisations of the past tense form of the verb to burn either burnt or
burned. Both these realisations are semantically equal, i.e. they have the samemeaning
and distribution, although these may be associated with sociolinguistic variables.
Now we turn to conjunctive phenomena. In the case of many-to-one, this is known
as cumulative exponence (Matthews, 1974). This involves multiple feature values, of
different features, which are realised by a single form. Consider the Latin paradigm
once again, notice the sufϐix -am realises both accusative case and singular simultane-
ously. This is distinct from syncretism since only this set of values is associated with
this form, yet there are a number of interesting interactionswith syncretism. As stated,
syncretism involves a disjunctive relationship between features; formally this may be
classiϐied as an inclusive disjunction when it involves values of distinct features. For
example, the β-series preϐix realises either future tense or perfective aspect, however
it is a logical possibility that this involves the intersection of future tense and perfec-
tive aspect. In these cases it also involves cumulative exponence, yet at other times
the preϐix only entails one of these two feature values. Thus, cases of syncretism may
also be classiϐied as to whether they potentially entail cumulative exponence and vice-
versa. More generally cumulative exponencemay be classiϐied by the number and type
of features marked by a single form.
Contrastingwith cumulative exponence is extendedormultiple exponence. Matthews
(1974) refers to this with the term extended exponence, however most contemporary
authors now refer to this phenomenon asmultiple exponence, which Iwill also do here.
Caballero and Harris (2012) is a good overview of the issues of multiple exponence
and Harris (2016), as yet unpublished, promises to be a very extensive examination
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of this phenomenon. Multiple exponence entails the one-to-many realisation of con-
tent to form, so that a single feature is realised by multiple elements on the verb. As
an example, consider the English past participle of ‘write’written. In this case the past
participle is indicated with both the vowel ablaut and the en sufϐix, e.g. [ɹaɪt] → [ɹit-
ən]. Cases of multiple exponence may be characterised by the number of location of
inϐlectional sites and the feature involved.
In addition to the phenomena above, which all refer to exponence relationships
within a paradigm, exponence relationships can also hold across paradigms. The ϐirst
of these involves the many-to-one relationship in which distinct feature values share a
single realisation yet occur in different paradigms. This is generally known as inϔlec-
tional homophony but also as polyfunctional exponence (Stump, 2014). A trivial exam-
ple of this type is the s sufϐix in English, whichmarks both plural on nouns and present
tense and third person singular agreement on verbs. In relation to our typology this
involves multiple feature values realised by a shared form in different paradigms.
Exponence may also be mapped one-to-many across different lexemes. This in-
volves a single feature value which has multiple realisations for different lexemes. For
example, the feature of past tense in English may be realised as either the sufϐix -ed,
i.e. walked, or a stem ablaut, i.e. wrote, depending on the lexeme involved. Instances of
this phenomenon are what are commonly known as inϔlectional classes. Stated simply,
this phenomenon involves a single feature value with multiple realisations depending
on the lexeme. The topic of inϐlectional classes is a large one with a long history of dis-
cussion in the literature. Stump and Finkel (2013) is a thorough and unique discussion
of the issues of inϐlectional classes.
These phenomena are the primary exponence phenomena, i.e. the logical set of
possible basic exponence relationships. This set will allow us to deϐine distributed ex-
ponence, which is notably absent from the typology, from this explicit typological per-
spective. As we shall see, distributed exponence is actually a secondary phenomenon
made up of various speciϐic interactions of these primary phenomena. In Section 8.2.2,
I classify each example of distributed exponence in the inϐlection of TAM categories by
the variations found in each component phenomenon discussed in this section.
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future Potential s-pino-ø-omo-ø s-pino-nt-omo-ø
Imperative-Hortative s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Future-Irrealis s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Present y-pino-ø-ø
Hodiernal Past s-pino-ø-y y-pino-ø-y y-pino-en-ø
Recent Past s-pino-nt(ro)-ø sw-pino-ø-ø
Remote Past s-pino-ngk-ø y-pino-ø-w sw-pino-rnt-ø
Past-Potential y-pino-ngk-ø
Table 8.3: Paradigm of 2ĘČ>3 forms of opinoi ‘to touch’
8.1.2 Distributed exponence
In this section, we deϐine the phenomenon of distributed exponence. Consider the par-
tial Ngkolmpu verbal paradigm in Table 8.3. Given this paradigm, it is not possible to
state a single exponent of future tense, a category which subsumes future potential,
imperative-hortative and future-irrealis. Instead, we must resort to saying that future
tense is realised by the combination of the preϐix s- and the -ø actor sufϐix. In this way
we say the exponence of future tense is distributed over the preϐix and the sufϐix.
It is clear that this future tense example is related to multiple exponence as it in-
volves marking of features in multiple sites, namely both the preϐix and sufϐix. Thus,
we can describe this as a type ofmultiple exponence, thoughmultiple exponence alone
is not sufϐicient to deϐine the phenomenon. In addition, we need to specify that none
of the individual elements alone are sufϐicient to determine the feature values; only
once multiple elements have been considered can one determine the feature values.
In multiple exponence, features are typically marked redundantly on the word yet in
distributed exponence this is not the case. This typically reϐlects interactions of dis-
tinct patterns of syncretism. In our example, the s- preϐix is not sufϐicient to determine
that a form is future tense since it also occurs in the perfective aspect. Similarly, the -ø
sufϐix occurs in a number of different feature values beyond future tense. As such, we
can deϐine distributed exponence as a secondary phenomenon resulting in a speciϐic
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ĘČ.A 3.U ċĚę ĕĔę ĉĚė
s- r- pino -nt -omo -ø
Figure 8.1: Mapping of exponence for srpinontomo ‘one might touch him’
interaction between multiple exponence and syncretism.
From this we can provide a speciϐic deϐinition of distributed exponence as follows:
(8.2) Distributed exponence is the phenomenon inwhichmorphosyntactic and
morphosemantic properties are marked non-redundantly atmultiple inϔlec-
tional sites.
We have seen that the feature of multiple inϐlectional sites is a characteristic of multi-
ple exponence. As such, we can characterise any example of distributed exponence as
we would multiple exponence, i.e. with respect to the number and location of inϐlec-
tional sites. In addition, we have seen that the characteristic of non-redundancy is the
result of contrasting patterns of syncretism at each inϐlectional site, which cross-cut
each other to deliver a more speciϐied result. Note that syncretism at each inϐlectional
site must be organised along contrasting lines in order for us to say that the features
are distributed: if the syncretism of each inϐlectional site were identical then we could
not see that exponence is distributed. Thus distributed exponence must be charac-
terised as integrated contrastive syncretisms. In addition we must also characterise it
in the same way that we would characterise syncretism, i.e. whether the syncretism is
motivated by underspeciϐication, defaults or morphomic structure. Finally, we know
that cumulative exponence is also sensitive to syncretism and this must likewise be
considered; cumulative exponence plays a strong role in the organisation of the Ngkol-
mpu paradigms and we also discuss this at length when characterising the exponence
relationships of the Ngkolmpu verbal paradigm.
For a concrete example, the interactions betweenmultiple exponence and cumula-
tive exponence can be demonstrated diagrammatically for the word form srpinontomo
‘one might touch him’ as per Figure (8.1).
From a typological perspective, the term distributed exponence may be used to
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3.ĘČ y-trom-ngr
3.ĉĚ yä-trom-aran
3.ĕđ yä-trom-ngr
Table 8.4: Partial paradigm of Nen tromngr ‘to be erected’
characterise exponence relationships at a number of distinct levels: in terms of the
exponence of speciϐic feature values, the exponence of those features more generally
or as a characterisation of entire paradigms or languages. To illustrate this, let us con-
sider a simple example of distributed exponence fromNen (Evans, 2015a). Table 8.4 is
a partial paradigm of the Nen verb tromngr ‘to be erected’; from this paradigm, we can
say that the exponence of the feature value ‘plural’ is distributed across the preϐix yä
and the sufϐix ngr. However, we can alsomake the generalisation that the exponence of
number is distributed across the preϐix and the sufϐix. Finally, we can say that verbs in
Nen display distributed exponence as a typological feature of the organisation of their
paradigms. In this way, distributed exponence may be thought of as a gradient phe-
nomena characterised by the extent to which each speciϐic feature value is distributed.
The canonical case of distributed exponencewould involve all feature values for all fea-
tures for a given lexeme being distributed across every inϐlectional site. However, such
examples are unlikely to occur in natural language; instead, we can categorise exam-
ples of distributed exponence by the extent to which speciϐic values that make up the
paradigm are distributed across their inϐlectional sites.
Fromamore synthetic perspective, the issueof distributedexponence canbe thought
of as the interaction between multiple abstract units. These units represent the syn-
cretic categories, fromwhichever type, particular to each inϐlectional site. These can be
thought of as dividing the total possibility space of paradigm into a number of smaller
units. The interactions between the two units, then, may either fully or partially de-
termine the feature values of the inϐlected word. Take again the simple example of
distributed exponence from Nen (Evans, 2015a) in Table 8.4. In this example the ex-
ponence of ‘plural’ is distributed over the preϐix yä-, non-singular, and the sufϐix -ngr,
non-dual. We can think of these two paradigms as abstract shapes that divide the three
values into two values as per Figure 8.2. Once these are uniϐied, we get the full three
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Preϐix Sufϐix Uniϐied paradigm
Figure 8.2: Distribution of number features
Common nouns Pronouns
A -ngku -ø
S -ø -ø
O -ø -nya
Table 8.5: Yankunytjatjara case endings (vowel ϐinal stems)
value set that deϐines the entire paradigm.
By considering distributed exponence as this particular type of interaction of ab-
stract units we can draw interesting parallels to other units of grammar. This involves
any instanceswhere grammatical systems collapse their total number of distinctions to
a subset of those total distinctions. In addition, another grammatical system referring
to the same set of principles collapses the set into a different number of abstract units.
A classic problem of this sort comes from instances where languages have two con-
current case systems, such as in many Australian languages. Table (8.5), adapted from
Goddard (1982), comes from Yankunytjatjara dialect of Western Desert Language. In
this language, common nouns are marked on an ergative-absolutive basis whilst pro-
nouns and anaphorics aremarked on an nominative-accusative basis. Goddard (1982)
argues that these are not two concurrent systems but rather a tripartite system in
which each subsystem only refers to certain subsets of that system. In the later sec-
tions of this chapter, we shall see similar types of pattern in the semantics and in the
syntax of Ngkolmpu.
8.1.3 Distributed exponence in the literature
The term exponence comes from Matthews (1972, 1974) in which it is used to refer
to the relationship between inϐlectional content and inϐlectional material. The term
is used to refer to any relationship between these elements in order to distance itself
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from the purely incremental relationship inherent to the concept of a morpheme. The
term has been used in the post-Matthews tradition of word-and-paradigmmodels and
in what has more recently become known as realisational approaches to morphology
(Stump, 2001). Matthews (1974) introduced three types of complex exponence rela-
tionships: cumulative exponence, extended exponence and multiple exponence, all of
which we discussed above.
The term distributed exponence is not in common use but has been used in a few
different, although related,ways. Theway it is used in this thesis is the sameasCaballero
and Harris (2012). Their work is a typology of multiple exponence and whilst they
recognise that distributed exponence is best treated as a speciϐic subtype of multiple
exponence, they exclude it from their typology, although they do provide an example
of distributed exponence from Georgian. Schreiner and Stone (2015) use the term
in their discussion of the exponence of a particular future modal form in Cherokee.
Arka (2012) also uses the term in his discussion of the expression of dual in Marori, an
unrelated but neighbouring language to Ngkolmpu. Döhler (2016) in his grammar of
Komnzo, a language related to Ngkolmpu, describes the same phenomenon under the
term ‘distributedmorphology’, note that he uses the term to describe what I am calling
distributed exponence and not the theory of morphology with the same name. Evans
(2015a) working on the more distantly related Nen, describes distributed exponence
as ‘cross-paradigm uniϐication’. Essentially, these are all the same phenomenon.
Other authors have identiϐied a number of other phenomena that are clearly related
to but not identical to distributed exponence. Cable (2010), in an unpublished sem-
inar paper, discussed a topic he calls radically discontinuous exponence in Na-Dene
languages. Despite this paper being unpublished it has had some impact on the discus-
sion of distributed exponence and is worth mentioning here. Cable deϐines radically
discontinuous exponence as a single feature expressed via a discontinuous sequence
of units, none of which are individually the realisation of any identiϐiable inϐlectional
feature. Functionally, this deϐinition would describe the set of phenomena that we are
investigating under distributed exponence. The major point of departure is that Cable
sees this as a subtype of discontinuous exponence, a phenomenonwhich is strictly em-
bedded in a generativemodel of morphosyntax, in which syntactic heads, or rather the
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features associated with them, are expressed by discontinuous realisations counter to
cross-linguistic expectations encoded within the generative framework.
8.1.4 Distributed exponence and morphological complexity
It is worth relating this discussion to the discussion of morphological complexity, es-
pecially as it pertains to exponence. In recent years, the discussion of the notion of
complexity has received a great deal of attention (Ackerman & Malouf, 2013; Stump &
Finkel, 2013; Baerman, Brown, & Corbett, 2015). Notions of complexity have become
crucial in our understanding of the limits of the functional and cognitive impacts on
language. Distributed exponence represents crucial new ground in this discussion as
both a relatively unexplored type of complex exponence and one that is an extreme
edge case in the design space of exponence, being both relatively uncommon and in-
volving multiple complex phenomena. The simplest model of exponence is a one-to-
one mapping between feature values and their exponents. This is the canonical ideal
of exponence (Corbett, 2006) as discussed. Thus, any characterisation of the above
types of exponence will represent different dimensions of morphological complexity.
Distributed exponence which represents the intersection of multiple primary complex
exponence phenomena can then be classiϐied as additionally complex.
8.2 Distributed exponence in Ngkolmpu verbal inϐlection
At no place in the grammar of Ngkolmpu is the notion of distributed structure more
apparent than in the inϐlectional morphology of verbs. Primarily, this concerns tense,
aspect and mood features realised across the three TAMmarking inϐlectional sites dis-
cussed in Section 6.4. However, in certain contexts person andnumbermay also be said
to be distributed across these sites. In this section, we explore the empirical issues of
how each feature is distributed and begin the analysis to establish these elements as
semi-autonomous subparadigms.
To exemplify these phenomena we will use the verb opinoi ‘to touch’. An inϐlec-
tional paradigm for this verb is presented in Table 8.6. This is the paradigm of forms
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future Potential s-pino-ø-omo-ø s-pino-nt-omo-ø
Imperative-Hortative s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Future-Irrealis s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Present y-pino-ø-ø
Hodiernal Past s-pino-ø-y y-pino-ø-y y-pino-en-ø
Recent Past s-pino-nt(ro)-ø sw-pino-ø-ø
Remote Past s-pino-ngk-ø y-pino-ø-w sw-pino-rnt-ø
Past-Potential y-pino-ngk-ø
Table 8.6: Paradigm of 2ĘČ>3 forms of opinoi ‘to touch’
across tense, aspect and mood controlled for person and number of its arguments. All
forms in the paradigm represent third singular actor acting on third singular under-
goer, except for the imperative-hortative forms which are second singular actor. Table
8.7 contains the ‘future’ forms, i.e. future potential, future-irrealis and imperative hor-
tative. These are indexed as having a second person subject acting on a ϐirst singular
undergoer. These forms have been included since imperative-hortative forms display
a different undergoer preϐix for this combination of agreement features as discussed
in Section 6.7.1. I will note that there are no imperfective forms in the non-past tenses
which is why the forms are absent from the paradigm.
These paradigms will form the basis of our discussion of distributed exponence.
Verbs of this class display just enough inϐlectionalmaterial to fully determine the entire
inϐlectional paradigm and are therefore ideal for discussing the limits of distributed
exponence. In addition, they display the most regular patterning of afϐixes, lack a stem
alternation, and in the singular actor display the same inϐlectionalmaterial as preϐixing
verbs despite being an ambiϐixing verb.
In Chapter 6, we discussed the inϐlectional sites of the Ngkolmpu verb. For the in-
ϐlection of tense, aspect andmood values there are primarily three relevant inϐlectional
sites, the undergoer preϐix, the TAM sufϐix and the actor sufϐix. A verbal inϐlection tem-
plate is presented in Table 8.8. Five inϐlectional sites are indicated. For the purposes
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future-Potential nt-pino-omo-ø nt-pino-nt-omo-ø
Imperative-Hortative kn-pino-ø-ø kn-pino-nt-ø
Future-Irrealis nt-pino-ø-ø nt-pino-nt-ø
Table 8.7: Paradigm of 2ĘČ>1ēĘČ ‘future’ forms of opinoi ‘to touch’
of this section, we will treat the undergoer preϐix along with the TAM preϐix as a single
site as it is for third person undergoer agreement. The two sufϐixes will be treated as
independent subparadigms. The cross-indexingmarker which alsomarks future tense
is discussed where relevant but since it may be absent in certain person and number
combinations it is not a required part of the TAM inϐlection and can be largely excluded
from our discussion.
Inϐlectional preϐixes Stem Inϐlectional sufϐixes
undergoer TAM actor
(ęĆĒ)
UndergoerĕĊėĘ/ēĚĒ + ęĆĒ
(Cross-indexĕĊėĘ )
(ęĆĒ
sufϐix)*
ActorĕĊėĘ/ēĚĒ
+ ęĆĒ
Table 8.8: Verbal inϐlection template
8.2.1 Interactions of sub-paradigms
One way to think about distributed exponence is as the interaction between multiple
independent units of organisation, each of whichmakes reference to a single set of fea-
ture values. In the case of distributed exponence of TAMmarking, we can consider this
the interaction between three loci of verbal inϐlection: the undergoer preϐix, the TAM
sufϐix and the actor sufϐix. Each site, or subparadigm, makes reference to the set of 16
TAM features but collapses the number of distinctions down to a smaller set of syn-
cretic forms. From this perspective, distributed exponence concerns the interactions
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future Potential
Imperative-Hortative
Future-Irrealis
Present
Hodiernal Past
Recent Past
Remote Past
Past-Potential
s-
s-
sw-
sw-
y-
y-
Figure 8.3: Undergoer paradigm shape
between the paradigm or subparadigm shapes. In the the remainder of this section, we
consider each of the paradigm shapes in turn.
There are three distinct series of undergoer preϐixes plus two sub-series of the β-
series. However, since the three main series are sufϐicient to fully determine all of the
16 feature values once all inϐlectional material has been considered, it is simpler to
consider just the three series as themost relevant for understanding distributed expo-
nence. The undergoer preϐixes are the most abstract of the three subparadigms; each
series indicates a combination of features which are not reducible to any coherent un-
derspeciϐied feature value.
If we take the paradigm of TAM feature values as presented in Table 8.6 and gener-
alise over only the form of the undergoer preϐix we can abstract a paradigm shape as
per Figure 8.3.
Turning to the TAM sufϐix subparadigm, if we take the minimal amount of speciϐi-
cation at a given inϐlectional site there are six distinct forms including the default zero
marked form. Note that this is for the verb opinoi ‘to touch’ as presented in Table 8.3,
verbs whose stem ends in a consonant display a slightly different pattern; although the
same number of distinctions is still maintained. We should also note that in the future
potential durative there is a co-occurrence of two elements which belong to this inϐlec-
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Future Potential
Imperative-Hortative
Future-Irrealis
Present
Hoderinal Past
Recent Past
Remote Past
Past Potential
Perfective Durative Imperfective
-omo
-ø
-ø
-nt
-nt
-ngk
-ngk
-en
-rnt
Figure 8.4: TAM sufϐix paradigm shape
tional site: both the nt of future durative and the omo of the future potential. As such,
this is a distinct cell which shares identity across other cells in this paradigm. We can
then visualise this particular paradigm shape as per Figure 8.4.
Finally we have the actor sufϐix paradigm shape. There are three afϐixes which oc-
cur in this slot for all verbs and supply the minimal, although sufϐicient, number of
distinctions needed to determine features of the inϐlected verbs once combined with
the inϐlectional sites. This paradigm shape is considerably simpler and is presented in
Figure 8.5.
Once we combine all three visualised subparadigms we can see the total of 16 TAM
distinctions fully realised as per Figure8.6. By visualising theparadigms in thismanner
it makes it much clearer how the process of distributed exponence works. In each of
the three subparadigms the total number of possible distinctions are reduced to amuch
smaller subset through a variety of morphological structures. However, when each
subparadigm is apposed to the other relevant subparadigms in the word we see the
full set of 16 distinctions as presented above.
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future Potential
Imperative-Hortative
Future-Irrealis
Present
Hodiernal Past
Recent Past
Remote Past
Past-Potential
-i
-ø
-ø
-ø
-u
Figure 8.5: Actor paradigm shape
8.2.2 Distribution of tense, aspect and mood
We have seen broadly how tense, aspect and mood are articulated through the inter-
actions between each of the inϐlectional sites. In this section, we take a more analytic
approach and examine each value in order classify its exponence based on our typo-
logical classiϐications presented in Section 8.1.
Asdiscussed, not all categories aredistributed to the samedegree; indeed, inNgkol-
mpumany features and their values are not distributed at all. Consider again the para-
digm of opinoi ‘to touch’ repeated here in Table 8.9. In this paradigm there are a num-
ber of forms and features which are fully determined by a single afϐix and therefore
are not examples of distributed exponence. The imperfective values, for instance, are
indicated by TAM sufϐixes which are unique to those particular cells as highlighted in
bold. In these examples, all three TAM feature values are fully speciϐied and there is
no distribution of TAM values. Compare this to the hodiernal past forms, indicated by
italics in the table; ignoring for now the problem of the imperfective, in these exam-
ples hodiernal past tense is fully speciϐied by the sufϐix, i.e. it is unique to this tense
value. In these examples, the aspect value appears to be indicated by the preϐix yet
since these alone are insufϐicient to indicate aspect, i.e. these preϐixes are not unique
to these cells, wemust say that aspect is distributed across the two inϐlectional sites for
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future Potential
Imperative-Hortative
Future-Irrealis
Present
Hodiernal Past
Recent Past
Remote Past
Past-Potential
Figure 8.6: Combined TAM paradigm shape
these forms. So that we have some features and values, namely hodiernal past tense,
which are fully speciϐied whilst others, namely aspect, are distributed. At the other ex-
treme is the present tense durative form, which is indicated by the intersection of three
default forms, all three of which are required to determine all three of the TAM features
of this form.
In the remainder of this section, I explore the extent and the details of the distribu-
tion for each of the feature values presented in (8.3).
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Perfective Durative Imperfective
Future Potential s-pino-ø-omo-ø s-pino-nt-omo-ø
Imperative-Hortative s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Future-Irrealis s-pino-ø-ø s-pino-nt-ø
Present y-pino-ø-ø
Hodiernal Past s-pino-ø-y y-pino-ø-y y-pino-en-ø
Recent Past s-pino-nt(ro)-ø sw-pino-ø-ø
Remote Past s-pino-ngk-ø y-pino-ø-w sw-pino-rnt-ø
Past-Potential y-pino-ngk-ø
Table 8.9: Paradigm of 2ĘČ>3 forms of opinoi ‘to touch’
(8.3) • ĆĘĕĊĈę: ĕĊėċĊĈęĎěĊ, ĉĚėĆęĎěĊ, ĎĒĕĊėċĊĈęĎěĊ
• ęĊēĘĊ: ċĚęĚėĊ, ĕėĊĘĊēę, čĔĉĎĊėēĆđ ĕĆĘę, ėĊĈĊēę ĕĆĘę, ėĊĒĔęĊ ĕĆĘę
• ĒĔĔĉ: ėĊĆđĎĘ, ĎėėĊĆđĎĘ, ĕĔęĊēęĎĆđ, ĎĒĕĊėĆęĎěĊ-čĔėęĆęĎěĊ
For each value we will examine its classiϐication as distributed exponence. This in-
volves examining the extent of its multiple exponence and the types and nature of
the syncretism, with a particular focus on instances where we have contrastive syn-
cretism. Finally, we explore any interactions with cumulative exponence. Cumulative
exponence between agreement and TAMwill be assumed and not discussed in this sec-
tion.
8.2.2.1 Aspect
Aspect displays a prominent role in the organisation of the paradigm. Aspect ismarked
in all three inϐlectional sites, although typically the combination of undergoer preϐix
and the TAM sufϐix is sufϐicient to determine the aspect value for most forms. The ac-
tor sufϐix rarely is required in the determination of aspect; there is only one instance
where the actor sufϐix is required to determine the aspect value of the verb, i.e. the
remote durative. This one example also fully determines the aspect value in question.
In addition, both imperfective values are fully determined by the TAM sufϐix.
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8.2.2.1.1 Perfective
As stated, aspect in general is indicated at all three inϐlectional sites relevant for TAM
and thus so is perfective aspect in particular. The undergoer preϐix plus the TAM sufϐix
is always sufϐicient to fully determine that a form is perfective aspect. There is just a
single example in which perfective is fully speciϐied by a single afϐix, the recent past
perfective marker ro for verbs stems ending with a consonant. Since this value is fully
speciϐied by the sufϐix, this example cannot be considered distributed exponence. All
other perfective forms may be classiϐied as distributed exponence across the two in-
ϐlectional sites.
Perfective aspect is always indicated by the β-series preϐix in the undergoer loca-
tion. This form is also used for all future tense forms. Since the intersection of per-
fective and future is neither a natural class or the default form, this syncretism can be
classiϐied asmorphomic. For the categorieswhich are both future and perfective the β-
series preϐix is also an instance of cumulative exponence. There are three TAM sufϐixes
relevant for the indicating perfective aspect. The unmarked default is the most com-
mon across the paradigm. The ro sufϐix has already been discussed, whilst its counter-
part for verb stems ending in a vowel, nt, is syncretic with the future durative marker
in a morphomic pattern. Lastly, we have the ngk sufϐix that when combined with the
β-series is used to indicate remote past perfective. This form is also syncretic with the
past-potential durative marker. Whilst these share similar semantics, marking past
time reference, under our feature values above they must be treated as an instance of
morphomic paradigm shape, i.e. not reducible to syntax or semantics alone, since there
is no precise feature value which captures both forms.
As stated, the β-series preϐix is only classiϐied as cumulative exponence of TAM fea-
tureswhenoccurring in futureperfective forms, otherwise it doesnot entail cumulative
exponence beyond its conϐlation with agreement marking. The two TAM sufϐixes that
occur in the perfective both indicate the combination of tense and aspect. Realis mood
is also assumed as inherent to these past tense values.
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8.2.2.1.2 Durative
All aspect values aremarked at all three sites. As with the perfective aspect, the under-
goer preϐix plus the TAM sufϐix is usually sufϐicient to fully determine durative aspect.
There is a single exception in the durative: the remote past durative form, indicated by
the -w actor sufϐix. For verbs which have stems ending in a vowel this sufϐix fully spec-
iϐies both tense and aspect, whilst for consonant ϐinal verb stems this form indicates
tense and that the form is non-imperfective. All other forms are classiϐied as involving
distributed exponence of durative aspect across these two sites.
All three undergoer preϐixes are used to indicate durative aspect in different combi-
nations. These display three complex syncretisms as discussed in the previous section.
The β-series is used for future durative and syncretic with the perfective aspect. How-
ever, when the β-series occurs in the durative aspect it does not involve any cumulative
exponence with other TAM values. The γ-series is used for the recent past durative but
is also syncretic with the remote past imperfective. This is anothermorphomic pattern
of syncretism. The other forms are indicatedwith the α-series, which is the default pat-
tern. TwoTAMsufϐixes, besides the default zeromarked sufϐix, are relevant for durative
aspect. The ϐirst is the nt future durative. This is syncretic with the recent past perfec-
tive for certain verbs. The second is the ngk past potential form that is also used to
mark remote past perfective.
In terms of cumulative exponence, the γ preϐixmarks both recent past and durative
aspect. In the TAM sufϐix, we see the nt sufϐix marking both future tense and durative
aspect. Similarly, ngk marks both durative aspect and potential mood. The w actor
sufϐix marks both remote past and durative aspect. For verbs in which this form is
unique to these combinations, it fully speciϐies tense and aspect. For other verbs it
fully speciϐies tense and only partially speciϐies aspect.
8.2.2.1.3 Imperfective
Imperfectivity is always fully speciϐied by its TAM sufϐix. The undergoer preϐix is also
sensitive to imperfective aspect and alternates depending on the tense value. How-
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ever, all other aspectmarking for imperfective aspect cannot be considered distributed
exponence; rather, this is multiple exponence. These two TAM sufϐixes are unique to
these values and not syncretic with any other values. However, they do vary for tense
and thus are examples of cumulative exponence in realising both tense and aspect.
8.2.2.2 Tense
Tense is the most varied of the three features in terms of its marking. It is marked
across all three inϐlectional sites. Tense is fully speciϐied in both the future durative
and remote durative but this is restricted to the durative aspect.
8.2.2.2.1 Future
Future tense is themost complex inϐlectional tensemarking in Ngkolmpu as it displays
a rich mood distinction not found elsewhere in the paradigm. Future tense forms are
indicated through a combination of the β-series undergoer preϐix and the zero form
TAM sufϐix in the perfective aspect and the nt sufϐix in the durative. However, future
tense is fully speciϐied in the future-potential mood as indicated by the marker omo.
The cross-indexing marker also interacts in a complex way with future tense marking
and if present it serves to full specify future tense in future potential and future-irrealis
forms. However, there are many agreement situations where it is not present at all.
As stated, the β-series preϐix is syncretic with both future tense and perfective as-
pect. Thent sufϐix is syncreticwith some recent past perfectives, however this is not the
case for all verbs. The actor sufϐix which occurs in this position is the default marker.
There are some interesting interactions with future tense and cumulative expo-
nence. The omo future potential marker marks both future tense and potential mood.
The nt sufϐix marks both future tense and durative aspect. Again, β-series forms used
for future perfective entail cumulative exponence but not for future durative forms.
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8.2.2.2.2 Present
There is just a single present tense form. It occurs in the durative aspect and is marked
using the α-series preϐix and the two zero marked default preϐixes. All three elements
are required to determine that this is the future form. We can thus say that present
tense is distributed across all three sites. All three inϐlectional sites in this regard are
the default forms. A form that is indicated by the interaction of numerous defaults is
probably the most common type of distributed exponence cross-linguistically.
8.2.2.2.3 Hodiernal past
Hodiernal past is indicated with the y actor sufϐix with aspect indicated via an alterna-
tion between α and β preϐixes. Thus, we can say that hodiernal past is fully speciϐied
by this sufϐix. We can note that there is no hodiernal past category in the imperfective
aspect, however its semantic range is covered by a category I am calling recent imper-
fective. Under this analysis, we could say that the category of hodiernal past is fully
speciϐied by the actor sufϐix. The alternate analysis has a hodiernal past imperfective
category that displays full word syncretism with the recent past and thus the y sufϐix
only fully speciϐies hodiernal past in perfective and duratives.
The hodiernal past is indicated by the α and β preϐixes, whose patterns of syn-
cretism have already been discussed at length and involve a default and a morphomic
pattern respectively. The TAM slot is ϐilled with the zero default form. The actor sufϐix
is always unique to this hodiernal past, taking into consideration the caveats regarding
recent imperfective. Since this form only speciϐies hodiernal past with no cumulative
exponence, it is an example of underspeciϐication as it only indicates a single feature
instead of three.
There is no cumulative exponence beyond the combination of person and number
marking and TAMmarking on the undergoer preϐix and sufϐix.
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8.2.2.2.4 Recent past
Recent past tense is indicated by all three of the undergoer preϐixes, the α in imperfec-
tive aspect, β in perfective and γ in durative. However, in the imperfective, recent past
is fully speciϐied as are all values in the imperfective. In the perfective, recent past is
fully speciϐied by verbs which use the ro sufϐix, i.e. consonant ϐinal verb stems, but not
for the majority of verbs. In the durative, recent past is indicated through the γ preϐix
and the default sufϐixes and thus constitutes distributed exponence.
Patterns of syncretism for these three forms are fairly minimal apart from each of
three undergoer preϐixes and the default sufϐixes. Contrastingly, cumulative exponence
is far more prominent as each of the undergoer preϐixes serves to mark both tense and
aspect in these cells. The TAM sufϐixes that also occur in these values mark a combina-
tion of tense and aspect.
8.2.2.2.5 Remote past
The remote past forms are also indicated by all three undergoer preϐixes. However,
compared to the recent past the use of the durative and imperfective are reversed,
with the α marking durative, the γ marking the imperfective and the β marking the
perfective. The imperfective form again is fully speciϐied. Recent past tense is also fully
speciϐied by the use of the w sufϐix in the durative and the perfective for verbs whose
stems end with a consonant. For vowel ϐinal stems, the remote perfective, however, is
distributed across a combination of the β preϐix and the ngk sufϐix.
In terms of cumulative exponence, the preϐixes serve tomark both tense and aspect.
The TAM sufϐixes of the imperfective and the perfective both mark a combination of
tense and aspect in these examples. For the durative this is the actor sufϐix rather than
the TAM sufϐix, however it can be characterised similarly.
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8.2.2.3 Mood
There are four mood values: realis, irrealis, imperative-hortative and potential. Realis
is subsumed by all non-future tenses except for the speciϐic past potential category.
Arguably, past potential could be itself amood separate from future potential since they
share no formal properties, just similar semantics. However, wewill treat potential as a
single value here although since the future andpast potential forms share no exponents
each will be discussed individually.
8.2.2.3.1 Irrealis
Generic irrealis mood always combines with future tense, if not future time reference,
in the form of the future-irrealis form. Like all future tenses, it is indicated by a com-
bination of the β-series preϐix and the default zero marked actor sufϐix. In the durative
form, it also occurs with the nt, however this occurs across moods in the future tense.
Thus, we can say that irrealis is distributed over the undergoer preϐix and the actor
sufϐix.
For most person and number values, the future-irrealis and imperative-hortative
are entirely identical. However, the second singular and ϐirst non-singular undergoer
these are separate as shown in Table 8.7. The β’ sufϐix used to mark irrealis mood
is syncretic with future potential forms and so these forms are still distributed. This
particular relationship is one of underspeciϐication.
8.2.2.3.2 Potential
The two potential moods are marked with a speciϐic TAM marker. In the future po-
tential this form is unique to future potential and fully speciϐies the inϐlected forms as
potential mood. In the past potential, the TAM sufϐix ngk is also used for a realis mood
value and instead we must say that potential mood in the past potential is distributed
across the preϐix and the TAM sufϐix.
Since the future potential form is unique, it is not syncretic with any other category.
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In the past potential category, the form is syncretic with perfective remote past. This
is a morphomic syncretism.
The omo formwhichmarks future potential is an example of cumulative exponence,
serving to mark future tense and potential mood. The ngk sufϐix similarly serves to
mark both past tense and potential mood.
8.2.2.3.3 Imperative-hortative
The imperative-hortative forms are marked through a combination of the undergoer
preϐix and the actor sufϐix. These forms are identical to the future-irrealis category for
most person and number values and as such the discussion here will only touch on
what was not covered in that section. The only distinction occurs in the 2nd singular
and 1st non-singular undergoer agreement forms, in which the β’ preϐix is used. This
is syncretic with perfective more generally in a morphomic relationship.
8.2.2.4 Aggregated tense, aspect and mood values
In this section, I brieϐly consider the single feature analysis in light of our discussion
above. Instead of three independent features, this analysis entails a single aggregated
TAM feature with 16 distinct values, each of which corresponds to the ϐilled cells of the
paradigm in Table 8.3. From this perspective there are three categories which are fully
speciϐied and are not candidates for distributed exponence. These are the recent past
imperfective and the remote past imperfective for all verbs. For verb stems endingwith
a consonant, the recent past perfective form is fully speciϐied by its TAM sufϐix, whilst
for verb stems ending in a consonant the remote durative is fully speciϐied. All other
forms are distributed over multiple inϐlectional sites.
8.3 Distribution across domains
The tendency to distribute features across multiple systems is not restricted to the
word level in Ngkolmpu. Features are also distributed across morphological domains
at the level of syntax. In this sectionweexplorehowpersonandnumber aredistributed
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across both pronouns and agreementmarkers. Parallel to this, we also see distinct fea-
ture sets or verbal number and nominal number interacting at the level of semantics to
create dual marking in the languagewhich otherwisemakes no reference to a category
or feature value of dual.
8.3.1 Free nominals and agreement
The systems of pronouns and verbal agreement in Ngkolmpu are organised along con-
trasting parameters in a way that allows for the distribution of the features of person
and number across their interactions. Relevant to the interactions between agreement
and pronouns are the ergative, absolutive and dative free pronouns as these are the
only cases which occur on indexed nominals and, naturally, both agreement markers.
The ergative and dative pronouns distinguish all three persons in both singular and
non-singular. Thus we can discount these from our discussion of distribution since
they already fully determine the feature values of the nominal to which they refer. The
absolutive pronouns onlymark number in the ϐirst person. The paradigm of absolutive
pronoun forms is repeated here in Table 8.10. These can be abstracted to the paradigm
shape presented in Figure 8.7 as we have done for the afϐixes on verbs in the previous
section.
1 2 3
ĘČ ngko mpu pi
ēĘČ ni mpu pi
Table 8.10: Absolutive pronoun paradigm
Figure 8.7: Absolutive pronoun paradigm shape
As we have seen, absolutive arguments may occur indexed by either agreement af-
ϐix: the actor sufϐix, as in middle constructions (§ 5.4.1.2), or by the undergoer, such
as in transitive construction (§ 5.4.2.3) and for preϐixing verbs in intransitive construc-
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tions (§ 5.4.1.1). Whilst both the agreement markers and the pronouns indicate the
same type of features, i.e. person and number, they are organised along contrasting
lines as discussed below. In addition, the absolutive argumentmay occurwith either of
the agreement markers and as such we must consider all combinations of these mark-
ers and the absolutive pronouns.
The undergoer preϐix paradigm for person and number is presented in Table 8.11.
All three persons are distinguished but number is not distinguished in third person
agreement. Whilst we have number distinguished in most person values, there are
only three unique forms. This creates a rather unusual paradigm shape that can be
abstracted to the shape in Figure 8.8; notice that the two non-adjacent cells of second
singular and ϐirst non-singular are identical.
1 2 3
ĘČ w n y
ēĘČ n y y
Table 8.11: Undergoer agreement paradigm
If we compare these two paradigms together, as they would occur in an utterance,
we get a uniϐied paradigm shape as per Figure 8.9. This has person and number distin-
guished for ϐirst and second persons but not for third person. Thus we can say that the
expression of person and number is distributed over both the pronoun and the agree-
ment. Interestingly, neither undergoer agreement nor absolutive pronounsmark num-
ber; as such, number is rarely marked in this position. However, since pluractionality
is sensitive to the absolutive argument, the cardinality of the this argument can usually
be inferred as we will see in the following section.
Figure 8.8: Undergoer agreement paradigm shape
In the actor agreement, we see a simpler yet more interesting pattern. For most
actor agreementmarkers series we have only a distinction of number, i.e. person is not
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Absolutive Undergoer Combined
Figure 8.9: Distribution of undergoer values
1 2 3
ĘČ ø ø ø
ēĘČ e e e
Table 8.12: Actor agreement paradigm
marked. The paradigm of forms for the default actor agreement is given in Table 8.12
and abstracted to a paradigm shape in Figure 8.11. Thus when we combine the strictly
number marking actor agreement paradigm with the primarily person marking of the
absolutive paradigm, we get a fully realised paradigm of six cells indicating all person
and number combinations. We can say that in these instances the expression of person
and number is distributed over both the pronoun and the agreement marker in such
a way that person is indicated by pronouns and number by the agreement. We can
note however, that in these cases the expression of number in ϐirst person is a case of
multiple marking, i.e. a structure parallel to multiple exponence rather than actually
distributed.
We have also seen that for some tense, aspect and mood categories the actor suf-
ϐix does mark person values. Two distinct patterns may occur: the ϐirst groups third
person against ϐirst and second in the non-singular, and the other groups ϐirst against
second and third. These two paradigms are presented in Tables 8.13 and 8.14 respec-
tively. These are interesting because they display a distinct organisation from the ab-
solutive paradigm in Table 8.10. In the absolutive paradigm, the feature of number is
Figure 8.10: Actor agreement paradigm shape
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Absolutive Actor sufϐix Combined
Figure 8.11: Distribution of actor values
1 2 3
ĘČ ø ø ø
ēĘČ ei ei me
Table 8.13: Actor agreement paradigm 2
dependent on person, that is, number is only marked for a speciϐic person value, a fea-
ture not unusual cross-linguistically (Brown &Hippisley, 2012, p. 58). However, in the
actor agreement paradigms we see the complete opposite in structure: the feature of
person appears dependent on number. In the actor paradigms which display person
marker, person is entirely dependent on number, that is, person is only marked in the
non-singular. Thus, these paradigms display a level of strong independence from each
other despite both referring to the same features, a thread which is taken up in the fol-
lowing chapter. It should be noted that the actor agreement markers which do mark
person do not affect the combined paradigm of available values although not all values
can be considered distributed in these instances.
8.3.2 Argument number and pluractionality
In Section 7.2.3, we saw that the features of argument number and pluractionality are
grammatically distinct categories. Argument number serves to count the cardinality
of an argument, indicating that a nominal element is either singular or non-singular.
1 2 3
ĘČ ø ø ø
ēĘČ y e e
Table 8.14: Actor agreement paradigm 3
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Pluractionality, contrastingly, counts the iteration of the event, either distributed over
themembers of the set denoted by the absolutive argument or as repeated events. Plu-
ractionality serves to indicate whether the event is plural or non-plural. However, it
is clear that these two categories are semantically related as the two features interact
semantically. This interaction occurs via morphosyntactic interactions in a way that is
similar to the types of distribution that we have been discussing.
As stated, argument number is marked on both verbs via agreement, most pro-
nouns, and on nominals marked for ergative case. Argument number is always organ-
ised on a singular vs. non-singular basis as evidenced by (8.4).
(8.4) a. ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnntek/nt
ĘČ.ċĚęnreturn
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’I will return home.’
b. ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnntek/nti
ēĘČ.ċĚęnreturn
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’We (2) will return home.’
c. ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
krnnent/nti
ēĘČ.ċĚęnreturn.Ċĝ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
’We (3+) will return home.’
Pluractionality is marked via verb stem alternation as discussed in Chapter 7. Plu-
ractionality serves tomark event pluralitywhichmay be triggered by either event num-
ber or participant number. Event number involves the iteration of the event (8.5b). Par-
ticipant number involves plural absolutive arguments (8.5c). Pluractionality ismarked
on the basis of plural (3 or more) vs. non-plural (less than 3). It should be clear here
that participant number is closely related to argument number despite being a differ-
ent type of feature.
(8.5) a. Markusu John sumerk
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
swnmerk/
ĘČ>3.ėĈęnfollow.ĉĚė
’Markus followed John (yesterday).’
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b. Markusu John yuowmpr sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
John
John
yuowmpr
three.times
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈęnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed John three times (yesterday).’ Event number
c. Markusu yuow mel pi sumerkntn
Markus-w
Markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
yuow
three
mel
head
pi
ĉĊĒ.ĆćĘ
swnmerkntn/
ĘČ>3.ėĈęnfollow.Ċĝ
‘Markus followed those three (people) (yesterday).’ Participant number
The key way that the domains of pluractionality and argument number interact is
through the interaction of participant number and the argument number of the ab-
solutive argument. This can be seen in Example (8.6a) in which argument number is
marked as non-singular by both the undergoer preϐix and the absolutive pronoun. Yet
this verb is in the durative stem, i.e. a non-plural stem. This stem indicates that the
event is a non-plural event, meaning that both the event was iterated less than three
times and that there are less than three absolutive arguments. Thus, if the number of
the absolutive argument is more than one, i.e. non-singular, and less than three, i.e.
non-plural, then there is a strict reading of two participants, i.e. dual. Yet, in our de-
scription both systems are entirely two-term systems. There has been no need to posit
a number category of dual in Ngkolmpu and indeed there is no dual category. However,
one can unambiguously indicate that undergoers are dual in Ngkolmpu in this manner.
Evans (2012) describes the indicating of a category of dual through the interaction of
twonumbermarkings, namely singular vs. non-singular and plural vs. non-plural as an
areal feature. The systems he describes are clear examples of distributed exponence.
The Ngkolmpu system uses the same type of contrast to achieve a similar result, but is
less clearly a case of canonical distributed exponence since it uses different categories
to achieve a dual marking.
(8.6) a. Markusu ni kunmerk
Markus-w
markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
kwnnmerk/
ĘČ>1ēĘČ.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.ēĕđ
‘Markus followed us (two) (yesterday).’
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b. Markus pi sumerk
Markus-w
markus-ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
swnmerk/
ĘČ>3.ėĈę.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
‘Markus followed him / those two (yesterday).’
Unlikedistributedexponence, inwhich the realisationof particular feature values is
distributed across a number of elements, in this casewe have the full realisation of two
distinct and speciϐic feature values. Yet, since they have a semantic characterisation
that overlaps, they interact in their semantics to produce an interpretation which is a
typical inϐlectional category of argument number cross-linguistically. Their interaction
is thus very similar to the notion of the distributed exponence. In this case, we can say
that the meaning of dual is distributed over the systems of verbal number and nominal
number. This is similar to what has been described for Hopi as a ‘constructed dual’
from the perspective of LFG (Sadler, 2011).
It is important to note at this point that the precise realisation of dual is not actually
fully realised for most nominals. As we have seen, neither the absolutive pronoun nor
the undergoer agreement mark number for third person values. Thus, if a non-plural
stemoccurs, and since nominal number is notmarked, then the interpretation of nomi-
nal numbermay be either one or two, i.e. singular or dual. This is exempliϐied in (8.6b),
in which the event is non-plural so the absolutive argument may be either singular or
dual and the event is iterated less than three times. Thus, for the majority of cases,
i.e. all third person pronouns and nominal phrases which do not occur with a numeral
marker, we cannot provide a precise number interpretation as per the other persons.
However, the semantics of number may be said to be distributed over these systems.
This semantic distribution over a separate but related system appears to provide some
level of compensation for the lack of numbermarking in absolutive arguments and un-
dergoermarking, since a certain amount of number reference is often recoverable from
the verbal number domain.
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A
SA SO
O
R
Table 8.15: Possibility space of grammatical terms
8.4 Distribution in the syntax
In this sectionwe apply the notion of distributed expression to the syntactic categories
of grammatical relations. In Chapter 5, we introduced a set of grammatical relations, S,
A, O andR.We saw that S is split between the S of preϐixing verbs and the S of ambiϐixing
verbs. We have also seen that the alignment of the case marking system is different
from the alignment of the agreement system. In this section, I introduce two syntactic
constructions, simultaneous action clauses and relative clauses, and show that these
also display different alignment systems. From an analytical perspective, we can see
that to describe the grammatical relations system for Ngkolmpu we must have four
distinct terms. However in practice, any given morphosyntactic system which makes
reference to grammatical relations only makes reference to a sub-set of those terms.
This is parallel to the notion of distributed exponence discussed for TAM marking, in
which there are 16 distinct TAM values in total but any given inϐlectional site makes a
reduced distinction between these values.
In total, there are four distinct morphosyntactic systems which make reference to
grammatical relations in Ngkolmpu. These are case-marking, the agreement system of
verbs up to two arguments, and two systems of interclausal syntax, the ϐirst of which
are the simultaneous action clauses which were introduced in Chapter 3, and the sec-
ond ofwhich are relative clauseswhich have not beendiscussed elsewhere in the gram-
mar.
We could stylise the total possibility space as the set of terms as presented in Table
8.15. This represents the total possibility space of grammatical relations in Ngkolmpu
as previously established.
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Ergative
Absolutive
Dative
Table 8.16: System of case marking over grammatical terms
8.4.1 Case marking
We have already seen that grammatical case marking in Ngkolmpumakes reference to
a two-term system, ergative and absolutive. In addition, the dative case is used tomark
recipients. The basic argumentation can be seen in examples (8.7).
(8.7) a. Markus ntawancei
Markus
Markus
n=tnawance/i
ċĔĈ=ĘČ.Ē.čĔĉ.ĕċěnfall.ėĘ
‘Markus fell (earlier today).’
b. Markusu pr pi storui
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
pi
3.ĆćĘ
sntoru/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěncut.ėĘ
‘Markus cut the log (earlier today).’
c. Markusu pr kari Jonen smaei
Markus-w
Markus-ĊėČ
pr
tree
kati
leaf.ĆćĘ
Jon-en
John-ĉĆę
snmae/i
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěngive.ĕċě
‘Markus gave Jon the money (lit. tree leaves) (earlier today).’
We can consider the case system as an abstraction over the total number of possi-
ble grammatical relations in which this particular system reduces this space down to
a smaller set of contrasts. The grammatical case marking system then takes the over-
arching set of total grammatical relations as per Table 8.15 and reduces it down to the
three terms as in Table 8.16. Just as we have done with our other distributed systems,
we can visualise this as an abstract shape over the possibility space of grammatical
terms in Ngkolmpu as per Figure 8.12.
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Figure 8.12: Case marking grammatical shape
Unlike themorphological categories and structures that characterise the paradigm
shapes of the verbal subparadigms, the shape of grammatical relation categories are
driven by syntactic considerations. Here we have an ergative system which we can as-
sume is drivenby the same syntactic-semantic considerations of ergative systemsmore
generally, particularly elements like agency. So, whilst we typically think of morpho-
logical structure as being more arbitrary and syntactic structure as more motivated
by the semantics, we still see parallel structures in which particular systems make use
more abstracted categories, be they morphological, syntactic or semantic.
8.4.2 Agreement
The agreement system is extremely complex and is discussed at length in Chapters 5
and6. The conclusion of those chapters is that the agreement system is a split-S system,
inwhich there are twodistinctmorphological types ofmonovalent verbs. The ϐirst type
indexes their sole argument with the actor sufϐix, as per the A argument of a transitive
verb. The second type indexes their sole argument with the undergoer preϐix, as per
the O argument of a transitive verb. For a detailed discussion of how this systemworks
see Chapters 5 and 6.
The speciϐics of this split-S agreement system is a two term system which we may
call actor and undergoer and has been described for other Yam family languages as
well (Evans, 2015a; Döhler, 2016). In this system only two distinctions are made and
the two types of S argument are divided between the two possibilities and recipients
selected by the verb are typically indexed as undergoers. This split in morphological
indexing is both syntactic in nature yet also semantically driven or at least correlated.
From our total number of possible arguments we can generalise over these a set of
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Actor
Undergoer
Table 8.17: System of agreement over grammatical terms
categories as per Table 8.17. This can also be abstracted to the shapes in Figure 8.13.
Figure 8.13: Agreement grammatical shape
8.4.3 Subordinate coreference
Aswe saw in Chapter 3, there is a set of subordinate constructionswhichmark a subor-
dinate event which shares an argument with the matrix clause. In these constructions,
the subordinate verb occurs as an inϐinitive and may take an O argument if bivalent.
The S or A argument of the subordinate verb, depending on its valence, is coreferen-
tial with an argument from the matrix clause. This is indicated by the subordinating
case marker that occurs on the inϐinitive verb, either the instrumental or the allative
(§ 3.2.1). It is important to note that there is no construction of this type that makes
reference to the R argument.
If the subordinate verb is marked with the instrumental case it indicates that the
coreferential argument of the subordinate is coreferential with either the S or the A ar-
gument of thematrix clause (8.8). These have a strict alignment to the S or A argument;
for example in (8.9c) the subordinate clausemust refer the A argument, that is, the per-
son running was the speaker. It cannot be interpreted to mean that the cassowary was
running.
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(8.8) a. ngkai kongkin ytnnongk umansnm
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
kongkin
letter
yntnnongk/
ĘČA>3U.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwrite.workĊĝ
umans-nm
sitting-ĎēĘ
‘I write the letter whilst sitting.’
b. klawo poi youme yuanm
klawo
child
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
ynoume/y
3.čĔĉ.ĉĚė
yua-nm
cry-ĎēĘ
‘The child sat there crying’
c. ngkai mpowr sarmi warkonm
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpowr
cassowary
snarm/y
ĘČA>3U.čĔĉ.ĕċěnshoot.ĕċě/
warko-nm
running-ĎēĘ
‘I shot the cassowary whilst I was running.’
If the subordinate verb ismarkedwith the allative case it indicates that the corefer-
ential argument of the subordinate is coreferential with the O argument of the matrix
clause (8.9). This is the opposite pattern to the instrumental case and has a similarly
strict meaning. Example (8.9b) can only mean that the dog was sitting, and does not
mean that the speaker was the one sitting.
(8.9) a. ngkai mpowr sarmi atka owneingke
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpowr
cassowary
snarm/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnshoot.ėĘ
atka
water
owne-i-ngke
drink-Ďēċ-Ćđđ
‘I shot the cassowary whilst it was drinking water.’
b. ngkai krar srsoi umansngke
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
krar
dog
snrso/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
umans-ngke
sit.Ďēċ-Ćđđ
‘I hit the dog whilst it was sitting.’
c. ngkai mpowr sarmi warkongke
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
mpowr
cassowary
snarm/y
ĘČA>3U.čĔĉ.ĕċěnshoot.ĕċě/
warko-ngke
running-Ćđđ
‘I shot the cassowary whilst it was running.’
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Instrumental
Allative
Table 8.18: Subordinate coreference over grammatical terms
Figure 8.14: Subordinate coreference grammatical shape
These constructions, then, are organised around an accusative alignment. That is
an alignment system inwhich the S argument is treated like theA argument rather than
the O argument. This is in contrast with the two existing systemswe have seen. We can
then abstract this over the total grammatical relationspossibility space as a generalised
structure in Table 8.18. Again this is abstracted to the shape in Figure 8.14.
8.4.4 Relative coreference
Relative clauses are another type of interclausal syntactic relationship. These have not
been previously discussed in this thesis. Relative clauses in Ngkolmpu display a num-
ber of unusual properties including having a strict ergative alignment in contrast to the
subordinate coreference constructions.
Relative clauses are deϐined as a subordinate clausewhich delimits the reference of
an nominal element by speciϐication of the events of the subordinate clause (Andrews,
2007b, p. 206). To discuss these relationships it is useful to talk about the matrix
nominal phrase and the relative nominal phrase. The latter is expressed by a relative
pronoun, the set of which were presented in Chapter 3 and are reproduced here in
Table 8.19. Note that the full set of relative pronouns was not obtained and gaps in
the paradigm represent unknown forms. The relative nominal phrase is always a rel-
ative pronoun and it may serve any grammatical function in the relative clause taking
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Animates
ĘČ ēĘČ Inanimate
Absolutive mi/oro ra mi
Ergative rau raye mi
Dative ran rayen men
Possessive mene mencene
Purposive mnt
Comitative rat
Associative rawi *
Locative moi
Ablative mmpa
Allative mngke
Table 8.19: Ngkolmpu relative pronouns
the appropriate case. In (8.10), the relative clause, indicated by the square brackets,
occurs outside of the nominal phrase. Additionally, the head, irepe, occurs inside the
matrix nominal phrase rather than in the relative clause. Thus, under the standard
typology relative clauses in Ngkolmpu are what is known as adjoined relative clauses
(Hale, 1974). It is clear that the relative clause is subordinate to the matrix clause as
it occurs with a relative pronoun rather than a full pronoun which would be the case
for two consecutive full clauses. In addition the relative clause occurs with the relative
particle bori directly before the verb.
(8.10) Jonu irepe pi srrso tentwa mi bori ye
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
irepe
man
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
srnrso/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
[tent-wa
tall-Ćĉď
mi
ėĊđ.ĆćĘ.ĎēĆē
bori
ėĊđ
ye]
3ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘John will hit the man who is tall.’
It is common for languages to restrict the syntactic behaviour of the relative nom-
inal phrase element. This is typically discussed in terms of an accessibility hierarchy
(Keenan & Comrie, 1977) in which the relative nominal phrase may only serve certain
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functions in the relative clause. InNgkolmpu this is not the case, since the relative nom-
inal phrase may serve any role in the relative clause. However, rather unusually, it is
the role of the matrix nominal phrase that is restricted. In Ngkolmpu only an absolu-
tive matrix nominal phrase may be coreferential with the relative clause. In example
(8.10) the relative clause refers only to the absolutive argument, irepe pi ‘the man’, and
cannot mean that John is tall. This is conϐirmed in example (8.11) in which the relative
clause can only refer to the man and never to the dog.
(8.11) kraru piengku irepre pi srrampu ntop mi bori ye
krar-w
dog-ĊėČ.ĘČ
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
irepe
man
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
srnrampu/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĕċěnbite.ėĘ
[ntop
big
mi
ėĊđ.ĕėĔ
bori
ėĊđ
ye]
3ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘The dog will bite the man who is big.’ ‘*The dog, who is big, will bite the
man.’
The examples in (8.12) show the relative nominal phrase occurring in ergative (A)
function (8.12a), absolutive (O) function (8.12b), absolutive (S) function co-occurring
with both the Smatrix argument (8.12c) and the Omatrix argument (8.12d). Note that
it is not possible for any of these relative clauses to have a reading in which the relative
nominal phrase is coreferential with the ergative matrix nominal phrase.
(8.12) a. Jonu piengku pi srrso Markus rau bori ymerki
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
srnrso/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
[Markus
markus
rau
ėĊđ.ĕėĔ.ĊėČ
bori
ėĊđ
ynmerk/i]
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnfollow
‘John will hit he who followed Markus.’
b. Jonu piengku pi srrso Markusu mi bori ymerki
Jon-w
John-ĊėČ.ĘČ
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
srnrso/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
[Markusu
markus.ĊėČ.ĘČ
mi
ĆćĘ.ėĊđ
bori
ėĊđ
ynmerk/i]
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnfollow
‘John will hit he who Markus followed.’
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c. pne irepe tawancei [tentwa mi bori ye]
pne
ĉĊĒ.ċĔĈ
irepe
person
tanwance/y
ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnfall.ėĘ
[tent-wa
tall-Ćĉď
mi
ėĊđ.ĕėĔ
bori
ėĊđ
ye]
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘The man who is tall fell over’
d. pne irepe Jon srrso tentwa mi bori ye
pne
ĉĊĒ.ċĔĈ
irepe
person
Jon
John
srnrso/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
[tent-wa
tall-Ćĉď
mi
ėĊđ.ĕėĔ
bori
ėĊđ
ye]
3.ĕėĘ.ĈĔĕ.ēĕđ
‘The man will hit John who is tall.’
In addition to having restrictions on the nominal phrase of thematrix clause, Ngkol-
mpu is unusual in that relative clauses appear to display an ergative alignment as they
only pick out the absolutive argument of the matrix clause. This is similar to what has
been described for Dyirbal (Dixon, 1972) except that in Dyirbal it is the argument of
the relative clause that must be absolutive. Thus, we can consider Ngkolmpu to be syn-
tactically ergative at least in relation to the behaviour of relative constructions. Note
that this is the second piece of evidence for syntactic ergativity in the language; the
ϐirst coming from the topicmarking clitic discussed in Section 4.3.1. It is not surprising
that these should be similarly aligned, since the functions of relative clause have been
long understood to be connected or related to notions of information structure (Grosu,
2012).
We have now established the behaviour of relative clauses as displaying ergative
alignment. We can now abstract the total possibility space of grammatical relations as
pertaining to relative clauses as in Table 8.20. This can then be abstracted to the shape
in Figure 8.15. Note that relative clauses display the same alignment as nominal case
marking.
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-
Matrix clause
Table 8.20: Relative correference over grammatical terms
Figure 8.15: Relative correference grammatical shape
8.4.5 Distribution of grammatical relations
We have seen that the four morphosyntactic systems display a number of different
alignments of grammatical relations. Both case marking and relative clauses display a
clear ergative alignment. The agreement system is a two term system which is organ-
ised around a split of the S argument. Finally, the subordinate coreferential construc-
tions, used to indicate simultaneous actions, are accusatively aligned. If we consider
these four systems side by side as per Figure 8.16, it is clear that in order to provide
an accurate description of the entire grammatical relations system of the language we
require a four term system: A, O, SO and SA. In this way, we can say that the expression
of grammatical relations is distributed across the four systems, each of which only ever
displays a sub-set of the total possibilities.
Case Agreement Subordinate Relative Integrated
Figure 8.16: Comparison of grammatical shapes
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8.5 Parallels between domains of distribution
We have shown that there are common elements to the morphosyntactic1 domains of
distribution discussed in this chapter. In each case, there is a single set of categories,
either features or grammatical relations,whichmake reference to anumberofmorpho-
syntactic resources. In the case of TAM, it is the subparadigms of the undergoer pre-
ϐix and the two sufϐixes. In the case of person and number, it is pronouns and agree-
ment markers. In the case of syntactic roles, it is case marking, agreement alignment
and interclausal syntactic constructions. Common to each example, any given resource
collapses the set of categories/features into smaller, more abstract units. These units
may be motivated in some regards, i.e. semantically or through feature structure, or
they may not. Regardless, it is clear that each site reduces the number of formal dis-
tinctions to be made, which are contrast against the other subsystems.
Notions of distributed exponence and syntactically split systems are common in
languages of the world. However, Ngkolmpu is signiϐicant in this regard in the extent
towhichmorphosyntactic resources do not align. From a broad perspective this shows
us, as linguists, that we cannot assume any systems in any given language to necessar-
ily align at any given level. We frequently ϐind reference to languages as being ergative
languages (Farrell, 2005, p. 152), however even in those languages it is admitted that
the language does not have ergative alignment for the entire system. The lesson in
Ngkolmpu is that typologies of this type must be considered to be largely gradient or
display inconsistent or mixed traits. In addition, we have seen that syntactic units, al-
though typically considered to have some functional motivation, still involve a level of
arbitrary structure that is similar to types of structure we see in the subparadigmatic
elements of the Ngkolmpu verbal inϐlection. In the following chapter, we explore the
various types of arbitrary structures in Ngkolmpu and propose a number of morpho-
logical structures to account for these.
1Excluding the semantic domain of number.
Chapter 9
(Sub)paradigmatic autonomy
In the previous chapter we saw that distributed exponence and parallel structures in
the domains of syntax and semantics are the result of the interaction between apposed
and contrastingly organised systems. In this chapter we explore the organisational
structure of the inϐlectional sites of verbs in this light and show evidence for a level
of autonomous organisation speciϐic to each inϐlectional site. The analysis in this chap-
ter borrows from recent advances in realisational approaches tomorphological theory
but is not embedded in any particular formalism. This is to ensure that the chapter is
accessible and in line with the descriptive goals of the thesis. An explicit model of mor-
phology and its interfaces is presented in Section 9.1 and the formal mechanisms used
in the description are introduced in Section 9.1.2. Section 9.2 sets out the argumen-
tation for morphomic organisation. Section 9.3 provides an explicit account of each
inϐlectional site.
The contention of this chapter is that feature distribution can be seen as a result of
sets of intermediary morphological and/or morphosyntactic structures. This chapter
will largely focus on the paradigmatic organisation of verbs, yet the arguments would
be parallel for the other relevant domains of grammar. These structures are the result
of commonmorphosyntactic structures such as underspeciϐication, natural categories
or the application of defaults. However, the stronger evidence comes from more com-
plex, purelymorphological, structures such as referrals ormorphomic categories. This
chapter provides an explicit analysis of each of the inϐlectional sites in order to capture
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these phenomena and to show that different types of organisational structure are at
work for each site. This is taken as evidence that each of these sites displays a level of
autonomy.
The unique contribution of this chapter is the articulation betweenmorphomic or-
ganisation at levels lower than the word. The implications of this beyond the current
study is a more ϐine-grained understanding of paradigmatic inϐlectional structure, and
an articulation of morphological categories existing below the paradigm level. This is
also framedwithin a broader discussion of the nature of language-wide categories and
the expectation that systems should be uniformly aligned within a language.
9.1 Amodel of inϐlection
The focus of this chapter is on morphological organisation and the morphology’s in-
terfaces with syntax and semantics. In order to do this we require an explicit model
of morphology. In this section, I map out such a model, based on recent advances in
realisational morphology, drawing heavily from Paradigm-Function Morphology. This
model will allow us to make explicit claims about the locality of autonomous morpho-
logical structure discussed in the later sections of this chapter.
Our model of grammar is assumed to have an autonomous morphological com-
ponent. This is in line with inferential-realisational theories of inϐlection including
Paradigm-FunctionMorphology (Stump, 2001, 2016) andNetworkMorphology (Brown
& Hippisley, 2012). The morphological component entails a level of autonomous or-
ganisation known as themorphomic level (Aronoff, 1994), discussed in more detail in
Section 9.2. This morphological component interfaces with both the syntax and se-
mantics on one side and the phonology on the other. This can be schematised as per
Figure 9.1.
It is the role of morphosyntactic-semantic features to model the information re-
quired by the morphology from the syntax-semantics. Features are assumed to be fed
from the syntax-semantics to themorphology via these interfaces1. From the interfaces
1The internal structure of the syntax and semantics is not discussed here and the discussion in the rest
of the chapter is equally compatible with a model in which semantics is mediated via the syntax although
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Syntax Semantics
Morphology
Phonology
Interface w. syntax & seman-
tics, i.e. morphosyntactic fea-
tures (content paradigm)
Morphomic organisation
(form paradigm)
Realisational rules output to
phonology
(realised paradigm)
Figure 9.1: A model of morphology
themorphosyntactic-semantic features are mapped tomorphological, i.e. morphomic,
structure. Morphological structure is represented by morphological features. In the
canonical case, morphological features are isomorphic with syntactic-semantic fea-
tures and are mapped by default to equivalent features. However, various mismatches
betweenmorphology and the syntax and semantics can bemodelled through thismap-
ping process.
Within the morphology, lexemes are associated with appropriate morphological
features. The pairs of lexemes and features then undergo phonological processes by
virtueof thesepairings. This is typicallymodelledusing rules of realisation asdiscussed
in Section 9.1.2. The resulting phonological forms are now fully inϐlected words that
are then fed into the phonology.
In the canonical case, morphological structure is isomorphicwithmorphosyntactic
and semantic structure. In this case the features map from the morphosyntactic / se-
mantic features to identical features in the morphology as per Figure 9.2. This is the
that has consequences beyond the discussion here.
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Syntax-
Semantics
X
Syntax-
Semantics
Y
Syntax-
Semantics
Z
Morphology
X
Morphology
Y
Morphology
Z
Form-A Form-B Form-C
Distinct morphosyntactic-
semantic features
Distinct syntactic-
semantic features
Distinct morphogical
features
Distinct realisational
rules
Distinct forms
Figure 9.2: Canonical morphological structure
ĘČ ĕđ
ēĔĒ ev ev-ler
ĆĈĈ ev-i ev-ler-i
ČĊē ev-in ev-ler-in
ĉĆę ev-e ev-ler-e
đĔĈ ev-de ev-ler-de
Ććđ ev-den ev-ler-den
Table 9.1: Turkish nominal paradigm for ev ‘house’.
default and assumed mapping relationship between syntax-semantics and morphol-
ogy. This type of structure is especially clear in languages of the agglutinating type
such as Turkish or Swahili. Consider the Turkish nominal paradigm for the word ev
‘house’ in Table 9.1 in which each value of the features case and number corresponds
to a single form. This type of structure is quite naturally captured by item and arrange-
ment models of morphology.
In many languages there are numerous morphological structures which involve a
level of morphological organisation which is independent from syntax, semantics and
phonology. These phenomena have been the focus of much work in morphology in re-
cent years with studies involving such phenomena as deponency (Baerman, Corbett,
Brown, & Hippisley, 2007), overabundance (Thornton, 2011), defectiveness (Baerman
et al., 2010) and syncretism (Baerman et al., 2005). To exemplify, lets take the simplest
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Syntax-
Semantics
X
Syntax-
Semantics
Y
Syntax-
Semantics
Z
Morphology
M
Form-A
Distinct morphosyntactic-
semantic features
Distinct syntactic-
semantic features
Single morphological
feature
Single realisational rule
Single forms
Figure 9.3: Morphological component of grammar
of these, syncretism, which involves multiple distinct feature values being realised by
a single form. In cases where syncretism cannot be captured by underspeciϐication
and these elements display the same overall behaviour, i.e. displaying the same al-
lomorphs, we take this as evidence that these are realised by the same morphological
feature. This is captured bymapping these distinctmorphosyntactic-semantic features
to a single morphomic feature which realises the form in question. This is visualised in
Figure 9.3. In this example, the three distinct syntactic-semantic properties are inter-
faced to the morphology in the form of three distinct feature values, ĝ, Ğ and ğ. These
are then mapped to the single morphomic feature, Ē. This is then realised by a sin-
gle realisational rule. A concrete example of this comes from the undergoer preϐixes
in Ngkolmpu, for instance the β-series preϐix which maps both perfective aspect and
future tense to a single form.
The morphosyntactic-semantic structure is modelled using feature values pairs, in
the format ċĊĆęĚėĊ:value. For example, the feature value for the remote past tense
would be represented as ęĊēĘĊ:remote past. These features are mapped to morpho-
logical features which are associated with lexemes. A lexeme may be associated with
features by virtue of two distinct circumstances. First a lexememay be associatedwith
feature values by virtue of appearance in a particular syntactic context, i.e. either as a
target for agreement or in a particular case position. Or it may be associatedwith a fea-
ture value by its associationwith a semantic value, i.e. not directed as a result of syntax.
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In line with various typological work on the nature of features, the former is known as
contextual or relationalwhilst the later is known as inherent (Anderson, 1985) (Booij,
1996) (Kibort, 2010). This is the primary reason for keeping the syntax and semantics
separate in the model of morphology in Figure 9.1
As a result of the anisomorphic relationshipbetween themorphosyntactic-semantic
features andmorphological features,we can thinkof lexemeshavingmultiple paradigms.
The ϐirst is theirmorphosyntactic-semantic paradigm or content paradigm as in Stump
(2016). This represents the possible morphosyntactic-semantic space that is relevant
for the inϐlection of a given lexeme, i.e. the set of feature values relevant for inϐlection.
This is mapped onto the set of morphological features, this then comprises another
paradigmwhich can be thought of as amorphological paradigmor formparadigm. This
is the set of features relevant to themorphology. Finally, the set of total inϐlected forms
can be thought of as a third paradigm, known as the realised paradigm.
9.1.1 Status of features
It is common formorphosyntactic-semantic features to be constrained in variousways.
These constraints might be semantic or at least semantically driven, such as the fact
that perfective aspect in Ngkolmpu is incompatible with present tense as discussed in
Section 6.3. Others may be arbitrary, i.e. speciϐied in the grammar at some level, such
as the fact that imperfective forms do not co-occur with non-past tenses.
Theseparticular constraintsmayprovide evidence for a level of organisationwithin
the features themselves. Various proposals abound in theoretical linguistics for the
structure of features. However, it is the contention of this section that any such struc-
ture should be argued on empirical grounds. In (Stump, 2001) and (Stump, 2016), fea-
tures are assumed to be ϐlat structures and constraints on orthogonal features are han-
dled through co-occurance restrictions, which simply stipulate any unavailable combi-
nations. This will be assumed to the default case unless there is sufϐicient evidence for
other types of feature structures. For an overview of other types of feature structures
see Corbett (2012). These may involve hierarchies of feature structure or describing
features in terms of types as in HPSG (Sag, Wasow, & Bender, 2003). In (Brown & Hip-
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pisley, 2012) features are described as ordered attribute paths in which certain fea-
tures are dependent on other features. The empirical motivations for such a structure
are discussed in Section 9.2; it is important to note here that these involve a sort of
inherent typing, since features are dependent on other features.
A logical consequence of having a level of morphological organisation that is dis-
tinct from the syntax-semantics is that feature organisationmay also be distinct. Thus,
even if there is evidence for a certain type of feature structure in the syntax or seman-
tics this might not necessarily be reϐlected in the morphology. Largely we would as-
sume that these would display similar types of organisation, however this would be an
interesting avenue of investigation to conϐirm this empirically. Ngkolmpu does display
some evidence for distinct feature structures in the syntax-semantics andmorphology
in which the features of person and number in agreement and pronouns each show
different ordering restrictions between them.
9.1.2 Rule-based morphology
In order to provide a sufϐiciently explicit account of the morphomic structures at each
level, a number of inϐlectional mechanisms must be introduced here. As stated, the
analysis will largely be presented in natural language but a few mechanisms need to
be established here in order to make the description explicit. Common to realisational
models of morphology is the realisation of exponents through the application of rules.
These rules state that morphological form is introduced in an appropriate morpho-
syntactic / semantic context; in our model this is only once mediated through a level
of morphological organisation. The contexts are represented by features. The forms
may be any phonological operation. Anderson (1992) describes a number of non-
concatenative operations used by morphological systems of the world, however for
the discussion in this chapter wewill only discuss afϐixation. An example of such a rule
of exponence is in (9.1). This is a rule of nominal morphology that states that in the
context of the feature values of ergative and singular append the underspeciϐied /W/
to the input X, which in this case would be the nominal stem. Note that in a fully articu-
lated theory, rules of this type need to be indexed for more than this, including but not
limited to word class, inϐlection class and position in the word. However, the purpose
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of this section is not to provide a full model of the entire inϐlectional system but rather
to make explicit certain types of organisation within the paradigm.
(9.1) X, ergative singular → XW
The bulk of mechanisms that we require to account for the Ngkolmpu paradigms
are to provide explicit accounts for different types of syncretism, i.e. when multiple
features are realised by the same form. The simplest examples of these come from
underspeciϐication or defaults. A default is simply the application of the elsewhere dis-
tribution of a rule, i.e. a rule that applies to all remaining cases after all other rules have
been applied. For instance, in order to capture the paradigm structure in Table 9.2, we
can specify the rules in (9.2). The ϐirst rule applies to the ϐirst person value, marking
it with the sufϐix -y, whilst the other rule simply states that for all other contexts, i.e.
non-ϐirst person, append an e.
1 2 3
y e e
Table 9.2: Non-singular actor agreement paradigm
(9.2) a. X, ϐirst person → Xy
b. X, else → Xe
Related to a default is the notion of underspeciϐicationwhich involves omitting cer-
tain features so that natural classes may be captured. For instance, in the paradigm in
Table 9.3, the feature ĕĊėĘĔē is only relevant in the non-singular, so for the realisation
of the singular agreement no reference to person is required. Thiswould be formalised
as the rules in (9.3).
1 2 3
ĘČ ø ø ø
ēĘČ y e e
Table 9.3: Deafult actor agreement paradigm
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(9.3) a. X, singular → Xø
b. X, ϐirst person non-singular → Xy
c. X, non-singular → Xe
Inherent to the concepts of default and underspeciϐication is the notion that rules
are applied disjunctively, arranged into groups based on shared distribution. So that
in a group of rules only, each rule implies the non-application of other rules in that
group. One common approach to determining between competing rules is through the
application of a principle which applies the narrowest or most speciϐic rule for a given
context. This is known as the Elsewhere Principle (Kiparsky, 1973), the Subset Princi-
ple (Halle, 1997) and Pāṇini’s Principle (Stump, 2001). Alternatively, rules may simply
be applied in a stipulated order, or some combination of the two (Anderson, 1992). For
the purposes of our discussion, it is not signiϐicant which approach is chosen except to
note that under any approach there needs to be amechanism for determining between
competing rules.
Another type of shared exponence involves cases of simple homophony, in which
two distinct inϐlectional exponents happen to be phonologically rather than systemi-
cally identical. These are typically uninteresting from a morphological viewpoint and
we will not be considering any examples of these in this chapter. For a discussion of
determining between simple homophony and systematic shared identity of exponence
see Stump (2014).
The ϐinal mechanism that will be introduced is to capture directional syncretisms.
A directional syncretism involves one context copying its form from another context,
i.e. another cell in the paradigm. The directionality of these must be established be-
yond the mere sharing of identity of exponence. Directional relations of this type are
handled through the application of rules of referral. Rules of referral were introduced
by (Zwicky, 1985) and more fully articulated in (Stump, 1993). These have been in-
cluded in most realisational-inferential theories. Rules of referral take the form of a
rule which involves the inϐlectional context in the form of a feature value pair which
speciϐies another feature for which the element should be inϐlected instead. This is
exempliϐied in (9.4): this rule simply states that in order to inϐlect for second person
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non-singular, instead inϐlect like the third person, unspeciϐied for number.
(9.4) X, second non-singular → third
9.2 Morphological autonomy and inϐlection
In his seminal work Morphology by itself, Aronoff (1994) argues for an autonomous
level ofmorphologywhichhe calls themorphome. In ourmodel this involves the linking
of morphosyntactic and semantic features to phonological strings mitigated through
purely morphological categories. This contribution has been signiϐicant to our under-
standingof how inϐlectional systemsmaybeorganised. SinceAronoff (1994), consider-
able work has explored the extent of speciϐic autonomous morphological phenomena
with notable works including Maiden and Goldbach (2011), Cruschina, Maiden, and
Smith (2013) and Round (2015).
It is the contention of this chapter thatmorphomic categories/structures can oper-
ate at any and all levels of morphological structure, including localised structure that
is not found elsewhere in the morphology. In the Ngkolmpu case, there is clear evi-
dence that the various inϐlectional sites of verbs, particularly the agreement sites, are
organised along independent and autonomous lines, both from each other and from
the other paradigms in the language, speciϐically pronouns. We have seen this from
an impressionistic perspective in the previous chapter, where we explored the extent
of distributed exponence. In the following section we explore the explicit morphomic
structures localised to the three inϐlection sites of verbs. In doing so, we can explore
the limits of localised autonomous morphological organisation in order to provide a
more ϐine-grained understanding of the domains of morphomic structure. The anal-
ysis should also go some way to understanding the structural properties driving this
particular case of distributed exponence.
Much of the morphomic structure in the paradigm involves instances of shared ex-
ponence or syncretism. In these cases we have two or more identical exponents with
distinct morphosyntactic and semantic contexts. The contexts are not reducible to a
single dimension of the paradigm, i.e. they cannot be handled through underspeciϐica-
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tion. In addition, they are not simply the result of the application of defaults. As such,
these are morphomic since they cannot be reduced to syntax, semantics or phonology.
There are two distinct types of morphological syncretism that can be attributed to a
morphomic level of organisation. These include the directional syncretisms that are
handled through rules of referral as discussed in the previous section. These involve
the mapping of morphosyntactic-semantic features into a new organisation that is not
syntactically or semantically motivated and must be thought of as a type of morpho-
logical structure.
More commonly exponents will share a form without there being any evidence of
directionality involved. That is, two different sets of feature values systematically dis-
play an identical exponent without there being any non-morphological motivation for
this. These are handled through disjunctive exponence (Stump, 2014). A rule of dis-
junctive exponence simply has multiple possible sets of features which can satisfy the
rule of exponence. This is exempliϐied in (9.5) which states that in order to inϐlect a
verb that is future durative or recent imperfective append the sufϐix nt. Another al-
ternative for formalising what is essentially the same relationship is using a mero-
morphome (Round, 2015). This is a purely morphological feature value onto which
multiplemorphosyntactic-semantic features aremapped. The termwas introduced by
Round (2015) to account for the extensive and consistent disjunctive exponence in Ka-
yardild in which large sets of complex feature sets are realised with just a small set of
forms. Arguably the distinction between these two approaches, i.e. rules of disjunctive
exponence ormeromorphomes, is amatter of notation rather than substance. It seems
tome that arguments for determining a distinction between these twomechanisms ap-
pears, in practice, to be one of extent rather than quality. Meromorphomes are typically
only invoked when the evidence that the shared identity exponence is systematic and
extends sufϐiciently throughout the system. More theoretically, such categories poten-
tially could be reserved for a category that displays evidence for a level of psychological
reality, evidenced by historical consistency or being applied to loan words (Maiden &
Goldbach, 2011). At the levels we are concerned with in Ngkolmpu and at our current
stage of understanding the Yam languages it is very difϐicult to propose any more than
disjunctive exponence. However, I will note that the two both account for very similar
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types of relationships.
(9.5) future durative OR recent perfective → Xnt
The ϐinalmeanswewill explore for the structure of paradigms pertains to the inter-
nal structure of features. Since morphological features may, in theory, display aniso-
morphic organisation from morphosyntactic-semantic features then any evidence of
contrasting types of internal structure to the features contributes to evidence of au-
tonomous morphological structure. For our discussion of Ngkolmpu we will only be
concernedwith ordered feature values. However any type of distinct feature geometry
could constitute evidence for morphomic organisation.
In Network Morphology features are treated as ordered attribute paths, in which
features are ordered with respect to each other. The arguments for treating partic-
ular features as being ordered after another feature can be found in Brown and Hip-
pisley (2012). To summarise here, these revolve around the fact that a certain feature
may determine the number of distinctions made in another feature. For instance, if we
consider the Ngkolmpu absolutive paradigm in Table 9.4 it appears that the feature of
person determines the distribution of number, as number is only marked within the
feature value of ϐirst person. Thus, for the purposes of this paradigm we would order
the feature of person before number in order to maximise this generalisation.
1 2 3
ĘČ ngko mpu pi
ēĘČ ni mpu pi
Table 9.4: Absolutive pronoun paradigm
Whilst it would be tempting to assume a universal ordering of features cross lin-
guistically, one cannot assume this would be the case until demonstrated with a suf-
ϐiciently large sample of languages. Brown and Hippisley (2012, p. 63) acknowledge
that it is most likely that certain feature values will be ordered differently according to
their semantic relevance to the part of speech being inϐlected. For instance, we would
expect to see TAM deϐining a verbal paradigm at a higher level than person and num-
ber features. In Ngkolmpu, we see evidence of differently ordered features beyond just
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semantic relevance. For instance, the absolutive pronoun paradigmwehave seen is de-
ϐined as having person ordered before number, however the actor agreement paradigm
is organised in the opposite dimension. We have already seen that person distinction
is only ever made in the non-singular for actor agreement as per Table 9.3. This is
discussed in more detail later, however, data like that suggests a level of arbitrariness
to the ordering of feature values. The argument that the verb will have different or-
derings from nominals was presented in Brown and Hippisley (2012), however that
was with regards to the combinations of agreement and TAM categories. There is no
a-priori reason that person and number should be ordered differently when inϐlected
on a verb or a pronoun. In addition, the actor sufϐix often refers to the same referent as
an absolutive argument, so if there is a semantic motivation here, it is minimal. Thus,
whilst potentially motivated by semantics, it is clear that there is some arbitrariness to
the ordering of features in this way, i.e. an element of morphomic structure. And as we
shall see in the following sections, this is something which can be entirely localised to
a given inϐlectional site.
At this point onemight consider that the ordering of features appears to be an arte-
fact of the rule-based modelling mechanism. However, it is important to understand
that the ordering of features is a way of representing prominence in the structure of
a paradigm. For example, in the absolutive paradigm person is more prominent than
number. Thus, when we are discussing this notion of feature ordering, we are talk-
ing about a relationship of prominence and ordered dominance in the structure of the
paradigm.
9.3 Subparadigmatic structures
In this sectionwe explore the paradigmatic structure of each of the primary inϐlectional
sites on verbs. I will approach this by providing an explicit theory-informed account of
the structural properties of each inϐlection site. Bymaking explicit the structure of each
site of the inϐlected verb, we will also see that each site involves a level of autonomous
structure that is localised to that site. The analysis in this section will assume familiar-
ity with the description of verbal inϐlection as presented in Chapter 6, however many
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key points will be reiterated. The goal of this section is to explore structural relation-
ships and not to provide complete descriptive coverage of the uses of each element.
The basic verbal inϐlectional template is presented in Table 9.5. This template lists
the inϐlectional sites: the inϐlectional preϐixes and sufϐixes. We need not concern our-
selves with the other features indicated on verbs beyond these sites. In the remainder
of this section, I will argue for a level of autonomy for three distinct inϐlectional sites
based on the structures of the inϐlection preϐixes (§ 9.3.1), the TAM sufϐix (§ 9.3.2) and
the actor sufϐix (§ 9.3.3).
Inϐlectional preϐixes Stem Inϐlectional sufϐixes
undergoer TAM actor
(ęĆĒ)
UndergoerĕĊėĘ/ēĚĒ + ęĆĒ
(Cross-indexĕĊėĘ )
(ęĆĒ
sufϐix)*
ActorĕĊėĘ/ēĚĒ
+ ęĆĒ
Table 9.5: Verbal inϐlection template
9.3.1 Inϐlectional preϐixes
The inϐlectional preϐixes consist of the undergoer agreement, which for some values
may be decomposable into a TAM marker and an agreement marker, and the cross-
indexing marker. These form a single sub-paradigm that is sensitive to person and
number of the undergoer argument and the actor argument for some restricted cases.
It also carries information for a number of TAM categories. The arguments for the
autonomy of this sub-paradigm come from the particular organisation of person and
number features and TAM features.
The undergoer agreement marker is one of the most prominent elements of the
verbal inϐlection in Ngkolmpu. The shape of the paradigm for its agreement patterns
is particularly salient. The basic agreement shape remains identical for all tense, as-
pect and mood values and is presented for the α-series in Table 9.6. We have seen that
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undergoer agreement indexes all three persons as well as number of the undergoer
argument. This results in a paradigm of six cells as per Table 9.6, yet notice there are
only three distinct forms. There are two primary elements to notice. The ϐirst is that
undergoers never index the number of the third person. The second is that the sec-
ond person forms are not unique: they are distinct for number from each other, but
each cell shares its identity with another cell in the paradigm. First, we shall explore
the syncretism of the second person forms, before returning to the notion of number
marking.
1 2 3
ĘČ w n y
ēĘČ n y y
Table 9.6: Undergoer agreement paradigm
The undergoer paradigm displays a distinct pattern of syncretism. Oneway to con-
ceive of this is that the second person forms share their realisation with other forms
in the paradigm, i.e. the second person singular form shares its exponent with the ϐirst
non-singular form and the non-singular form shares its exponentwith the third person
form. In this section, I argue that the person and number syncretisms of this paradigm
are the result of directional processes effecting second person agreement markers. In
the ϐirst, the ϐirst non-singular refers to second person. In the second, the second per-
son non-singular refers to third person marking. This can be visualised in Table 9.7
where the arrows represent the directional syncretism.
1 2 3
ĘČ w n y
ēĘČ n y y
Table 9.7: Undergoer agreement paradigm
The evidence for the directionality of this syncretism comes from the distribution
of the cross-indexing marker. Recall that the cross-indexing marker follows the under-
goer marker in the inϐlectional preϐixes. It occurs in the future tenses and indexes both
arguments simultaneously. As established in Section 6.7.2, themarker, which takes the
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form r, only occurs if the actor is not second person, i.e. ϐirst or third. In addition, it
can only occur if the undergoer argument is neither the second singular or ϐirst non-
singular undergoer.
When we compare the distribution of this marker with the undergoer preϐix we
notice an immediate parallel between the patterns of syncretism for the two elements:
it picks out a category which links the second singular and the ϐirst non-singular un-
dergoers whilst omitting the second non-singular undergoer. That is, the patterns of
syncretism for the cross-indexing marker follow the same feature combinations as the
undergoer agreement. This suggests that the two reϐlect the samemorphological struc-
ture. To restate, the cross-indexing marker does not occur when there is any second
person argument actor or undergoer, except in the non-singular undergoer where it is
sensitive to the ϐirst non-singular. This suggests a rearrangement of features for non-
singular undergoers in which ϐirst non-singular is indexed like a second person form
and the second non-singular which is indexed like a third person form. This is exactly
the pattern that we see. To that end, we can treat these as a case of referrals to capture
this generalisation. This will require two referrals. The ϐirst involves ϐirst non-singular
as making a referral to the second singular, i.e. the values of ϐirst non-singular is in-
stead overwritten with the value of second person. The second involves the second
non-singular being overwritten with the value of third person. These can be handled
by two rules of referral as per Example (9.6). The ϐirst states that ϐirst non-singular is
always realised as second person. The second states that the second non-singular is
always realised as third person.
(9.6) a. ϐirst person non-singular undergoer → second person undergoer
b. second person non-singular undergoer → third person undergoer
This analysis is motivated since it drastically improves the economy of the descrip-
tion. In the unanalysed paradigm we have three forms occupying ϐive cells. Now we
now have just three forms, each corresponding to a single person value as in (9.7). In
addition, we can now state the distribution of the cross-indexing marker with greater
simplicity as well. Under this analysis the cross-indexer marker only occurs as long as
there are no second person feature values referring to any argument as per (9.8). In
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terms of paradigmatic structure, these rules of referral represent an abstract, purely
morphological, i.e. morphomic, level of organisation, or in this case re-organisation, of
the paradigm. Intriguingly, however, this same arrangement is not repeated through
any other part of the grammar, thus what we have is a level of organisation speciϐic to
the particular paradigm of undergoer preϐixes.
(9.7) a. X, ϐirst person undergoer → wX
b. X, second person undergoer → nX
c. X, third person undergoer → yX
(9.8) a. X, non-second person future → rX
Under this analysis we are left with a clear feature structure for the undergoer
agreement patterns which is primarily organised around three distinct person values.
Number is therefore a less prominent aspect of the inϐlection of undergoer agreement.
This analysis corresponds to the fact that number is not marked in the third person, as
no number is marked in the undergoer at the level of the cell. As we shall see in the
Section 9.3.3, treating number as secondary to person is the opposite pattern we see
in the actor agreement sufϐix. In addition, this is distinct from the absolutive patterns,
which mark number in the ϐirst person, but where number is dependent on person.
The inϐlectional preϐixes alsomark tense, aspect andmood aswell as agreement. In
this regard the sub-paradigmalso shows a number of distinct structures. In these cases
a number of these categories are abstract categories not driven by underspeciϐication
or any directionality. These abstract categories have been implicit in the description
of the system so far and correspond to the multiple series of undergoer preϐixes, α, β
and γ. The most restricted of these is the γ-series. This marks either the recent past
tense in the durative aspect or the remote past in the imperfective aspect. There is no
single feature which uniϐies these two categories nor does this appear to be the result
of a directional process. Yet since they are always marked identically, at least at this
inϐlectional site, we can treat this as a kind of disjunctive exponence (Stump, 2014).
The fact that these always occur the same regardless of any other features on the verb,
including agreement features, suggests that this is systematic and should be accounted
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for. Thus we can say that recent past durative and remote past imperfective form a set
coordinated through a logical disjunction, i.e. recent durative OR remote imperfective.
However, this particular grouping of categories only ever occurs in this inϐlectional site,
i.e. for the undergoer marker, and not elsewhere. As such, we should consider this
evidence for a level of structure existing at the sub-paradigm level.
The β-series appears to have a broader distribution than the γ-series. It marks
the combination of perfective aspect and future tense for the majority of agreement
features. Again, there is no directionality suggested in this analysis. In terms of for-
malisation it also represents disjunctive exponence, i.e. two cases of systematic non-
directional shared exponence. Leaving aside for now the fact that members of the β-
series are not identical for all agreement patterns, we see a systematic connection be-
tween functions of the β-preϐix. We have treated the distribution of the preϐixes as a
case of disjunctive exponence yet there are good reasons to treat these as meromor-
phomic categories, despite the fact that these do not exist elsewhere in the grammar.
This has primarily to do with their signiϐicance in the inϐlectional system of the lan-
guage as these categories exist for the majority of verbs in the lexicon, only middle
verbs lack undergoer preϐixes. The presence of undergoer preϐixes organised into a se-
ries of complex abstract categories is also a feature common to all Yam family languages
for which we have sufϐicient data to date (Evans et al., 2017), making it an extremely
old feature of the language. As I have argued above, the distinction between disjunc-
tive exponence and meromorphomic categories is not a distinction that is particularly
clear, however I would suggest that the Ngkolmpu data is probably best described as
meromorphomic if we take the deϐinition suggested in the previous section.
Finally the α-series serves as the default which marks the remaining categories.
Under this analysis, this does not treat the disparate values of the remaining forms as
a single category; rather this is simply the residue category evidenced by the fact that
this distribution involves the most complex statement of features.
Interestingly, the inϐlectionof tense, aspect andmoodon theundergoer site appears
to be dependant on the agreement features of undergoer. Aswe have seen from the dis-
tinctions in β-preϐix subseries, mood distinctions in the future tense only occur for the
second person agreement values, that is, after the directional processes have been ap-
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plied. In other words, the person feature of the undergoer determines the number of
possible mood distinctions. This suggests that, if we were to take an ordered attribute
approach, the tense, aspect and mood features should follow the agreement features.
This is counter to expectations of verbal inϐlection inwhichTAMshould bemorepromi-
nent than person and number. One possible interpretation of this is that this site is
primarily an agreement marker and only secondarily a TAM marker, a phenomenon
that Matthews (1974) discusses as primary and secondary exponence; a topic I will
not explore further here. However, in terms of our argument regarding autonomous
paradigms, it is the opposite prominence ordering that we ϐind in the actor agreement
position.
9.3.2 The TAM sufϐix
TheTAMsufϐix displays themost directmappingbetween the syntax-semantics and the
morphology of the three inϐlectional sites. There are eight distinct forms as presented
in Table 9.8. Mostly, these serve to indicate direct features. Interestingly, none of the
features that are directly indicated in this site are also indicated elsewhere. There are a
few syncretisms here that represent some structure which are worth mentioning. The
ϐirst is the shared identity of the remote past perfective and the past potential sufϐix
ngk. Whilst there is a shared semantics in that both have a past tense reference, under
our feature analysis there is no uniϐied category which could indicate both as there
are a number of distinct past tense values. This appears to represent another case of
disjunctive exponence and one that is not replicated elsewhere. In addition, for many
verbs there is shared exponence between future durative and recent perfective in the
form of the nt sufϐix. It is important to note that the syncretism in these paradigms is
only present for certain verbs, i.e. those with vowel ϐinal stems.
9.3.3 Actor sufϐix
The actor sufϐix displays a level of complexity similar to the inϐlectional preϐixes, yet is
organised along entirely different lines. The structure of the agreement features here
are the complete opposite of what we have seen for the undergoer, both in terms of
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ø Default
nt Future durative and recent perfective V-ϐinal
ro Recent perfective C-ϐinal
omo Future-potential
ngk Past-potential and remote perfective V-ϐinal
en Recent imperfective
rnt Remote imperfective
Table 9.8: TAM sufϐixes
SG 1NSG 2NSG 3NSG
default ø y e e
future ø ei ei me
future-potential ø y y y
imperfective ø e e e
recent perfective ø rans rans rans
post-potential, remote perfective ø ai ai ai
hodiernal past perfective y me me me
hodiernal past durative y ns ns ns
remote past w ai ai ai
Table 9.9: Full paradigm of actor sufϐix forms.
agreement and TAM. The agreement system in the actor sufϐix is driven by number
rather than person, as we saw for the undergoer. The TAM categories are very differ-
ent, with a different set of disjunctive sets. In addition, TAM categories determine the
agreement markers rather than the reverse we ϐind in undergoer preϐix. The complete
set of forms, aligned into series, is presented in Table 9.9.
Regarding the structure of the person and number feature of agreement for the ac-
tor sufϐix there are twonotable aspects. The ϐirst is that for themajority of TAM features
only number is marked. That is, actors typically only mark agreement for singular vs.
non-singular and often to normark person. However, personmay bemarked in certain
TAMvalues, inwhich case it is onlymarked in the non-singular. This is a rather unusual
typological fact and has been discussed in previous chapters. For the TAMvalueswhich
do mark person, there are two primary patterns of person agreement. The default se-
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ries, as shown in Table 9.9, groups the second non-singularwith the third non-singular.
This is reminiscent of the structure we saw in the undergoer paradigm, except that in
this case there is a number distinction in the third person. In addition to this, there
are the future agreement markers. These are used for both future-irrealis and future
potential. For this series the second non-singular is marked like the ϐirst non-singular.
There is no evidence for directionality in either of these; in the future TAM the second
non-singular, which shares its exponent with the ϐirst non-singular for this TAM value,
is marked as per second person values on the cross-index marker. These appear to be
cases of either underspeciϐication or disjunctive exponence. Either way, the fact that
they display distinct patterns for different TAM valuesmakes the patternmarkedly dif-
ferent from the undergoer preϐix structure.
Important to note regarding the structure of agreement features in this site is that
person here is dependent on number. This is the opposite pattern to what we saw
in the undergoer, where number values are largely dependent on person and under-
goer exponence can be reduced to a person system. Under an analysis which entails
ordering constraints, in this inϐlectional site person should follow number. This is the
opposite structure to what we would propose for both absolutive pronouns and the
undergoer preϐix. Absolutive pronouns mark three persons and only make a number
distinction in the ϐirst person. Thus, any ordering constraints on person and number
for the pronouns are the exact opposite to the actor sufϐix, despite these frequently
referring to the same referents. These three distinct types of organisation all show a
level of morphological organisation, i.e. the feature structures of these paradigms, that
is organised along autonomous lines.
The TAM marking of the actor sufϐixes is considerably more complex. There are a
number of distinct categories, many of which indicate natural categories and others of
which represent disjunctive exponents. I will not go through all the categories indi-
cated by the actor sufϐix as this was discussed at length in both Chapters 6 and 8. In-
stead, I will point out a few interesting notes about the architecture of the subparadigm
regarding TAM. It is clear that person distinctions are only ever made in certain TAM
values. This seems to suggest that person is dependent on TAM categories, and if mod-
elled through ordered attribute paths, this would involve ordering person after TAM.
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This is in direct contrast towhat has been discussed for the undergoer preϐix. However,
we should also see that most TAM distinctions are only made in the non-singular. This
suggests that TAM distinctions are also dependent on number. This would place an
ordered attribute path as per (9.9). This is a rather unusual ordering for features how-
ever it is supported by the data. Overall, we have a very different type of organisation
in the actor sufϐix than we have seen in any other part of the grammar.
(9.9) number » TAM2 » person
9.4 Subparadigmatic autonomy
We have seen that each inϐlectional site is characterised by a different pattern of mor-
phological organisation. The inϐlectional preϐixes and the actor sufϐix each are gov-
erned by a series of complex morphomic structures whilst the TAM sufϐix is largely a
matter of direct inϐlection. However, the preϐixes and the actor sufϐix differ from each
other drastically. The inϐlectional preϐixes are governed by high-level directional syn-
cretisms that rearrange non-singular forms to derive a system which marks both per-
son and number out of a system that otherwise only marks person values. The actor
sufϐix, on the other hand, is primarily organised around number distinction with per-
son values being less prominent than both number and person features of the sufϐix.
The implication of this beyond the current study suggests that autonomous mor-
phological structures may be uniquely localised to any single point in the inϐlection of
a system. The important clariϐication is that this morphological structure will not be
replicated in other parts of the morphology of the language. Considering our model of
morphology presented in Section 9.1, what this suggests is that the morphosyntactic-
semantic features may be mapped to morphological structure uniquely for different
lexemes and, crucially to our point, inϐlectional sites. This suggests that there are mul-
tiple points in the morphology which interface directly with the syntax-semantics.
In Paradigm-FunctionMorphology themapping ofmorphosyntactic / semantic fea-
tures to morphological structure is handled through property mappings within the
2I am not going into the ordering of TAM features at this point since it is not necessary for the argu-
mentation.
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form-correspondence function. This maps the morphosyntactic / semantic features
associated with particular lexemes to stems and the correspondingmorphological fea-
tures. What this evidence conϐirms is that this function must be uniquely deϐinable
at each point in the deϐinition of a paradigm. Currently, PFM entails mechanisms for
deϐining subparadigms by use of the paradigm function within a paradigm, i.e. within
a paradigm function. Arguably this also entails a unique deϐinition of the Corr function
for that sub-paradigm, however the current implementation of the formalism makes
no clear way of stating this explicitly and this potentially requires a revision of how the
Corr function and the paradigm function are formulated. A fully articulated exposition
of this issue is beyond the scope of this chapter, however a implemented Paradigm-
Function Morphology based model of the verbal inϐlection of Ngkolmpu, based on the
current formalism, can be found in Appendix B.
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Appendix A
Sample texts
This appendix contains three example texts. The soundϐiles and elan ϐiles have been
included on the CD that should be associated with the thesis. These transcriptions in-
volve minor editing so that mistakes have been corrected at the recommendation of
my language consultants. Within the Elan ϐiles there is both English and Indonesian
translations. The Indonesian translation represent only very rough ϐirst pass transla-
tions provided by speakers in the ϐield. The texts have been chosen to represent both
male and female speakers and across distinct genres: a traditional narrative, a personal
recount and a procedural text.
A.1 Cassowary story -mpowrwa eibentei
Title: mpowrwa eibentei ‘The cassowary story’
Speaker: Yonas Gelambu
Files: 20141108-KCD-YG-CassowaryStory.wav
20141108-KCD-YG-CassowaryStory.eaf
Recorded: 08/11/2014
This is a traditional story about twonongkomwhogohunting a cassowary. Nongkom
is roughly translated as brother-in-law but more precisely refers to the relationship
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which involves two men who are married to two sisters. The term is also used as a re-
ciprocal address term by men in this relationship. This relationship is a light-hearted
and friendly relationship special to this pair and the story reϐlects this. It is a traditional
story in which the two nongkom go out to catch a cassowary (unsuccessfully) and in-
stead end up ϐighting and hurting each other. They get so upset with each other that
others laugh at them and they do not speak to each other again.
The story contains a number of narrative conventions common to story telling in
Ngkolmpu. The story is introduced with a fairly conventionalised start common to
most formal stories. In addition, the speaker uses the word moro which means ‘how’
directly before the verb to emphasise new information. In addition, the speaker care-
fully switches between tenses and realis and irrealis mood as a way of foregrounding
and backgrounding various information. Typically this involves irrealis mood being
used to signify background bits of information similar to what has been described for
Komnzo (Döhler, 2016), however at other times present tense is used for this same
purpose.
(A.1.1) Matthew, neme konsapor
Matthew,
Matthew,
neme
good
konsapor
day
‘Matthew, good day.’
(A.1.2) naempr eibentei smpo, ngki naempr ye
naempr
one
eibentei
tell.Ďēċ
smpo
again
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
naempr
one
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘This is one more story.’
(A.1.3) mpowrwa ye ngki
mpowr-wa
cassowary-Ćĉď
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
‘This is about a cassowary.’
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(A.1.4) yempoka irau nongkom poi, nongkomt irau
yempoka
two
irau
3.ėĒę.ĉĚė.be
nongkom
WZH
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
nongkomt
WZH-ĈĔĒ
irau
3.ėĒę.ĉĚė.be
‘There were these two brother-in-laws.’
(A.1.5) potarmpa toirai ngki, moro tetnuaengkai: ”nongkom, yeki ani ni, parat”
potar-mpa
village-Ććđ
tnoir/ai
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ĕċě.ėĒęntravel
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
moro
ċĔĈ
tentnwae/ngkai
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ĕċě.ėĒęnplan.ėĘ
nongkom
WZH
yeki
tomorrow
ani
ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėngo.ēĕđ
ni
1.ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
para-t
hunting-ĕĚėĕ
‘Whilst travelling from the village, they planned: ”brother-in-law, let’s go
hunting tomorrow”’
(A.1.6) ”yar kirot ani, paranm onto krantei”
yar
sleep
kiro-t
hunt-ĈĔĒ
ani,
ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėngo.ēĕđ,
para-nm
hunt-ĎēĘ
onto
can
krnan/ntei
1.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėngoēĕđ
‘We’ll go night hunting, we can hunt as we travel.’
(A.1.7) naempr nongkom ngkoro: ”bai”
naempr
one
nongkom
WZH
ngkoro
thus
bai
čĔė.go
‘One of the brother-in-laws says: ”Let’s go!”’
(A.1.8) anai pngke po brarngke... nmaei brar surarrnt poi pi
anai
ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚė.go.ēĕđ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
po
ďĚĘ
brar-ngke
garden-Ćđđ
nmaei
before
brar
garden
sunrar/rnt
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnbe.Ċĝ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘They went to the garden... the place that used to be a garden.’
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(A.1.9) baoror teimerai pno parat
baoror
late.afternoon
tenimer/ai
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnexit.ėĘ
pno
that.time
para-t
hunting-ĕĚėĕ
‘In the late afternoon they went out hunting.’
(A.1.10) naempr ngkompa yamakru, naempr naempa yamakru
naempr
one
ngkompa
ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
ynamakr/w,
3.ėĒę.ĉĚėnwalk.ēĕđ
naempr
one
naem-mpa
side-Ććđ
yamakru
3.ėĒę.ĉĚėnwalk.ēĕđ
‘One walks this side and one walks the other.’
(A.1.11) watik, naempr yow sowoi
watik,
enough,
naempr
one
yow
ēĊČ
snowo/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘After that, the ϐirst one didn’t see anything.’
(A.1.12) pi naempr poi nongkomt moro yanmakr pngke
pi
3.ĆćĘ
naempr
one
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
nongkom-t
WZH-ĈĔĒ
moro
ċĔĈ
yannmakr/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėncome.ēĕđ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
‘The (other) one came to there with his brother-in-law.’
(A.1.13) baoror peto, ete mpowr tewu
baoror
late.afternoon
peto,
very,
ete
ah
mpowr
cassowary
tnew/w
ĘČ>3ĘČ.ċ.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘In the evening, oh my, he saw a cassowary (feminine).’
(A.1.14) yar nmaeito teiru
yar
sleep
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
tenyr/u
3ĘČ.ċ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsleep.Ċĝ
‘She was asleep.’
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(A.1.15) blni skuknrnt
bl-ni
egg-đĔĈ
s=kwonkn/rnt
?=3ĘČ.ċ.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnbe.located.ēĕđ
‘She was sitting on eggs.’
(A.1.16) blwa rau mpowr
bl-wa
egg-Ćĉď
rau
3ĘČ.ċ.ėĒę.ĉĚė.be
mpowr
cassowary
‘The cassowary was nesting (lit. of egg).’
(A.1.17) ”ah nou pngke”
ah
ah
nou
čĔė
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
‘”Let’s go (get her)!”’
(A.1.18) ”Oh mpowr reye ngki, blni okn, bongke nkn”
Oh
Oh
mpowr
cassowary
reye
3ĘČ.ċ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
bl-ni
egg-đĔĈ
onkn/,
3ĘČ.ċ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėbe.located.ēĕđ
bongke
remaining
nnkn/
2ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.located.ēĕđ
‘”Oh this is (fem) a cassowary, she is sitting on an egg, you stay here”’
(A.1.19) tenenkengk mwangke
tennenke/ngk
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnreturn.here.ėĘ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
‘He went back to the house.’
(A.1.20) pi nongkom pno pi nmaeito imonsu nongkai pr, nmaeito imakru pi
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nongkom
WZH
pno
that.time
pi
3.ĆćĘ
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
ynmons/w
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
nongkai
food
pr
tree
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
ynmakr/w
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĉĚėncook.Ċĝ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
‘At that time, thebrother-in-lawhadalreadygathered foodand started cook-
ing it.’
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(A.1.21) te nmaeito imonsu
te
kava
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
ynmons/w
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
‘He had gathered kava.’
(A.1.22) eh, yow bori
eh
eh
yow
ēĊČ
bori
ėĊđ
‘Ah, no he hasn’t.’ (mistake)
(A.1.23) ”bongke ye, kotip ngkei poi irar”
bongke
remaining
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
kotip
ϐish
ngkei
ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
ynrar
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ
‘”Ah leave it, there is ϐish all around here.”’ (lit. here and there)
(A.1.24) ”sinm krantei pngke”
si-nm
torch-ĎēĘ
krnan/ntei
1ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnwalk
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
‘”We can go to there later with a torch.”’
(A.1.25) piengku ngkoro: ”nongkom yow, mpowr poi wown, blni onokempr”
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngkoro
thus
nongkom
WZH
yow
ēĊČ
mpowr
cassowary
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
wnown/
3ĘČ.ċ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnsleep.ĉĚė
bl-ni
egg-đĔĈ
onnokempr/
3ĘČ.ċ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.on.top.ēĕđ
‘He says: ”brother-in-law, no, there is a cassowary asleep on top of an egg.”’
(A.1.26) ”oh ncuene ye”
oh
oh
ncuene
1.ēĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘”ah... its ours” [the other replied]’
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(A.1.27) te pi bongke ye nmaei, mpowr pi potaenmei nmaei
te
kava
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
bongke
remaining
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
nmaei
before
mpowr
cassowary
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
po=tnaenm/ei
ďĚĘ=1ēĘČ>3ĘČ.ċ.čĔė.ĕċěncapture.ėĘ
nmaei
before
‘”Leave the kava now, we will catch the cassowary ϐirst.”’
(A.1.28) yempoka mel moro yamakr, supl... bpe poi surarrnt bpe
yempoka
two
mel
head
moro
ċĔĈ
ynamakr/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwalk.ĘČ
supl
bow
bpe
club
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
sunrar/rnt
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnbe.Ċĝ
bpe
‘The two left, with a bow... and they had clubs.’
(A.1.29) mlaempa surarrnt pi, ktormiru, naempru tormir
mlae-mpa
stone-Ććđ
sunrar/rnt
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnbe.Ċĝ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
k=tonrmir/w
Ďėė=ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnhang.ėĘ
naempr-w
one-ĘČ.ĊėČ
tonrmir/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnhang
‘Theywere (made) fromstoneandcouldbehung, one (of them)hangs (wears)
it.’
(A.1.30) yamakr pngke pr melngke
ynamakr/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwalk.ĘČ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
pr
tree
mel-ngke
head-Ćđđ
‘They went to the tree.’
(A.1.31) se narmpru, naempren se
se
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċě.give.ėĘ
narmpr-w
one-ĊėČ.ĘČ
naempr-en
one-ĉĆę
se
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċě.give.ėĘ
‘One held on to the other.’
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(A.1.32) yamakr, pi mpowr onto kwemernt tbou
ynamakr/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwalk.ĘČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
mpowr
cassowary
onto
can
kwwneme/rnt
3ĘČ.ċ.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnbe.sitting
tbou
quiet
‘They keep going... the cassowary was sitting quietly.’
(A.1.33) yarwa rau mpowr pi
yar-wa
sleep-Ćĉď
rau
3ĘČ.ċ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnbe
mpowr
cassowary
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘The cassowary was asleep.’
(A.1.34) ksko, ngki mpowr reye... ngki
k=snko/
Ďėė=3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnstand.ėĘ
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
mpowr
cassowary
reye
3ĘČ.ċ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
‘They stand, this is the cassowary... here.’ (The speaker demonstrates their
location in relation to the cassowary)
(A.1.35) naempr ngkompa skongk, naempr ngkompa, mpowr tobou
naempr
one
ngkompa
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
snko/ngk
3.ėĒę.ĕċěnstand.ėĘ
naempr
one
ngkompa
ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
mpowr
cassowary
tobou
quiet
‘One stands up here, one up here, the cassowary is quiet.’
(A.1.36) naempru ngkoro: ”si swert, bewert”
naempr-w
one-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngkoro
thus
si
torch
snwert/
2ĘČ>3.ĎĒĕ.ĕċěnlight
bewert
2ĘČ>1ĘČ.Ćĕĕđ.ĎĒĕ.ĕċěnlight
‘One says: ”light the torch, light it for me.”’
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(A.1.37) ”ngkai srrso”
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
srnrso/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
‘”I’ll hit it.”’
(A.1.38) moro abse: ”ou naempr, yuow, yemkpoka”
moro
ċĔĈ
nabse/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėncount
ou
ĕĒĘ
naempr
one
yuow
three
yemkpoka
two
‘He starts counting: ”ok, 1, 3, 2”’ (mistake with order)
(A.1.39) pi ngkoro moro tayengk...
pi
3.ĆćĘ
ngkoro
thus
moro
ċĔĈ
tanye/ngk
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnsay.ėĘ
‘He says like that...’
(A.1.40) bpe moro siungk
bpe
club
moro
ċĔĈ
snyu/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěndraw.ėĘ
‘He drew his club...’
(A.1.41) pi siwa moro tanmeru, ngkoro ngkei
pi
3.ĆćĘ
si-wa
eye-Ćĉď
moro
ċĔĈ
tannmer/u,
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnduck.ėĘ
ngkoro
thus
ngkei
ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
‘He, with the torch, ducked down, here like this.’
(A.1.42) bpe piengku moro siungk, pi srrsngk naeimam
bpe
club
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
moro
ċĔĈ
snyu/ngk,
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěndraw.ėĘ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
srnrso/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
naeimam
dead
‘He drew his club and hit it hard.’
(A.1.43) Ola! mpowr ngkei pna ertekau
Ola!
Ohno
mpowr
cassowary
ngkei
ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
pna
because
enrteka/u
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnchase.ĉĚė
‘Oh no, because of that the cassowary ϐled.’
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(A.1.44) yentento eterkau mpowr pi
yenten=to
continue=Ćĉě
enterka/u
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnchase.ĉĚė
mpowr
cassowary
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘The cassowary ran right off.’
(A.1.45) nongkom moro srsongk ngki, mel sblnengk
nongkom
WZH
moro
ċĔĈ
snrso/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
mel
head
snblne/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsmash
‘The brother-in-law had hit this one (the other brother-in-law), he smashed
(his) head.’
(A.1.46) ”alae! ele! ele!”
”Ouch, ow! ow!”
(A.1.47) ”nmaeito brsei mpai ngko”
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
bnrso/i
ĘČ>1ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċě
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
‘”You have hit me!”’
(A.1.48) mpowr moroko srmtau pngke, tepi pngke towlengk, tenenkengk
mpowr
cassowary
moro=ko
ċĔĈ=Ďėė
snrmta/u
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnchase.ėĘ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
tepi
just
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
tonwle/ngk
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnhappen/
tennenke/ngk
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnreturn.here.ėĘ
‘Hewas going to chase cassowary, but once he reached there, he came back.’
(A.1.49) nongkom pi mpl ngkompa ntaepurau
nongkom
WZH
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
mpl
blood
ngkompa
ĕėĔĝ.Ććđ
n=taenpura/u
ċĔĈ=ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnbleed
‘The brother-in-law was bleeding from here.’
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(A.1.50) mgnke, si onto eyowkau, ”aduh moro srwale ngkai?”
mgnke
where-Ćđđ
si
eye
onto
can
enyowka/u
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsee.Ċĝ
aduh
alas(I)
moro
ċĔĈ
srnwale/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnmake.happen.ėĘ
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
‘He looks around ”oh no, what have I done”’ (Aduh from Indonesian)
(A.1.51) mpowr bl moro imanspi
mpowr
cassowary
bl
egg
moro
ċĔĈ
ynmans/=pi
ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘He gathers up the cassowary eggs.’
(A.1.52) kwosar moro irmingk kkaenm
kwosar
bundle
moro
ċĔĈ
ynrmingk/
ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėntie.up
kkae-nm
paperbark-ĎēĘ
‘He ties a bundle from paperbark’
(A.1.53) ”you kngko?”
you
ēĊČ
knnko/
2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĕċěnstand.ėĘ
‘”Can you stand?”’
(A.1.54) ”mpiea wo ntementme ngko wo”
mpiea
thing
wo
1ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
nteme-nteme
little-little
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
wo
1ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘”I can, just a little bit.”’
(A.1.55) ”nmaeito bblnai mpai ngko”
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
bnblne/i
ĘČ>1ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnsmash
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
‘”You have broken my head.”’
(A.1.56) ksmae
k=snmae/
Ďėė=ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnhold.ėĘ
‘He holds him.’
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(A.1.57) moro kaeibrow pngk, yow, waeku ksikoru
moro
ċĔĈ
knaeibro/w
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċě
pngk
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
yow
ēĊČ
waeku
piggyback.Ďēċ
k=snikor/u
Ďėė=ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnpiggyback.ėĘ
‘He tries to escort him, but can’t, so he carries him on his back.’
(A.1.58) pari imirinte, parinm sikoru pngke
pari
cord
ynmirinte/
ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnpeel
pari-nm
cord-ĎēĘ
k=snikor/u
Ďėė=ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĉĚėntie.ėĘ
pngke
‘He peels a cord (from paperbark), he tied him to there with the cord.’
(A.1.59) tontu mwangke
tnont/w
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnbring.ėĘ
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
‘He brought (him) to the house.’
(A.1.60) Aduh, mpl moro olempl, toba
Aduh,
Alas,
mpl
blood
moro
ċĔĈ
onlempl/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnpour.
toba
lots
‘The blood is pouring out, lots of it.’
(A.1.61) te moro sront
te
kava
moro
ċĔĈ
srnont/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnbring.ėĘ
‘He brings kava.’
(A.1.62) ”bongke ye, te bernsrnt nti pnm skrortiu nsone pi”
bongke
remaining
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe
te
kava
benrnsr/nt
2ĘČ>1ĘČ.Ćĕĕđ.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėnsteep
nti
sore
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
s=knrortiw/
?=ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
nsone
1ĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘”Leave it, steep the kava for me, so that my pain will ϐinish.”’
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(A.1.63) ngki nmaeito sblnengk mel mpar nkgi
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
snblne/ngk
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsmash.ėĘ
mel
head
mpar
bone
nkgi
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
‘The skull was already smashed.’
(A.1.64) te moro erensre
te
kava
moro
ċĔĈ
enrencr/e
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnchew.Ċĝ
‘The kava is chewed.’
(A.1.65) piengku yernsru poi nongkomt
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
yenrnsr/u
ĘČ>3.Ćĕĕđ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsteap
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
nongkom-t
WZHĕĚėĕ
‘He steeped the kava for his brother-in-law.’ (In this case by chewing it and
spitting out the mixture)
(A.1.66) townengkai te pi nemeto
tnowne/ngkai
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěndrink.ėĘ
te
kava
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
neme=to
good=Ćĉě
‘They drank the kava well.’
(A.1.67) ”ah yekinm, nkreke potarngke, ou”
ah
ah
yeki-nm,
morning-ĎēĘ
n=krneke/
ċĔĈ=ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċě
potar-ngke
village-Ćđđ
ou
ĕĒĘ
‘”Ah, in the morning, I will return to the village, ok.”’
(A.1.68) yekinm, mpyae pi mpowr bl kwosar waeku sikoru piengku pi
yeki-nm,
morning-ĎēĘ
mpyae
thing
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
mpowr
cassowary
bl
egg
kwosar
bundle
waeku
piggyback.Ďēċ
snikor/u
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnpiggyback
piengku
3ĘČ.ĆćĘ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
‘In the morning, he carried the cassowary egg bundle on his back.’
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(A.1.69) pompa moro snngkongk mwampa pngke
pompa
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
moro
ċĔĈ
snnngko/ngk
3.ėĒę.ĕċěnrise.ėĘ
mwa-mpa
house-ĆćĘ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
‘Then, he rose from the house to there (the village).’
(A.1.70) poi towowongkai
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
tonwowo/ngkai
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnrest.ėĘ
‘He rested there.’
(A.1.71) pompa smpo potarngke ngkoro sowoi: ”moro tawaleme ?”
pompa
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
smpo
again
potar-ngke
village-Ćđđ
ngkoro
thus
snowo/i
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
moro
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnhappen.ėĘ
tanwale/me
‘Then, back at the village they saw and asked: ”what’s happening?”’
(A.1.72) ”nongkomu brsoi”
nongkom-u
WZH-ĘČ.ĊėČ
bnrso/i
ĘČ>1ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
‘”Brother-in-law hit me”’
(A.1.73) ”mpowerngke trsome pnto irei, pnto pnto”
mpower-ngke
cassowary-Ćđđ
tnrso/me
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnhit.ėĘ
pnto
like.that
irei,
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pnto
like.that
pnto
like.that
‘”We fought over a cassowary, just like that.”’
(A.1.74) ”oh mpra eh...”, mpunceu ngkoro: ”kopa mrwan menre”
oh
oh
mpra
funny
eh
eh
mpunce-w
wife-ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngkoro
thus
kopa
idiot
mrwan
thought
menre
ignorant
‘”Oh that’s funny.” The wife calls out: ”You dumb idiots”’
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(A.1.75) pr moro inre pncent pr, nmaei pr
pr
tree
moro
ċĔĈ
ynnre/
ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnmedicate
pncent
3ēĘČ.ĕĚėĕ
pr
tree
nmaei
before
pr
tree
‘They are given medicine, traditional medicine.’
(A.1.76) ”nswangkantei mpu”
n=snwangka/ntei
ċĔĈ=2ēĘČ>3.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėnmassage.Ċĝ
mpu
2.ĆćĘ
‘”You two massage him”’
(A.1.77) iwangkaye
ynwangka/e
ēĘČ>ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnmassage.Ċĝ
‘They massaged him’
(A.1.78) prnm pnm ilowaye
pr-nm
tree-ĎēĘ
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
inlowa/e
ēĘČ>ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnrub.Ċĝ
‘They massaged him with that plant.’
(A.1.79) naempr oriminggu
naempr
one
oriminggu
week
‘One week later.’ (From Indonesian Hari Minggu ‘Sunday’)
(A.1.80) pit neme ye moro towlengk
pi-t
3.ĆćĘ-ĈĔĒ
neme
good
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
moro
ċĔĈ
tonwle/ngk
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ėĒę.ĕċě
‘Him and his brother-in-law got better.’
(A.1.81) pno teyengkai: yowmnto ntmerknt smpo ngkai pngke mngke
pno
that.time
tenye/ngkai
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsay.ėĘ=ĎČē
yow=mnto
ĘČ>2ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnfollow.ĉĚė
ntnmerk/nt
again
smpo
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngkai
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
pngke
Ďēę.Ćđđ
mngke
‘At that time they said to each other: ”I would never follow you anywhere.”’
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(A.1.82) ”yow tepi”
yow
ēĘČ
tepi
just
‘”Just no way.”’
(A.1.83) ”bongke ye”
bongke
remain
ye
bongke ye
‘”Just stay here.”’
(A.1.84) pompa smpo, onto yemou ponta tepi
pompa
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
smpo
again
onto
can
yneme/u
3.ėĒę.ĉĚė.be.located.ēĕđ
ponta
like.that
tepi
just
‘Then, it just stayed like that.’
(A.1.85) pngke tepi irei pne kiki mpowrwa pna pi
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
tepi
just
yrei
3.čĔĉ.ĉĚė.be
pne
ĉĎĘę.ċĔĈ
kiki
speak
mpowr-wa
cassowary-Ćĉď
pna
because
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘That cassowary story is ϐinished here.’
(A.1.86) ptku eibentei irei
ptku
short
eibentei
story
yrei
3.čĔĉ.ĉĚė.be
‘Just a short story.’
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A.2 Coconut story - saklawa po
Title: saklawa po ‘the branched coconut palm.’
Speaker: Magdela Ndiken
Files: 20140212-KCD-ML-DreamStory.wav
20140212-KCD-ML-DreamStory.eaf
Recorded: 12/02/2014
This is a recount of a prophetic dream spoken by Mama Magdelena Ndiken. The
dream involves an unusual tree: a bifurcated coconut palm, i.e. a normal coconut palm
that has grown tohavemultiple heads. This particular coconut palm is located atNtmtr,
one of the garden sites of the Ntikbwan clan and site of a former hamlet. Whilst the
story is about a dream, the tree actually exists. The tree is considered to have partic-
ular spiritual signiϐicance. The story is particularly interesting, as it represents tradi-
tional beliefs and practices alongside Catholicism, particularly toward the end where
the story shifts to include Christian imagery. The ending is also quite mysterious. The
text involves examples of complex modalities as the story shifts from dreams to real-
ity. It also involves extensive quoted speech with two conversations: one between the
speaker and her brother and the other between the speaker and god.
(A.2.1) ngko powa kreibentent mpon
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
po-wa
coconut-Ćĉď
krneibent/nt
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėntell
mpon
2ĘČ.ĉĆę
‘I will talk of the coconut to you.’
(A.2.2) po ncuen ngkoni ngkei moro talpuku saklawa mpaito waotaor ngki dua ribu
empat belasngke
po
coconut
ncuen
1ēĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
ngkoni
1ĘČ.đĔĈ
ngkei
ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
moro
ċĔĈ
tanlpukaw/w
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėngrow.ĉĚė
sakla-wa
branch-Ćĉď
mpaito
now
waotaor
year
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
2014-ngke
2014-Ćđđ
‘Our coconut, that we have here, it grown branched, all the way up until this
year 2014.’ Note: Indonesian numerals for the year.
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(A.2.3) enam owleu saklawa
enam
six
nowle/w
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnhappen.Ċĝ
sakla-wa
branched-Ćĉď
‘It branched 6 times.’
(A.2.4) ngkai pno sowu pye 2005
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
pno
that.time
snow/w
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
p=ye
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ=3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
2005
2005
‘I saw her (the tree) in 2005’ (corrected from 2015 in recording)
(A.2.5) pno totnontu pi
pno
that.time
tontnont/w
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ėĒęnϐine.work.ėĘ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘That’s when it happened.’
(A.2.6) yaortr wownau
yortr
dream
wnowna/w
1ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsleep.ĉĚė
‘I had a dream.’
(A.2.7) moro wantnu Ntmr po prni
moro
ċĔĈ
wnantn/w
1ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėngo.Ċĝ
ntmr
Ntmr
po
coconut
pr-ni
tree-đĔĈ
‘I went to Ntmr (garden site) at site of the coconut tree.’
(A.2.8) ngkoroko bainentu liko sarni suritrrnt, yuwun pr reye, mpumpu pntra
ngkoro=ko
thus=Ďėė
bnainent/w
1ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnlook
liko
river
sar-ni
bank-đĔĈ
sunritr/rnt,
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnstand.ēĕđ
yuwun
large
pr
tree
reye,
3ĘČ.ċ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
mpumpu
fruit
pntra
like.that
‘I saw it standing at the river bank, it was a large tree (female), with fruit
like this (makes hand gesture).’
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(A.2.9) ntop mpumpu sumitrrnt
ntop
big
mpumpu
fruit
sunmitr/rnt
3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnhang.ēĕđ
’Large fruit was hanging.’
(A.2.10) ngkai ngkoro: ”ete pr pi ngkeye pi alu mito bori tayengk dilarang”
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngkoro:
thus:
ete
*
pr
tree
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
ngke=ye
ĕėĔĝ=3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pi
3.ĆćĘ
al-u
father-ĘČ.ĊėČ
mi=to
ėĊđ.ĆćĘ.ĎēĆē=Ćĉě
bori
ėĊđ
tanye/ngk,
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ėĒę.ĕċěnsay.ėĘ
forbidden(I)
forbidden(I)
‘I said: ”oh my, this is the tree which the Lord said is forbidden”’ (Note, In-
donesian dilarang ‘forbidden’)
(A.2.11) ngkoro: ”meri mekomminngk”
ngkoro:
thus:
meri
ĕėĔč
me=knomminngk/
ĉĊĔ=2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėneat
‘He said: ”do not eat it.”’
(A.2.12) ”mpai moro kominngkntngki yekompyaeto kowlengk”
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
moro
ċĔĈ
knominngknt/=ngki
ĒĎĉ.2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėneat=ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
yeko=mpyae=to
bad=thing=Ćĉě
knowle/ngk
ĒĎĉ.2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĕĔę.ĉĚėnhappen.ėĘ
‘”If you eat this, you will become unwell.”’
(A.2.13) epi yow srboru pompa
e=pi
ęĔĕ=ĉĎĘę.ĕėĔĝ
yow
ēĊČ
snrbor/w
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnpick.ėĘ
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
‘I didn’t pick it (the fruit) from there (the tree).’
(A.2.14) bokri urow
bokri
shocked
urow
1ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚė.be
‘I was shocked.’
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(A.2.15) ktancerei
k=tanncereny
Ďėė=ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĕċěnwake.ėĘ
‘I awoke.’
(A.2.16) yaortr wownei
yartr
dream
wnowne/y
1ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnsleep.ĉĚė
‘I had had dream.’
(A.2.17) pr ngkai nmaeito sowipi
pr
tree
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
nmaei=to
before=Ćĉě
snow/y=pi
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘I had seen that tree.’
(A.2.18) ngkai ngkoro: ”Salpius, mpai pkkant Ntmr po prngke poi knyantnt”
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngkoro:
thus:
”Salpius,
Salpius,
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
p=k=kant
ďĚĘ=Ďėė=2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚė.go
Ntmr
Ntmr
po
coconut
pr-ngke
tree-Ćđđ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
knnyantn/nt”
2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėngo.ĕđ
‘I said: ”Salpius, go to Ntmr to the coconut trees there, go all around”’
(A.2.19) ”nor prmnto iritr poi?”
nor
what
pr=mnto
tree=ĎČē
ynritr/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnstand.ĕđ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
‘What sort of trees there? [Salpius replied]’
(A.2.20) ”naynwato”
naynwa=to
odd=Ćĉě
‘”Anything strange” [I said].’
(A.2.21) ”kenenke”
kennenke/
ĒĎĉ.2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĕċěnreturn.here.ėĘ
‘”Come back.”’
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(A.2.22) beibent ngkoro: ”kaka po irei”
bneibent/
ĘČ>1ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěntell
ngkoro
thus
kaka
older.sibling
po
coconut
irei
3.čĔĉ.ĉĚė.be
‘He said to me: ”Sister, there was a coconut.” Note: Indonesian kakak elder
sibling
(A.2.23) ”mntra ye?”
mntra
like.what
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘”What’s it like?”’
(A.2.24) ”saklwa ye, yempoka”
sakla-wa
branch-Ćĉď
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
yempoka
two
’”It’s branched... in two.”’
(A.2.25) ”owow”
owow
ok
‘”okay”’
(A.2.26) ”nslengklnt, mpone yepi”
n=snlengkl/nt,
ċĔĈ=2ĘČ>3.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėnwatch.ĉĚė
mpone
2ĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
ye=pi
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘”You guard it, it belongs to you.”’ (By virtue of his clan)
(A.2.27) ”bt santont”
bt
care
snanto/nt
2ĘČ>3.ĎĒĕ.ĉĚėnwatch.Ċĝ
‘”You keep guarding it carefully.”’
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(A.2.28) ngkoro teibent: ”pene mpumpu moro srmitrant, meri mesrbor”
ngkoro
thus
tneibent/
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.ĕċěntell
pene
3ĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
mpumpu
fruit
moro
ċĔĈ
srnmitr/nt,
ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnhang.ĕđ
meri
ĕėĔč=2ĘČ.ĎĒĕ.ĕċěnpick.ėĘ
me=snrbor/
‘I said: ”Its fruit which is hanging, don’t eat it.”’
(A.2.29) mpai moro srbor pi, yekompyaeto kowlei
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
moro
ċĔĈ
snrbor/
2ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnpick.ėĘ
pi,
3.ĆćĘ
yeko=mpyae=to
bad=thing=Ćĉě
knowlen
ĒĎĉ.2ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnhappen.ėĘ
‘”If you pick the fruit, you will become unwell.”’
(A.2.30) ah pi tepi
ah
ah
pi
3.ĆćĘ
tepi
just
‘Ah that’s it.’
(A.2.31) pompa, smpo naempr mi, poi wantnu pnt (macam taman) po prni poi
pompa,
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
smpo
again
naempr
one
mi,
night
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
wnantn/w
1ĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėngo.Ċĝ
pnt
ĉĎĘę.ĕĚėĕ
(macam
type
taman)
park
po
coconut
pr-ni
tree-đĔĈ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
‘Then, one night later, I walked around there for it, (in the park) at the co-
conut tree.’
Indonesianmacam taman ‘kind of park’. The speaker is referring to the Na-
tional Park where the garden site is located.
(A.2.32) ngkoroko yanmakru al pi... makotawa ksowu
ngkoro=ko
thus=Ďėė
yannmakr/w
3.ėĒę.ĉĚėncome.ēĕđ
al
father
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
makota-wa
crown-Ćĉď
k=snow/w
Ďėė=ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ
‘Like that the Lord came... I saw he had a halo.’ Indonesianmahkota ‘crown’
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(A.2.33) senter onto sunmangkrnt
senter
torch
onto
can
sunnmangk/rnt
ĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnshine.Ċĝ
‘He was shining a light.’ Indonesian senter ‘torch’
(A.2.34) ni mwa-mwani bapak tuane klaempi, wutklne klaempi, nate...
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
mwa-mwa-ni
house-house-đĔĈ
bapaktua-ne
old.men-ĕĔĘĘ
klaempi,
children,
wutkl-ne
small-ĕĔĘĘ
klaempi,
children,
nate
other
‘Us, in our houses, the old men’s children, the small one’s children, others...’
(A.2.35) piengku pnm sinm senter, sinm, ewertei tapi oml poi onto kurntomprnt
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
si-nm
eye-ĎēĘ
senter,
torch
si-nm
eye-ĎēĘ
enwerte/y
ĘČ.ĒĎĉ.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnlight.up.ĉĚė
tapi
but
oml
mother
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
onto
can
kunrntompr/rnt
3ĘČ.ċ.ėĒę.ĎĒĕċnsit.aside
‘...He, with the light of his torch, illuminated us, but there was a woman sit-
ting aside (not in the light).’
(A.2.36) nteme tengk-tengk
nteme
little
tengk-tengk
piece-piece
‘little pieces.’ (I am unsure the relevance of this statement.)
(A.2.37) (inaudible speech)
(A.2.38) ngkai ngkoro: ”oro yator?”
ngkai
1ĘČ.ĊėČ
ngkoro
thus
oro
who
ynator/
ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnsearch.ĉĚė
‘I asked: ”Who are you searching for?”’
(A.2.39) ”ngki yator?”
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
yator?
ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnsearch.ĉĚė
‘”This one?”’
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(A.2.40) ”yow”
yow
no
‘”No.” [he said]’
(A.2.41) melto kwamulantnrnt
mel=to
head=Ćĉě
kwanmulantn/rnt
ĒĎĉ.ĘČėĒę.ĎĒĕċnmove.circular.Ċĝ
‘He shook his head.’
(A.2.42) ”ow, mi? ngki? ah ete!”
ow
ok
mi
which
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
ah exclaim
‘[I asked:] ”Ok, which one? This one?” ”ah yes!” [I realised.]’
(A.2.43) ”owow mpai pi yeruki”
owow
ok
mpai
2ĘČ.ĊėČ
pi
3.ĆćĘ
yneruk/y
ĘČ>3.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnremember.ĉĚė
‘[He said:] ”Ok, you’ve remembered it.”’ (It is not clear that the speaker is
referring to in these segments.)
(A.2.44) pompa ngko bokri
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
bokri
shocked
‘That shocked me.’
(A.2.45) bra
bra
ϐinished
‘The story is ϐinished.’
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A.3 Gardening story - brar paya
Title: brar paya ‘Garden work’
Speaker: Yonas Gelambu
Files: 20140205-KCD-YG-Gardening.wav
20140205-KCD-YG-Gardening.eaf
Recorded: 05/02/2014
This is a procedural account of how one creates a garden site and prepares the ap-
propriate feasts at each step in the process. The storymostly focuses on the ceremonial
side of building garden sites although it also contains many interesting references to
traditional slash-and-burn agriculture techniques practised by the Kanum people.
(A.3.1) ok mpyaewa kreibentnt ngko ngki, brar payawa
ok
ok
mpyae-wa
thing-Ćĉď
krneibentnt
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėntell
ngko
1ĘČ.ĆćĘ
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
brar
garden
paya-wa
work-Ćĉď
‘Ok, I will tell a story about garden work.’
(A.3.2) ni knume irepe moro brar moro ayalekai trnm
ni
1ēĘČ
knume
kanum
irepe
people
moro
ċĔĈ
brar
garden
moro
ċĔĈ
anyalek/ai
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ėĒę.ĉĚėnstart.Ċĝ
tr-nm
front-ĎēĘ
‘We, Kanum people, started a garden from the beginning.’
(A.3.3) nmaei nyowkai pant
nmaei
before
n=ynowk/ai
ċĔĈ=ēĘČ>3.ėĒę.ĉĚėnsee.Ċĝ
pant
high.place
‘First, we looked for high ground.’
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(A.3.4) ”oh ngki ye pant kelimu”
oh
oh,
ngki
ĕėĔĝ.ĆćĘ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pant
high.place
kelimu
forest
‘[We’d say:] ”Ok, this is high forest ground.”’
(A.3.5) pompa moro sront yow iri poi
pompa
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
moro
ċĔĈ
sront
3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚė.be
yow
ēĊČ
ynr/i
1ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwork.Ċĝ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
‘Away from that place, we don’t make it there.’
(A.3.6) moro srowpi... ”oh pant ngkeye”... brar ngkei irpeni
moro
ċĔĈ
srnow/ei=pi,
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnsee.ėĘ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
oh,
oh
pant
high.place
ngke=ye
ĕėĔĝ=3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
brar
garden
ngkei
ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
ynrpen/i
1ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnclear.forest
‘We’ll see it[ and think:] ”ah this is high ground, we clear a garden here”.’
(A.3.7) pompa srioukntei naemmpr oriminggu ntnyant pngke brar moi bori sront pi
pompa
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
srnowk/ntei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnsee.Ċĝ
naemmpr
one
oriminggu
week
ntnnya/nt
1.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėngo.Ċĝ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
brar
garden
moi
ėĊđ.đĔĈ
bori
ėĊđ
sront=pi
3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚė.be ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘Then, one week later we’ll see, we’ll go to where the garden will be.’
(A.3.8) sraku moro krayalei, nmaei kai kreye
sraku
clearing
moro
ċĔĈ
krnale/ei,
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnstart.ėĘ
nmaei
before
kai
feast
krneye/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ
‘We’ll start the clearing, but ϐirst a feast will be held.’
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(A.3.9) mens-mens kreye poi
mens-mens
ϐire-ϐire
krneye/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
‘A big ϐire will be made.’
(A.3.10) kai moro kreyepi
kai
feast
moro
ċĔĈ
krneye/=pi
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘A feast will be held.’
(A.3.11) sraku tepi ye pno, srtrunantei pngke, ngkoro, pnm nampa ye
sraku
clearing
tepi
just
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pno,
that.time
srntruna/ntei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnmeasure.Ċĝ
pngke,
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
ngkoro,
thus
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
nampa
side
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘At that time of the clearing, we’ll measure it up so... that’s one side.’
(A.3.12) pnm ye nampa brar
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
nampa
side
brar
garden
‘That’s the side of the garden.’
(A.3.13) sraku moro krerntei
sraku
clearing
moro
ċĔĈ
krenr/ntei
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnwork.Ċĝ
‘We’ll make the clearing.’
(A.3.14) srrtiwei... bra
srnrtiw/ei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
bra
ϐinished
‘We’ll ϐinish it, its over.’
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(A.3.15) pompa smpo brar okrei ye
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
brar
fence
okrei
pile.Ďēċ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘Then, there’s a stack of fence palings.’ (Note, brar can mean either ‘fence’
or ‘garden’, compare with cognate terms Zaun ‘fence’ from German and tuin
‘garden’ also cognate with English town. )
(A.3.16) tumetume krawakint
tumetume
fence.post
kranwaki/nt
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnplant.Ċĝ
‘Then the fence posts will get planted.’
(A.3.17) nampa mpiaengke omarentnei bra
nampa
side
mpiae-ngke
thing-Ćđđ
onmarentn/ntei
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėncircumnavigate.Ċĝ
bra
ϐinished
‘We’ll circle around to the other side until ϐinished.’
(A.3.18) pompa smpo ketap orirei ye
pompa
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
smpo
again
ketap
closed.fence
orirei
weave.Ďēċ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘Then, it is a woven fence.’
(A.3.19) poyr pari imrintei, pnm krakakont brar pi, orirei tepi ye pi
poyr
red.paperbark
pari
cord
ynmrinte/i
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnpeel.Ċĝ
pnm
ĉĎĘę.ĎēĘ
krankako/nt
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėntie.Ċĝ
brar
fence
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
orirei
weave.Ďēċ
tepi
just
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘We peel the red paperbark rope... with that, the fencewill be tied... then it’s
a woven fence.’
(A.3.20) brar moro ikri
brar
fence
moro
ċĔĈ
ynkr/i
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnpile.Ċĝ
‘We pile up the fence palings.’
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(A.3.21) srrtiwi nampa mpyaengke
srrtiwi
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
nampa
side
mpyae-ngke
thing-Ćđđ
‘We’ll ϐinish the sides.’
(A.3.22) pr poi srakuni mito irarei pi, yow mi bori srrntei
pr
tree
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
sraku-ni
grass-đĔĈ
mi=to
ėĊđ.ĆćĘ=Ćĉě
ynrar/ei=pi
3.ēĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
yow
ēĊČ
mi
ėĊđ.ĆćĘ
bori
ėĊđ
srnr/ntei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnwork.Ċĝ
‘The wood (from the trees) which was in the clearing, we won’t use (yet).’
(A.3.23) srwornteimpaesmnm, ntoppr, wutkl pr, pneprmito irar, tumetumepnt srarnt
smpo pi
srnwor/ntei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnchop.Ċĝ
mpaeswm-nm
axe-ĎēĘ
ntop
big
pr
wood
wutkl
small
pr
wood
pne
ĉĎĘę.ċĔĈ
pr
tree
mi=to
ėĊđ.ĆćĘ=Ćĉě
ynrar/,
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ
tumetume
palings
pnt
ĉĎĘę.ĕĚėĕ
srnrar/nt smpo pi
‘We’ll chop the trees into large and small pieces, those are the pieces which
are fence palings later.’
(A.3.24) ketapt, nampun sanpi pr, nampun sampa pr
ketap-t
close.fence-ĕĚėĕ
nampun
other
sanpi
long.stake
pr
wood
nampun
other
sampa
short.stake
pr
wood
‘For the closed fence, some long stakes and some short stakes.’
(A.3.25) pnt moro krowert brwa moro krowle, pr krowlent brarni poi
pnt
ĉĎĘę.ĕĚėĕ
moro
ċĔĈ
kronwert/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnburn
br-wa
dry-Ćĉď
moro
ċĔĈ
krnowle/,
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnhappen
pr
wood
krnowle/nt
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnhappen
brar-ni
garden-đĔĈ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
‘So that it will burn, the woodmust become dry, then a garden can be there.’
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(A.3.26) krowert brar pi, ympmprte krowert kongkomp
kronwert/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnburn
brar
garden
pi,
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
ympomprte
all
kronwert/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnburn
kongkomp
midday
‘The garden [site] will burn, it’ll all burn in the middle of the day.’
(A.3.27) mur kongkomp pno srwerti bra
mur
peak
kongkomp
midday
pno
that.time
srnwert/ei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnburn
bra
ϐinished
‘At the top of the day, we’ll burn it until ϐinished.’
(A.3.28) brar moro krotiu mpiaenm mensnm
brar
garden
moro
ċĔĈ
krnotiw/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
mpyea-nm
thing-ĎēĘ
mens-nm
ϐire-ĎēĘ
‘The garden will be ϐinished off with the ϐire.’
(A.3.29) pompa smpo oritnnkgai ye pompa
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
oritnnkgai
clean.Ďēċ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
‘Then, it’s cleaned from that (the burning).’
(A.3.30) kar krakorant, mpon mpiae, mpon mpiae... sumpl oroit pnt pop
kar
share
krankora/nt
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėndivide.Ċĝ
mpon
2ĘČ.ĉĆę
mpiae
thing
mpon
2ĘČ.ĉĆę
mpiae
thing
sumpl
yam
oroi-t
plant.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
pnt
ĉĎĘę.ĕĚėĕ
pop
true
‘It’ll be divided into share plots, one for you, one for you... in order to plant
yams.’
(A.3.31) smpo kai kreye
smpo
again
kai
feast
krneye/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ
‘Another feast will be held.’
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(A.3.32) kai kreye pnt sumpl oroit, baror kongkonm
kai
feast
krneye/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ
pnt
ĉĎĘę.ĕĚėĕ
sumpl
yam
oroi-t
plant.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
baror
late.afternoon
kongko-nm
sun-ĎēĘ
‘A feast for the planting of yams will be held in the afternoon.’
(A.3.33) oh ympmprte barornmpoi srnownt, naemprpoi, naempr karni, naempr karni,
bra
oh
oh
ympmprte
all
baror-nm
afternoon-ĎēĘ
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
srnnow/nt
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėndistribute.Ċĝ
naempr
one
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
naempr
one
kar-ni
share-đĔĈ
naempr
one
kar-ni
share-đĔĈ
bra
ϐinished
‘In the afternoon, everybody will be distributed, one there, one in a share,
one in another share, until ϐinished.’
(A.3.34) pompa smpo mpusakrto paya krerntpi
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
mpusakr=to
alone=Ćĉě
paya
work
krenr/nt=pi
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnwork.Ċĝ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘Then, each will work alone again.’
(A.3.35) pnmwa-t artiboi, moro srrtiwi
pnmwa-t
until-ĕĚėĕ
artiboi
ϐinish.Ďēċ
moro
ċĔĈ
srnrtiw/i
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
‘After all that, it’ll be ϐinished.’
(A.3.36) pngke yantoi sanpa prnm srwakintai
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
ynanto/i
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwait.ĉĚė
sanpa
small.stake
pr-nm
wood-ĎēĘ
srnwaki/ntay
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnplant.Ċĝ
‘We wait until we’ll plant the small stakes.’
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(A.3.37) pompa smpo krortiu, pompa smpo sanpinm
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
kronrtiw/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
sanpi-nm
long.stake-ĎēĘ
‘Then once that will be ϐinished, then it’s the long stakes.’
(A.3.38) sanpi moro krotiu, sanpi owakinei mito ye kaikai smpo poi pnt
sanpi
long.stake
moro
ċĔĈ
kronrtiw/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěϐinish.ėĘ
sanpi
long.stake
owakinei
plant.Ďēċ
mi=to
ėĊđ.ĆćĘ=Ćĉě
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĆćĘ
kaikai
feast
smpo
again
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
pnt
ĉĎĘę.ĕĚėĕ
‘Once the long stakes will be ϐinished, there is a long-stake planting feast.’
(A.3.39) kai kreye pnt
kai
feast
krneye/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnwork.ėĘ
pnt
ĉĎĘę.ĕĚėĕ
‘We’ll hold a feast for that.’
(A.3.40) krotiu, pompa smpo ntontant yuow mpwale
kronrtiw/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěϐinish.ėĘ
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
ntnonta/nt
1ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnwait.ēĕđ
yuow
three
mpwale
moon
‘Once that’ll be done, then we’ll wait three more months.’
(A.3.41) sumpl pi moro krowle mpyaewa pop, kmput pene moro krenimer sumpl km-
put pi
sumpl
yam
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
moro
ċĔĈ
krnowle/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnhappen
mpyae-wa
thing-ĈĆĚĘ
pop
true
kmput
big.yam
pene
3ĘČ.ĕĔĘĘ
moro
ċĔĈ
krennimer/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnexit.ėĘ
sumpl
yam
kmput
large.yam
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘When the yams will be ready, the big yams will come out.’ (Another trans-
lation for kmput would be ‘prize yam’)
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(A.3.42) onongkoi tepi ye pi
onongkoi
pile.Ďēċ
tepi
just
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘And that’s the stockpile.’
(A.3.43) ntarsin urei
nstarsin
thorn
nure/i
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnremove.Ċĝ
‘The thorns come out.’
(A.3.44) ntarsin bt yure pi ye, pnmwat neme ye
ntarsin
thorn
bt
carefully
ynure/
ĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnremove.Ċĝ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pnmwa-t
until-ĕĚėĕ
neme
good
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘You carefully remove the thorns until it’s all good.’
(A.3.45) swani onto ntlngkolnt mpoi ngkei ntarsinu piengku, siurnt smpo
swa-ni
hand-đĔĈ
onto
can
ntnlngkol/nt
ĘČ>2ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnstab
mpoi
ĎČē.đĔĈ
ngkei
ĕėĔĝ.đĔĈ
ntarsin-u
thorn-ĘČ.ĊėČ
piengku
3ĘČ.ĊėČ
snyur/nt
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnremove.ĉĚė
smpo
again
‘The thorns will potentially stab you here in the hand and you’ll have to pull
them out again.’
(A.3.46) moro krortiu pompa smpo yantoi pngke... mpaito bulan Augustus-September
otroi pno ye smpo
moro
ċĔĈ
kronrtiu/
ĒĎĉ.ĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnϐinish.ėĘ
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
ynanto/i
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwait.Ċĝ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
mpaito
now
bulan
(month)
Augustus-September
(August-September)
otroi
dig.Ďēċ
pno
that.time
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
smpo
again
‘Once that’ll be ϐinished, wewait again... now it’s August-September, its dig-
ging time again.’
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(A.3.47) otroi smpo mito ye kai ye smpo pno mens-mens otroit
otroi
dig.Ďēċ
smpo
again
mi=to
ėĊđ.ĆćĘ=Ćĉě
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
kai
feast
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
smpo
again
pno
that.time
mens-mens
ϐire-ϐire
otroi-t
dig.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
‘Its digging again, and again at that time there is a feast for the digging.’
(A.3.48) (Speaker makes a number of false starts here)
(A.3.49) baror krolngkole moyanm... yekinm ortoit... yekinm peto... otroi mito ye jam
5, ntop yekinm peto
baror
late.afternoon
kronlngkol/e
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĕċěnstab
moya-nm
chant-ĎēĘ
yeki-nm
morning-ĎēĘ
ortoi-t
dig.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
yeki-nm
morning-ĎēĘ
peto
very
otroi
dig.Ďēċ
mi-t
ėĊđ-ĕĚėĕ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
jam
(hour)
lima
(ϐive)
ntop
big
yeki-nm
morning-ĎēĘ
peto
very
‘It’ll be afternoon, we will dig (stab) whilst chanting... morning digging...
early in the morning.... the dig is at 5am, really very early in the morning.’
(A.3.50) otroit tepi ye pi, ympmprte bra
otroi-t
dig.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
tepi
just
ye=pi,
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
yimpumprte
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
bra
all ϐinished
‘Once it’s dug, we’re all ϐinished.’
(A.3.51) otroit mit ye pi, naempr konsopor, yempoka konsoper yow irar
otroi-t
dig.Ďēċ-ĕĚėĕ
mi-t
ėĊđ-ĕĚėĕ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
naempr
one
konsopor
day
yempoka
two
konsoper
days
yow
ēĊČ
ynrar/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ
‘For that digging, [it must be] 1 day, not 2 days.’
(A.3.52) baror peto mi moro sront, srtrontei bra
baror
late.afternoon
peto
very
mi
night
moro
ċĔĈ
sront
3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚė.be
srntro/ntei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėndig.Ċĝ
bra
ϐinished
‘It’ll be late afternoon or night when we’ll ϐinish digging, done.’
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(A.3.53) srmonsntei sumpl krapsnteipi... naempr, yempoka, yuow...
srnmons/ntei
ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėngather.Ċĝ
sumpl
yam
kranps/ntei=pi
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėncount.Ċĝ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
naempr
one
yempoka
two
yuow
three
‘We’ll assemble the yams and they’ll be counted... 1, 2, 3...’
(A.3.54) tarumpaomoro bori ye pi, mpiae bori aepsei pi... tarumpao, ntamno, ulemeke
tarumpo
216
moro
ċĔĈ
bori
ėĊđ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
mpiae
thing
bori
ėĊđ
opsei
count.Ďēċ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
tarumpao
216
ntamno
1296
ulemaeke
7776
‘...216, which is what we count to, that’s the counting... 216, 1296 7776.’
(The counting is up to a certain amount either: 63, 64 or 65)
(A.3.55) kmput mito irar sumpl kmput, ngkoro yowngkaipi
kmput
large.yam
mi=to
ėĊđ.Ćĉě
ynrar/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ
sumpl
yam
kmput
large.yam
ngkoro
thus
ynowngkani=pi
1ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnput.Ċĝ=ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘These are large yams, that we put like this.’
(A.3.56) pi mlko mito irar nkgoro sromkunteipi
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
mlko
seed
mi=to
ėĊđ=Ćĉě
ynrar/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ
nkgoro
thus
sronmku/ntei=pi
1.ēĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnassemble.Ċĝ
‘The ones for seed, we’ll gather them up.’
(A.3.57) kmput mito ye, prok (nongkait) pit ye
kmput
large.yam
mi=to
ėĊđ=Ćĉě
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
prok
hunger
(nongkai-t)
(food-ĕĚėĕ)
pit
3.ĕĚėĕ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘Thosewhich are big, they are for food.’ (Speaker used theword prok, which
is generally translated as ‘hunger’ but is commonly used to mean ‘food’.
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Upon re-listening, the comments that using prok to mean food is incorrect
wanted to correct this to nongkai, although all speakers frequently will use
prok in unmonitored speech.)
(A.3.58) nongkai-nongkait pi ye
nongkai-nongkai-t
food-food-ĕĚėĕ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
ye
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘Those are for food.’
(A.3.59) pompa smpo krontongkntei pngke mpngke, sumpl (sobar) mwangke pngke
pop
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
krnontongk/ntei
ĒĎĉ.ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnbring.Ċĝ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
mpngke,
ėĊđ.Ćđđ
sumpl
yam
mwa-ngke
house-Ćđđ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
pop
true.’
‘Then they’ll be carried there, to the yam house.’
(A.3.60) poi yowngkai pi
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
ynowngka/i
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnplace.Ċĝ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘We put them there.’
(A.3.61) poi smpo nitrbri pi, mlko nato, nongkait nato, kmput mito nato
poi
ĉĎĘę.đĔĈ
smpo
again
n=yntrbr/i
ċĔĈ=ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnseparate.Ċĝ
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
mlko
seed
nato
other
nongkai-t
food-ĕĚėĕ
nato
other
kmput
large.yam
mi=to
ėĊđ=Ćĉě
nato
other
‘Weseparate themthere, someare seeds, others for foodandother are those
large yams.’
(A.3.62) mpiaet iri smpo mens-menst mito bori irar, normnto mens-mens
mpiae-t
thing-ĕĚėĕ
ynr/y
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnwork.Ċĝ
smpo
again
mens-mens-t
ϐire-ϐire-ĕĚėĕ
mi=to
ėĊđ=Ćĉě
bori
ėĊđ
ynrar/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.Ex
nor=mnto
what-ĎČē
mens-mens
ϐire-ϐire
‘The ones which we make for ceremonies, for whatever ceremonies.’
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(A.3.63) soi mito irar
soi
custom
mi=to
ėĊđ=Ćĉě
ynrar/
3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnbe.Ċĝ
‘Those which are our customs.’
(A.3.64) pno imei pngke mpnke kait
pno
that.time
ynme/y
ēĘČ>3.ĕėĘ.ĉĚėnexit.ėĘ
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
mpnke
ėĊđ.Ćđđ
kai-t
feast-ĕĚėĕ
‘At the time, we take them out for all sorts of feasts.’
(A.3.65) pngke tepi irei pi brar paya, pompa smpo ntontant
pngke
ĉĎĘę.Ćđđ
tepi
just
yrei
3.čĔĉ.ĉĚėnbe
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
brar
garden
paya,
work
pompa
ĉĎĘę.Ććđ
smpo
again
ntnonta/nt
1ēĘČ.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnwait.Ċĝ
‘That’s it for garden work, after that we’ll wait again.’
(A.3.66) pnmwat smpo tempa brar srale
pnmwa-t
until-ĕĚėĕ
smpo
again
tempa
new
brar
garden
srnale/
ĘČ>3.ċĚę-Ďėė.ĉĚėnstart.ėĘ
‘Up until we’ll start a new garden.’
(A.3.67) ya, ponto tepi irei kiki ebentei pi...
ya
ya
ponto
like.that
tepi
just
yrei
ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚė.be
kiki
speak
ebentei
story
pi
ĉĎĘę.ĆćĘ
‘That’s it for this story.’
(A.3.68) knume irepe ni ponto tepi irei
knume
kanum
irepe
people
ni
1ēĘČ.ĆćĘ
ponto
like.that
tepi
just
yrei
ĘČ.čĔĉ.ĉĚė.be
‘We Kanum people are just like that.’
(A.3.69) neme ye
neme
good
ye
ĘČ.ĕėĘ.ĉĚė.be
‘Thank you.’ (lit. it is good)

Appendix B
Formal model of inϐlection
This appendix is a fully articulated Paradigm FunctionMorphologymodel of the inϐlec-
tional morphology of verbs in Ngkolmpu. This model is in line with the most recent
aspects of Paradigm Function Morphology including paradigm linkage (Stump, 2016).
Themodel itself uses theparticular formalismas requiredby theCat’s ClawParadigm
Function Morphology Engine (PFME) found at https://www.cs.uky.edu/ raphael/lin-
guistics/pfm2.cgi. This is an online parsing tool developed by Raphael Finkel which
allows fully explicit PFM theories to be tested for completeness. A ϐile has been in-
cludedwith the thesis (NgkolmpuVerbalInϐlection.pfm2); this is a text ϐile of themodel
that can be used to test the theory using the PFME. The model is broken up into vari-
ous section representing the modules of the model; however, the model should be run
together in its entirety and treated as a single ϐile.
The model presented here models the inϐlectional paradigms of both preϐixing and
ambiϐixing verbs. It includes examples from each of the primary inϐlectional classes,
discussed below. It only models inϐlectional features, i.e. diathesis and direction are
not part of the model. The various aspects of each element of the model are brieϐly
introduced, however it assumes the reader is familiar with the formalism. In addition,
the particularities of each analytical choice are not explicated but reϐlect analytical de-
cisions made throughout the thesis.
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B.1 Content paradigm
There are two content paradigms, one for ambiϐixing verbs and one for preϐixing verbs.
These deϐine the set of features relevant for inϐlected verbs of either class. Different
schemas are required for each since they inϐlect for different features, namely preϐixing
verbs do not have an actor argument. In addition, perfective aspect is not included in
this example as the verb chosen to represent preϐixing verbs is a positional verb, and
as such does not inϐlect for perfective aspect. This model uses the labels actor and
undergoer and assumes a mapping from syntactic roles to these categories.
These paradigm schemas are constrained by a number of property co-occurrence
restrictions. This takes the form of the Disallow schema, which restricts certain fea-
ture combinations. A discussion of the theoretical status of this approach and other
potential mechanisms are brieϐly discussed in Section 9.1.1.
Content paradigm schema(V) = {
TENSE:{fut/pres/hod/rct/rmt}
ASP:{dur/ipfv/pfv}
MOD:{real/irr/pot/imp}
AGR(A):{1/2/3 sg/nsg}
AGR(U):{((1/2 sg/nsg)/(3 sg fem/masc)/(3 nsg))}
PLUR:{npl/pl}
}
Content paradigm schema(V pre) = {
TENSE:{fut/pres/hod/rct/rmt}
ASP:{dur/ipfv}
MOD:{real/irr/pot/imp}
AGR(U):{((1/2 sg/nsg)/(3 sg fem/masc)/(3 nsg))}
PLUR:{npl/pl}
}
Disallow = {
(ASP:{ipfv} TENSE:{fut/pres/hod}) /
(ASP:{pfv} TENSE:{pres}) /
(MOD:{imp/irr} TENSE:{pres/hod/rct/rmt} ) /
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(MOD:{real} TENSE:{fut}) /
(MOD:{pot} TENSE:{prs/hod/rct}) /
(MOD:{pot} TENSE:{rmt} ASP:{pfv/ipfv}) /
(AGR(A):{1} AGR(U):{1}) /
(AGR(A):{2} AGR(U):{2}) /
(PLUR:{pl} ASP:{pfv})
}
B.2 Stems and lexical entries
The following are the set of lexical entries which serve as exemplar; these include both
ambiϐixing verbs and preϐixing verbs. In the ambiϐixing verbs, we have a verb with a
single pan-aspectual stem along with verbs which display one, two and three stems
as discussed in Section 7.1. There is a single preϐixing verb from the positional class.
Verbs have been selected in order to have stems ending in both vowels and consonants
as discussed in Section 6.8.
Lexical entries contain four lines: the label, represented here by the inϐinitive in
CAPS, the semantics, the syntactic category and the inϐlectional class. The meaning is
provided only for the sake of clarity and memory but it is not used by the model.
Lexical entries
Lexeme: OPINOI
Meaning: touch
Syntactic category: V
Inflection class: pan
Lexeme: OMERKNTNAI
Meaning: follow
Syntactic category: V
Inflection class: 3
Lexeme: OBSUKAI
Meaning: lift
Syntactic category: V
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Inflection class: 2
Lexeme: ONTKAI
Meaning: put in
Syntactic category: V
Inflection class: 2 c
Lexeme: OKROI
Meaning: pile
Syntactic category: V
Inflection class: 1
Lexeme: IRIRTR
Meaning: be.standing
Syntactic category: V
Inflection class: pre c
Roots for each verb are listed along with a set of rules for deriving stems and asso-
ciating them with morphomic categories that deϐine their distribution. The roots are
all listed individually for each verb. For each inϐlectional class, there is a rule which
associates a morphomic feature, i.e. extended or durative, with a morphophonological
operation over a root. The full set of operations are discussed in Section 7.1, however
here only a few have been chosen as examples. As discussed, the phonological opera-
tions which are used to derive stems in Ngkolmpu are separate from the distribution
of those stems. As such, these are modelled with operations deϐined separately from
the stem features in the form of a list of morphophonological operations.
Root(OPINOI) = pino
Root(OMERKNTNAI) = merba
Root(OBSUKAI) = bsu
Root(OKROI) = kr
Root(ONTKAI) = ont
Root(IRIRTR) = ritr
Stem(L[pan]) = Root(L)
Stem(L[3]) = Root(L)
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Stem(L[3]:dur) = k(Root(L))
Stem(L[3]:ex) = ntn(Root(L))
Stem(L[2]) = Root(L)
Stem(L[2]:ex) = k(Root(L))
Stem(L[1]:ex) = Root(L)
Stem(L[pre]) = Root(L)
Stem(L[pre]:pl) = kan(Root(L))
Morphophonological operations = {
ntn(Pba) = Pkntn
k(Pba) = Pk
kan(P) = Pkan
}
This model assumes that undeϐined stems are not generated. In the PFME, it as-
sumes that the root will be used as a default stem even if this not deϐined in the model.
As such, in order to use this model with the particular engine, the following two lines
will need to be added in order to overwrite the assumed defaults built into the parser.
Stem(L) = undefined
Stem(L:dur) = undefined
B.3 Corr function
The ċĔėĒ-ĈĔėėĊĘĕĔēĉĊēĈĊ ċĚēĈęĎĔē Corr is used to map content paradigms to form
paradigms. The Corr function states that for any content cell, i.e. a lexeme (L) and a
particular feature value (σ), there is an equivilent form cell, i.e. a stem and the equivi-
lent morphological feature. The morphological features are represented by a property
mapping function over the content feature, PM(σ). The property mapping function is
the primary locus of purely-morphological inϐlectional structure. Note that at this level
this occurs for the entire paradigm, however in Chapter 9 I argued that this should po-
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tentially be available for sub-paradigmatic structure as well.
Corr(<L, σ>) = <Stem(L:ex), PM(σ)>
Corr(<L, σ:{ASP:{dur} PLUR:{npl}}>) = <Stem(L:dur), PM(σ)>
Corr(<L, σ:{ASP:{pfv}}>) = <Stem(L), PM(σ)>
Corr(<L[pan], σ>) = <Stem(L), PM(σ)>
Corr(<L[pre], σ>) = <Stem(L), PM(σ)>
Corr(<L[pre], σ:{PLUR:{pl}}>) = <Stem(L:pl), PM(σ)>
Property mapping PM = {
(AGR(U):{1 nsg}) → (AGR(U):{2})
(AGR(U):{2 nsg}) → (AGR(U):{3})
(AGR(U):{3 sg fem}) → (AGR(U):{1 sg})
}
In Section 7.1, I discussed contrasting hierarchies of prominence, one for stem dis-
tribution and one for stem generation. These hierarchies aremodelled through the use
of contrasting defaults in the stem generation and the Corr function. The default Corr
function uses the extended stem, whilst in the stem generation, the default stem was
the root, i.e. the restricted stem.
B.4 Paradigm function and realisational rules
The paradigm function serves to link the form paradigm to the realised paradigm. It
deϐines a set of rule blockswhich introduce phonological material given a set of feature
values. In Ngkolmpu there are 5 blocks deϐined in the paradigm function, however the
undergoer block contains a further paradigm functionwhich itself contains two further
blocks, to account for the layering of the γ-series preϐix.
PF(<X, σ>) = [ undergoer : [ iv : [ iii : [ ii : [ i : <X, σ>]]]]]
Rules are organised into rule blocks. Block i is the TAM sufϐix. Block ii is the future
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potential marker which can co-occur with one of the TAM sufϐixes; as such, it has its
own block. Block iii is the actor sufϐix. Block iv is the cross-indexer. Block undergoer
contains two rules, the ϐirst rule is the third person γ-seriesmarker and the second rule
contains a further paradigm function which deϐines the two layers of the undergoer
marker. Block v contains the the rules for the α-series and β-series preϐixes. Block vi
contains the γ-series layer that co-occurs with α-series preϐixes.
Block i
i, X [V], σ:{(TENSE:{fut} ASP:{dur}) / (TENSE:{rct} ASP:{pfv})} → Xnt
i, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{rct} ASP:{ipfv}} → Xen
i, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{rmt} ASP:{ipfv}} → Xrnt
i, X [V], σ:{(TENSE:{rmt} ASP:{pfv}) / (MOD:{pot} TENSE:{rmt}} → Xngk
i, X [V c], σ:{TENSE:{rmt} ASP:{pfv}} → X
i, X [V c], σ:{(TENSE:{rct} ASP:{pfv})} → Xro
Block ii
ii, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{fut} MOD:{pot}} → Xomo
Block iii
iii, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{hod} AGR(A):{sg}} → Xy
iii, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{rmt} AGR(A):{sg} ASP:{dur}} → Xw
iii, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{hod} AGR(A):{nsg}} → Xns
iii, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{fut} AGR(A):{nsg}} → Xey
iii, X [V], σ:{(TENSE:{fut} AGR(A):{3 nsg}) / (TENSE:{hod} ASP:{pfv}
AGR(A):{nsg})} → Xme
iii, X [V], σ:{ASP:{pfv} TENSE:{rct} AGR(A):{nsg}} → Xrans
iii, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{rmt} AGR(A):{nsg}} → Xai
iii, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{(pres/rct} AGR(A):{2/3 nsg} / (ASP:{ipfv}
AGR(A):{sg}) → Xe
iii, X [V], σ:{AGR(A):{nsg}} → Xy
iii, X [V c], σ:{TENSE:{rmt} AGR(A):{sg} ASP:{pfv}} → Xw
iii, X [V c], σ:{TENSE:{rct} AGR(A):{nsg} ASP:{pfv}} → Xns
Block iv
iv, X [V], σ:{TENSE:{fut} AGR(A):{1/3} AGR(U):{1/3}} → rX
Block undergoer
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undergoer, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{3} ((TENSE:{rct} ASP:{dur})/(TENSE:{rmt}
ASP:{ipfv}))} → swX
undergoer, X [V], σ:{} → [ vi : [ v : <Xσ,>]]
Block v
v, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{1}} → wX
v, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{2}} → nX
v, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{3}} → yX
v, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{1} (TENSE:{fut}/ASP:{pfv})} → bX
v, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{3} (TENSE:{fut}/ASP:{pfv})} → sX
v, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{2} TENSE:{fut}} → ntX
v, X [V], σ:{AGR(U):{2} ((TENSE:{fut} MOD:{imp}) / (ASP:{pfv}
TENSE:{prs/hod/rct/rmt})} → knX
v, X [V], σ:{} → X
Block vi
vi, X [V], σ:{(TENSE:{rct} ASP:{dur})/(TENSE:{rmt} ASP:{ipfv})} → kwX
